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DISCLAIMER AND INDEMNITY NOTICE

This document. Windshear Substantiating Data. and its companion documents. Windshear Overview For o
Mana~ement. Pilot Windshear Guide. ExamDie Windshear Trainitw Pro~am. and video presentations “A Windshear

Avoided” and “Windshear - What the Crew Can Do” were prepared pursuant to Federal Aviation Administration

Prime Contract DFTAO1-86-C-00005 with The Boeing Company as a training aid for flight in windshear conditions.

The information contained herein and in the companion materials was derived from information originally developed

for the Boeing 727. and provides a base-line training program with additional recommendations. developed and

approved by Boeing. Douglas or Lockheed for their respective aircraft. regarding how that program might be

adapted for use in specific commercial transport aircraft manufactured by Boeing [727. 737. 747.757. and 767].

Douglas [DC-8. DC-9. MD-80. and DC- 10] and Lockheed [L- 1011]. ANY USE OF THIS WINDSHEAR I
SUBSTANTIATING DATA FOR ANY PURPOSE RELATED TO AIRCRAFf OR CONDITIONS OTHER

THAN THOSE SPECIFIED ABOVE IS NOT AUTHORIZED AND MAY RESULT IN IMPROPER AIRCRAFT

OPERATION. LOSS OF AIRCR4FT CONTROL. INJURY AND LOSS OF AIRCRAFT AND LIFE. ANY USE.

ADAPTATION AND/OR USE ~ER ADAPTATION OF THE MATERIAL IN THIS WINDSHEAR

SUBSTANTIATING DATA BY ANY ENTITY FOR ANY PURPOSE RELATED TO AIRCRAFT.

CONDITIONS OR TO TRAINING PROGRAMS OTHER TH~T THOSE SPECIFIED ABOVE SHALL BE

COMPLETELY AT THE RISK OF THE ENTITY RESPONSIBLE FOR USING. ADAPTING ANDOR USING

THE ADAPTATION OF THIS WINDSHEAR SUBSTANTIATING DATA. AND SUCH ENTITY BY SUCH

USE. ADAPTATION AND/OR USE AFTER ADAPTATION ASSUMES SUCH RISK AND WAIVES AND

RELEASES ALL CLAIMS IT MAY HAVE AGAINST THE BOEING COMPANY. McDONNELL DOUGLAS

CORPORATION. LOCKHEED CORPORATION. UNITED AIRLINES. AVIATION WEATHER ASSOCIATES.

HELLIWELL. INC.. THEIR DIVISIONS. SUBSIDIARIES. AFFILIATES AND THEIR OFFICERS. *

DIRECTORS. SUBCONTRACTORS AND EMPLOYEES FROM ANY LIABILITY WHATSOEVER.

WHETHER BASED ON CONTRACT (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO EXPRESS AND IMPLIED

WARRANTY CLAIMS). TORT (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO NEGLIGENCE AND STRICT

LIABILITY CLAIMS ) OR OTHERWISE. ARISING FROM SUCH USE. ADAPTATION AND/OR USE OF

SUCH ADAPTATION. ANY SUCH ENTITY (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY

MANUF.4CTURER OF OTHER AIRCRAFT OR OPERATOR WITH ANOTHER TRAINING PROGRAM BUT

NOT THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT) WHICH USES THIS WINDSHEAR SUBSTANTIATING DATA

OR ADAPTS AND/OR USES AN ADAPTATION THEREOF WITH RESPECT TO SUCH OTHER AIRCRAFT.

CONDITIONS OR TRAINING PROGRAM THEREBY AGREES TO INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS

THE BOEING COMPANY. McDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION, LOCKJ3EED CORPORATION.

UNITED AIRLINES. AVIATION WEATHER ASSOCIATES. HELLIWELL. INC., THEIR DIVLSIONS.

SUBSIDIARIES AND AFFILIATES AND THEIR OFFICERS. DIRECTORS, AGENTS. SUBCON’IR4CTORS

AND EMPLOYEES FROM ANY LIABILITY WHATSOEVER. WHETHER BASED ON CONTFL4CT.

(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO EXPRESS AND IMPLIED WARRANT Y CLAIMS). TORT

(INCLUDING BLH’NOT LIMITED TO NEGLIGENCE AND STRJCT LIABILITY CLAIMS) OR OTHERWISE.

ARISING FROM SUCH USE. ADAPTATION AND/OR USE OF SUCH ADAPTATION.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this contract to the contrary. the FAA shaI1 accept the items

delivered hereunder with the disclaimer affixed by Contractor and agrees not to remove such disclaimer for
e

any reason whatsoever.
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DEFINITIONS

ADI

AGL

ARTC

ATC

Alpha

Autopilot

Autothrottle

Boundary layer

CD

CL

D

Derate Thrust

DFDR

Doppler radar

Dot

Downburst

EPR

Fx

FZ

FAA

FAR

FDR

FPM

Firewall Thrust

Flap setting

Fh~ht Pafi

Attitude director indicator

Above ground level

Air Route Traffic Control

Air Traffic Control

Angle of attack (alpha)

Control system which can automatically fly the airplane

Control system which can automatically control the airplane

engines

Low velocity air close to the surface

Drag coefficient (D/qS)

Lift coefficient (L/qS)

Drag force

Thrust setting below maximum rated engine thrust (used to

extend engine life, reduce engine maintenance and reduce noise)

Digital Flight Data Recorder

Radar system that can sense windshear

Glideslope displacement measure (0.35°)

Suong downdraft which induces an outburst of damaging winds

on or near the ground

Engine pressure ratio

Force in X (horizontal) direction

Force in Z (vertical) direction

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Regulations

fight dam recorder

Feet per minute

Throttle levers positioned full forward (Maximum thrust)

Greater - More deflection; Lesser - Less deflection

Trajectory the aircraft follows relative to the ground

.. .
111



DEFINITIONS

Flight director

ft

~
Gamma

Glidepath

Glideslope

Go-around thrust

Horizontal vortex

hr

IAS

ILs

IMc

IVSI

in

Increased approach speeds

Increased takeoff speeds

Inertial

INS

Intermittent stick shaker

JAWS

kt

L

LLWAS (LLWSAS)

Margins

Math pilot

Maximum rated thrust

Electronic device that provides pitch attitude guidance on the

ADI to the flight crew

Feet

Acceleration of gravity (32.2 ftisec2)

Angle between fie flight path and the horizon (gamma)

Flight path of the airplane on approach

Reference line extending from the runway touchdown point

usually at a 3° glidepath

Maximum rated go-around thrust

Curling airflow associated with rnicroburst outflow

Hour

Indicated airspeed

Instrument landing system

Instrument meteorological conditions

“Instantaneous” vertical speed indicator

Inch(s)

Reference speeds above normal V~F used as a precaution

Rotation speeds above minimum VR used as a precaution

Gyroscopic or laser derived accelerations (as opposed to

pneumatic )

Inertial navigation system

F~ght at attitudes close enough to the stick shaker attitude to

cause intermittent activation

Joint Airport Weather Studies

Knot(s)

Lift force

Lift-to-drag ratio

Low level windshear alert system

Buffers to limiting values

Computer “pilot” used in simulation to control the airplane

Maximum certified engine thrust

iv



DEFINITIONS

Maximum thrust

MPH

mi

min

Microburst

Minimum unstick speed

N. M.(nmi)

N1

NAS’4

Overboost

Overspeed

PF

PIREPS

PhT

Pitch attitude (angle)

Placard

Pressure gradient

q

R/c

RTO

Respecting stick shaker

Rotation

s

Scale effects

see

Maximum available engine thrust

Miles per hour

Miles

Minute(s)

Small downburst with its outburst winds extending only 2

nautical miles or less

Minimum airspeed at which the airplane can lift off the ground

and continue the takeoff (VMU)

Nautical mile

Engine speed(usually in percent of maximum

revolutions/minute)

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Any thrust level above maximum rated thrust

Use of increased takeoff speeds (V 1, VR, V~) to improve climb

performance

Pilot flying

Pilot reports

Pilot not flying

Angle between fie longitudinal axis of the airplane and the

horizon

Airplane limitation or restriction

Variation of the surface air pressure across an object

Dynamic pressure

Rate of climb

Rejected takeoff

Using stick shaker attitudes as upper limit on pitch attitude

Pitching the aircraft to a target attitude

Wing area

Aerodynamic differences between wind tunnel models (small

scale) and actual airplane (full scale)

Second(s)

v



DEFINITIONS

Severe windshear

Shear

SIGMETS

Simulator

Skin friction drag

Stall

Static stability

Stick (column) force

Stick shaker

T

T/W

TOGA

Tail strike

Target (bug) speed

Theta

Transition

V1

Rapid change in wind direction and/or velocity that results in

airspeed charges greater than 15 la or vertical speed charges

greater than 500 FPM

Rate at which the wind speed charges (e.g. ktisec, kt./N.M.)

Significant meteorological event reports

Computer which reproduces the aerodynamic. aeroelastic and

inertial characteristics of the airplane

Drag which arises due to the friction between the airplane and the

air

Point beyond which further increases in angle of attack produce

no further increase in lift

Tendency for a trimmed airplane to return to its trimmed

condition if disturbed

Force associated with either pulling or pushing on the control

column

Stall warning device which physically shakes the control column

when approaching stall attitudes *

Thrust

Thrust-to-weight ratio

Takeoff/go-around

Tail contact with the ground on takeoff or landing

Reference speeds for various flight segments

Airplane pitch angle relative to the horizon (theta)

Condition where significant airflow separation occurs

Takeoff decision speed (Airplane is committed to takeoff if

airspeed equals or exceeds V ~)

Reference climbout speed (Speed required for one engine

inoperative minimum FAR climb gradient)

Maximum flap extended speed

Minimum unstick (liftoff) speed

vi



DEFINITIONS

VR

VRFF

‘STALL
VT

VMC

VSI

Vkga

w

Windshear

Rotation speed

Reference approach speed (Usually 1.3 x VST~L)

Stall airspeed

True airspeed

Visual meteorological conditions

Vertical speed indicator

Precipitation which evaporates before reaching the ground

Weight

Any rapid change in wind direction andfor velocity

vii
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4.0 INTRODUCTION ,0)
The Windshear Substantiating Data document provides the technical substantiation for all
recommendations made in the Windshear Training Aid (Figure 4.0-1). The Windshear Overview
for Management (Section 1.0) provides an outline of the Windshear Training Aid program for
airline management, and emphasizes the need to support a strong windshear avoidance policy
and to establish effective windshear training. The Pilot Windshear Guide (Section 2.0) is a
synopsis of the Windshear Substantiating Data with a one-to-one correspondence in format m
allow easy cross-referencing. The Example Windshear Training Program (Section 3.0) including
the training objectives and simulator training scenarios, is based on the knowledge learned about
windshear weather (Section 4.2) and the lessons learned from analyses of windshear related
accidents and incidents (Section 4.3). Both the Pilot Windshear Guide and the Example
Windshear Training Program, (including their accompanying videos) are the primary vehicles for
distributing windshear information to the flight crews. Those who desire a more in-depth
knowledge of windshear and its effects on airplanes and pilots may do so by reference to the
Windshear Substantiating Data.

The Model of Flight Crew Actions (Section 4.4) is addressed directly to the pilot. It outlines a
procedure to follow in evaluating the weather and delaying a takeoff or landing in order to avoid
windshear. If windshear is suspected, use of precautions such as alternate flap selection.
additional speed and maximum rated thrust are defined. Practicing good airrnanship by
following standard operating techniques is stressed, and effective recovery techniques, if
windshear is inadvertently encountered. are outlined. These procedures rely heavily on the
knowledge acquired through analyses of windshear related weather phenomena and airplane
accidents and incidents, as well as studies conducted on Boeing, Douglas and Lockheed
airplanes.

The recommendations relating to use of precautions and recovery techniques are developed from
extensive analyses and simulator evaluations of a wide range of airplane types (727. 737, 747,
757,767, DC-8. DC-9, MD-80, DC-10 and L-101 1).

4.0-1



Generic Training Program
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Fig 4.(). ]

Windshear Training Aid Deliverable Items. “Windshear substantiating data” document provides
the technical basis for the entire training program.
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4.0 INTRODUCTION

Wind models similar to those derived from windshear related accidents and incidents form the
basis for these evaluations. Primarily the Boeing 727 is used to illustrate the results of these
analyses. Airplane specific differences are clearly identified in cases where the 727 results are
not generally applicable to all airplane types.

The conclusions and recommendations made in this document are generally based on simulator
evaluations using math pilots to derive the basic trends. These results are then confmrned v’ith
actual pilot-in-the-loop simulations.

The primary analysis tool used in developing the data in this document is the flight simulator.
Flight simulators are capable of reproducing the aerodynamic. aeroelastic and inertial
characteristics of the actual aircraft. All control system parameters such as control deflection
rates, control forces and limits are fully represented. Flight simulators also reproduce the
installed engine thrust and dynamic response characteristics for each engine available on a
particular airplane. Landing gear characteristics are accurately modeled. Data can be output
from the simulator as a function of time or distance for each “flight”. This type of data is
presented throughout the document to illustrate the results of the evaluations perfomned.

The results shown are mostly derived analytically through the use of a simulated pilot, a
computer or “math” pilot. This math pilot is desi=~ed to control the aircraft by responding to
certain parameters such as airspeed or pitch attitude. The math pilot controls the aircraft using

* I
the control column, much as a human pilot would. In some cases, the math pilot’ is also capable
of changing the aircraft cotilguration (flap setting, landing gear position, throttle setting) based
on criteria desi=mated by the analyst. The use of the math pilot allows the various techniques
shown to be evaluated in an objective and repeatable manner. Following the evaluations using
the math pilot, human pilots “fly” the simulators to confirm and enhance the analytically derived
results. Based on these pilots’ comments and critiques, the final recommended procedures were
selected from the techniques proposed.

4.0-3



o 4.0 INTRODUCTION

A complete list of windshear related pilot and training issues and how they were resolved is
provided in Appendix A. The documentation coverage of each issue is also identified.

*
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4.1 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Introduction

At least thirty-two transport aircraft accidents or incidents involving United States carriers, have

occurred during the past twenty-two years in which severe windshear was a contributing factor.

The accidents have resulted in over 600 fatalities and almost 250 injuries. While these statistics

represent the oflicial accident and incident records, recent discussions within the industry suggest

that if close calls were included, the total number of windshear events would be much higher. In

addition, if the cause of many general aviation accidents were documented, it is suspected that

windshear would have been desi=wated as a contributing factor.

The Congress of the United States commissioned the National Research Council to establish a

panel to study the windshear issue and make recommendations on specific actions the industry

should take to improve safety. The report of the panel, released in 1983, does an excellent job of

identifying the issues and makes spectilc recommendations for industry action. One finding of

the panel was that there was a general lack of effective pilot training programs for windshear. *

The document “Low-Altitude Windshear and Its Hazard to Aviation,” (Reference 1) produced by

the National Research Council, reports on the state-of-lmowledge of low-altitude windshear. The

committee found that “...the education and training of most pilots with respect to windshear and

its hazards are inadequate and that the risk posed by windshear can be reduced very soon by an

education campai=~ directed at all classes of pilots.”

4.1-2



e 4.1 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The committee further recommended that “steps should be taken in the near term to improve

understanding of how an aircraft responds to windshear under various piloting techniques. These

studies should consider the effect of aircraft type. The information gained could lead to

recommendations for improved training of pilots to cope with windshear encounters. ” The

industry, in its efforts to implement the recommendations of the National Research Council, had

difficulty addressing the many issues relating to effective windshear training on an

airline-by-airline and manufacturer-by-manufacturer basis. There was no consensus on

windshea-r training goals and methods. Based on reviews of windshear training information

available in the industry, an urgent need was identiiled for a single source aid for windshear

training.

The objective of the Windshear Training Aid is to satisfy this need by providing pertinent

@

windsheai ‘information agreed to by the industry and suitable for education and training.

A further discussion of the overall program objectives as well as more detailed objectives are

provided.

4.1-3



4.1 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

summary

The Windshear Training Aid is the result of an FAA-sponsored effort with the following

objectives:

1) Reduce windshear related accidents and incidents

through effective windshear education and training.

by modifying crew behavior

2) Develop educational material, based on the lessons learned from studies of

windshear weather and analyses of past windshear accidents and incidents, that:

o Increases awareness of the windshear weather phenomena.

o Defines recognition criteria so that

avoided.

windshear can be more effectively

@

o Explains windshear effects on aircraft performance and handling

characteristics.

o Defines appropriate precautionary procedures that should be used

weather conducive to windshear.

o Defines standard operating techniques that enhance the crews ability

recognize windshear.

in

to

4.1-4

0 Defines effective recovery techniques for an inadvertent windshem-

encounter.



* 4.1

3)

4)

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Develou a windshear training ~ro~am that reinforces the knowledge obtained from the

educational material. This program emphasizes the use of windshear reco=tition,

windshear avoidance, windshear precautionary procedures, standard operating techniques,

and windshear recovery techniques.

Develop an indus~ -wide consensus on the educational and training material so that they

will be widely used.

These objectives are described in more detail in Section 4.1.1 Detailed Program Objectives.

4.1-5



Revision 1 *
December 1, 1990

4.1 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

4.1.1 DETAILED PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

1) Reduce Windshear Related Accidents and Incidents

The ultimate goal of the Windshear Training Aid is to reduce windshear related accidents

and incidents by providing the crew with a better understanding of the windshear threat

and the necessary tools and skills to reduce that threat. This also represents the “nearest

term” solution available.

2) Develop Educational Material

The study of windshear from a meteorological point of view and analysis of past o
windshear accidents and incidents have taught the following key lessons:

a) Windshear avoidance is the best defense. Windshear exceeding the performance

capability of any commercial jet transport and the most highly skilled pilot has

been measured.

b) The rnicroburst windshear events recorded by aircraft have been verv similar in

size; they are typically one to two miles in diameter, and have occurred near the

ground (below 1000 ft) during takeoff and landing operations.

c) There is limited time for windshear recotition and recoverv , typically only 5 to

15 seconds.

4.1-6



Revision 1
December 1, 1990

4.1

4.1.1

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

DETAILED PROGlL4M OBJECTIVES

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

Windshear recogm .tion is difficult. Several factors can impede windshear

recognition:

o Past training that emphasizes airspeed control

o Marginal weather conditions

o High crew work load conditions

o Illusion of normality: during the initial part of the windshear encounter,

everything may appear normal; even severe windshear onset may not provide

dramatic early indications to the flight crew.

Flight Path must be controlled through uitch attitude (along with simultaneous full

thrust application). A downward change in pitch attitude can be perceived as a

normal response to low airspeed.

Unusual stick forces may be required to control pitch attitude during airspeed

variations away from normal target airspeed. In accidents and incidents these stick

forces may have been perceived as unnatural.

Low airspeed must be accepted. Flying at airspeeds below normal reference speeds

may be required at some time during

capability of the airplane.

Flk!ht crew must coordinate. The

windshear encounter and respond

responsibilities.

the recovery to utilize the full performance

crew’s ability to recognize an inadvertent

correctly requires coordination of crew

4.1-7
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4.1 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

4.1.1 DETAILED PROGR4-M OBJECTIVES

i)

j)

k)

In accidents and incidents, there was a lack of communication between the flight

crews and the controllers: pilots either knew of a problem but didn’t report it, or the

reports made were not specific, did not meet the requirements of a PIREP, or were

not disseminated.

In accidents and incidents, there was evidence of severe weather in the area, such as

convective activity, thunderstorms, heavy rain, and blowing dust, all conducive to

windshear. However, in some cases, a rapidly developing convective storm may not

have been recognized as presenting potential for microbursts.

An effective, easilv recalled recoverv Procedure is needed and must be used when

windshear is reco~ ‘zeal. During a windshear encounter, temporary distraction or

disorientation may impair assessment of all potentially hazardous factors.

Complicated procedures requiring consideration of multiple factors are not practical

from a training, retention, or application standpoint.
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9P 4.1 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

4.1.1 DETAILED PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

These key lessons learned form the basis for the educational material provided. The Windshear

Training Aid consists of the following items:

o Windshear Overview for Management

o Pilot Windshear Guide

o Example Windshear Training Program

o Windshear Substantiating Data

*

o Video 1- A Windshear Avoided

o Video 2- Windshear - What The Crew Can Do

A detailed description of each of these items is contained in Section 4.1.2 Documentation

Objectives.

*
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4.1 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

4.1.1 DETAILED PROGIWM OBJECTIVES

3) Develop A Windshear Training Program

There is general agreement in the aidi.ne industry that effective windshear training is

needed. A number of airlines have had windshear training programs for a number of

years. However, the training was not universally applied, nor has the training been

consistent in its approach to recognition, avoidance, and pilot response to the windshear

threat.

The objective of the Windshear Training Program is to recommend effective means of

training to reinforce the knowledge gained from the educational material. This can be

accomplished by practicing the concepts of windshear recognition, avoidance,

precautionary procedures, use of standard operating techniques and windshear recovery.

This program is intended to be applicable to a wide range of training capabilities. Flight e

simulator training, although not require& is highly recommended.

These objectives are addressed in the Example Windshear Training Program and

supplemented by the two videos.
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* 4.1 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

4.1.1 DETAILED PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

4) Develop An Industry-Wide Consensus on The Educational and Training Material

The proliferation of different windshear training programs and the lack of definition of

basic windshear training objectives caused widespread confusion and ineffective

windshear training. One of the primary features of the Windshear Training Aid was to

develop a consensus on windshear training objectives and methods among the major

elements of the industry. As part of this consensus development process, a series of

industry meetings were organized to review and comment on the material as it was

developed. In addition to the contract team members (Boeing, Douglas, Lockheed,

United Airlines, Aviation Weather Associates, and the FAA), organizations such as the

Air Transport Association, International Air Transport Association, Aerospace Industries

Association, Air Line Pilots Association, Allied Pilots Association, National

Transportation Safety Board, National Aeronautics and Space Administration and key

representatives from the academic community took part in these reviews. Additional

reviews took place with other industry groups such as foreign and other domestic

manufacturers of large turbojet transport aircraft, the International Civil Aviation

Organization, simulator manufacturers, windshear systems manufacturers, military

training organizations, air taxi and regional airline associations, and representatives from

the general aviation community.

*
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4.1 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

4.1.2 DOCUMENTATION OBJECTIVES

The documentation which supports the overall program objectives consists of four major sections

which are supplemented by two videos.

Section 1.0 Windshear Overview for Mana~ement provides an overall program perspective for

airline management and reiterates the need for strong management support of a windshear

avoidance policy and implementation of effective windshear training.

Section 2.0 Pilot Windshear Guide is a condensed, easily usable document which summarizes

the educational information required by the flight crews.

Section 3.0 Exanmle Windshear Training Program serves to increase flight crew awareness of

the weather and piloting issues associated with windshear through classroom instruction and

simulator exercises. o

Section 4.0 Windshear Substantiating Data contains the technical analysis of the effects of

windshear on airplanes and flight crews and forms the basis for all recommendations made in the

Windshear Training Aid.

Two videos supplement these documents reinforcing the educational material and orienting the

flight crews for the windshear training program.

This method of documenting the Windshear Training Aid was chosen because it provides

considerable flexibility in adaptation of this material to fit the needs of individual users.
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* 4.1.2

4.1.2.1

DOCUMENTATION OBJECTIVES

WINDSHEAR OVERVIEW FOR MANAGEMENT

The objective of the Windshear Overview for Management is to increase airline management

awareness of the necessity for establishing a strong windshear avoidance policy and for

implementing effective windshear training.

This is done by providing a summary of the lessons learned from studies of the windshear

phenomena and past windshear accidents and incidents, and indicating how these are used to

form the basis for an effective windshear training program. The scope of the proposed windshear

training program is given, and an estimate of the resources reqtied to implement such a program

is provided.
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4.1.2 DOCUMENTATION OBJECTIVES

4.1.2.2 PILOT WTNDSHEAR GUIDE

The objective of the Pilot Windshear Guide is to effectively communicate relevant windshea

information to the flight crews. The Pilot Windshear Guide provides specii5c recommendations

as to what the crew should be aware of and outlines the necessary crew actions to avoid

windshear or improve chances of survival during an inadvertent windshear encounter.

Avoidance is emphasized as the fwst line of defense against the hazards of low-altitude

windshear. The Pilot Windshear Guide also provides a description of the windshear threat and

summarizes the most important lessons learned from analysis of accidents and incidents.
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* 4.1.2

4.1.2.3

DOCUMENTATION OBJECTIVES

EXAMPLE WINDSHEAR TRAINING PROGIL4M

The objective of the Example Windshear Training Program is to reinforce the knowledge gained

from the educational material. This reinforcement is accomplished by integrating windshear

recognition, windshear avoidance, windshear precautionary procedures, and windshear recovery

techniques with standard operating procedures. Both Ground Instruction and Simulator

Instruction example programs are defined.

Ground Instruction reinforces knowledge in the following areas:

o The meteorology of windshear

o The lessons learned from analysis of past windshear accidents and incidents

o Recognition and avoidance of windshear

o-’ Use of precautions if windshear is suspected

o Use of standard operating techniques on a daily basis

o Use of effective windshear recovery techniques.

These topics are all addressed in the Pilot Windshear Guide, which is the primary reference for

the training program. Flight crew awareness of these topics will be evaluated and further

developed through use of a Pilot Windshear Guide Questionnaire, Weather Evaluation Exercises

and the two videos. As an additional means to reinforce the windshear educational and training

materials, a Pilot Windshear Briefing is provided. The Pilot Windshem Briefing consists of a

slide presentation, with an accompanying script, of the information contained in the Pilot

Windshear Guide. Slides of actual windshear weather phenomena are included to familiarize

pilots with the visual indications of windshear.
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4.1.2 DOCUMENTATION OBJECTIVES

4.1.2.3 EXAMPLE WINDSHEAR TRAINING PROG RAM

Simulator Instruction provides hands-on training in cockpit recognition of windshear and

recovery techniques for the inadvertent encounter. A Basic Simulator Program which teaches

fundamentals, and an Enhanced Program designed to demonstrate the real-life complexities of a

windshear encounter are provided.

The Basic Simulator Program includes the following exercises:

o Windshear Encounter At Liftoff which demonstrates:

Necessary skills in use of pitch attitude and thrust to control the flight path following a

severe windshear encounter at low altitude (below 1000 ft AGL).

Importance of using pitch attitude (rather than airspeed) to establish initial climb after

takeoff.

Recognition of a situation that requires use of pitch attitude (rather than airspeed) and

thrust to control the flight path.

Control of pitch attitude to an initial target attitude of 150*.

Pitch attitude adjustment as necesszuy to control flight path while respecting stick shaker.

Requirement for effective crew coordination and the need for call-outs.

* See Section 4.4.5
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m 4.1.2

4.1.2.3

DOCUMENTATION OBJECTIVES

EXAMPLE WINDSHEAR TRAINING PROGRAM

o Windshear Encounter After Takeoffi

In addition to the training objectives of the “At Liftoff” case, this encounter demonstrates

that in situations where signillcant vertical winds are present, pitch attitudes greater than

15”* may be required to minimize altitude loss.

o Windshear Encounter On The Runway which demonstrates:

Assessment of runway remaining versus VI speed criteria.

Recovery procedure when rejected takeoff is not feasible.

Concept of forced rotation 2,000 ft before end of usable runway surface.

Use of proper target attitude, rotation rate, and control forces, and importance of

respecting stick shaker.

Use of maximum rated thrust.

Effect of geometry limitations on airplane petiormance in a windshear environment.

Requirement for effective crew coordination and the need for standardized call-outs.

* See Section 4.4.5
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4.1.2 DOCUMENTATION OBJECTIVES

4.1.2.3 EXAMPLE WINDSHEAR TRAINING PROGlL4M

o Windshear Encounter On Approach which demonstrates:

Windshear recognition and the necessity for initiating a timely recovery.

Recognition difficulties associated with transition from instrument to visual flight,

and the need for instrument monitoring and proper call-outs during marginal weather

conditions.

The proper recovery technique which requires advancing thrust levers to full

go-around thrust and increasing pitch attitude to an initial target of 15**, respecting

stick shaker, and not retracting flaps and gear untiI the flight path is under control.

*

* See Section 4.4.5
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* 4.1.2 DOCUMENTATION OBJECTIVES

I 4.1.2.3 EXAMPLE WINDSHEAR TRALNING PROGRAM

The Enhanced Program includes the following exercises:

o Windshear Encounter on Takeoff - More Complex Wind Field

This exercise illustrates the complexities of an actual windshear encounter which includes

rapidly varying vertical winds due to horizontal vortices as well as crosswind shears. The

objective is to demonstrate that the basic recove~ techniques is effective even in this

more realistic and dynamic windshear environment.

o Windshear Encounter on Approach - More Complex Wind Field

This exercise uses the same wind model (except in this case a headwind shear is

included) and has the same objectives as the takeoff encounter with the more complex

wind field.

o Operation at stick shaker attitudes

4.1-19

This exercise allows pilot practice in flying at intermittent stick shaker for an extended

period of time. The exercise is done at altitude by slowing down to stick shaker speed

and can be done without use of a windshear model.



4.1.2 DOCUMENTATION OBJECTIVES

4.1.2.4 WTNDSHEAR SUBSTANTIATING DATA

The objective of the Windshear Substantiating Data is to provide the technical substantiation for

all of the recommendations made in the Pilot Windshear Guide and the Example Windshear

Training Program. The individual sections of the Windshear Substantiating Data are described

below:

Weather

The Weather section of this document describes the windshear phenomenon, identiles the

various types of low altitude windshear and describes the available methods for forecasting,

detection and warning of low altitude windshear. This section also provides a practical ~tide for

avoiding windshear and outlines future developments in the areas of windshear forecasting,

detection and warning.

Lessons Learned

The Lessons Learned section of this document presents analyses of windshear encounters during

takeoff and approach and explains the physics of a windshear encounter. Analyses and piloted

simulator studies of low altitude windshear encounters have provided insight into the causes of

windshear-related takeoff and approach accidents and incidents. Analyses of the windshear

encounters from the pilot’s and the engineer’s view provide a better understanding of the dilllcult

piloting task that a windshear encounter presents to the flight crew.
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4.1.2 DOCUMENTATION OBJECTIVES

4.1.2.4 WINDSHEAR SUBSTANTIATING DATA

Model of F&M Crew Actions

The Model of Flight Crew Actions section of this document describes a recommended

operational course of action. The flight crew actions are divided into the following five areas:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Evaluate the Weathe~ How to identify causes and danger signals of windshear using

preflight and/or cockpit clues.

Avoid Known Windshear: How to make a risk assessment and avoid windshear if possible.

Consider Precautions: How to use certain procedures to increase safety margins if windshear

is suspected.

Follow Standard Operating Technkmes: How to use standard day-in and day-out procedures

and techniques that, if followed, may help recognize and prevent a dangerous situation from

developing should windshear be inadvertently encountered.

Windshear Recovew Techniques: How to use recovery techniques if windshear is

inadvertently encountered.

—



4.1.2 DOCUMENTATION OBJECTIVES

4.1.2.5 VIDEO 1 AND VIDEO 2

The objective of Video 1 and Video 2 is to supplement the windshear educational and training

materials through use of an alternate and effective communications medium. Video 1, “A

Windshear Avoided’, addresses the meteorology of windshear, lessons learned from analyses of

accidents and incidents, and the piloting aspects of the windshear encounter. It is a video that

may be used to educate not only pilots, but all participants in the air transport community,

including air traffic controllers and airline operations department personnel. Video 2,

“Windshear - What The Crew Can Do”, provides a pre-simulator briefing as an introduction to

pilot training and emphasizes the spectilc operational techniques to be used in the windshear

environment.
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4.2 WINDSHEAR WEATHER

This section is intended to serve as a summary of the pertinent meteorological information regarding

windshear to aid the flight crew in understanding the windshear threat and avoiding it. An historical

perspective is presented to acquaint the flight crew with the developing awareness of the windshear

threat in the meteorological field and aviation indus~. Windshear weather types are described to

illustrate the mechanics of windshear formation. A discussion of windshear forecasting, detection

and warning provides insight into current capabilities for anticipating windshear. A practical guide

for evaluating the weather is provided to assist the flight crew in avoiding microbursts and other

types of windshear. Finally, future advances in windshear forecasting, detection and warning are

described which will provide flight crews further assistance in avoiding the serious threat of

windshear.
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*

4.2.1 WHAT IS WINDSHEAR?

Since Wilbur and Orville fwst flew, rapidly varying winds have played havoc on aviation. On the

wind swept dunes of the Outer Banks of North Carolina in 1903 to the present day, wind variability

can either assist or impair pilots flying in all types of aircraft. Variable winds can occur throughout

the atmosphere, from ground-level to the upper reaches of the stratosphere. Where these variable

winds occur governs the type of problem encountered. Although high-altitude variable winds can

create difficulty for aircraft, as in clear air turbulence (CAT) encounters, this guide describes low-

altitude phenomena exclusively.

Low-altitude wind variability, commonly called windshear, has long been recognized as a potentially

serious hazard to aircraft on landing and takeoff. Windshear can result from a large variety of

geographic and meteorological conditions: wind flow around buildings, changes across local

variable terrain, cyclonic frontal storms, and the most violent form of wind change, that associated

with thunderstorms. It is in thunderstorm conditions that the most serious menace of windshear is

found, the convective MICROBURST. Many types of low-altitude windshear will be examined in

m
this guide, but most of the attention will be directed toward microbursts, since they have been linked

to many of the fatal air carrier windshear accidents, worldwide. A microburst is defined as a

precipitation-induced downdraft which in turn produces an outflow when the downdraft reaches the

earth’s surface. A water analogy to a microburst occurs when a jet of water from a garden hose is

directed vertically against the ground, producing an outsplash in all directions. All microburst

outflows have a total horizontal extent less than 2.2 N.M. (4 kilometers); all similar flows which are

larger are termed macrobursts. Although not used here, some authors put both microbursts and

macrobursts into the generic term downburst. Returning to the atmospheric case, upon penetration

of a microburst at low altitude, an aircraft would first encounter a headwind, followed by a tailwind.

In most microbursts, however, the actual flow encountered by an aircraft can be signillcantly more

complicated.

●
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4.2.1 WHAT IS WINDSHEAR?
*

A general definition of windshear used throughout this tide is the difference of wind velocity at two

points, divided by the distance between the points (National Research Council, 1983). For a pilot

flying from point A to B, any changing wind along that route, divided by the distance traveled, is the

windshear. While there are many more complex definitions of windshear, a rather simple and broad

deftition is used here.

In the sections to follow, all aspects of windshear will be explored from a pilot-oriented perspective.

This section will examine the various causes of windshear, review the current state of knowledge

regarding forecasting, detection and warning, and provide a practical guide for avoiding severe

windshear. Variable winds are nearly always present in the flying environment; however, pilots must

become aware of windshear situations that are potentially life threatening and learn how to avoid

them. The bottom line message to pilots who may otherwise encounter a windshear is to AVOID,

AVOID, AVOID dangerous windshear whenever possible, because a certain percentage of windshear

events will result in ground impact if penetrated by transport aircraft.
●

o

I
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90 4.2.1 WHAT IS WINDSHEAR?

4.2.1.1 METEOROLOGISTS’ HISTORY OF WINDSHEAR AWARENESS

o The Earliest Investigation, Dated 1671

The earliest record of windshear describes an intense downdraft and outflow in a maritime clou&

which is an occurrence amazingly like that of a microburst windshear (Bohun, 167 1).
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4.2.1 WHAT IS WINDSHEAR?

4.2.1.1 METEOROLOGISTS’ HISTORY OF WINDSHEAR AWARENESS

o First Modem Awareness: The Thunderstorm Project

In recent times, the first major work on windshear, although it was not addressed as such, focused on

the thunderstorm (Byers and Braham, 1949). During The Thunderstorm Project conducted in the

years following World War II, scientists documented thunderstorm structure, formation, and hazard

definition, and the presence of strong downdrafts and resulting outflows near the ground, using both

surface weather station measurements and research instrumented penetration aircraft. The principal

finding of Ohio and Florida field studies was that a thunderstorm cell is a relatively simple

updraft/downdraft life cycle process lasting between 45 min and 1 hr, producing heavy rain in the

latter half of the cycle. The Thunderstorm Project focused primarily on the air mass thunderstorm.

Another 10 to 15 years passed before a major effort was begun to understand the severe

thunderstorm, the kind that produces tornadoes in the central plains of the U.S. and elsewhere.

e
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4.2.1 WHAT IS WINDSHEAR?

4.2.1.1 METEOROLOGISTS’ HISTORY OF WINDSHEAR AWARENESS

o Perceptions from Early Accident Investigations

Throughout the history of modem flight, aircraft have been lost in unknown or mysterious

circumstances. A plane that crashed in or in the vicinity of a thunderstorm was assumed to have

“just lost it” in those conditions. The lack of definitive quantitative flight data or ground-based

information made in-depth examination of the accident impossible.

●
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4.2.1 WHAT 1S WINDSHEAR?

4.2.1.1 METEOROLOGISTS’ HISTORY OF WTNDSHEAR AWARENESS

o Early Meteorological Studies of Windshear

The fwst windshear accident report which identifies some aspects of low-altitude windshear dates

from 1943. However, the most detailed early report comes from Australia. Following a 1974

aircraft accident near Sydney, Australia, tie accident investigator identified a downdraft and

resulting outflow as the cause of rapidly varying winds near the ground. For the fust time, an aircraft

encounter with windshear was recognized as the cause of a fatal crash (Department of Transport,

1977).

●
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4.2.1 WHAT IS WINDSHEAR?

4.2.1.1 METEOROLOGISTS’ HISTORY OF WINDSHEAR AWARENESS

o A Growing Awareness of the Problem

Professor Theodore Fujita of the University of Chicago examined the flight of Eastern Air Lines

Flight 66 at New York’s John F. Kennedy (JFK) International Airport in 1975 and brought new

insight into certain types of accidents (l%jita, 1976). In his initial study, a sudden downflow and

resulting strong outflow of wind in a thunderstorm was identified as the cause of the accident. He

correlated the analysis with damage patterns from other thunderstorm analyses, in which he had

identified a radial outflow pattern of damaging winds, unlike the twisting or rotational damage seen

in tomadic thunderstorms. He hypothesized the presence of this type of outflow in the JFK Airport

accident and coined the term microburst to describe the phenomenon. More recently, Fujita has

identified a substantial number of windshear accidents directly attributable to windshear (Fujita,

1985).

In its recent survey entitled “Low-Altitude Windshear and Its Hazard to Aviation,” the National

Research Council identiled51 windshear-related accidents (NRC, 1983). From these statistics, and

others developed by the airline and aircraft manufacturer industries, approximately 659?0 of

windshear accidents are related to thunderstorm conditions usually containing microbursts, and the

other 35~0 are related to frontal, non-convective windshear conditions.

Because of the serious effects of windshear, pilots must understand the conditions associated with

windshear, recognize windshear from every technical perspective available, and develop the

judgment necessary to avoid severe windshear.
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4.2.1 WHAT IS WINDSHEAR?

4.2.1.1 METEOROLOGISTS’ HISTORY OF WINDSHEAR AWARENESS

Although the need to avoid severe windshear is obvious, how to do it is less clear. The aviation

system has yet to implement a sufficient means of detecting many dangerous forms of windshear.

The Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) surface-based, Low-Level Windshear Alert System

(LLWAS) was originally designed to detect gust fronts and is unable to identify adequately the most

dangerous form of windshear, the microburst. There are currently a few airborne detection systems

that provide pilots with windshear guidance, but the systems provide help only after windshear is

actually encountered.

Pilots must learn to read all of the signs of windshear by being aware of information in forecasts, by

hearing relevant pilot reports (PIREPs), and by recognizing visual signs. Without the quantitative

means to make a decision to avoid a serious windshear situation, pilots

avoidance, which are based on subjective and qualitative information.

Pilots should know that severe windshear, though dangerous, is a

will have to use the tools of

rare event. While severe
*

windshear conditions are not uncommon in the atmosphere, most windshear events are highly

localized, last only for a few minutes, and must be encountered by an aircraft at low altitude (usually

below 1,000 ft above ground level (AGL)), in order to be a serious threat to transport category

aircraft. Consequently, the probability of an encounter is low.

In the rnicroburst studies recently conducted at Stapleton International Airport, it was determined

that approximately 15 aircraft experience some portion of microburst windshear during a typical

summer season (out of 200,000 aircraft operations in the same period), with only 209Z0of those

encounters considered severe. Denver is one of the locations in the United States where windshear

occurs most frequently (McCarthy and Wilson, 1985). Microburst studies in the humid southeast

U.S. (Huntsville, Alabama) suggests a similar frequency there.
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4.2.1 WHAT IS WINDSHEAR?

4.2.1.1 METEOROLOGISTS’ HISTORY OF WINDSHEAR AWARENESS

On days which rnicrobnrsts occurred (always wet, heavy rain thunderstorm

one in twenty thunderstorms in the data collection area produced a microburst.

●

cases), approximately
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4.2.1 WHAT IS WINDSHIWR?

4.2.1.2 DEFINITIONS OF WINDSHEAR

*

As defined in Section 4.2.1, windshear is a simple variation of wind over time or distance, with time

and space being interchangeable using a simple transformation of distance over time equal to speed.

Meteorologists typically divide wind vectors geographically into EAST, NORTH, or VERTICAL

components. This definition works well for a fixed frame of reference. However, because aircraft

are in motion, it is more useful to define windshear relative to the flight path. This change is usually

defined as a headwind/tailwind (longitudinal) component, a crosswind (lateral) component, and an

updraft/downdraft (vertical) component.

In most windshear situations, the vertical component is usually small, especially near the ground,

because it is constrained by the presence of the earth’s surface. However, the vertical component can

be extreme at higher altitudes, such as in the center of a severe thunderstorm near 25,000 ft AGL,

where the updraft/downdraft component can sometimes exceed 100 MPH! One exception to this

general rule occurs in rather complex flows associated with convective rnicrobursts, where horizontal
9

roll vortices (which appear as a circular, doughnut shaped tornado) may result in strong, short-lived,

small-scale downdrafts and updrafts.

The lateral variation of the wind along a flight path may be quite significant. Typically, the

crosswind component is not as important to a landing or departing aircraft because the runway is

chosen to maximize the headwind component and minimize the crosswind component. In addition,

the pilot’s standard training teaches him or her how to handle crosswinds, whereas the appropriate

reaction to a headwind/tailwind encounter requires special training.
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e 4.2.1 WHAT IS WINDSHEAR?

4.2.1.2 DEFINITIONS OF WINDSHEAR

The headwind./tailwind component is the most serious problem in windshear. Rapid variations in the

headwind/tailwind component results in serious performance changes for the akcraft. This weather

section will therefore concentrate on the headwindhailwind component of change for an aircraft that

encounters a windshear. However, it must be noted that many rnicrobursts contain rapidly changing

vertical winds which pose additional performance and piloting problems.

Another important aspect of windshear pertains to the space/time scale length in which a wind

change occurs. If the changing wind happens over a distance of 10 rni, the change is so gradual that

the rate of change of the wind is small. In an ah-craft penetration of a frontal weather system, the

total wind change experienced may be large (say 50 kt), but it occurs so slowly with respect to the

aircraft track that the windshear is essentially zero. On the other hand, when wind changes over a

very short distance, say 300 ft, the abrupt change can cause turbulence or bumpiness. These small

e
distance scale changes can result in severe turbulence, capable of causing structural damage to the

aircraft, as in those 100 MPH thunderstorms, Generally, turbulence components of wind change are

comfort and structural factors and consequently are not classified as windshear situations (even

though they are technically within the formal deftition of windshear).

Windshear, for the purposes of this section, is a changing wind along the flight path of the aircraft,

on a space/time scale of approximately 5,000 to 12,000 feet (20 to 40 seconds of flight time).

Formally, any change of airspeed equal to or greater than 15 kt is considered a severe windshear.

Research has

performance.

●

demonstrated that wind change on this lengtkdtime scale critically affects aircraft

Figure 4.2-1 lists the various deftitions of windshear that are used in this section.
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VEw = East/west component

VNS = North/south component

vuD = Updraft/downdraft (vertical) component
v = Actual three-dimensional wind vector

Components in terrestrial reference frame

‘CROSS = Crosswind (lateral) component

~/’.13:,:, = Headltailwind (longitudinal) component

= Updraft/downdraft (vertical) component

= Actual Three-dimensional wind vector

Components in relation to orientation of runway

VCROSS = Crosswind (lateral) component

~,~:,
= Headltailwind (longitudinal) component

= Updraft/downdraft (vertical) component

= Actual Two-dimensional wind vector

Components in relation to orientation of runway
when vertical component neglected or equal to
zero *

Figure 4.2-1

Components of the wind from several coordinate systems, useful in understanding the definition of
windshear. Taken fi-om the ICAO Circular on Low tivel Windshear. (International Civil Avian”on
Organization, 1986; Circular on Low Level Windshear, WIST, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.)
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e 4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

Low-altitude windshear, or a rapidly varying wind along the flight path of an aircraft, comes in many

varieties. Observations of the weather indicate that the wind is nearly always varying and that

windshear conditions exist most of the time. Fortunately, these conditions are usually very beni=q in

terms of aircraft performance. The pilot needs to know specifically when windshear is dangerous.

In this section, we survey a number of types of windshear phenomena, including frontal cases,

convective storm shears, and the most severe form, the microburst. Table 4.2-1 lists the various

types of low-altitude wind shear, and indicates the relative hazard potential associated with each.

●
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TABLE 4.2-1. LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES AND AVIATION WEATHER

HAZARD RISK e

TYPE OF WINDSHEAR RISK

Microburst Windshear .......................................................................................................... HIGH

Gust Front Wtidshem .................................................................... ....................................... HIGH

Cold Front Penetration ................................................................... ....................................... MEDIUM

Warm Front Pene@ation ........................................................................................................ MED~

Strong, Low-Altitude Winds Near the Ground ....................................... .............................. MEDIUM

Nighttime Low-Altitude Jet Winds ....................................................................................... ~D~

Terrain-Induced, Low-Altitude Windshear Associated

with Major Terrain Features .......................................................... .................................... MEDIUM

Mountain Wave and Downslope Wkdshem .......................................... .............................. MED~

Lake and Sea Breeze Windshem ........................................................ ................................... LOW

Local Obstructions (Buildings, Small Hills, etc.) .................................... ............................. LOW
0
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

The most common form of windshear is associated with simple terrain blockage, where buildings,

trees, hills, and water drainages interfere with the normal prevailing wind flow. Pilots need to know

that local building and terrain obstructions can cause surprising shears in approach and departure

situations. Figure 4.2-2 illustrates examples of these effects.

●
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Figure 4.2.2

This @gure illustrates the eflects on airjlow caused by local blockage in the vicinity of an ai~ort.

4.2-20
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*

4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

A more complicated and usually more serious form of terrain effect on airflow in the vicinity of an

airport occurs on the downwind (or lee) sides of mountains. Mountain lee waves in the atmospheric

airflow are illustrated in Figure 4.2-3, where strong rotor circulations are created in the backside flow

beyond the mountain blockage.

●
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Prevailing Westerly Fiow
Forced Over Mountain Range

Figure 4.2.3

77ie aiflow variations downwind of mountains can seriously affect the local wind at an airport. The
front range of the Colorado Rockies and the eastern slopes of the C’alijomia Sierras (i.e. Denver and
Reno) see lee wave circulations.
●
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.1 FRONTAL WINDSHEAR

Low-altitude windshear is common in the vicinity of cyclonic storm systems. These storms form on

the dividing lines between air masses having different temperature and moisture properties (such as

cold Canadian air divided from warm and moist tropical air from the Gulf of Mexico). Typically,

there are substantial temperature and windflow contrasts across storm frontal systems. Figure 4.2-4

illustrates tie airflow around a typical storm center, with trailing cold and warm fronts, in both

horizontal and vertical perspectives.

In the presence of wind flow circulations around low pressure centers, and their associated cold,

warm, and occluded fronts, substantial differences in winds can be encountered by approaching and

departing aircraft. The type of she= encountered depends on the location of the front in the airport

vicinity, and the type of front itself. If an aircraft penetrates a cold front, a simple headwind increase

occurs, which is generalIy performance increasing. However, if an aircraft penetrates a warm front

on approach or departure, a performance decreasing shear can be experienced. These shear types can

be summarized

o

0

●

IiI the vicinity of cold fronts, with the maximum windshear to be encountered when an

aircraft penetrates the frontal surface at low altitude; these shears tend to be performance

increasing, possibly making a normal landing difficult when an increasing headwind at

touchdown lengthens the landing stopping distance.

Ahead of warn frontal surface, immediately above the surface; an aircraft may encounter

performance increasing or performance decreasing shears, on takeoff or landing, depending

upon the orientation of the runway to the warm frontal wind flow.
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.1 FRONTAL WINDSHEAR

o Immediately north of a warm frontal wave, particularly along the eastern seaboard of the

U.S., where very strong winds are likely, immediately above the surface; these shears can be

quite strong, and can be both performance decreasing or performance increasing.

●
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+= Surface Windflow Direction
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2000

Altitude
(ft)

30 kt

o
Surface

b

Figure 4.2-4

*

Panel (a]’ shows cyclonic (counterclockwise in the northern hemisphere) airflow around a low

pressure (storm) center, showing cold and warm ji-onts intersecting at the low pressure center...
Su~ace windflow is shown as solid arrows while the windflow at 2000 feet AGL is shown as shaded
arrow. Panel (b) shows a vertical illustration of a wind?ow both at the su~ace and alofi at vam”ous
locations with respect to fronts. Note horizontal windshear across the cold front at the surJace and
vertical windshear across the wamfiont.

●
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.1 FRONTAL WINDSHEAR

o Cold Fronts

A cold front is a simple akflow feature, where cold air pushes into warm air, which in turn, rises

above the cold air (Figure 4.2-4). This advance is part of the life cycle of airflow around a low

pressure center. When an aircraft penetrates a cold front in either direction, it experiences a

headwind increase when flying perpendicular to the front. This same headwind increase occurs for

cold fi-ontal penetrations from cold to warm air, or vice versa. The magnitude of the windshear

during penetration is generally dependent upon:

1)

2)

3)

The temperature difference across the front (the greater the temperature change, the greater

the shear, with a minimum temperature difference of 10° F needed for a significant shear to

be realized)

The temperature gradient of the front (the more quickly the temperature changes with

distance perpendicular to the fron~ the greater the shear, with a gradient of approximately 10°

F/50 N.M. needed to be a frontal gradient that would suggest significant shear).

The speed of frontal movement (the greater the speed, the greater the shear, with 30 kt being

a minimum threshold for experiencing a significant shear).

Generally, the penetration of cold fronts by aircraft does not result in severe low-altitude windshear.

Nevertheless, the crash of a DC-10 aircraft at Boston’s Logan International Airport in 1973 was

attributable in part to a cold frontal winiishear. Pdots shouM also

frequently form in the vicinity of cold fronts. Thunderstorm-related

later section.

●
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.1 FRoNTALWINDSHEAR

o Warm Fronts

Also associated with cyclonic storms are warm fronts, in which warm air replaces heavier cold air in

the circular advance shown in Figure 4.2-4. The resulting shear is in the vertical, as aircraft ascend

or descend through air mass change.

While warm frontal windshears are not as hazardous as thunderstorm shears, several domestic

incidents have been attributed to warm frontal shears, presumably occurring even though the aircraft

performance was not exceeded. Additionally, pilots should be alert to i.mbedded thunderstorms in

warm frontal situations.

A relatively common variation of a warm frontal windshear is in connection with a warm front in

*
which the cyclonic storm center is not well develope~ but is associated with a strong pressure

gradient to the north side of the frontal system on the cold air side (Delta Air Lines Weather Manual,

1983a). On the north side of the wave, northeast surface winds can be 20 to 40 knots, while in the

frontal zone south-southwest to southwest winds can be 40 to 50 knots (900 to 1,500 feet above the

surface). Pilots occasionally can experience large changes in headwind/tailwind components in the

lowest 1,000 fl above the surface. Although these types of shear generally do not exceed aircraft

performance limits, they do cause accidents. Figure 4.2-5 represents the frontal and airflow structure

of a warm front.
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Warm Front
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A=Airport

System
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/“”
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Figure 4.2-5

Distribution of fronts around a relatively weak warm front, typically found in the mid-Atlantic 1
states; shaded region north of the wave is most hazardous for aircrafi, where very strong winds can
easily exist at 1500 above much calmer winds at the .w@ace.
9
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.2 WINDSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH STRONG WINDS NEAR THE GROUND

Below about 500 ft, the wind direction is approximately constant with height, while the wind speed

increases in that height. The wind speed increase is most rapid in the surface boundary layer because

air flowing across the earth’s surface creates friction with ground, trees, buildings, or ocean. In

ahnost all meteorological situations, a pilot will find wind speed increases just above the ground.

All pilots must take this change into account, whether on takeoff or on approach.

In some circumstances, these wind speed changes near the ground can be quite large. Low-altitude

jet streams of air may be found in many meteorological situations, including the frontal conditions

described in the last section. Figure 4.2-6 shows the way in which a low-altitude jet can affect an

aircraft, particularly in an approach to landing. Three types of low-altitude jets are of particular

interest cyclonic, nocturnal, and terrain-induced.

●
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Figure 4.2-6

When strong winds immediately above the swface (1000 feet) decrease to a much weaker speed near
the ground (or even reverse direction), a significant pe~onnance decreasing shear results as the
aircrafi descends.
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.2 WINDSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH STRONG WINDS NEAR THE GROUND

o Strong, Low-Altitude Jet Winds Near Cyclonic Storms

In pre-cold-fi-ontal situations, strong, low-altitude jet winds may often exist immediately above the

ground. This condition occurs in the warm sector of a cyclonic storm system when the

counterclockwise flow aloft allows strong flow immediately above the surface, which decreases to

near zero wind speed at the ground. An aircraft on a descent in this situation will experience a

substantial performance decrease.

●
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.2 WINDSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH STRONG WINDS NEAR THE GROUND

o Nighttime Low-Altitude Jet Winds

Occasionally at night during the spring and summer months, another strong low-altitude jet wind

occurs close to the ground. The nocturnal jet is caused when radiation cooling reaches maximum

and a moderate-to-strong pressure gadient exists on the surface weather chart. Nocturnal jets

produce performance decreasing situations when the aircraft descends into decreasing winds, in a

manner as described for frontal shears in Figure 4.2-6.

●
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.2 WINDSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH STRONG WI-NIX NEAR THE GROUND

o Terrain-Induced, Low-Altitude Windshear

Pre-frontal and nocturnal jets, if anticipated, generally are not major performance problems for

pilots. However, if the situation is compounded by rough terrain, the resulting combination of

rapidly decreasing winds and turbulent eddies can be quite serious (Figure 4.2-7). An early missed

approach is the best method of avoiding these conditions, which can become worse as the aircrait

nears the surface. Pilots should be particularly cautious when frontal or low-altitude jet shears are

forecast or reported and the approach or departure is quite turbulent.
●
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If terrain is rough, flow breaks into turbulent eddies

1000

Altitude
(II)

o

Figure 4.2-7

Turbulent eddies in combination with strong wind gradients near the su~ace make performance
decrease more serious. These combined conditions are generally not well known or understood by
pilots.
●
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.2 WINDSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH STRONG WINDS NEAR THE GROUND

o Mountain Wave and Downslope Windshear

On the lee side of mountains, the phenomenon of mountain wave action can cause low-altitude

windshear at airports within the flow regime of the wave. When there is strong flow across the

mountains in winter at high altitude, and a low pressure trough on the lee side of the mountains,

strong downslope winds result. This condition is very common in the lee of the Rockies, Sierra

Nevada, and Cascade mountains. Generally, these conditions produce low-altitude turbulence rather

than shear, but pilots need to be aware of the potential hazard under these conditions.

●

m

w
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.2 VWN’DSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH STRONG WINDS NEAR THE GROUND

o Lake and Sea Breeze Windshear

At coastal airports in late spring and summer, a considerable temperature gradient can develop

between the air over the heated land and the water-cooled air offshore during the daytime. If the

offshore component of the prevailing surface wind is not too large, a sea breeze can develop

beginning as a light breeze only a few hundred feet deep in the mid-morning and increasing to as

much as 10 to 14 knots up to about 1,000 ft. A sea breeze can often move up to 30 rni inland during

the afternoon. The breeze dies during the evening hours, when the temperature gradient which

supports the circulation diminishes (Delta Air Lines Weather Manual, 1983b). Figure 4.2-8

illustrates the sea breeze circulation concept, which can occur in association with a large lake as

well.

*
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Figure 4.2-8

(a) shows the simple lanaYsea breeze circulation formed when land is deferentially heated during the
day or cooled at night, all relative to nearby water, which maintains a relatively constant
temperature between day and night. Generally a light to moderate shear is formed, but it can afj$ect
other, more sen”ous shears, as in the JFK microburst shear (sea breeze circulation actually
intensified microburstjlow pattern). (b) illustrates the local wind pattern with respect to an airport
that is located as few miles inlandfiom the sea, but is affected by the sea breeze.
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10 4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.3 WINDSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH CONVECTIVE STORMS

The weather-lover’s storm is, of course, the thunderstorm--the awesome power and might of a

mass of boiling clouds, producing lightning and thunder and deadly tornadoes. Pilots have long

known to avoid convective storms whenever possible. Unfortunately, accidents have occurred

when pilots fly into thunderstomns, having ignored their incredible power and unforgiving nature.

e 4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES
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4.2.2.3 WINDSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH CONVECTIVE STORMS

o The Thunderstorm as a Classical Hazard to Aviation

The thunderstorm represents the most serious weather hazard to aircraft. The tremendous power

involved in the development of a severe thunderstorm is without parallel.

Thunderstorms come in two basic forms: those associated with AIR MASS conditions, and

those that develop in strong cyclonic FRONTAL conditions. Generally, cyclonic storm system

thunderstorms are more severe than those associated with air mass conditions.

The air mass thunderstorm develops ffom localized heating at the earth’s surface. The heated air

rises and cools to form cumulus clouds, which develop into more formidable convective (heat-

produced) cumulus congestus clouds. As the classicil thunderstorm continues to develop,

precipitation in the higher reaches of the cloud begins to fall, first as snow, then as heavy rain.

This k the mature stage of an air mass thunderstorm. After about an hour, the ra.iti~ cuts off

the energy source (the heated updrafl), and the thunderstorm begins to die. During the

dissipating stage, the thunderstorm consists entirely of downdrafts, and finally only light rain.

Figure 4.2-9 shows the three stages of a classical air mass thunderstorm.

*
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Cumulus Stage
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Surface Heating
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T = Airflow/Circulation Surface Cooling

Figure 4.2-9

The growing, mature, and dissipating stages of air mass thunderstorm cells, showing how
they evolve within about one hour. These cell stages represent the sort of air mas.i
thunderstorms that dot the landscape in the United States in the summertime. They tend
not to be severe in the severe weather sense, but small hail, severe icing, and severe
turbulence are common within them; the more severe phenomenon called a microburst
can sometimes occur in them.

*

●
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.3 WINDSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH CONVECTIVE STORMS

Both air mass and frontal thunderstorms can produce strong outflows. Figure 4.2-10

shows the structure of a typical thunderstorm cell as it produces a gust front coId air

outflow. This additional feature is a direct consequence of the outrush of rain-cooled air

associated with the mature and dissipating stages of the thunderstorm cell shown in

Figure 4.2-9. While all thunderstorms do not produce .~st fronts, many do, and pilots

should avoid these outflows. They me usually very turbulent, and the high wind speeds

associated with them can create a serious threat to airport terminal operations. In

addition, horizontal vortices and strong vertical motions may occur along the leading

edge of the gust front, which can cause considerable piloting difficulties if encountered.
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Figure 4.2-10

Cross section of a typical gust front emerging from an aimss thunderstorm. Note the

surge of cold air emerging from the heavy rain and associated downdrafi. Note too the
turbulent jlow associated with the outjlow as it interacts with the warm, in.owing

undisturbed environmental air.

●
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.3 WINDSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH CONVECTIVE STORMS

Figure 4.2-11 shows a plan view of a thunderstorm outflow, indicating several scales of

outflow. The larger outflow is classified as a gust front, while the inner core is called a

downburst. The windshears associated with rain-cooled outflows in convective clouds

are very hazardous to aircraft.
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Figure 4.2-11

Thunderstorm Moving
Toward Northeast

B

A plan view of the various scales of cold air outflow @om a thunderstorm. In this view,

the outjlow expands outwardfiom the rainshajl in essentially a circular pattern, with the

gust front appearing as a ring outjlow in (a) and as an elongated pattern when the
thunderstorm is moving in a particular direction as in (b). Note too the central core of the
thunderstorm; this feature will be discussed later in this section, which will be directed to
very localized downdrafts and resulting outjl’ows that are particularly hazardous: the

e microburst.
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.3 VJINDSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH CONVECTIVE STORMS

Most thunderstorms are about 5 to 10 miles in diameter at the earth’s surface, with some

of the more severe ones nearly 30 rni in diameter. The updraft/downdraft diameters range

from 1 to 5 miles, in extreme severe thunderstorm cases. (The National Weather Service

defines a severe thunderstorm as one in which damaging winds equal to or greater than 50

MPH are produced.) Jn addition to the scale of the vertical flows, the gust front may

extend up to or more than 30 N.M. from the edge of the thunderstorm, and in some

circumstances, may have an along-front len=~ of 50 to 100 miles. In some situations, the

gust frontal outflow may extend over several hundred miles. General guidance regarding

avoidance of thunderstorms while enroute is to avoid the downwind side of the

thunderstorm by a distance equal to one mile for each knot of wind velocity at the aircraft

altitude, and the upwind and sides of the thunderstorm by 3 mi. In the terminal area,

avoid thunderstorms by no less than 3 N.M. From accident statistics, it seems that some

pilots fail to take these precautions. The origin of thunderstorm clouds is commonly, but

not always, derived from solar heating; thunderstorms also develop because of uplif@

associated with frontal systems and cyclonic storm systems.
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When a slightly rotating updrafi encounters increasing winds with height, the spin is
intensified similarly to an ice skater who pulls in his arms to spin faster. First, a
mesocyclone (about jive miles in diameter) is formed, followed by a much smaller and

more intense vortex called a tonnado.
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

*

4.2.2.3 WINDSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH CONVECTIVE STORMS

The principal difference between non-severe air mass thunderstorms and the classical

severe frontal thunderstorms is that the environment of the latter thunderstonrxs is highly

sheared in the vertical. That is, the winds increase in either speed, direction, or both, as

the height above the ground is increased. The result is that the severe frontal

thunderstorm is tilted in the vertical. This allows the precipitation to fall away from the

updraft, thus permitting the updraft/downdraft to continue to develop over a much longer

time period, from 2 to 6 hours. This, in turn, allows for the intensity of the airflow within

the storm to accelerate to much greater velocities than for the simple air mass

thunderston-n.

As a consequence of this intensity in a strong vertical wind environment and additional

rotational effects in nearby cyclonic storm systems, part of the thunderstorm begins to

rotate, frost forming a rotating region called a mesocyclone (about 5 mi across), and

eventually forming a tornado. Figure 4.2-13 is a schematic illustration of a severe e

thunderstorm that is undergoing tornado formation. The role of increasing wind with

altitude (vertical shear of the horizontzd wind) is seen in the figure.

●
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Figure 4.2-13

The location of the mesocyclone and the tornado shown schematically in a severe ji-ontal
thunderstorm. Pilots are warned to stay away from any thunderstorm having these
charactem”stics; not particularly the rain fi-ee cloud base, which may appear benign pn”or
to tornado development.
●
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.3 WINDSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH CONVECTIVE STORMS

o General Classii3cation of Thunderstorms

Thunderstorms come in a great variety of forms and, as discussed earlier, have several

important classifications. In Figure 4.2-14, air mass and frontal (generally more severe)

thunderstorms are contrasted. Pilots should become familiar with these types of storms

and be able to distin=tish them from each other.
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TYPE AIR MASS THUNDERSTORMS FRONTAL THUNDERSTORMS
Cellular Loosely Organized Organized Highly
structure organized multicellular multicellular organized

multicellular unicellular
litensity Moderate Moderate to Severe Severe to very

severe severe
Damaging Local strong Gust front, Gust front, Gust front,
phenomena gusty winds, downbursts downbursts, downbursts and
likely to be downbursts waterspouts over microbursts, microbursts,
associated with possible but large bodies of waterspouts over families of
thunderstorm of uncommon water, local hail large bodies of tornadoes,
particular water, hail, extensive hail
concern to tornadoes
aircraft landing
m taking off
Examples Random air Often organized Mainly frontal Mainly frontal in

mass in lines extratropical. mid latitude
development especially in May be continental
typically over tropics (squall organized in areas. So called
maritimel lines). Lines in lines or “super cell
oceanic areas or tropical mesoscale storms.”
localized cyclones. groups.
development
near mountains,
etc.

Movement Generally with With mean flow With frontal Mostly
mean flow. Can but sequential movement, new frequently to
be largely cell development cell development right of mean
stationary when can occur on one at gust fronts flow
development favoured flank especially (occasionally
occurs near giving between existing splits into two
mountains. impression of cells storms).

movement in Infrequently
that direction remains

stationary with
disastrous local
damage.

Figure 4.2-14

A general classification of thunderstorms, which allow pilots to observe critical

dij$erences between them
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES
*

4.2.2.3 WTNDSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH CONVECTIVE STORMS

o The Microburst: The Most Dangerous Form of Windshear

About 10 years ago, scientists discovered that convective weather conditions can produce

another type of event that is particularly hazardous to aircraft. Although scientists have

long understood that thunderstorms produce downdrafts, they believed that the

dimensions of these downdrafts were fairly large, perhaps 1 to 5 miles in diameter. (This

deftition fits that of a macroburst, defined earlier.)

In the mid-seventies, Professor Fujita identified the presence of downdrafts that were only

a few hundred feet to about 3,000 ft across. When they descend to the ground, they

spread out horizontally in all directions, much like a garden hose jet directed vertically

toward the sidewalk.

Fujita defined microbursts as having a horizontal outflow no greater than 13,100 ft, or

approximately 2.2 N.M.; outflows greater than this are termed macrobursts. Scientists

and flight performance engineers have concluded that outflows larger than 2.2 N.M.

typically are not generaIIy dangerous to aircraft, since the change in wind speed across

that distance produces a relatively small differential shear. This does not mean that

strong and possibly damaging winds may not occur in macrobursts; they often do.

However, the impact on aircraft performance is relatively less.

Figure 4.2-15 identifies the nature of the microburst downdraft in a simple convective

cloud format.
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Figure 4.2-15

Schematic view of the (a) vertical and (b) horizontal extent of a microburst. Note that the
outflow may not be symmetn”cal, and an aircrafi that penetrates a rnicroburst may not see
the simple flow descn”bed earlier.
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.3 WINDSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH CONVECTIVE STORMS

Figure 4.2-16 shows the velocity fields in a thunderstorm-producing microburst, as

derived from a dual Doppler weather radar analysis. This feature is of a rather small

horizontal scale. Note the horizontal dimensions in comparison to the regular

thunderstorm/gust front picture shown earlier.

*
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Figure 4.2-16

Velocity fields with respect to the ground, based on a dual-Dopplei- analysis for a
microburst occurn”ng at 1452 MDT on 14 July 1982. Contours are radar reflectivity

factors (dBz, rainfall intensity). Note that horizontal outjlow in (a) and the clear
downdrajl and outjlow in (b). This feature is a common one in a microburst and can often
been seen as a dust or rain curl on the microburst edge.
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Another important aspect for an airplane which penetrates a microburst is an airspeed
*

increase as the aircraft first encounters the headwind outflow. This is then followed by

downdraft, and finally tailwind, as the aircraft exits the microburst. The airspeed increase

upon entry into the microburst can be very misleading, perhaps causing the pilot to

believe that he or she is in an energy-increasing shear. This false sense of security may

lead the pilot to pitch down and power back to regain the glide slope, thus creating a

serious situation when the pilot subsequently enters the downdraft and tailwind to follow.

This headwind increase situation is particularly prevalent in approach-to-landing cases.

I

4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSFIEAR TYPES

4.2.2.3 WINDSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH CONVECTIVE STORMS

The contrast between the rnicroburst horizontal vortex circulation and the tornado vortex

is shown in Figure 4.2-17, taken from the work of Fujita. These horizontal vortices may

contain powerful updrafts in addition to downdrafts, which may have the potential to

cause very rapid airspeed and angle-of-attack changes to penetrating aircraft. The

unstable conditions associated with the horizontal vortices may exist up to 2,000 ft AGL

and above, according to recent data fi-om microburst experiments associated with the

JAWS Project and other research conducted at Memphis, Tennessee, and Huntsville,

Alabama. The potential updraft related to a vortex should not be iguored. If an aircraft

passes from a downdraft to an updraft, it will experience an increase in the angle of

attack. If a high angle of attack exists prior to encountering the updraft, the stall angle of

attack conceivably can be exceeded as the aircraft enters the vortex-induced updraft.
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Downflow Vertical

1
Figure 4.2-17

Simplified models of a vertical vortex in a tornado and a hom-zontal vortex in a
microburst. (Takenj70m The Downburst by T. T. Fujita, 1985.)
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.3 WINDSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH CONVECTIVE STORMS

As can be seen f?om Figure 4.2-16, a substantial crosswind shear maybe seen, depending

upon how a microburst is encountered by an aircraft. In Fi=me 4.2-18, taken from an

analysis of a tri-jet accident at New Orleans in 1982, the effect of a microburst crosswind

is quite evident (Fuji@ 1983). Generally, the crosswind components in a microburst are

not a major aircraft performance degrading factor. However, the crosswind can add

substantially to pilot workload, as well as add confusion factors to interpretation of flight

instruments. In extremely strong microbursts, as in the accident at Dallas-Fort Worth

(DFW) Airport, the crosswind components may have produced significant aircraft rolling

moments.

Relatively little is lmown about the turbulence content of microbursts. Research in this

area is not complete, but preliminary results indicate a slight increase in turbulence in a

microburst over that experienced in a low-altitude thunderstorm outflow penetration.
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Figure 4.2-18

Analysis by Fujita (1985) of the microburst that downed a tn--jet in New Orleans. Note
that this microburst hit the airport center. The total differential shear was 47 knots

(headwind to tailwind). Horizontal windspeeds are shown contoured for each 5-knot
interval.
●
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.3 WINDSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH

CONVECTIVE STORMS

One of the most interesting and important observations of microbursts is that some occur

in convective clouds containing relatively little precipitation. In many of these cases,

meteorologists cannot classi@ the cloud as a thunderstorm. Figure 4.2-19 correlates

rainfall intensity with windshear differential across microbursts. The total shear is

generally not correlated with whether the cell contains light or heavy rain. Pilots need to

understand that many microbursts are associated with very benign-appearing weather.

Light rain or virga @ecipitation not reaching the ground) may indicate the presence of a

microburst formed by evaporative cooling. Additionally, the intense winds of a

microburst may cause localized blowing dust, which maybe in the form of a ring of dust-

-a significant visual clue to a pilot.
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Figure 4.2-19

Correlation between precipitation intensity microbursts, against the magnitude of the
differential velocity (headwind to tailwind shear). Note that all of these microbursts (as

studied in Denver 1982) occurred in rainfall intensities that range porn very light to very
heavy. Rainfall intensities greater than 30 dBz represent thunderstorm conditions. It
should be noted that many microbursts occurred in precipitation that was so light that
conventional airborne radars would paint no echoes at all. Pilots should be aware that
severe windshear can occur in any rainfall intensify.
●
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.3 WINDSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH CONVECTIVE STORMS

*’

o Microbursts Associated with Heavy Rain

Years of research indicate that microbursts can occur in both heavy rain associated with

thunderstorms and in much lighter precipitation. All microbursts are directly related to

the precipitation process in some way. When a thunderstorm begins to form precipitation

in the mid-levels of the storm (about 20,000 R AGL), the loading of this precipitation (or

simply the weight of the water mass) is too much to hold, and ice, snow crystals, hail and

rain suddenly rush downward. The associated cold air causes cooling of the precipitation

shafl. This ti is colder than its environment, and it sinks toward the ground, thus

forming the downdraft. What is not lmown is what makes one downdraft smaller and

more intense than another, a distinguishing feature of a microburst.

Another important aspect of microbursts relates to the types of clouds that produce them.

Microbursts are produced in clouds that range from classical severe thunderstorms that
*

have a very grave appearance, to rather subtle cumulus clouds that appear essentially

benign; in fact, microbursts often seem to occur in clouds that appear totally inactive (i.e.,

no obvious vertical development). These dramatically different types of clouds represent

an important feature for pilots; classically-appearing storm clouds are not a prerequisite

for rnicrobursts !

Research conducted by MIT Lincoln Laboratory, using Doppler radars at Memphis,

Tennessee, and at Huntsville, Alabama, has indicated that microbursts imbedded in heavy

rain associated with fhunderstorrns maybe more common than previously thought. There

is some indication that perhaps one in 20 thunderstorms (5%) may produce a microburst.

Until more is known about forecasting and detecting these types of microbursts, pilots

must use extreme caution in penetrating heavy rain in thunderstorm conditions during

approach and takeoff. Figure 4.2-20 is a schematic illustration of the formation of a

heavy rain microburst in a thunderstorm.

●
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Figure 4.2-20

0

(a) Illustrates midlevel development of a microburst at approximately 20,000 feel AGL..
(b) Shows a greater detail of microburst~ow as it descends and impacts the su~ace.
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.3 W3NDSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH CONVECTIVE STORMS

Scientists suspect that water loading from the precipitation shaft, when the water mass

plunges downward, likely cools adjacent air more than its surroundings, thus causing

negative buoyancy to predominate. The following hazards maybe present

o MICROBURSTS

o SEVERE TO EXTREME TURBULENCE

o TORNADOES

o HEAVY R41N

OHAIL

o FLYING DEBRIS

With the detection technology present today, pilots, controllers, and meteorologists

cannot tell you whether one or more of these hazards are present. The only definitive way

to stay out of microbursts associated with thunderstorm heavy rain is to avoid those

thunderstorms; visual and a.kborne radar clues are the best indicators of the presence of a

thunderstorm and its related hazards.
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.3 WINDSHEAR ASSOCIATED WITH CONVECTIVE STORMS

o Microbursts Associated with Very Light Rain or Virga

From analysis of data collected during the Joint Airport Weather Studies (JAWS) Project

in Denver, in 1982, it was determined that many rnicrobursts occur in relatively dry

conditions, associated with very light rain or virga. This is due to the fact that the air is

very dry in the region below cloud base, typically at about 15,000 ft AGL. Convective

cloud precipitation which falls into this low-humidity air in the subcloud region tends to

evaporate. Evaporation is a cooling process and cool air being heavier causes the air

associated with the precipitation to plunge downward. Furthermore, the closer the

evaporating rain comes to the ground, the greater the effect the cooling process has on

accelerating the downdraft. Figure 4.2-21 is a schematic illustration of the formation of a

dry-type rnicroburst. In contrasting light rainhirga microbursts to the heavy

rahdthunderstorm variety, the only difference is that the downdraft and resulting outflow

is forced by heavy precipitation loading, rather than by evaporation in the light rain case.

In terms of airflow and its impact on aircraft performance, the overall effect is the same

for both types of microbursts.
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Cloud Base
>

Figure 4.2-21

Schemutic diagram that illustrates the formation of a microburst in a dry climate. The
downdrafi is accelerated downward by precipitation evaporation shown as decreasing
rainfall in the jigure. In the high plains and intermountain areas of the United States, the

mechunism commonly produces microbursts. Similar conditions are believed to exist
commonly in many places in Australia. The only difference in general structure between

this microburst development and those in wet climates (Southeast U.S.) is the downdrafi
development forced by heavy precipitation loading rather than by evaporative cooling.
●
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.4 MICROBURST WINDSHEAR STATISTICS (INTENSITY, SIZE,

DURATION)

Three means have been used to gather statistics on microbursts: surface wind networks,

Doppler radar, and airplane flight data recorders. Surface wind measuring networks

include the FAA’s LLWAS located at 110 airports and research surface wind measuring

systems such as the Portable Automated Mesonetwork (PAM) operated by the National

Center for Atmospheric Research. An example of an LLWAS missed detection of a

microburst is shown in Figure 4.2-22.
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Fi=we 4.2-22

An illustration of LLWAS limitations showing a potential failure of the system to detect a
microburst that occurs wholly between sensors.
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4..2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.4 MICROBURST WINDSHEAR STATISTICS (INTENSITY, SIZE,

~ DURATION)

A second technique uses Doppler weather radar, which measures winds in the rnicroburst.

Another means of accruing statistics on microbursts is from flight data recorders,

gathered from air carrier accidents. Figure 4.2-23 is a record of the crash at DFW

Regional Airpo% on August 2, 1985.
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Figure 4.2-23

Digital flight duta recording trace of winds associated with the crash at Dallas Ft. Worth
Regional Aiport on August 2, 1985. Notice the presence of a strong headwind, a
downdrafi, and tailwind components. (Fujita, 1986.)
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a 4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.4 MICROBURST WINDSHEAR STATISTICS (INTENSITY, SIZE,

DURATION)

Most of the rnicroburst statistics presented in this section were derived from Doppler
I

radar studies. Data taken fi-om surface wind measurement stations generally

underestimate wind speeds because winds measured immediately above the earth’s

surface are affected by surface friction from trees, buildings, and ground or water

surfaces. Doppler radars scan well above the surface, where the estimates are not

similarly biased. Data from accident analyses agree well with the Doppler radar data, but

often show windshears that are higher, suggesting that the accident wind speed

distributions represent a more severe distribution than the research experiment sample.

Scientists have examined hundreds of rnicrobursts with Doppler radar, in both dry and

@

heavy rain environments, and have found that these phenomena are relatively simple

airflows. In Figure 4.2-24, rnicrobursts are seen to be downflows that splash out

horizontally at the surface, where they expand with time. Microbursts expand just before

they reach the surface, as the surface boundiuy begins to affect the flow. In addition,

microburst wind speed differential (headwind to tailwind, or left to right side wind speed

difference) increases for a time after f~st ground impact. In Figure 4.2-24, T (time) = 5

min after ground impact represents the maximum shear differential. This indicates that

microbursts intensify for about 5 min after ground impact. Thus, pilots who penetrate

microbursts at T will encounter weaker shears than at T+5. In fact, the differential wind

across the microburst doubles during this 5 tin time period after ground impact.
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Figure 4.2-24

Time evolution of microburst in the vertical, as den-vedfiom Doppler radar studies. Afler

ground impact occurs, the microburst spreads out horizontally and increases in overall
horizontal shear intensity for the next 5 minutes, then begins to decay. The important

points here are the simplicity of the Sow and the fact that the intensity doubles within 5
minutes ajlerfirst impact.
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE

4.2.2.4 MICROBURST

DURATIO~

WINDSHEAR TYPES

WINDSHEAR STATISTICS (INTENSITY, SIZE,

Figure 4.2-25 provides a summary of statistics regarding the size and differential wind

speeds in microbursts using Doppler radar. The average wind speed change a pilot might

expect when flying through an average microburst at peak intensity is 47 kt. If the

encounter were to occur just at microburst ground impact, the wind speed change would

be only half that value, at 24 kt. Additionally, the data indicate that an average microburst

expands from about 0.9 N.M. in diameter at ground

This is not surprising as there is no place for the

outward tier ground impact.

a

e
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impact to 1.5 N.M. after about 6 min.
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Figure 4.2-25

Microburst statistics, showing average values for approximately 75 microbursts as
rmasured by Doppler radar. At peak intensi~, hon.zontal diflerenti’al velocity averaged
47 knots, the same value that downed a jet transpoti aircrafi in New Orleans, in 1982.
Note that the microburst dijjterential veloci~ is weaker at first detection.
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.4 MICROBURST WINDSHEAR STATISTICS (INTENSITY, SIZE,

DURATION)

These statistics represent averages based upon Doppler radar studies. In Figure 4.2-26,

the frequency distribution of windshear differential is given for about 75 microbursts at

peak intensity near the ground. Half of the rnicrobursts have wind differences greater

than the average value of 47 kt. One microburst was clocked with a wind speed

difference of 94 kt. Pilots need to remember that the accident at New Orleans in 1982

was caused by a windshear that was considered AVEIL4GE in the JAWS statistics.

Recent Doppler radar data from microburst research experiments conducted at Memphis,

Temessee, and Huntsville, Alabama, by MIT Lincoln Laboratory and the University of

Chicago are consistent with microburst statistics shown here, collected during the JAWS

Project. Statistics concerning size, peak wind, and duration seem to be similar wherever

microburst data are collected.
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Figure 4.2-26

Histogram showing Doppler derived .lA WS (Denver) m.icroburst peak shear differential
velocities (peak to peak). Again average value is 47 knots; note that half of the cases are
greater than 47 knots, the veloci~ differential that was responsible for downing a tn”-jet
at New O-leans in July 1982.
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.4 MICROBURST TWN13SHEAR STATISTICS (INTENSITY, SIZE,

DURATION)

Recently, Doppler radar data has become available which examines the maximum

velocity differential across rnicrobursts studied during the JAWS Project at Denver

(1982), the FLOWS Project at Memphis (1985), and the MIST Project at Huntsville

(1986). Figure 4.2-27 compares the frequency of rnicroburst occurrence with maximum

observed DoppIer radar velocity differential. These data (particularly from MIST) are

very preliminary, and the frequency of occurrence information is probably inaccurate.

However, two principal observations can be made from these data that are accurate. The

shape of the velocity differentials (windshear across the microbursts) is very similar,

indicating that the distribution of windshear intensity is not dependent upon location of

the measurement. That is, it appears just as likely that microbursts have the same

intensity in the humid southeast regions of tie U.S. as in the high plains regions near

Denver. Additionally, it is clear that rnicrobursts are frequent in the southeast U.S., as

well as in Denver. The data regarding frequency at Denver is not accurate in this figure

because the Doppler radars were not scanned with climatology statistics in mind, i.e., not

monitored continuously. An independent assessment using a surface measurement

system during JAWS indicated a microburst iiequency similar to the MIST-Huntsville

data.
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Figure 4.2-27

Distribution of microburst ji-equency shown against Doppler-derived maximum wind
velociV deferential across each microburst; an aircrajl would be expected to experience
these differential values when transiting the microburst. Note that the frequency data for

.JAWS-Denver is not accurate; separate sensors indicate a total frequency distribution for
JAWS to be similar to MIST-Huntsville.
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.4 MICROBURST WINDSHEAR STATISTICS (INTENSITY, SIZE,

DURATION)

A number of windshear differentials from several research sources are given in Figure

4.2-28. In the upper panel, wind differentials measured at ground level are given in a

histogram form. In the lower panel, data are shown as derived from Doppler radar near

500 ft AGL. Note that the measurements aloft are relatively stronger than those made

near the surface, a fact that is expected due to ground friction effects. The wind speed

differential from a number of microburst windshear accidents and incidents have been

placed on the figure, the location of each event indicated. The shaded region of the

panels represents an estimate of the range of maximum wind speed differential

performance capability of commercial jet transports. The performance is defined for

airplanes at maximum gross weight encountering a windshear at the most critical time

and using the recommended recovery techniques. Pilots should be aware that there is a

substantial fraction of windshears that are considered lethal, even when using the most

effective windshear recovery techniques. Additionally, the strongest windshear

differential known, 214 kt at Andrews Air Force Base in 1983, is far to the right of both

panels!
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The distribution of windshear differentials ji-om a considerable number of research data
sources. Pilots should be aware that there is a substantr”alfiaction of windhsears that are
lethal, even when using the most eflective windshear recove~ techniques.
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4.2.2

4.2.2.5

Obtaining

LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

UNITED STATES AND WORLDWIDE MICROBURST WINDSHEA.R

DISTRIBUTION

microburst windshear statistics is dependent upon two types of measurement

systems. Unfortunately, use of these systems is rare. Only at four locations in the United

States have Doppler radar microburst studies occurred. They include the Chicago area

during a Fujita research project in 1978, the JAWS Project in 1982, the Memphis area in

1984-85, and the Huntsville area in 1986. In addition, some 30 or so accident

investigations have yielded additional statistics.

The U.S. domestic and worldwide microburst accident locations are given in the map in

Figure 4.2-29. In each case, a qualitative probability of whether the accident was caused

by a microburst is shown. The statistics are heavily weighted toward the abundance of

U.S. data. It is believed that manv more such accidents have occurred, but have not been.

documented.

9
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Figure 4.2-29

Domestic and worldwide microburst accident map. High air trafic in North
Amert”ca combined with convective activity leads to concentration of windshear
accidents/incidents.
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.5 UNITED STATES AND WORLDWIDE MICROBURST WINDSHEAR

DISTRIBUTION

Figure 4.2-30 provides the climatolo=g of thunderstorm days in the United States. It is

known that microbursts can occur anywhere thunderstorms occw unfortunately, the

frequency is not known. Pilots should avoid flying into thunderstorm conditions in

general, recognizing that severe hazards may be present, including possible imbedded

microbursts.
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A Microbu

Figure 4.2-30

Average number of thunderstorm days throughout the United States. W%ile we really
don ‘t know microburst frequency, this map of thunderstorm annual count in the United
States gives us a general association of microbursts with thunderstorms. Approximately 5
in 100 thunderstorms produces a rnicroburst. All microbursts are associated with
precipitation, although it may be very light rain or virga. In this regard, it is vital that
pilots realize that these dry type rnicrobursts fi-equently occur in nonthunderstomn
situations and hence are not represented in this thunderstorm day~equency plot.
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4.2.2 LOW-ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR TYPES

4.2.2.5 UNITED STATES AND WORLDWIDE MICROBURST WINDSHEAR

DISTRIBUTION

Fi=me 4.2-31 is similar to Fi=me 4.2-30, showing worldwide thunderstorm distribution

statistics.

9D
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Figure 4.2-31

Same thunderstorm climatology map as Figure 4.2-30, but worldwide. The higher level of
air trafic in Notih Amen”ca poses a higher accident threat although the highest
thunderstorm threat occurs in the tropics.
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4.2.3 FORECASTING, DETECTION, AND WARNING OF LOW-ALTITUDE

WINDSHEAR

Since the crash at JFK International Airport in 1975, during an approach encounter with a

microburst, the Federal Government, airlines, manufacturers, and university researchers have

seriously addressed the low-altitude windshear threat. Immediately after the 1975 accident, the FAA

formed a windshear office to address the matter, and most airline meteorology and flight training

departments attempted to develop specific responses to the problem.

During this early program, the FA4 developed the LLWAS, which was eventually deployed at 110

airports. The agency also expended considerable effort to develop a cockpit warning device called

the airspeed and ground speed windshear alert system; however, this device was never implemented

as a requkement by the FAA.

Until Fujita published his analysis of the JFK accident, the community thought the problem was the

thunderstorm gust front (l%jita, 1976).

m In the following sections, we identify a number of useful techniques that can” be used today to

effectively recognize and avoid windshear. We also discuss forecast, detection, and warning

techniques to aid in understanding the state of the art.

●
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4.2.3 FORECASTING, DETECTION, AND WARNING OF LOW-ALTITUDE

WINDSHEAR

4.2.3.1 MICROBURST SITUATIONS

Two basic concepts in operational use provide insight into the forecast likelihood of

microbursts. These techniques address only the conditions that herald the microburst

event by some hours. However, before these two techniques are discussed, and for the

purposes of understanding the concept of prediction, the following definitions will apply

to the microburst phenomenon:

Forecast: Typically, a 2 to 12 hour prediction that conditions are likely to exist for the

formation of microbursts.

Nowcast: A 5 to 15 minute prediction that a particular microburst is forming and will

affect aircraft operations.
m

Remote Detection: A microburst has been identified by a sensing device that does not

involve using the aircraft as a measurement platform.

In-Place Detection: A microburst has been identified by equipment on the aircraft

(penetration is required before shear can be detected).

Forecast techniques do not provide definitive warnings of microbursts, but do identify

conditions conducive for their formation. Only remote detection allows pilots to know

that a microburst is present and to act before penetration occurs. In-place detection

devices (i.e., acceleration sensors) do not provide advance warning because a plane and

pilot must enter the shear before it can be detected, which may be too late to save the

aircraft if the shear exceeds the performance capabilities of the aircraft.

●
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4.2.3 FORECASTING, DETECTION, AND WARNING OF LOW- ALTITUDE
WINDSHEAR

4.2.3.1 MICROBURST SITUATIONS

o Microburst Forecast Technique

There are two distinct forecast techniques: one for microbursts that are expected
within standard thunderstorm conditions, and one for microbursts occurring

to occur
in low-’

humidity conditions. To avoid microbursts associated with thunderstorms, use of the
general forecast guidance is strongly recommended. For example, a careful scrutiny of
the terminal forecasts is highly desirable. Examine the following two terminal forecasts:

YNG IW AMD 1101815 1820Z C45 BKN 80 OVC 2018G35 LLWS OCNL C20 OVC
3RW-/TRW-.O8Z C25 OVC 3214G25 OCNL C 10 OVC 2RW-/TRW-. 09Z IFR CIG RW
TRw m..

HUF FT AMD 2 COR 101815 1745Z C30 BJSN 2020G35 OCNL C12 OVC 3TRW CHC
C4 X l/2T+RW+AG55. 22Z C18 OVC 4~W- 2420G30 SLGT CHC C4 X
l/2TRW+G50. OIZ C16 OVC 2918G28 CHC 4RW-. 04Z C18 BKN 3016 BKN OCNL
SCT. 09Z VFR..

Note that for Youngstown, Ohio, the forecast is calling for low-level windshear (LLWS).

(This terminology is misleading, as it might be interpreted as meaning the windshear
intensity is not sigrMcant. The prefemed terminology suggested by the National
Research Council is low-altitude windshear, or LAWS.) While thunderstorms exist in the
forecast, pilots are given an additional clue with “LLWS.”

In the terminal forecast for Terre Haute, Indiana, LLWS does not appear. However, the
chance of CEILING 400 FT, SKY OBSCURED, 1/2 MILE VISIBILITY, SEVERE
THUNDERSTORM, HEAVY RAIN SHOWERS, HAIL, AND WIND GUSTS TO 55
KT would suggest that microburst windshear or worse (i.e., tornadoes, hail, etc.) might be
present if actual thunderstorm conditions are encountered.

In the future, more sophisticated detection devices such as Doppler weather radar will
make detection of rnicrobursts in these conditions more likely.

●
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4.2.3 FORECASTING, DETECTION, AND WARNING OF LOW-ALTITUDE

W-JN-DSHEAR

4.2.3.1 MICROBURST WTUATIONS

Today, the bottom line for microburst forecasting for heavy rain microbursts is simply to

circumnavigate thunderstorm conditions.

Fortunately, more is known about forecasting of high plain, inter-mountain, low-humidity

microbursts (see section 4.2.2.3.5). Low-humidity conditions in the subcloud layer below

convective clouds make microbursts highly likely, if precipitation falls through this dry

air. This is true whether or not the parent cloud is a thunderstorm or a weaker cumulus

cloud. Pilots should also be aware that heavy rain thunderstorms can exist in these dry air

conditions in the high plains and inter-mountain regions and can contain imbedded

microbursts.

In regions of low humidity near the surface, ANY CONVECTIVE CLOUD is likely to

produce microbursts. Pilots should take note of the terminal forecast (IT) for suggestions

of convective conditions (i.e., RW, TRW, T), which are good indicators of rnicrobnrsts.

Recently, several airline meteorology departments and several National Weather Service

(NWS) aviation forecast offices have begun to issue specific microburst materials usually

directed toward the light rain or virga types. More and more, these specialized materials

will be provided in pilots’ flight dispatches.

While the careful examination of aviation forecast materials will alert the pilot of the

conditions suggestive of rnicroburst formation, they provide guidelines only. It is not yet

possible to accurately forecast the existence of rnicrobursts that might affect a specific

takeoff or approach. The pilot should use the forecast information as a mind-alert, to be

better prepared for looking for more immediate si=ms of microbursts. THE BOTTOM

LINE HERE IS THAT MICROBURST FORECASTS ARE ONLY CRUDE

INDICATORS.

●
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4.2.3 FORECASTING, DETECTION, AND WARNING OF LOW- ALTITUDE

WINDSHEAR

4.2.3.1 MICROBURST S~’ ‘ ‘-- ‘-U/Yl”lUNS

0 Microburst Detection

.

to detect microbursts prior to penetration generally do notUnfortunately, sensing systems

exist today. Much effort on the part of the Federal Government is underway to correct

this situation, but it will be several years until these systems are in place.

Pilots need to know that conventional weather radars (whether ground-based or airborne)

can measure only the intensity of the precipitation at the respective ranges of the weather

echoes. They do not have Doppler wind measuring capabilities and cannot detect any

windshear condition. Conventional radar can detect thunderstorms and thus alert pilots to

the possible existence of microbursts.

Figure 4.2-32 shows the distribution of the FAA’s LLWAS at Denver AirporL one of 110

such arrays at U.S. airports. The spacing of the stations is wider than the typical

microburst, and in the siting shown, a serious microburst threat can readily occur outside

of the LLWAS station coverage. The system was originally designed to detect wind shift

lines which move across the airport by flagging a sudden onset of a wind vector

difference between a single outlying wind station and a reference centetileld wind site. Th

e system was designed to detect gust fronts, which were thought to be the cause of aircraft

accidents before the existence of microbursts was documented (National Research

Council, 1983).

Typically, LLWAS consists of a centetileld wind sensor and 5 outlying sensors normally

about 2 mi from the center site, located based on meteorological factors, terrain

considerations, logistical constraints, and the Instrument Landing System. Each site is

polled once every 10 sec. The centerileld site is considered a reference site, for which a 2

rnin running average of wind velocity is maintained.

●
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Figure 4.2-32

Illustration of the LL.WAS at Denver Stapleton International Ai~ort, showing a

generalized array of wind sensors spaced around airpoti. Note that spacing is wider than

typical rnicroburst, resulting in many microbursts slipping through the “net.” The system

was on”ginally designed to detect gust ji-onts rather than microbursts. (a) Shows the

spacing pn”or to 1985, while (b) shows the spacing as enhanced to better detect

microbursts. Please note pilots should know that this improved spacing is available at

both Denver Stapleton International Ai~ort {DEN) and New Orleans International

Ai~oti (MSY).

●
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4.2.3 FORECASTING, DETECTION, AND WARNING OF LOW- ALTITUDE

WJNDSHEAR

4.2.3.1 MICROBURST SITUATIONS

LLWAS is controlled by a central processor, which maintains a 2 min running average of

the centerileld wind. This information, continuously displayed in the tower, is used by

controllers and relayed to pilots. In addition, once every 10 see, the miniprocessor

compares the 10-see wind at outlying sites to the 2-rnin average at the center site. A

vector difference computation is made and, if a 15 kt threshold is reached or exceeded, an

alert is given to the tower controllers.

The windshear calculation is designed to detect the sudden onset of a gust front at an

outlying site by comparing the wind discrepancy at the outlying site with that at the

centerfield site. The centefleld site, because of its long averaging period, cannot

effectively detect microburst windshears.

Currently, the system has the following limitations:

1)

2)

3)

●

The system cannot measure winds above the sensors on the ground. This may not be

a big problem for gust fronts or sea breezes, but it limits the detection of windshear

that may not be present at the surface.

Temporal and spatial resolution limitations may present serious problems for

detecting microbursts. Although LLWAS sensors are located an average of about 2

mi between the centefileld and remote sites, the effective windshear resolution is

nearly 4 mi because of the long averaging period at the centerileld site. Likewise, the

temporal resolution is compromised by the long averaging at the centetileld site; a

brief high wind encounter at centerfield would probably not be identified. This

effectively eliminates the centetileld site as a high resolution windshear sensor.

Surface wind events outside the perimeter of the wind sensors are not detected.
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4.2.3 FORECASTING, DETECTION, AND WARNING OF LOW- ALTITUDE

WINDSHEAR

4.2.3.1 MICROBURST SITUATIONS

4) Sensors do not directly measure wind along flight paths and are thus susceptible to

reporting events that may not reflect windshear presence or absence on an airplane’s flight

path.

Generally, the concerns regarding the LLWAS can be summarized as follows:

o The length scale of measurement is too coarse to adequately detect many microbursts.

o The centefield LLWAS site misses most microburst detections because of 2 tin

averaging.

The LLWAS system is currently being improved at New Orleans and Denver by
0

increasing the number of stations and placing them closer together, thus improving the

fundamental resolution of the system; and improving the detection algorithms in the

system, to focus on microburst airflow concepts instead of gust fi-ont detection

calculations.

The method of transmitting LLWAS information to controllers is illustrated in Fi=-e

4.2-33, which shows the display for the system. This display system can be made more

useful, and a new generation display concept is being tested.

I%lots are urged to carefully examine the LLWAS system alerts, if they are given. If the

LLWAS system triggers, it means that a 15 kt vector difference has been measured.

However, while shear is certainly present, the alert may not be well correlated to

dangerous or even significant shears; research has shown that the system is prone to over-

triggenng. Pilots should factor LLWAS alerts seriously into their operational, go, no-go

decision making process, but should not expect the system to provide microburst

warnings in an accurate and timely manner. Pilots should remember that the absence of a

windshear alert does not represent safe going!
m
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Figure 4.2-33

Diagram of the current six-station LLWAS system display. Each row of lights gives the

actual wind at each of the six sites in direction (degrees) and speed (knots). If the system

indicates a 15-knot vector difference between the cente~eld site and one of the five

outlying sites, the lights in that outlying numen”c window will fiash on and OS The

*

controller would then read “windshear alert NW quadrant with 210 degrees 15 knots. ”

Note that this display corresponds to panel (a) on previous figure.
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4.2.3 FORECASTING, DETECTION, AND WARNING OF LOW- ALTITUDE

WINDSHEAR

4.2.3.1 MICROBURST SITUATIONS

The converse, the successful alert of the system, does mean that some shear is present,

although it may seriously underestimate its ma=gtude and its location.

Research work has shown clearly that Doppler weather radar can provide timely and

accurate warnings regarding windshear in the airport environment, and can provide a

number of other hazardous weather products that improve safety and efilciency of the air

traffic system in the airport vicinity.

At the current time there is no operational Doppler radar at or near any U.S. airport, and

none is expected until the 1987-1990 time frame. While the Classify, Locate, and Avoid

Wind Shear (CLAWS) Project at Denver demonstrated that Doppler can successfully

protect an airport from microburst windshear, the FAA will take some years to perfect the
o

automation of windshear products and to procure Doppler radars for major airports.

Doppler radar technology is discussed in Section 4.2.6.

As mentioned previously, several manufacturers have developed in-place detection

sensing systems to monitor acceleration forces on aircraft while on approach to landing

and during take-off operations.

Sensor manufacturers such as Safe Flight Instrument Corporation, Collins, Speny,

Boeing Commercial Airplane Company, Lockheed, Douglas, and Smiths Industries are

developing relatively similar systems. The basic concept is to monitor horizontal and

vertical accelerations relative to the air and the ground. If the flight path suddenly is

affected by acceleration differences beyond a threshold value, an alert is given to the pilot

either by a computer-generated voice or by a light, or both. b most systems, some sort of

guidance is provided to the pilot for the purpose of escaping the windshear.
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4.2.3 FORECASTING, DETECTION,

WINDSHEAR

4.2.3.1 MICROBURST SITUATIONS

AND WARNING OF LOW- ALTITUDE

The shortcoming with these aids is THE PILOT AND AIRCRAFT MUST ENTER THE

SHEAR BEFORE HELP IS PROVIDED. The shear may exceed the performance

capability of the aircraft or the skill level of the pilot. If it is a shear that can be flown and

if the system provides a timely indication of its existence, these systems can be helpful.

Pilots cannot rely on in-place detection aids alone, and should be prepared to use all

available formation.

The use of airborne weather avoidance radars to detect microbursts should be considered

very carefully. As discussed earlier, a conventional, non-Doppler radar can measure only

precipitation intensity. No wind-measuring capability exists on these sets. However,

during the microburst-cntical phases of flight, during takeoff and in approach to landing,

use of these radars is critical to detect convective rain showers and thunderstorms. Most

heavy rain thunderstorms can be detected by conventional airborne radars, by carefully

utilizing the tilt control to scan sufficiently high above the intended flight path to detect

cells that may impact tie flight path. Pilots should remember that radar can only detect

rain, not windshear. They should recognize that any convective cloud, whether heavy

rain, light rain or virga, may produce a microburst. Pilots are referred to their weather

avoidance radar operating procedures to fully understand the appropriate techniques for

avoiding convective cells. Remember, the airborne weather radars currently found on air

carrier transports are similar to conventional ground-based radars in that they show only

weather echo precipitation or rainfall rate. They have no wind measuring capability.

Pilots must clearly understand that windshear cannot be detected with such a system. The

best way to use this system in a windshear scenario is to avoid precipitation areas

associated with convective clouds, since there is a possibility that they will contain

microbursts. Finally, pilots are cautioned never to fly into radar attenuation “shadows,”

which result from a reduction of the radar return by intemening very heavy precipitation.

This shadow effect may cause a radar echo to appear weak when it in fact contains very

heavy convective rainfall. Radar attenuation is addressed more fully in weather

avoidance radar operating manuals and bulletins.
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WINDSHEAR

4.2.3.1 MICROBURST SITUATIONS

An additional limitation regarding the use of

Electroma=metic attenuation of the radar si=mal

airborne radars is very important.

occurs when heavy rain intervenes

between the antenna and the weather cell of interest. This phenomena results in

“shadowing” and failure to display the full extent of the storm. Pilots are urged to refer to

their radar operating instructions to avoid serious underestimates of strong intensity due

to attenuation.

Pilots should remember

significant rainfall at the

that microbursts also can be produced when there is no

ground. Unfortunately, conventional akbome radar may not

detect the precipitation associated with these dry-type microbursts. Consequently, for

these low precipitation intensity cases, pilots will generally have to examine other clues

of microbursts, rather than rely on their airborne radars.

The exception to all of this guidance regarding the current generation of airborne radars

involves the Aeronautical Radio, Inc. (ARINC) 700 series radars, which contain a

Doppler turbulence channel. These radars are “Dopplerized’ for the purpose of detecting

turbulence in clouds and precipitation; they cannot directly measure windshear, in the

sense necessary to determine headwind-to-tailwind speed differences in a rnicroburst.

However, they can detect turbulence, a highly variable fluctuation in air velocity in a

localized area of the storm. While these new airborne weather avoidance radars are a

significant improvement, they, along with the conventional radar sets, cannot detect

windshear. Pdots must use these radars to avoid convective weather cells in the critical

approach and take-off phases of flight, to avoid heavy rain if present, or much lighter

precipitation if microburst windshear is suspected.
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WINDSHEAR

4.2.3.1 MICROBURST SITUATIONS

The bottom line is microburst forecasting and detection is primitive. There is only one

regularly available system, the LLWAS, which operates at 110 of the approximately 600

air carrier airports in the United States. Unfortunately, the system does not detect

microbursts effectively. This means pilots must use JUDGMENT, as determined horn

visual clues, PIREPs, and forecast clues to avoid windshear. In Section 4.2.5, practical

ways for pilots to exercise that judgment will be discussed.
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WINDSHEAR

4.2.3.1 MICROBURST SITUATIONS

o Microburst Warnings to Air Traffic Control (ATC) and Flight Crews

The availability of quantitative windshear warning information is quite limited. The lack

of detection systems that work well and the inability to forecast windshear with sufficient

accuracy to mdce operational decisions means that air traffic relay of highly perishable

windshear information is vital to pilots. Use of PIREPs is very important in this

circumstance; however, the history of many recent windshear accidents has indicated that

the transfer of PREPs or other observer windshear information does not often take place.

The reasons for this particular difficulty are related to TIMING AND TERMINOLOGY

(International Civil Aviation Organization, 1986).

The time element is important because the most hazardous windshear is the rapidly
0

changing, short-tived microburst event that may be associated with any convective cloud.

The life span of microbursts is generally less than 15 rein, and they are at their most

hazardous state for only 2 to 5 minutes. To be effective, windshear PIREPs and

windshear warnings must be passed to aircraft immediately.

The reason for difficulties with terminology stem from the intrinsic nature of windshear,

and the current lack of deftition of the hazard in the aviation system. Most standard

aviation weather hazards are easily characterized with specific terminology (e.g., freezing

rain, hail, tornado) such that pilots know what action to take. However, for the case of

wirdshear, the actions to be tiken are less clear. One example of the difficulty in

terminolo=~ can be seen in the following example of a PIREP

NEGATIVE WINDSHEAR ON SHORT FINAL TO RUNWAY 26L

This report was given to indicate that the pilot actually experienced a 25 kt airspeed loss

on final.
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WINDSHEAR

4.2.3.1 MICROBURST SITUATIONS

The NEGATIVE actually referred to the pilot’s view that the shear was a negative

performance windshear. A controller or another pilot could very likely understand the

PIREP to mean that no windshear is present !

The FAA currently recommends the following terminology for a windshear pilot report

(PIREP) to be reported to ATC immediately, using the local controller, departure control,

or ground control frequencies:

1) Report the maximum loss or gain of airspeed experienced on the approach or

departure.

2) Report the altitude at which the shear was encountered.

3) Report the location of the shear with respect to the runway in use.

4) Report the ticraft type.

5) Report the aircraft type.

In addition to this recommended standardized report, pilots are urged to add any critical

remark that may fixther indicate the magnitude of the windshear encountered. Airspeed

loss or gain may not sufilciently describe the event. For example, if the encounter nearly

resulted in ground contact, tell the controller (and other pilots listening on fi-equency) of

the seriousness of the situation. If maximum thrust was required to maintain flight in an

encounter, pass that information along to controllers. Finally, while PIREP remarks such

as these may be critical, the objective reporting terminolo~ given above should be used

to maintain an important degree of standardization in windshear
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PIREPs. Pilots must recognize that it is critical to report the shear just as soon as the

aircraft is under control! Air tra.file controllers are likewise encouraged to pass windshear

PIREPs immediately to all pilots operating in the airport terminal area.

An additional point is important: PIREPs supposedly are meant to be made while the

aircraft is airborne. However, many signs of windshear are commonly seen while on the

ground. If some visible sign of shear is apparent to any pilot or controller, a report of this

observation should be made at once (see section 4.2.5). Pilots should recognize that the

absence of a windshear pilot report DOES NOT necessarily indicate that it is safe to

continue. Microburst development often will not be seen by a previous flighu the event is

so dynamic in onset and intensity that it may readily be missed.
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WINDSHEAR

4.2.3.2 DETECTION AND WARNING OF NON-MICROBURST

At the current time, the only system that can detect low-altitude

windshear is the LLWAS. It is able to detect 9890 of surface wind shifts

ALTITUDE

wINDsHEAR

non-microburst

associated with

cold frontal and thunderstorm gust frontal passages. The LLWAS system can detect

some microbursts, but it cannot be relied upon in many such scenarios. However, when

LLWAS does alert, some sort of low-altitude shear is present. Until more advanced

sensors, such as meteorological Doppler radar and microwave vertical wind profder

systems, are available, windshears associated with warm fronts, terrain-induced

windshears, and low-altitude jet streams that produce strong winds near but not at the

surface cannot be readily detected. Finally, there is some Limited capability to detect

some vertical frontal-type shears from the existing rawinsonde balloon sounding system.

●
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4.2.4 A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR AVOIDING MICROBURSTS

What is needed now are some practical techniques to help pilots deal effectively with the

microburst hazard. In the material which foIlows, the pilot will obtain practical decision-

making information that will help him or her deal more effectively and safely with severe

windshear. This section will address flight crew evaluation processes that are necessary

to avoid microbursts, whether in flight or on the ground, using a variety of techniques and

observational clues of the presence of windshear. In addition, the section will address

ways in which pilots can assist other pilots to avoid windshear by making timely and

precise PIREPs.

●
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4.2.4 A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR AVOIDING N.UCROBURSTS

4.2.4.1 MICROBURST WINDSHEAR MUST BE AVOIDED

Reviewing Figure 4.2-28 will indicate that a significant majority of microbursts can be

penetrated if effective recovery techniques are used. Of course, pilots should again

remember that many microbursts are lethal even with the recovery technique application!

No matter how qualifled pilots are, no matter how skilled their flying techniques may

seem, and no matter what special cockpit aids they may have on board their aircraft, there

are a considerable number of rnicrobursts that could result in a fatal crash if penetrated.

CONSEQUENTLY, PILOTS MUST LEARN TO AVOID ALL MICROBURSTS, lest

they contain headwind-to-tailwind shears in the upper 25% of the distribution. Until

more sophisticated technology, such as Doppler radar at airports, is made available near

the end of the decade, no one can predict how powerful a particular microburst really is or

its precise location.

Microburst windshear sumival in the U.S. airspace system is mostly dependent upon the

pilot. This section will address all of the practical clues that are available. When

response to these clues becomes second nature, pilots will have a far seater chance of

surviving an inadvertent windshear encounter.

●
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4.2.4 A PIL4CTICAL GUIDE FOR AVOIDING MICROBURSTS

4.2.4.2 CREW EVALUATION OF MICROBURST WEATHER CLUES

Pilots should evaluate the weather for possible clues about low-altitude windshear from

the time they leave for work, until they pull up to the gate for the last leg of the day.

Vigilance is the name of the game.

m

●
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m 4.2.4 A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR AVOIDING MICROBURSTS

4.2.4.2 CREW EVALUATION OF MICROBURST WEATHER CLUES

o Weather Briefing and Dispatch

First, pilots should observe local weather conditions from the dispatch ofllce or gate

window. If the local weather is microburst prone, the day will have convective cloud

conditions. If thunderstorms appear likely, microbursts are always a possibility. If there

are only weak cumulus cloud forms, there is still again the possibility of microbursts,

particularly if the air is dry.

●
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4.2.4 A PIL4CTICAL GUIDE FOR AVOIDING MICROBURSTS

4.2.4.2 CREW EVALUATION OF MICR033URST WEATHER CLUES

At the dispatch or weather office, pilots should become aware of microburst weather by:

1) Looking at the aviation surface observations and current weather codes to see if

convective weather is being reported at any of the terminals on their routes. Of

course, distant terminals may not yet be affected by the arrival weather of concern.

The presence of T, RW, BD (blowing dust) are all windshear clues. Gusty winds and

a temperature and dew point spread (indicating a low humidity if the difference is

large, such as 30° to 50° F), and particularly the remarks section provide information

on microburst potential. Warm temperatures (temperatures greater than 80°F) or a

trend toward wmm temperatures is also indicative of microburst weather. E rain

showers, thunderstorms, or CB’S (cumulonimbus clouds) are reported in the remarks

section in the vicinity, or at nearby airports, there is more likelihood of windshear.

The following surface observations also indicate windshear conditions:
*

BFF SA 1550 E50 BKN 80 OVC 25 260/62/55/1309/039/CB NW-N MOVG SE

ELM RS 1545 M23 OVC l/2TRW 102/78/73/3108/984/RB45 T OVHD-NE
MOVGSE FREQ LTGICCCCG

ITH RS 1548 E20 OVC 2TRW-H 77/74/1804/982/T OVHD MOVG E LTGCG

JHW RS 1545 E5 BKN 20 OVC 7T 70/69/0000/985/RE25 T S MOVG E

CDC SA 155050 SCT 100 SCT E200 OVC 60 174/80/51 /2207/030/DSNT CB SE-

NW MVGNVIRGANE

SLC SA 1550 CLR 50 177/80/48/1207/021/ TCU BLDG E CI E

VEL SA 0040 E50 BKN 100 BICN 40 86/M/1310/014 TCU ALQDS RWU N-NE
LTGCG
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4.2.4 A PIL4CTICAL GUIDE FOR AVOIDING MICROBURSTS

4.2.4.2 CREW EVALUATION OF MICROBURST WEATHER CLUES

2) Looking at the Terminal Forecasts (FTs). Are convective weather conditions forecast

for time of operation at that airport? Are T, RW, BD forecast? Will there be a frontal

passage, which may suggest convective weather? The following l?ll suggest the

possibility of windsheax:

COS FT 20161612 SCT C20 BKN 1506 OCNL C8 BKN. 18Z 50 SCT C1OO BKN
1510 OCNL C50 BKN CHC C30 OVC 4TRW+ G25 AFT 19Z. 04Z C70 BKN 120
BKN CHC C20 BKN RW-/TRW-. 10Z MVFR CIG..

BFF FT 20151540 SCT C80 BKN 0610 CHC C30 BKN TRW-. 18Z 50 SCT C120
BKN 1213 OCNL C50 BKN CHC C40 OVC 5TRW G35 AFT 22Z. 06Z 100 SCT
250 -BKN. 09Z VFR NO CIG..

ALB ~ 201515 C20 BKN 45 OVC 5H 1412 OCNL 15 SCT C45 BKN 6H CHC
RW-. 16Z 25 SCT C45 BKN 6H 1612 OCNL C20 OVC 3RW-/TRW CHC C6 X
3/4TRW+ G35 AFT 18Z. 02Z C30 BKN 5H OCNL C18 OVC 3RW-F. 09Z MVFR
CIG RW. 14Z VFR..

BGM FT 201515 C16 BKN45 OVC 4H 1810 OCNL 16 SCT C45 BKN CHC Cll X
2TRW. 16Z 20 SCT C45 BKN 2010 OCNL C15 OVC 2RW-/TRW CHC C4 X
l/2TRW+ G40. OIZ C25 BKN 4H OCNL C12 OVC 2RW-F. 09Z MVFR CIG RW
F. 14Z VFR..

LAS Fi’ 20161690 SCT C200 BKN OCIVL C90 BKN CHC TRW- G40. 10Z VFR
TRw..

RNO FT 201616250 -SCT. 21Z 100 SCT 250 -SCT OCNL C1OO BKN SLGT CHC
TRW-G40. 05Z 120 SCT 250 -SCT. 10Z VFR NO CIG..

INW FT 201616 AUTOB CLR BLO 40 1308. 19Z CLR BLO 402312 CHC C40
BKN 3TRW G45 TIL 02Z. 10Z VFR..

PHX FI’ 201616 120 SCT 250 SCT 0710 OCNL C 120 BKN. 22Z 80 SCT 2408
SLGT CHC-X C70 BKN lTRW-BD G35 AFT OOZ. 10Z VFR NO CIG..
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4.2.4 A PIL4CTICAL GUIDE FOR AVOIDING MICROBURSTS

4.2.4.2 CREW EVALUATION OF MICROBURST WEATHER CLUES

*

3) Observing low-aItitude wind shear forecasts now produced by some airline dispatch

oi%ces. These should be given significant weighting by pilots in dispatch. The

following is an example of one such forecasti

DEN POTENTIAL LO LEVEL WIND SHEAR FROM 181900Z TO 190400Z

CONDITIONS FAVOIU.BLE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF CONVECTIVE

LLWS. IF VIRGA, CB’S OR RW ARE OBSERVED OR REPORTED, EXPECT

LLWS.

4) Looking at the Notice to Airmen (NOTAMS). Is the LLWAS operational?

5) Looking at the si=tilcant meteorological information (SIGMETS), particularly the

convective SIGMETS. These really may be a sign of problems in which windshear

may be present; the NWS is trying to get LLWS into these advisories. The following 9

convective SIGMET may be really interesting:

MKCW WST 210055

CONVECTIVE SIGMET lW

VALID UNTIL 0255Z

AZUT

FROM 60SSW HVE-30SSW GUP-60NNE YUM-40E EED-60SSW HVE

AREA SVR TSTMS MOVG FROM 2915. TOPS ABV 450.

HAIL TO 2 IN...INDND GUSTS TO 50 KT PSBL.

OUTLOOK VALID UNTIL 0655Z

FROM HVE-FMN-PHX-EED-HVE

TSTMS XPCD TO CONT IN AREA OF GOOD LOW/MID LVL MSTR AND

CNVGC.

ACTVTY W-IUD CONT SLOLY EWD.

9
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“* 4.2.4 A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR AVOIDING MICROBURSTS

4.2.4.2 CREW EVALUATION OF MICROBURST WEATHER CLUES

Another convective SIGM13T of interest would be:

*

6)

7)

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 2C

VALID UNTIL 0255Z

FROM 60W ARG-50SW MEM-LIT-60W ARG

AREA TSTMS MOVG LTL. TOPS ABV 450.

HAIL TO 1 IN...WIND GUSTS TO 50 KT PSBL.

OUTLOOK VALID UNTIL 0655Z

FROM AEX-50NE ABY-TLH-40S MSY-LCH-AEX

STG TSTMS CONTG ALG SRN PTNS OF GLF CSTL STATES MNLY DUE TO

SFC HEATING AND WEAK LOW LVL CNVRGC. A SECOND AREA OF

TSTMS IS CONTG OVR AR IN AN AREA OF INSTBLTY AND WEAK LOW

LVL CNVRGC. XPC BOTH AREAS OF TSTMS TO DMSH ARND SNST AS SFC

HEATING DMSHS.

Paying attention to pilot reports (PIREPs). Some airlines provide summaries of recent

PIREPs along the route of flight, although most really address winds aloft. (It is

recommended that airlines begin to put low-altitude windshear PIREPs in these

summaries.) As discussed earlier, PIREPs are extremely important in microburst

windshear situations.

Reading the Area Forecasts (FAs). The area forecast will sometimes mention LLWS,

as indicated earlier in this chapter; also the Air Route Traffic Control Centers

(ARTCC), through their Center Weather Service Units (CWSUS), issue several

advisories that can help in predicting windshear, but typically, you do not see them in

dispatch. These advisories are (1) Center Weather Advisory and (2) Meteorological

Impact Statement.

Observing severe weather watches. If the National Severe Forecast Center in Kansas

City issues any sort of aviation severe weather watch it is yet another clue for

convective weather.
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4.2.4 A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR AVOIDING MICROBURSTS

4.2.4.2 CREW EVALUATION OF MICROBURST WEATHER CLUES

*

o Clues from the Cockpit (Parked, Taxi, or Airborne)

Pilots should pay attention to the incoming crew, and ask them how the ride was, whether

it looks like windshear conditions, or if they encountered any windshear.

In the absence of definitive windshear measurement systems, other than clues from the

LLWAS, pilots have two extremely high resolution sensors: their eyes. The human eyes

and the attached brain are certainIy the most important sensors available today. Use of

these sensors must occur while in the cockpit whether parked, taxiing, or airborne.

Microburst windshear can often be seen by some obvious visual clues. Visual

photographs are available to airlines and flight operations offices to provide pilots with

microburst visual perspectives. IT IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT FOR PILOTS TO

HEED THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN SUCH PHOTOGRAPHS. Pilots should
*

remember that localized blowing dust is a clue of microburst winds at the ground; light

rain or virga is a sign of the evaporative cooling associated with microburst formation.

Also, thunderstorms (presence of cumulonimbus clouds with visible lightning) are to be

avoided! Additionally, pilots should not fly beneath high-based convective clouds, even

though the rain shafts do not reach the ground (virga). These cores may indicate a

distinct possibility of microbursts. Until definitive detection systems become available,

pilots will have to use the eyeball method. (Obviously, visual clues of microbursts are

generally not available at night, even though microbursts can occur at night. Pilots are

cautioned to use extra safety rnaxgins at night.)

9
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4.2.4 A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR AVOIDING MICROBURSTS

4.2.4.3 THE CRITICAL IMPORTANCE OF PIREPS

The importance of PIREPs cannot be overemphasized in the practical aspects of

microburst avoidance. When an aircraft encounters a microburst, the fust clue maybe an

airspeed increase, followed by an airspeed decrease. The fluctuations may range from a

mere 10 kt to between 60 and 80 knots. With the absence of advanced detection systems,

a report of such an encounter maybe the only indication to another pilot or controller that

there is a hazardous situation.

In fact, in most of the recent microburst accidents, other pilots have encountered some

aspect of the windshear prior to the accident. These encounters have been described as

relatively minor airspeed variations, to nearly catastrophic loss of the airplane. Except for

one or two cases, pilots have not reported these events to air traffic controllers. In the

JFK accident, a pilot reported a serious shear, but the controller did not forward the

information through the airport air traffic system, and the following ticraft subsequently

crashed.

It is impossible to over stress the vital need for all pilots to make immediate windshem

PIREPs to air traffic controllers. A timely PIREP will help the flight crews immediately

behind your flight, whether they are on the ground or in the air. By timely, we mean just

as soon as it is safe for a pilot to key his mike! It is important to understand that a 30-sec

delay in making a windshear PIREP may be critical to the next aircraft. There is no time

to “park it” and call the tower on the telephone.

When PIREPs are received, ATC personnel must act quickly to report windshear to

following traffic. Earlier in this chapter, it was stated that microbursts intensify for

several minutes after they strike the ground, possibly doubling or more in shear

differential. This means a report of a 20 kt loss by an aircraft ahead may turn out to be a

50 kt shear when the event is encountered. Microbursts are very dynamic phenomena,

and more than one pilot has been misled by believing the magnitude of the reported shear,

only to fmd it unflyable.
9
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4.2.4 A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR AVOIDING IvHCROBURSTS

4.2.4.3 THE CRITICAL IMPORTANCE OF PIREPS

Pilots should use the windshear PIREP terminology given earlier. In addition, ATC

personnel must rapidly distribute windshear PIREPs to all pilots in the vicinity. Finally, to

really stress this point, a pilot should realize that if a windshear PIREP or an LLWAS

alert is received, it is not unreasonable to assume that the possibility exists in that area of

encountering a windshear of two to three times the magnitude reported from the PIREP or

LLWAS.

Pilots and controllers must work together to make the system work. Figure 4.2-34 shows

how pilots and controllers successfully handled a shear at Denver. In this figure, several

missed approaches were executed due to the microbursts in the area.

●
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Figure 4.2-34

The first of three figures represents a 30-minute sequence of microburst encounters at

Denver durt”ng JAWS. Lunding trafic was using 26L and 26R. Quite a few planes

executed missed approaches, several more than once, before controllers changed

e
runways. During subsequent data analysis, the existence of the microbursts became

known.
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4.2.4 A PIL4CTICAL GUIDE FOR AVOIDING MICROBURSTS

4.2.4.3 THE CRITICAL IMPORTANCE OF PIREPS

In Figure 4.2-35, controllers attempted to assist flight crews in avoiding the areas of

known windshear by changing the active runway. However, additional microbursts

occurred around the airport.

*
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Figure 4.2-35

Second in sequence. Controllers tried 08L and 08R. However, additional microbursts in

this outbreak caused tailwind shears ve~ near touchdown so they decided not to use

these runways. So...

I
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4.2.4 A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR AVOIDING MICROBURSTS

4.2.4.3 THE CRITICAL IMPORTANCE OF PIREPS

Finally, in Figure 4.2-36, controllers changed active runways again. Due to additional

rnicrobursts developing in the area, the controllers decided to close the airport until

conditions improved.

Several close calls occurred that day, but communication between pilots and controllers

saved the day !

e
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Figure 4.2-36

They decided to use 35L and 35R, more microbursts occurred along the approach, and

missed approaches continued. Controllers then decided to close Stapleton for a while and

for a good reason.

●
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4.2.4 A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR AVOIDING MICROBURSTS

4.2.4.4 PILOT WINDSHEAR AVOIDANCE GUIDELINES

At the current time, there are no universal quantitative windshear avoidance criteria that a

pilot can use to make an unambiguous go/no-go decision or a continue/hold decision.

The reality is that no definitive detection and warning system is in operation that can

measure windshear intensity speciilcally along an intended flight path.

Until such measurement systems (e.g., advanced LLWAS, ground-based or airborne

Doppler radw) are available, pilots must make judgment calls regarding the advisability

of continuing into weather conditions that may contain windshear. Systems may come on

line by 1988.

There is no single windshear clue that can provide definitive guidance. The information

necessary to make the appropriate decision usually exists. However, the importance of

each piece of information is variable, depending on individual case scenarios. The

following chart, designed specifically for convective weather (thunderstorm, rainshower,

virga), can help pilots make appropriate real-time avoidance decisions. Pilots should

consider the avoidance evidence as generally cumulative, with a single observation

indicative of a situation that should be avoided. In Table 4.2-2, the weighting of the

observation is categorized by its importance to the pilot. The weighting is according to

the following scale:

HtGH PROBABILITY: A pilot should give critical attention

and a decision to avoid is appropriate.

to this observation,

MEDIUM PROBABILITY: Consideration should be given to avoiding. Precautions are

appropriate.

LOW PROBABILITY: Consideration should be given to this observation, but a

decision to avoid is not generally indicated.

●
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e 4.2.4 A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR AVOIDING MICROBURSTS

4.2.4.4 PILOT WINDSHEAR AVOIDANCE GUIDELINES

CAVEAT: To repeat, there are currently no quantitative means of determining the

presence or intensity of windshear. Pilots are urged to exercise extreme

caution when making a determination to avoid windshear.

Table 4.2-2 is divided into horizontal categories which weight the importance of the

observation. The vertical categories are the various observations that are relevant to

avoiding windshear.

NOTE: The information contained in Table 4.2-2 is subjective and should only be

used to aid in establishing the probability of windshear and in the pilot’s

subsequent avoidance decision.

*

●
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TABLE 4.2-2.

OBSERVATION

MICROBURST WINDSHEAR PROBABILITY GUIDELINES

PROBABILITY
OF WINDSHEAR

PRESENCE OF CONVECTIVE WEATHER NEAR INTENDED FLIGHT PATH:

ON-BOARD

With localized strong winds (Tower reports or
observed blowing dust, rings of dust,
tornado-like features, etc.) ................................................................
With heavy precipitation (Obsemed or radar
indications of contour,red or attenuation shadow) ............................
With rtishower ................................................................................
With h@ting ...................................................................................
With virga .........................................................................................

With moderate or greater turbulence (reported or
radar in&cations) ...............................................................................

With temperature/dew point spread between
30 and 50 degrees Ftiefieit ............................................................

WIN’DSHEAR DETECTION SYSTEM ALERT (Reported
or obsemed) .............................................................~.........................

PIREP OF AIRSPEED LOSS OR GAIN:
- 15 kt or greater ..................................................................................
- Less than 15 kt ..................................................................................

LLWAS ALERTAVIND VELOCITY CHANGE
- 20 kt or ~eater ..................................................................................
- Less than 20 kt ..................................................................................

●

HIGH

HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

*

HIGH

HIGH
MEDIUM

HIGH
MEDIUM
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e TABLE 4.2-2. MICROBURST WINDSHEAR PROBABILITY GUIDELINES

PROBABIIII’Y
OBSERVATION OF WINDSHEAR

FORECAST OF CONVECTIVE ~AT~R ......................................................... LOW

e
NOTE:

CAUTION:

These guidelines apply to operations in the airport vicinity (within 3 mi of

the point of takeoff or landing along the intended flight path and below

1,000 ft altitude). The clues should be considered cumulative. If more

than one is observed, the probability weighting should be increased. The

hazard increases with proximity to the convective weather. Weather

assessment should be made continuously.

CURRENTLY NO QUANTITATIVE MEANS EXISTS FOR

DETERMINING THE PRESENCE OR INTENSITY OF MICROBURST

WINDSHEAR. PILOTS ARE URGED TO EXERCISE CAUTION IN

DETERMEWNG A COURSE OF ACTION.
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4.2.4 A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR AVOIDING MICROBURSTS 90
4.2.4.4 PILOT WINDSHEAR AVOIDANCE GUIDELINES

The pilot must realize that each particular windshear observational evidence should be
considered cumulatively. The weighting for each single observation is given. Ift
however, more than one observation is seen, then the total weighting must be increased to
reflect the total set of observations.

Example: Pilot observes that convective weather is forecast for the time of
departure/arrival (LOW PROBABILITY)

and

Pilot receives a PIREP that a 10 kt airspeed loss has just occurred at that
airport (MEDIUM PROBABILH’Y)

then,

Pilot should raise the total avoidance decision weighting to HIGH. In this
case, a decision to avoid is recommended.

e

A second perspective is important in the interpretation of this table. Some of the
windshear observations maybe somewhat dependent on the distance from the airport. In
some cases, as the distance increases from the airport, the less the relative weighting of
that observation.

Example: If there is visual evidence of localized blowing dust (HIGH PROBABILITY),

but
It is no closer than 25 mi from the airport,

then
Probability weighting might be lowered to MEDIUM PIU313KBIIJTY,
suggesting to the pilot that avoidance caution should be exercised, but a
decision to actually avoid should await other evidence or the presence of
blowing dust much closer to the airport.



e 4.2.5 A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR AVOIDING OTHER TYPES OF

WINDSHEAR

Table 4.2-2 emphasized the

particularly the microburst.

critical windshear risk associated with

However, pilots should not ignore

convective storms,

the importance of

avoiding other types of windshear. Table 4.2-3 is a brief attempt to describe the practical

means for flight crews to ident@ other types of windshear risks.

●

I

I
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TAJ3LE 4.2-3. PRACTICAL IDENTIFICATION OF OTHER TYPES OF LOW

ALTITUDE WINDSHEAR
*

WINDSHEAR TYPE PRACTICAL EVIDENCE

Cold Front Be aware of the presence of cold fronts, as obtained from

Penetration dispatch weather messages, facsimile weather maps, or ffom the

morning television briefing at home. When the temperature

contrast is great, or if the front is moving rapidly, expect

relatively greater windshear.

Waxm Front Be aware of warm fronts from dispatch, maps, or TV. If you

Penetration penetrate such a front, the greater the temperature contrast across

the fi-ont, the more likely vertical windshear will be present.

PIR.EPs are another major indicator of windshear conditions in

the frontal vicinity.

Strong Be aware of winds aloft forecasts in the lowest levels of the

Low-altitude atmosphere, particularly at the 3,000 ft level. If these winds are a

Winds Near strong and the airport surface wind observation indicates light

Ground winds, then expect windshear on final or departure. PIREPs are

important as an indicator of these conditions. In addition, strong

low-altitude winds are often found in the vicinity of cyclonic

(low pressure) storm systems. Be aware of your airport terminal

operations in these conditions.

Nighttime Be aware of strong, low-altitude winds immediately above nearly

Low-altitude calm surface winds, creating windshear conditions on approach

Jet Winds or on departure, if you are operating your aircraft in the central

United States, in spring and summer, between the hours of 2100

and 0500 local time.
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TABLE 4.2-3. PRACTICAL IDENTIFICATION OF OTHER TYPES OF LOW-

ALTITUDE WTNDSHEAR

WINDSHEAR TYPE PRACTICAL EVIDENCE

Major Be aware of local terrain. If the airport of interest is located near

Temain-induced major terrain features, such as mountains, major windshear

Low-altitude conditions may result if the prevailing wind enters the airport

Wind area from the direction of siguiilcant terrain.

Mountain Wave Be aware of mountain terrain. In certain conditions near major

and Downslope terrain features, if strong winds are descending downslope

Windshear toward the airport, windshear and turbulence may be present.

PIREPs and SIGMETS are particularly important in these

situations.

Lake and Sea Be aware of the presence of large bodies of water in the general

Breeze vicinity of airports. The distance can be as great as 15 to 25

Windshear miles and still create lake/sea breezes. While a simple sea

breeze is not usually a significant windshear condition, when it

occurs in combination with convective cell shears, it can make

the shear more severe.

Local Be observant of large structures in airport vicinity, especially

Obstructions when they shelter the active runway in prefemed wind tiections.

Note: In all cases given here, the importance of PIREPs to identify windshear

conditions is critical.
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4.2.6 FUTURE ADVANCES IN WINDSHEAR DETECTION AND WARNING

The purpose of the training aid section on weather has been to advise flight crews

regarding the nature of low-altitude windshear, and a variety of means of identifying and

avoiding these conditions. As was stated earlier, there are currently no fully reliable and

definitive means of detecting windshear conditions in a quantitative manner, prior to pilot

and aircraft entry. Consequently, the concentration has been directed toward practical

ways of dealing with this less than adequate situation.

There are major plans to improve detection and warning systems for low-altitude

windshear. Formulated primarily in the FM and to a lesser degree in the National

Aeronautics and Space Ad.rninistration (NASA), these plans are detailed in the following

sections.

●
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4.2.6 FUTURE ADVANCES IN WINDSHEAR DETECTION AND WARNING

4.2.6.1 WINDSHEAR CHARACTERIZATION

I

m

I

I

I

I
I
I

*

Following a number of windshear research programs that have occurred in recent years,

the FAA and NASA are undertaking an effort to technically characterize the windshear

phenomenon. Many of the statistics shown in this section will become part of that

characterization, as will results from a number of ongoing research projects. The

technical objective is to develop a set of engineering specifications of windshear

conditions for use in design of new aircraft and associated hazard avoidance systems.

●

,
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4.2.6

4.2.6.2

The FAA

FUTURE ADVANCES IN WINDSHEAR DETECTION AND WARNING
e

PILOT AND AIR TW+FFIC CONTROLLER EDUCATION AND

TRAINING

is currently developing extensive pilot and controller education and tiaining

efforts in handling low-altitude windshear. The effort is developing a training aid to teach

pilots how to avoid windshears and how to survive those they can’t avoid. The current

training aid that is the subject of this document is a major part of this effort.

●
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4.2.6 FUTURE ADVANCES IN WTNDSHEAR DETECTION AND WARNING

4.2.6.3 TERMINAL DOPPLER WEATHER RADAR

The FAA is currently conducting research and development activities designed to.

automate Doppler radar product technology to provide pilots with windshear hazard

information. During the initial phase of this effofi these radars are expected to be placed

at 14 of the major hub airports where windshear is expected to occur frequently. In later

phases of the effort, approximately 100 Dopplers will be deployed at major airports.

●

*
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4.2.6 FUTURE ADVANCES IN WINDSHEAR DETECTION AND WARNING

4.2.6.4 ADVANCED LLWAS

The FM is currently conducting testing of an advanced LLWAS system which contains

approximately 11 wind-sensing stations (instead of the current 6-station system). In

addition, the spacing between the stations is being reduced, and the detection software is

being modified to detect microbursts more effectively. Finally, an improved tower

display system is being tested as is a cockpit uplink system. Advanced LLWAS systems

are expected to be installed at the full 110 airport sites by 1988.

*

●
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e 4.2.6 FUTURE ADVANCES IN WINDSHEAR DETECTION AND WARN?NG

4.2.6.5 AIRBORNE DOPPLER RADAR AND LIDAR SYSTEMS

The FAA and NASA are working jointly in a basic research and development effort to

design, test, and demonstrate airborne radar (microwave) and I.idar (visible) energy

windshear detection systems. These efforts are in their very early stages of design, and it

is unclear if a technically and economically viable system will result. The advantage of

such a system would be its ability to detect windshear conditions wherever the aircraft

operates.

●

*
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4.2.6 FUTURE ADVANCES IN WINDSHEAR DETECTION AND WARNING

4.2.6.6 TERMINAL WEATHER INFORMATION SYSTEMS

The FAA is organizing an effort to integrate all sources of airport terminal weather

hazard information, including low-altitude windshear, to provide controllers and flight

crews with the most operationally useful products, with the ultimate goal of making

critical weather hazard information more available and useful to flight crews.

The six efforts described above are the major portions of the FAA’s Integrated Windshear

Plan, currently governing the FederaI response to the windshear threat. Many of the

components of the plan are prominently mentioned in this weather section.
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Revision 1
Decemeber 1,1990

4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS
*

There are key lessons learned from the study of windshear accidents and incidents

encountered during the takeoff (during both takwff roll and after liftoff) and approach

phases of flight. Several of these lessons repeat in each scenario. These lessons are

summarized in the nine points that follow.

1)

2)

3)

4)

I5)

I
6)

●

Windshear avoidance is the best defense. Windshear exceeding the performance

capability of any commercial jet transport has been measured.

The microburst windshear events recorded by aircraft have been very similar in

size; they are typically one to two miles in diameter, and have occurred during

takeoff and landing operations below 1000 ft above the ground.

There is limited time for windshear recognition and action, typically only 5 to 15

seconds.

Windshear recognition is difficult. Several factors can impede’ windshear

recognition:

a)

b)

c)

d)

Past training that emphasizes airspeed control

Marginal weather conditions

High crew work load conditions

Illusion of normality during the initial part of the windshear encounter,

everything may appear normal; even severe windshear onset may not provide

dramatic early indications to the flight crew.

Flight path must be controlled through pitch attitude (along with simultaneous full

thrust application). A downward change in pitch attitude can be perceived as

normal response to low airspeed.

Unusual stick forces may be required to control

variations away from normal target airspeed. In

stick forces may have been perceived as unnatural.

pitch attitude during airspeed

accidents and incidents these

*
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I
7)

8)

9)

Revision 1
December 1, 1990

LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

Low airspeed must be accepted. Flying at airspeeds below normal reference

speeds may be required at some time during the recovery to utilize the full

performance capability of the airplane.

Flight crew must coordinate. The crew’s ability to recognize an inadvertent
windshear encounter and respond correctly requires coordination of crew

responsibilities.

In accidents and incidents, there was a lack of communication between the flight

crews and the controllers: pilots either knew of a problem, but didn’t report it; or

the reports made were not specific, did not meet the requirements of a PIREP, or

weren’t disseminated.

10) In accidents and incidents, there was evidence of severe weather in the area, such

as convective activity, thunderstorms, heavy rain, and blowing dust, all conducive

to windshear. However, in some cases, a rapidly developing convective storm

may not have been recognized as presenting potential for microbursts.

11) An effective, easilv recalled recoverv procedure is needed and must be used when

windshear is reco.tized. During a windshear encounter, temporary distraction or

disorientation may impair assessment of all potentially hazardous factors.

Complicated procedures requiring consideration of multiple factors are not

practical ffom a training, retention, or application standpoint.

Training programs that address these lessons will help ensure that a flight crew will avoid

windshear if possible, and respond promptly and appropriately if a windshear is

inadvertently encountered. The proper flying techniques are addressed in detail in
Section 4.4.

The three windshear accident scenarios discussed here correspond to the three phases of

flight where windshear is most dangerous. The analysis presented here is based on flight

simulator re-creation of specific windshear related accidents. The windshear encounter

scenarios covered are the following.

1) Section 4.3.1 Encounter During Takeoff- Mer Liftoff

2) Section 4.3.2 Encounter During Takeoff - On Runway

3) Section 4.3.3 Encounter On Approach
●
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

Section 4.3.4 presents basic background information about the response of airplanes and

airplane systems to windshear. Effects of headwindhailwind shears, vertical windshears,

crosswind shears, turbulence, heavy rain and basic aerodynamic performance and stability

concepts are discussed. The sources of error and difficulties of interpreting basic flight

instruments such as the altimeter and vertical speed indicator in a windshear environment

are presented.

Section 4.3.5 describes the development of the training wind models based on actual

accidentlkcident derived winds and measured windshear characteristics.

Section 4.3.6 discusses the early investigations into the windshear problem. The pilot

evaluations of various windshear recovery techniques are discussed providing an

historical perspective on the development of the current recommended windshear

recovery technique.

●
�
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DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

Key Lessons Learned

The key lessons learned

are as follows.

from the study of an inadvertent windshear encounter after liftoff

1)

2)

3)

4)

●

There is limited time for windshear recognition and action. The flight crew may have

only 5 to 15 seconds to recognize and respond correctly to a windshear encounter.

Windshear recognition is difficult. Severe windshear onset may not provide dramatic

early indications to the flight crew.

A downward change in pitch attitude can be perceived as a normal response of the

airplane to low airspeed.

Unusual “stick forces may be required to maintain pitch attitude during airspeed

variations away from the normal target airspeed.
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEA.R ENCOUNTERS

4.3.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

Introduction

Analysis has revealed similarities in the flight profiles of windshear encounter accidents

and incidents after liftoff. Three windshear related accident and incident altitude profiles

are compared to a normal takeoff in Figure 4.3-1. The comparison suggests the following

questions.

o Why did the airplane stop climbing and descend?

o Did the airplane have the capability to continue climbing?

o Why was the airplane allowed to descend?

For the discussion here, a windshear encounter accident after liftoff will be compared to

two simulations. The first uses data from the accident to show that a normal takeoff

would have resulted if there had been no wind. The second shows how the encounter

could have been successfully managed using the recommended technique. The particular

case studied in this section was chosen because it illustrates many of the difficulties faced

during a windshear encounter after liftoff.

I



Figure 4.3-1 Similarity of Altitude Profdes
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFf’OFF

4.3.1.1 STUDY CASE DESCRIPTION AND OBSERVATIONS

The airplane in this accident was operating at about its maximum allowable takeoff

weight.

The weather at the time of the accident was a reported ceiling of 4,100 ft, 2 mi visibility

in heavy rain showers, temperature of 86°F, and an LLWAS warning of low-level

windshear in all quadrants. There were several thunderstorms in the vicinity of the

airport.

In this case, the airplane encountered a windshear shortly after lifting off the runway. The

important performance parameters are shown versus distance from brake release in Figure

4.3-2. A simulated normal takeoff profde (no wind) is shown for comparison. The

normal takeoff stabilizes immediately on the normal climb attitude and target airspeed

after liftoff. The windshear takeoff shows an airspeed loss after liftoff of approximately

20 kt, and a reduction of pitch attitude during the windshear, ending with ground contact.

The stick force inputs from the accident were used for the simulated normal takeoff with

the exception of the final few moments where the crew in the accident case attempted a

recovery. Comparison of the simulation with the accident data will help to explain the

characteristics of the observed accident flight profile.

●
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Figure 4.3-2 Normal Takeoff Versus Accident Profile
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

—

4.3.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.3.1.2 STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

The three questions asked earlier are now addressed in detail in the following discussion.

o Why did the airplane stop climbing and descend?

There were three main reasons the airplane stopped climbing and descended:

1)

2)

Windshear caused a loss of airspeed, which in turn caused a lift loss.

The wind changed rapidly from a 5 kt headwind to a 30 kt tailwind. The tailwinds

acceleration was greater than the acceleration of the airplane, resulting in reduced

airspeed, pitch attitude reduction, and a reduced lift and climb rate. “Windshear

Effects on Aerodynamics and Systems,” Section 4.3.4, contains further discussion of

the relationship between airspeed, lift, and flight path.

The lift loss was coupled with a pitch down and caused an altitude loss.

The natural static stability of the accident airplane caused the airplane to pitch nose-

down in an attempt to regain its original trimmed configuration. This resulted in

decreasing climb rate, an increased descent rate, and altitude loss.

4.3-11
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM TVINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.3.1.2 STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

3) The pilot didn’t counter the lift loss soon enough.

The loss of lift due to decreasing airspeed can be countered by maintaining an

airplane nose-up attitude close to the normal target attitude. Even higher than normal

attitudes may be required for ground and obstacle clearance. If pitch attitude has been

reduced in a windshear, as shown in Figure 4.3-2, the pilot must respond promptly by

rotating the airplane back to normal target attitudes. The pilot must accept low

airspeed, respect stick shaker, and apply the necessary stick forces to rotate to and

maintain the required pitch attitudes to prevent or minimize altitude loss.

o Did the airplane have the capability to continue climbing?

Yes, the airplane did have the capability to continue climbing, but a piloting technique

different from the one used in the accident study case would have been required. The

pilot would have needed to recognize the de~ading climb performance, ensure full thrust,

accept the low airspeed, and control the pitch attitude to minimize the altitude loss while

respecting stick shaker. Such a piloting technique in an inadvertent windshear encounter

will tend to take full advantage of the airplane’s performance capability. The effect of this

technique is illustrated in Figure 4.3-3, where data from the study case accident is

compared to a simulation based on the same data but using the recommended technique.

A general discussion of airplane climb performance capability is contained in Section

4.3.4 Windshear Effects on Aerodynamics and Systems.

*

●
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Figure 4.3-3
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - -R LIFTOFF

4.3.1.2 STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

o Why was the airplane allowed to descend?

Studies showed that the airplane was allowed to descend for the following reasons.

1)

2)

3)

4)

●

The pilot may have over-emphasized airspeed control and may have initially

perceived the downward change in pitch attitude to be an acceptable response to the

low airspeed. Contrary to effective windshear training techniques, routine takeoff

procedures emphasize capturing target climb speed during the initial climb. This is

usually accomplished by adjusting pitch attitude to maintain target airspeed.

The pilot may have incorrectly perceived the takeoff characteristics and control

column forces to be normal. When compared to the simulated normal takeoff profile

in Figure 4.3-2, the initial part of the windshear takeoff appears normal. The stick

force time histories are exactly the same up to a point. Thus the pilot could have

perceived everything to be normal for the takeoff.

Studies show that the windshear onset was dii%cult to recognize. Unless the flight

crew was monitoring the appropriate vertical flight path instruments, they might not

have recognized that the flight path was degrading.

In winiishear encounters, there is very little time to recognize what is happening and

take appropriate action. The airplane in this study case contacted the ground

approximately 23 seconds after liftoff. If the first 5 or 6 seconds elapsed without

recognition, the crew had only 5 to 10 seconds more to respond correctly and regain

control of the flight path.

*
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a 4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFI’OFF

4.3.1.2 STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

5)

6)

In the absence of effective windshear training, the pilot had acquired flying habits that

momentarily inhibited or precluded an appropriate response to a windshear situation

that allowed limited time for resolution.

To counter the lift loss and pitch down of the airplane, unusual stick forces would

have been required (Figure 4.3-3). These stick forces could have been perceived as

unnatural by a pilot accustomed to flying the airplane in trim at the cli.mbout attitude

and airspeed.
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.3.1.2 STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

The studies revealed the following.

o The airplane stopped cIimbing and descended because the windshear caused an

airspeed loss, which in turn caused a lift loss, and the lift loss and natural pitch

down characteristics of the airplane resulted in a decreasing climb rate and

altitude loss.

o In this case, the airplane did have the capability to continue climbing with the use

of available airplane performance through pitch attitude and thrust.

o The airplane may have been allowed to descend for two reasons. The flight crew

might not have recognized the onset of windshear if they failed to monitor

appropriate vertical flight path instruments. And, even if they reco@.zed the

windshear encounter, learned flying habits may momentarily have precluded the

appropriate pilot response.
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

Kev Lessons Learned

The key lessons learned from the study of windshear encounters during takeoff ground

roll are the following.

1) Higher than normal pitch attitudes may be required to lift off within the available

runway len=,g. Tail contact attitude maybe required to lift off.

2) The pilot must be prepared to initiate rotation at airspeeds below the target rotation

speed.

●
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

Introduction

In this section, a windshear incident that illustrates many of the difficulties faced in a

windshear encounter during takeoff ground roll is compared to two other cases: a normal

takeoff into a turbulent 20 kt headwind and a re-creation of the incident using a flight

simulator to demonstrate recommended technique. Valuable insight into @ ficl-aft

incident case can be gained by addressing three fundamental questions:

o Why did the aircraft require additional runway to lift off?

o Could the aircraft have lifted off earlier?

o What affected the crew’s performance?

●
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WTNDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.3.2.1 STUDY CASE DESCRIPTION AND OBSERVATIONS

The windshear in the aircraft incident case was encountered during the takeoff roll. Jn

Figure 4.3-4, the important parameters for the incident case and for the normal takeoff

into a headwind are plotted against distance from brake release for comparison.

The beginning of the windshear encounter takeoff appeared normal to the pilot because

the aircraft’s acceleration was normal until the headwind decreased. Before the aircraft

entered the area of decreasing headwinds, the pilot anticipated the target rotation airspeed,

VR, and began rotation several knots early. But because the airspeed dropped as the pilot

began rotation, the airplane nose settled back to the runway. The airplane reached VR at

about the 2,000 ft-remaining point. As the airplane lifted off, the tailwind continued to

increase, preventing any further airspeed increase. The airplane was airborne but at low

altitude over the runway threshold and contacted a 20 ft obstacle 900 ft beyond the end of
o

the runway.
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Figure 4.3-4 Normal Takeoff Versus Accident Profde
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.3.2.2 STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

*

Analysis of this windshear incident study case begins by addressing the first of the three

questions asked previously.

o Why did the airplane require additional runway to lift off?

There are three reasons for the increased distance to liftoff

1) Low Airspeed. Airspeed buildup was reduced by windshear, so that attainment of

normal liftoff speed was delayed.

2) Late Rotation. The pilot may have delayed rotation waiting for airspeed to build up to
o

normal target rotation speed. As shown in Figure 4.3-4, windshear was encountered

as the airspeed approached rotation speed with the result that the airspeed fell below

VR. An additional 2,000 ft of runway was required to accelerate back to normal VR.

3) Insufficient Stick Force. The airplane’s maximum performance capabilities were not

utilized. Airspeed and pitch attitude determine the lift generated by the airplane

during takeoff. Figure 4.3-5 shows the pitch attitude required to lift off versus

airspeed. The liftoff pitch attitude for a normal takeoff is approximately 8“. Since, in

the aircraft incident case, the windshear reduced the airspeed below normal liftoff

speed, a higher than normal pitch attitude would have been required to generate

sufficient lift. The stick force profiles show that similar levels of stick force were

actually used for both the windshear and non-windshear takeoffs. When this normal

stick force was combined with the low airspeed in the windshear incident case, a slow

rotation resulted, delaying the generation of lift required to lift off.
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Figure 4.3-5 Effect of Airspeed on Liftoff Attitude
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.3.2.2 STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

The second question continues the analysis.

o Could the airplane have lifted off earlier?

The aircraft in the windshear incident could have lifted off earlier if the full performance

capability of the airplane had been utilized. Two factors that affect airplane performance

during takeoff ground roll are pitch attitude and acceleration capability.

1) Pitch Attitude

During takeoff, pitch attitude is increased to increase lift. Fi=~e 4.3-5 shows that the

lower the airspeed, the higher the pitch attitude required to Iift off. For this study *

case, the windshear temporarily prevented the airspeed from reaching VR and, as

shown in Figure 4.3-4, kept the airspeed below VR for an extended period. To

achieve liftoff would have required a higher than normal pitch attitude for most

airplanes where minimum liftoff speed (V~)is 5 to 10 knots below VR. Thus, if

the pitch attitude is held low, the runway length required to lift off will be extended.

In this case, the advantage to rotating prior to VR (no later than 2,000 feet) would

only be seen in that extra runway distance would not be required to rotate the aircraft

once VW was attained.

●
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4.3

4.3.2

4.3.2.2

LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

2) Acceleration Capability

If airspeed decreases after rotation has been initiated, does lowering the nose back to

the runway increase the acceleration capability of the airplane? Figure 4.3-6 shows

there is no increase in airspeed when rotation is delayed. The figure shows that

during ground roll, a high pitch attitude does not decrease the airplane’s acceleration

(The airspeed difference in Figure 4.3-6 occurs after liftoff and is due to the pilot in

the simulation having traded off airspeed to gain altitude.)
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Figure 4.3-6 Effect of Rotation Attitude on Acceleration
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.3.2.2 STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

The analysis of the windshear encounter concludes with the third question.

o What affected the crew’s performance?

The issues affecting flight crew performance in the encounter on the runway are two,

1)

2)

●

Windshear Recognition

Recognizing a windshear encounter while on the takeoff roll can be difiicult. The

airspeed may “hang” or simply be slow to increase. This may be the only indication

of windshear onset. Even severe windshear may not be readily recognized due to the

difficulty of reading instruments in a turbulent environment. This was probably true

for this study case, up to the point where the airspeed dropped 20 kt (Figure 4.3-4).

Even though this 20 kt airspeed change was a dramatic indication of windshear, the

pilot elected to continue the takeoff because he had not had training that would allow

him to recognize the event as windshear.

Learned Behavior

Certain learned behavior may have kept the flight crew from taking corrective action.

For example, airplane rotation during takeoff roll is not normally initiated until VR

speed, the speed at which pilots are trained to start rotation. Thus, a normal pilot

response when the airspeed dropped below VR would have been to allow the

airplane’s nose to lower back to the runway so as to accelerate back to VR. The pilot’s

experience of the stick forces required on a day-to-day basis to rotate
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.3.2.2 STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

the airplane also causes a learned behavior.

like this would require stick forces that the

To keep the nose from lowering in cases

pilot would perceive as unusual. These

learned behaviors almost certainly affected the crew’s pefiomnance in this windshear

encounter.

●
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.3.2.2 STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

Thus, the results of this analysis indicate thati

o The airplane required additional runway to lift off because the windshear

encounter reduced the airspeed, thus reducing the lift. The pilot accordingly

decided to accelerate back to the normal rotation speed, and this required

additional runway.

o The airplane could have lifted off earlier if the pilot had increased the available

lift by increasing the pitch attitude.

o The crew’s performance was affected by

windshear encounter and by learned behavior

force characteristics

4.3-29
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

Key Lessons Learned

The key lessons learned fkom windshear encounters during approach and landing may be
summarized as follows.

1) Windshear recognition is difficult. Preoccupation with visual cues or flight director
commands to the exclusion of other vertical flight path indicators can delay windshear
recognition.

2) The flight crew must be prepared to initiate recovery. Past successful experience in turbulent
weather and normal incentive to land can cause critical delays for this decision.

3) Flight crew coordination is required. Flight crew coordination of responsibilities can lapse at
the point of transition from instrument meteorological conditions to visual meteorological
conditions.



4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

Introduction

The problem of an inadvertent windshear encounter during approach and landing is presented
here through a case study of a particular windshear related accident. The particular case used for
this analysis was chosen because it illustrates many of the difficulties faced during a windshear
encounter on approach and landing. Valuable insight can be gained into the approach and landing
problem by addressing three fimdamental questions:

o Why did the descent rate increase?
o Could the high descent rate have been reduced?
o Why was the airplane allowed to descend?



4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.3.3.1 STUDY CASE DESCRIPTION AND OBSERVATIONS

Figure 4.3-7 shows the study case accident approach flight profde. The figure shows that’ the
airplane encountered a decreasing headwind and an increasing downdraft below 400 h above the
ground on the approach flight path. The headwind decreased from approximately 20 to O hots,
and the vertical wind changed from approximately O to 20 fdsecond, or O to 1,200 FPM down.
During the windshear encounter the airplane lost about 30 M of airspeed, descended below the
target glidepath, and contacted the ground 2,000 ft short of the runway threshold.

Reduced visibility is also a consideration in the study case. The approach lights were not visible
to the crew until the airplane had reached a height of approximately 400 ft above the ground, and
the runway was not visible until approximately 200 ft above the ground.
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Figure 4.3-7 Approach Accident Profile
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.3.3.2 STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

The analysis of the study case is pursued by addressing the three questions asked previously.

o Why did the descent rate increase?

The airplane’s rate of descent increase was caused by two factors: the decreasing headwind and
the downdraft. The abrupt loss in headwind caused an airspeed loss, which in turn produced a
loss in lift. This loss of lift resulted in an increased rate of sink. The other factor that contributed
to the increased descent rate was the downdraft. As the airplane entered the downdraft, the
airplane’s rate of descent increased.



e 4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS
4.3.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.3.3.2 STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

o Could the high descent rate have been reduced?

The high descent rate could have been reduced by controlling the pitch attitude and aggressive
thrust management. Full advantage of the aircraft’s lift and thrust capabilities must be taken to
turn the flight path around in the least amount of time. Airspeed below V~F must be accepted,
at least temporarily. If the stick shaker activates, the pilot must be prepared to fly at intermittent
stick shaker until ground and obstacle clearance is assured. Once the aircraft is climbing and
ground contact is no longer a concern, the airspeed can be increased by cautious reductions in the
pitch attitude.

The high descent rate could have been reduced if the pilot had chosen to recover. Figure 4.3-8
shows the airplane’s rate of climb capability at go-around thrust versus airspeed for the landing
flap cotilguration of the accident study case. At the minimum speed during the windshear
encounter of 120 kt, the airplane had the capability to climb at approximately 1,300 FPM;
however, the aircraft also encountered a downdraft. At the downdraft’s peak velocity of almost

m

1,200 FPM, the horizontal and verticaI winds temporarily reduced the airplane’s rate-of-climb
capability, relative to the ~ound, to 100 lWM up. Proper piloting techniques are required to take
full advantage of an airplane’s climb performance capability.



Figure 4.3-8 Rate-of-Climb Capability
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o 4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.3.3.2 STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

Fiawe 4.3-9 illustrates the results of a simulated recovery using the correct procedure, initiated
after 15 kt of airspeed loss. A simulated recove~ using the correct procedure, initiated after a
one dot glideslope error, is also shown. Glidepath tracking is maintained using pitch attitude and
thrust until recovery initiation. The throttles are aggressively positioned to go-around thrust as
soon as the recovery decision is made, and the pitch attitude is smoothly increased toward 15“*.

* See Section 4.4.5



Figure 4.3-9
Windshear Encounter on Approach - Successful Recovery
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.3.3.2 STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

o Vlhy was the airplane allowed to descend?

The crew’s performance during the windshear encounter on approach and landing was affected by
these six important factors.

1)

2)

Limited time for recognition and action

The critical portion of the windshear encounter (Figure 4.3-7), began approximately 6,000 ft
before runway threshold with the airplane approximately 400 ft above the ground. The
airplane contacted the ground 2,000 ft from the runway threshold. Windshear recove~ action
needed to begin at least 5 sec before the point at which the airplane contacted the aground.
Therefore, the flight crew had a maximum of 13 sec in this case to recognize the windshear
and respond correctly.

Dif15culty of recognizing windshear

The pilot may not immediately have been able to distinguish between the serious nature of
the situation shown in Figure 4.3-7 and past experience with rough weather penetration.
Fluctuations in airspeed and glidepath error are expected in an approach through heavy
turbulence. A continual scan of airspeed, attitude, altitude, vertical speed, and engine
instruments is required for timely windshear recognition.



4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.3.3.2 STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

Three points ofinterest during thewindshear encounterhavebeen identifiedinFi=we 4.3-10:
Point A, Point B, and Point C. A discussion of events at these three points wd.1 provide
insightintothe difficulty ofwindshear recognition.



Figure 4.3-10 Approach Accident Profile
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4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.3.3.2 STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

Point A

Figure 4.3-11 presents a view of the flight instruments as they may have appeared at point A
on the approach. A significant downdraft had been encountered and the aircraft’s vertical
speed had increased to approximately 1,200 FPM down. The only sign at this point that a
problem was developing was the high sink rate. All other indications appeared normal.
Initial signs of a severe windshear encounter may not be accompanied by a distinct change in
airspeed.



Figure 4.3-11 Initial Downdraft Encounter
Pilot’s View

Point A



4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.3.3.2 STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

Point B

Figure 4.3-12 presents a view of the flight instruments as they may have appeared at point B
on the approach. The abrupt headwind decrease had resulted in a sharp loss of airspeed. The
aircraft was now over one dot low on the glidepath, with airspeed 10 kt below V~F. The
accident report indicates that the crew may have gone from instrument meteorological
conditions (lMC) to visual meteorological conditions (vMC) during the abrupt airspeed loss
at point B. Therefore, after point B, the flight instruments may not have been receiving the
attention necessary to recognize the windshear encounter.



Figure 4.3-12 Horizontal Shear Encounter
Pilot’s View

Point B



4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.3.3.2 STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

Point C

Figure 4.3-13 presents a view of the flight instruments as they may have appeared at point C
on the approach. At this point the crew’s attention may have been focused outside the
cockpit. Although the pitch attitude was near the normal approach value, the glideslope error
was in excess of two dots low and the sink rate was high. The crew apparently had not
recognized the windshear at this point or still believed that it was safe to continue with the
landing.

3) High incentive to land

The incentive to land the aircraft is usually very high, especially during the final stages of an
approach. All of the pilot’s attention and efforts may be directed to getting the airplane down
on the runway. Past experience in the presence of rough, turbulent weather may delay the
decision to recover by the few critical seconds it tzikes for the marginal situation to become
critical.

*

4) High pilot workload

A manual approach in marginal weather conditions will result in high pilot workload from
the many tasks required to control and monitor the airplane’s progress. The flight crew may
have become engrossed by the high work load.



*
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Figure 4.3-13 Windshear Encounter: Both Points Visual
Pilot’s View

Point c



4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.3.3.2 STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

5)

6)

Distractions of marginal weather

Marginal weather conditions resulting from reduced visibility or heavy turbulence will detract
from windshear recognition. The accident study case experienced both reduced visibility and
turbulence. The effects of turbulence on airspeed are apparent in the airspeed variations seen
in Fi=~e 4.3-10. Such variations in airspeed will tend to mask the onset of windshear. The
reduced visibility in this accident study case resulted in a transition from dependence on
instruments to visual cues as the airplane descended. Based on interpretation of the cockpit
voice recorder, this transition may have resulted in a breakdown of crew coordination and
resulted in a neglect of the flight instruments.

Delay in recovery decision

The pilot’s successful experience in similar weather conditions, combined with his incentive
to land may have delayed the recovery decision until recovery was not possible.



4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM WINDSHEAR ENCOUNTERS

4.3.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.3.3.2 STUDY CASE ANALYSIS

Thus, the analysis of windshear encounter on approach yields the following conclusions: ‘

o The descent rate increased because the windshear caused an airspeed loss which in turn
caused a lift loss. The airplane’s nose may have been allowed to drop (natural airplane
response to low airspeed) in an attempt to capture the initial trim speed, thus increasing
descent rate. The airplane also entered a downdraft, which tier increased the vertical
speed.

o The high descent rate could have been reduced by controlling the pitch attitude and by
aggressive thrust management.

o The airplane was allowed to descend due to an accumulation of factors including:

a)

b)
c)
d)
e)

f)

limited time for recognition,
Hlculty of recognizing windshear,
high incentive to land
high pilot workload,
distractions of marginal weather, and
delayed recovery decision.
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4.3.4 WTNDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES AND SYSTEMS

Basic background information on airplane and airplane systems response to windshear is

presented. This information can be useful as an aid to understanding some of the more

detailed and specific discussions contained in this document. The background

information presented here is generally applicable to most commercial jet transports in

operation today.

●
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4.3.4 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES AND SYSTEMS

4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS@N AIRPLANES

Introduction

Airplane operation in severe windshear should always be avoided. However, inadvertent

windshear encounters do occur, and fundamental airplane performance and stability

concepts still apply. Severe windshear will have significant effects on airplane flight

characteristics. The aerodynamic responses in windshear will appear to be distorted and

difficult to interpret for the uninitiated observer. Therefore, it maybe necessary to review

the fimdamental performance and stability principles in the context of a windshear

environment.

●
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4.3.4 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES AND SYST’EMS

4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

summary

Airplane response to windshear can be difficult to interpret because of the resultant

variation in forces and moments. The initial airplane fixed control response to individual

windshear components is presented. This includes initial airplane and flight path

response due to headwindhailwind, vertical wind and crosswind shear components.

Discussions of the effects of turbulence, horizontal vortices, and rain are also included.

General discussions on basic aerodynamics as it relates to operations in a windshear

environment, airplane performance in terms of acceleration and climb capability, airplane

longitudinal stability, and airplane stall margins at stick shaker, are provided.

●
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4.3.4 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES AND SYSTEMS

4.3.4.1 WTNDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

Discussion

Figure 4.3-14 shows the initial airplane responses and resultant flight paths produced by

the three windshear components of headwindh.ailwind, vertical wind and crosswind. The

initial responses shown in Figure 4.3-14 are representative of most commercial airplanes

for a disturbance from steady equilibrium flight with freed control surfaces. These

airplanes will respond initially to a particular isolated windshear component as shown in

Figure 4.3-14 unless pilot or automatic control system corrective inputs are made. Jf the

initial airplane responses go unchecked, the airplane’s natural stability characteristics will

usually result in more complex oscillatory behavior in pitch, roll, yaw and airspeed. The

responses are shown in Figure 4.3-14 from an initial steady level flight condition, and can

be applied directly to either takeoff or landing.

It is important to understand that wind speed change relative to the steady equilibrium

condition will produce the responses shown. The wind speed change need not be a pure

tailwind shear to produce the responses shown. For example, a decreasing headwind or a

wind vector change from headwind to tailwind will affect the airplane in the same way as

an increasing tailwind only.

●
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Figure 4.3-14

Initial Airplane Fixed Control Response to Windshear
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.1 HEADWIND/TAILWIND SHEAR RESPONSE

The initial effects of headwind/tailwind shear encounters from a level flight equilibrium

condition with fixed control surfaces are shown in Figure 4.3-15. Horizontal wind speed

changes in the headwind andlor tailwind direction will affect airspeed, pitch attitude and

altitude. Airspeed, pitch attitude and altitude will initially

headwind and decrease in an increasing tailwind.

The headwind/tailwind shears will produce an immediate

increase in an increasing

effect on airspeed. The

aerodynamic forces will vary in direct proportion to airspeed squared within the normal

operating airspeed and angle-of-attack envelope. The flight path will then vary according

to the changing forces. This sequence of changing airspeed, followed by changes in the

flight path, can be seen in Figure 4.3-15. The airspeed changes immediately with the

onset of the shear, followed 2 sec later by diverging altitude and pitch attitude profiles.

e
Considering lift alone for simplicity, lift will increase with increasing airspeed and the

flight path will improve. Lift will be reduced by decreasing airspeed and the flight path

will deteriorate (all other things being constant). The flight path is said to improve if it is

above the no-shear flight path and deteriorate if below the no-shear flight path.

Longitudinal static stability characteristics (Sect. 4.3.4. 1.10) will initially pitch the

airplane up with increasing airspeed and down with decreasing airspeed. This effect

tends to return the airplane to its initial equilibrium speed. However, this pitch response

to changing airspeed can be dependent on the airplane configuration type and flight

condition. Airplane conf@rations with all underwing mounted engines may exhibit

opposite pitch response to airspeed changes by pitching up with decreasing airspeed and

down with increasing airspeed. This is particularly true at flight conditions that combine

low airspeed, maximum thrust and aft C.G. loadings.

●
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Figure 4.3-15 Initial Airplane Fixed Control Response

to Headwind/Tailwind Shear Components
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.1 HIMDWIND/TAILWTND SHEAR RESPONSE

Most severe windshears result horn microbursts (Section 4.2 Windshear Weather). In

addition to the tailwind shear, some microbursts may be preceded by a headwind shear.

The ma=@tude of this wind component depends on the airplane’s flight path through the

rnicroburst. The result of a headwind shear is an increase in airspeed. While this may not

pose a threat, an airspeed increase in convective weather may provide an early indication

of a windshear onset, with a tailwind shear soon to follow the headwind shear. However,

this clue cannot always be counted on. Analysis of accident data indicates that many

windshear encounters are not preceded by a sigtilcant headwind (see Section 4.3.5.1 ).

One aspect of the headwind shear that may complicate the piloting task can occur during

the landing flare. If a headwind shear occurs just before touchdown, the airplane may

“float” for an extended period of time. Depending on the intensity and duration

e
headwind, the touchdown point may be sign.iflcantly displaced down the runway.

●
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.2 VERTICAL WINDSHEAR RESPONSE

The initial effects of updrafVdowndraft shears on an equilibrium condition with freed

control surfaces are shown in Figure 4.3-16. Vertical wind speed changes in the updraft

and/or downdraft direction will have the most significant initial effect on angle of attack,

which acts to change the aerodynamic forces (Section 4.3.4.1.8). Airspeed variations

develop more slowly with a vertical shear than a headwindhailwind shear. Airspeed

changes in a vertical shear arise indirectly through changes in aerodynamic forces.

Again considering the lift force alone for simplicity, vertical wind speed changes wilI

change angle of attack and thereby aerodynamic lift. Lift is again =ected by the shear,

but in a different way than was seen for the headwimhilwind cases. The variation in lift

for headwindhilwind shears results from immediate variations in airspeed. The variation

in lift for updraftidowndraft shears results from immediate changes in angle of attack.

This effect is apparent in Figure 4.3-16 where angle of attack is seen to change

immediately at shear onset. Angle of attack will increase in an updraft shear and decrease

in a downdraft shear as shown in Figure 4.3-16. Again, the flight path will improve with

increased lift and deteriorate with reduced lift (all other things being constant).

Commercial jet transports exhibit a stable pitch response to pure angle of attack changes.

Therefore, the pitch attitude response to a change in angle of attack will act to return the

airplane to the initial equilibrium angle of attack. The initial effect of an

updraft/downdraft shear is a pure angle-of-attack change as seen in Fi=~e 4.3-16. The

stable airplane will then pitch up to compensate for an angle-of-attack reduction due to

the downdraft. This increased pitch attitude will eventwiily result in a decreased airspeed.

The opposite pitch and airspeed trends will result horn an updraft shear.

●
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Figure 4.3-16 Initial Airplane Fixed Control Response

to Updraft/Downdraft Shear Components
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.2 VERTICAL WINDSHEAR RESPONSE

In addition to horizontal wind speed and direction changes, downdrafts with speeds

greater than 3,000 FPM can exist in the center of a strong microburst at altitudes above

500 ft. Approaching ground level, the vertical wind component decreases to zero. The

severity of the downdraft that the airplane encounters depends on its flight path through

the 3-dimensional microbumt. Vertical downdraft intensity variation with altitude is

shown in Figure 4.3-17. Airborne and sound based Doppler radar measurements as well

as a theoretical estimate are shown. The downdraft magnitudes used for analysis in this

document are based on the theoretical model and are similar to vertical winds measured

in an accident case. ( o is the standard deviation. Approximately 68.27% of the winds

measured are included within one standard deviation, 1 ~, on either side of the mean; 2 a

will cover approximately 95.4590 of the winds; and 3 c will cover 99.73% of the winds.)

Many windshear accidents and incidents have occurred in horizontal shears near ground

level. Jn this region, short term and rapidly changing verticaI winds can exist in the
*

horizontal vortices that form in the outflow region of a microburst. The short term

vertical winds may be considered as intense low frequency turbulence and are addressed

in more detail in Section 4.3.4.1.5.

The technique of controlling flight path with pitch attitude is the same with and without

the vertical wind and can be properly reinforced during initial crew training without the

presence of the vertical wind. Long term vertical winds can be included in the windshear

training program to demonstrate that pitch attitudes greater than 15° may be required to

minimize altitude loss in an “inadvertentwindshear encounter and to increase the difficulty

of the piloting task.
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4.3.4.1 UTNDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.2 VERTICAL WINDSHEAR RESPONSE

The effects of adding longer term vertical wind to the tailwind shear model are shown

here through examples of takeoff and landing windshear encounters with and without

vertical winds. The presence of long term vertical winds does not fundamentally affect

the basic windshear recovery piloting task.

However, as discussed in Section 4.3.4.1.4, short term vertical wind changes called

horizontal vortices have been a significant factor in accidents because of unexpected stick

shaker actuation and uncommanded pitch changes resulting in increased crew workload.

o Takeoff

The effects of a tailwind shear with and without a vertical wind (based on the theoretical

altitude variation in Figure 4.3-17) are presented in Fi=we 4.3-18. The profiles shown

were developed using the pitch attitude control techniques recommended in Section 4.4.5.

A normal rotation is initiated at scheduled rotation speed to the normal all-engine target

pitch attitude. Upon windshear recognition, the recovery target attitude of 15° is flown

until the stick shaker activates. Stick shaker attitude is not exceeded. For this case, the

all-engine pitch attitude is also 15°. As seen in Fi=me 4.3-18, the addition of the vertical

wind component significantly degrades the altitude profile. However, the pilot’s task of

controlling pitch attitude remains essentially the same with the addition of a momentary

push force to counter the initial effects of the vertical wind. It is important to note that

the differences in airspeed and stick shaker activation due to the vertical wind are small.

However, exposure to stick shaker can be increased if rapidly changing vertical winds are

encountered. (See Section 4.3.4. 1.4)

●
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4.3.4.1 WTNDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.2 VERTICAL WINDSHEAR RESPONSE

Another way to illustrate the effect of vertical winds is to compare maximum windshea.r

capability with and without vertical winds over a range of recovery pitch attitudes. The

evaluation is done by subjecting the airplane to constant windshear rates (i.e. 4, 6, and 8

lmots/second). The wind magnitude (duration of shear) is then varied until the airplane

just avoids ground contact. - This analysis technique is described in more detail in Section

4.4.5.1.3. The results are summarized in terms of maximum wind change capability

versus initial target recovery pitch attitude at constant shear rates. Data for a mid gross

weight are shown in Figure 4.3-19. While the vertical winds do reduce the windshear

capability of the airplane, the recommended initial recovexy target attitude of 15° remains

valid even with vertical winds present. The vertical wind has the effect of simply

increasing the severity of the shear without changing the recovery procedure.

●
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Fi=me 4.3-19 Vertical Wind Effects on Takeoff
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.2 VERTICAL WINDSHEAR RESPONSE

Similar data for a heavy gross weight are shown in Fi=we 4.3-20. While the vertical

winds again reduce the windshear capability of the airplane, the recommended initial

recovery target attitude of 15° remains valid even with vertical winds present.

●
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Figure 4.3-20 Vertical Wind Effects on Takeoff
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.2 VERTICAL WINDSHEAR RESPONSE

o Approach

The effects of vertical winds for a hiding approach condition are presented in Fi=g.u-e4.3-

21. The profiles shown were developed using a standard production autopilot/autothrottle

attempting to track a 3° approach glide path. A recovery maneuver is executed when

flight path control becomes marginal as determined by the guidelines described in Section

4.4.5.3.1. The guideline exceeded in these examples is 5° pitch attitude change. As seen

in Fibwe 4.3-21, the addition of the vertical wind component increases the initial airplane

pitch attitude, resulting in a slightly earlier recovery. The recovery maneuver requires go-

around thrust application and a pitch increase toward 15°. With the vertical wind present,

the stick shaker activates before 15°, requiring a pitch attitude reduction in order to

respect stick shaker limits. The vertical wind component increases the severity of the

windshear (as indicated by the significantly degraded altitude profile). This results in

longer exposure to intermittent stick shaker but does not alter the recovery technique.
*

The airspeed is again largely unaffected by the vertical wind.

●
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAk EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.2 VERTICAL WINDSHEAR RESPONSE

The effects of vertical windshear on target approach recovery attitude are shown in Fi=we

4.3-22. The vertical winds used in this analysis are severe (exceeding 3,000 FPM) and

si@lcantly increase the severity of the windshear relative to the horizontal shear only

case. This results in lower minimum altitudes, increased airspeed losses and increased

time spent at stick shaker. The minimum recovery altitudes are basically independent of

the target recovery attitude, but the time at stick shaker is considerably reduced when

using recovery attitudes lower than 15°. Due to the severity of the combined horizontal

and vertical windshear in the case illustrated, stick shaker is encountered prior to reaching

15°. Thus, initial stick shaker activation limits the tmget recovery attitude to values less

than 15°.
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Figure 4.3-22 Vertical Wind Effects on

Target Recovery Attitude Selection
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.3 CROSSWIND SHEAR RESPONSE

The time histories in Figure 4.3-23 show the initial effects of a crosswind shear on the

airplane and flight path. A crosswind shear will have a direct initial effect on sideslip

angle (angle in the lateral plane between the fuselage and the relative wind vector). This

change in sideslip angle causes the airplane to roll away from the oncoming wind (lateral

stability) and yaw into the relative wind (directional stability). The @lane will also drift

laterally away from the initial equilibrium flight path with the shear. Variations in

airspeed and altitude will not appear initially in a pure crosswind shear.

An inadvertent windshear encounter is likely to include changing wind speed components

that act both along the flight path and normal to the flight path. However, flight crew

training for windshear tends to focus on those aspects of the encounter that affect pitch

control only. Much less emphasis is placed on roll control in windshear crew training for

the foIlowing reasons:

1)

2)

3)

Roll and yaw control techniques do not change in a windshear encounter. The pilot

does not need to learn a new or different technique for a crosswind shear as he must

for a ta.ilwind shezw.

Training with a tailwind shear model directs attention to the specific piloting control

habits that must change. This tends to provide a simple and easily understood

training task.

Controlling horizontal glide path displacement is important for approach and landing

operation. It can be just as important to initiate a recovery due to a severe crosswind

shear as it is for a severe headwind or tailwind shear. However, the same guidelines

that apply to a steady crosswind will also apply to a crosswind shear.

●
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Figure 4.3-23 Initial Airplane Fixed Control Response

to Crosswind Shear Components
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.3 CROSSWIND SHEAR RESPONSE

4) A chan=tig crosswind in combination with a changing headwind or tailwind may

produce a more realistic training experience. However, this element of realism is

secondary to the primary task of learning the appropriate pitch control teclmiques.

The element of realism can most effectively be addressed after learning the basic

recovery principles with the tailwind shear.
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.4 HORIZONTAL VORTICES

Horizontal vortices in the outflow region of a microburst can result in rapid pitch and roll

variations and significantly complicate the recovery task. However, the fundamental

recovery technique of maintaining pitch attitude is still effective even in these dynamic

wind conditions.

A series of horizontal vortices may form near the ground when individual microbursts

develop and are imbedded in one another (Figure 4.3-24). An airplane flying through

these vortices will experience alternating updrafts and downdrafts which appear as low

frequency high amplitude turbulence. These fluctuating vertical winds will produce rapid

uncommanded up and down pitch changes. Jn addition, since vertical winds affect angle

of attack directly, temporary stick shaker activation may occur well above normal stick

shaker speeds.

●
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● Rapid updraft/dovmdraft variations due to horizontal vortices
can cause uncommanded pitch changes and may result in momentary
stick shaker activation well above normal stick shaker speeds

Figure 4.3-24 Encounter with microburst horizontal vom”ces. Rapid updrafi/downdraft

variations due to hon”zontal vo~”ces can cause uncommanded pitch

chxwzges and may result in momentary sfi”ck shaker activation well above

normal stick shaker speeds.
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.4 HORIZONTAL VORTICES

To illustrate the effects of horizontal vortices, approaches and recoveries were flown

through derived accident winds from a severe windshear encounter on approach. The

flight profiles, with and without high frequency random turbulence, are shown in Figure

4.3-25. The recoveries were delayed to the point that would result in the highest angle of

attack when transiting the horizontal vortices of the microburst. While the angle of attack

does exceed stick shaker during the encounter with these large vertical wind variations,

the exposure is of short duration. There is very little that the pilot can do to prevent these

angle-of-attack excursions. Smooth and steady pitch attitude corrections, ignoring the

short term variations due to the horizontal vortices, will provide the highest chance of a

successful recovery. Momentary excursions of angle of attack beyond stick shaker may

result in wing roll-off, thus complicating the recovery.

o
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m 4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.5 COMBINED WINDSHEAR COMPONENTS RESPONSE

An actual windshear encounter is likely to involve more than one windshear component.

Some combination of at least two shear components is likely. Therefore, airplane

response will also be a combination of several effects. For example, Fi=~e 4.3-26 shows

the effects of a combination of an increasing tailwind with an increasing downdraft. The

increasing downdraft can act to reduce or cancel the airplane tendency to pitch down due

to the increasing tailwind. However, the altitude loss will be increased by the presence of

the downdraft. This simple case illustrates the complexity of the many possible

interactions of windshear components and airplane response. It also indicates why the

task of windshear recognition is so difficult for the flight crew. Continuous and careful

monitoring of flight instruments during takeoff and approach is required for timely

recognition.

o ●
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Figure 4.3-26

Initial Airplane Fixed Control Response
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.6 TURBULENCE EFFECTS

Turbulence is always present in the atmosphere and can be quite intense in weather

conditions associated with windshear. Turbulence can be classtiled as having a high

frequency, relatively small amplitude, random distribution, that to some degree is always

present in the atmosphere.

The overall effects of normal high frequency turbulence do not have a significant effect

on the flight profile in a windshear encounter (i.e. the performance effects due to high

frequency turbulence are small). This is illustrated in Figure 4.3-27 which shows a

takeoff windshear encounter with and without turbulence.

●
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Figure 4.3-27 Effect of High Frequency Turbulence on Take-off
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.6 TURBULENCE EFFECTS

The small effect of high frequency turbulence is also illustrated in Figure 4.3-28 which

shows an approach windshear encounter with and without turbulence. The primary effect

of high frequency turbulence is to mask the larger wind speed trends and delay

recognition of severe windshear onset. For this reason, fluctuations in airspeed due to

turbulence should be simulated on the airspeed indicators in flight simulators during

windshear training. Additionally, high frequency turbulence generally complicates the

piloting task, since continuous control inputs are required to effectively control the flight

path.
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Figure 4.3-28 Effect of High Frequency Turbulence on Approach
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.7 RAIN EFFECTS

Accident investigations and the study of windshear in the atmosphere have shown that

some forms of windshear can be accompanied by heavy rain. Fundamental research is

underway by NASA to determine if high rainfall rates signiilcantly degrade airplane

performance.

The results available to date are INCONCLUSIVE.

For example, results from accident investigations indicate that high rainfall rates have no

sig.ni.13canteffect on aircraft performance. Wind tunnel results indicate that a rainfall rate

of 37 in/hr will degrade the maximum lifting capability of an airfoil by 16% and the drag

level (at constant lift values) by 25%. However, wind tunnel results must be adjusted for

scale effects. The methods for doing this are currently not well understood. Research is

continuing to develop the appropriate methods of relating rain effects measured in the

wind tunnel to full scale airplane characteristics. Incorporation of rain effects (other than

reduced visibility) into windshear training must await results from this research.

Flight into heavy rain should be avoided for the following reasons:

o Heavy rain may be accompanied by a severe windshear.

o Heavy rain may adversely affect engine performance.

o The aerodynamic effect of heavy rain, while not precisely establishe~ may tend to

decrease aircraft performance.

●
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.7 RAIN EFFECTS

The potential effects of rain on airplane performance are discussed further under the

following topics:

1) Theoretical Estimates

2) Wind Tunnel Measurements

3) Extracted Flight Data

4) Built-in Operating Margins.

●
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.7 RAIN EFFECTS

1) Theoretical Estimates

Rain has potential direct and indirect effects on airplane performance. Rain can affect

airplane performance indirectly since it is often accompanied by other hazards such as

rnicrobursts, gusts and turbulence. As noted throughout this document, severe wind

changes of this nature can adversely affect airplane performance. Rain may affect airplane

performance directly through the following mechanisms:

o Lift and drag changes associated with water acting as a surface contaminant.

o Momentum transfer associated with rain drops impinging on the aircraft.

o Weight increase associated with rain drops accumulating on the aircraft.

o Engine performance degradation associated with rain ingestion.

o Lift and Drag

Water accumulating on the aircraft acts as a surface contaminant which may influence

pressure gradients, skin friction drag and boundary layer growth and transition. Each

of these factors will influence lift and drag. However, no conclusive data exists to

indicate the magnitude of the performance penalty incurred.

●
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.7 RAIN EFFECTS

o Momentum Transfer

The momentum of rain drops impinging on the aircraft is imparted to the aircraft.

Since the rain drops have both a vertical and horizontal velocity relative to the

aircraft, the aircraft will experience an apparent drag increase and a lift decrease due

to the momentum transfer. Using the estimating techniques outlined in Reference 13,

a Boeing 727 flying through heavy rain of 37 in/hr would experience a 0.8° reduction

in climb gradient due to momentum transfer.

o Weight

The accumulation of rain drops on the aircraft also increases the aircraft’s weight.

The amount of weight increase will depend on the rainfall rate, the efficiency at which
*

the aircraft collects rain drops in its path and the size of the wetted area. The weight

increase associated with a rainfall rate of 37 in/hr is 150 lb for a Boeing 727. This

penalty has only a small effect on aircraft performance.

o Engine Performance

The degree of engine performance degradation associated with ingestion of heavy rain

is basically unknown at this time.

●
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

I 4.3.4.1.7 RAIN EFFECTS

2) Wind Tunnel Measurements

Results from a NASA test in the Langley Research Center 4 x 7 meter wind tunnel

indicate that a rainfall rate of 37 in/hr will degrade CL ~ by 16% and CD (at constant

CL) by 25% (Figure 4.3-29). However, these results are not directly applicable to full

scale airplanes. Wind tunnel results must always be adjusted for scale effects before they

can be applied to full scale conf&urations. The NASA work indicates that the traditional

methods of adjusting wind tunnel results to full scale do not apply to the wind tunnel

measured rain effects. Research is continuing to develop the appropriate methods and

scaling factors for the study of rain effects in the wind tunnel.

●
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.7 RAIN EFFECTS

3) Extracted Flight Data

Data obtained from accident investigations are not in agreement with the results obtained

from the wind tunnel. The extracted aerodynamic lift levels from investigation of an

accident involving high rates of rainfall are presented in Figure 4.3-30. These data,

extracted ftom the Flight Data Recorder (FDR), show considerable scatter. However, the

results are scattered uniformly about the predicted no-rain levels of lift. If the rain effects

were similar to those measured in the wind tunnel, the FDR results would appear

distinctly shifted relative to the no-rain predicted levels, yet there is no apparent shift in

the FDR results. The rainfall rate at the time of the accident has been estimated to be

anywhere between 4 and 13 inlhr.

e ●
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.7 RAIN EFFECTS

The aerodynamic drag levels extracted from the FOR of the same accident are compared

with the predicted drag levels in Figure 4.3-31. Based on the considerable scatter of the

data from this figure (as well as Figure 4.3-30) there is no conclusive proof that rain

affects airplane performance.

●
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.7 RAIN EFFECTS

4) Built-in Operating Margins

Commercial transport aircrall have substantial built-in margins from 1 g st.dl for

operation at normal takeoff and approach speeds which tend to offset the potentially

adverse effects of heavy rain. Fieyre 4.3-32 shows normal operating maneuver margins

from 1 g stall speeds for transport type aircraft during takeoff and approach. During

normal all-engine approaches at V~~5 and higher, a transport aircraft will have at least

30 kt (0.7 g’s) margin to 1 g stall. During normal all-engine takeoff climbs at V2+1O and

higher, a transport aircraft will have at least 25 kt (0.5 g’s) margin to 1 g stall. At speeds

approaching stick shaker, a transport aircrtit will have at least 5 kt (O.1 g’s) margin to 1 g

stall.

●
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Figure 4.3-32
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.8 WTNDSHEAR INTENSITY DEFINITION

Windshear is the rate of change of wind speed in a specified direction with respect to time

or distance. Section 4.2 Windshear Weather describes various sources of windshear,

including the microburst as the source of the most threatening shears to airplane

operation. Many of these windshear sources, including microbursts, are either stationary

with respect to the ground or move relatively slowly with the parent storm system. A

microburst, for example, may remain at peak intensity for 5 to 10 minutes, and will

usually move with its parent storm system. Windshear, then, as it occurs in nature is best

thought of in units of knots per foot, with the wind speed changing as a function of

distance relative to the ground. However, windshear is usually discussed in units of knots

per second in the context of airplane performance analysis. This is because an airplane’s

performance will be affected by the time rate of change, and duration of wind speed

change relative to the airplane itself.

An airplane traveling at 150 kt would require 15 to 30 seconds to cover the distance

affected by most severe windshear events. Because these windshear events change and

move slow relative to typical flying speeds, the windshear event may be assumed fwed

and constant relative to the ground for the purposes of airplane flight analysis. Therefore,

an airplane encountering a windshear event will experience a time rate of change of wind

speed that is directly proportional to its ground speed.

Example: An airplane travels at 150 kt (253 ft/see)

IF

A 0.01 ldt windshear was encountered

THEN

Initial shear = 253 ft/sec x 0.01 M/ft = 2.53 kt/sec.

A 10% change in airspeed will result in a 10VO change in the initial shear intensity

experienced by the airplane for a given windshear condition.

9
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.9 BASIC AERODYNAMICS - FORCES, MOMENTS, ANGLES

A brief definition and discussion of the pertinent forces, moments, and angles involved in

the airplane responses discussed previously is required to assist in interpretation of those

responses. Fi=we 4.3-33 shows a schematic of the forces and moments acting on an

airplane in flight. Lift, drag, and pitching moment maybe written respectively as follows:

L = Lift Force= CLqS

D = Drag Force= CDqS

M = pitching Moment= CMqSc

Where:

CL= lift force coel%cient.

CD= C@ force coefficient.

CM= @Chkg moment COC!ffiCkIIt.

q = dynamic pressure = 1/2 p V2, where p = local atmospheric

density, and V = true airspeed.

S = reference wing area.

c = mean aerodynamic wing chord.
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Figure 4.3-33
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.9 BASIC AERODYNAMICS - FORCES, MOMENTS, ANGLES

Figure 4.3-34 shows angles, in the vertical plane, commonly used to describe the

airplane’s orientation and direction of travel relative to the earth and the airmass. These

angles may be described briefly as follows:

o Flight Path Angle (y)

This is the angle formed between the direction of flight in the vertical plane

horizon. Flight path angle may be approximated by the following relationship:

Y = ~ for in radians. WC= Rate of Climb
v v = True airspeed along

the flight path

and the
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Figure 4.3-34 Airplane Reference Angles
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.9 BASIC AERODYNAMICS - FORCES, MOMENTS, ANGLES

o Angle of Attack ( (x)

This is the angle formed between the airplane relative wind vector and an airplane

geometric reference line such as the fuselage reference line or the wing mean

aerodynamic chord line. All the aerodynamic forces described above will vary with angle

of attack, at constant airspeed. The amount of lift force, for example, generated by the

airplane at a constant airspeed, is proportional to angle of attack in the normal operating

range of angle of attack. Figure 4.3-35 shows the variation in lift as a function of angle of

attack and flap setting at constant airspeed.

●
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Figure 4.3-35
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4.3.4.1 WINDSH13AR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.9 BASIC AERODYNAMICS - FORCES, MOMENTS, ANGLES

o A.rplane Pitch Attitude ( cx )

This is the angle formed between the fuselage reference line and the horizon. Pitch

attitude is the only angle of the three mentioned that is displayed on the primary flight

instruments in commercial airplanes. The pilot has direct control over airplane pitch

attitude which in turn acts to change the flight path. The angle of attack, et, will change

as the pitch attitude is changed, resulting in a modified flight path angle, y. These three

angles are related through the following equation:

e =y+a

The importance of airspeed is evident in the force definitions above. The aerodynamic

forces described above are directly proportional to velocity squared for a given flight

condition of altitude and temperature. These forces also vary with angle of attack as *

mentioned above. Windshear can produce rapid variations in both airspeed and angle of

attack, which in turn produce large variations in these aerodynamic forces. All the

changing forces will act together to change the flight path, but the discussion here will be

confked to lift for simplicity. Aerodynamic lift is the primary force countering gravity

lift is the force which allows sustained flight for airplanes. Therefore, a loss of lift horn a

steady equilibrium condition will result in a deteriorating flight path, all other factors

being equal. The deteriorating flight path response to the increasing tailwind or

downdraft shears shown in Figure 4.3-14 illustrate the net effects of windshear, including

loss of lift.

●
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.9 BASIC AERODYNAMICS - FORCES, MOMENTS, ANGLES

Aerodynamic lift can be reduced by windshear in two ways. First, a wind speed change

along the flight path will produce a direct initial effect on lift in proportion to the change

in airspeed squared as discussed above. Second, a vertical windshear will change lift by

changing angle of attack directly without affecting airspeed initially. Figure 4.3-36

illustrates how a vertical wind component affects angle of attack. An increasing updraft

will increase angle of attack resulting in a increase in aerodynamic lift. An increasing

downdraft will reduce angle of attack resulting in a reduction of aerodynamic lift. A

windshear that acts to reduce airspeed or angle of attack will reduce aerodynamic lift and

result in a deteriorating flight path.

It is important to understand that the change in angle of attack resulting from changes in

vertical wind speed will depend on the rate of change of the vertical wind. For example,

at an airspeed of 150 kt, or 253 ft/see, an instantaneous vertical wind speed change of 50

fVsec, or 3,000 FPM, will result in a change in angle of attack of tan-l (50/253) or 11.2°.

However, if this vertical wind speed change occurs over a ftite distance as shown in

Figure 4.3-16, the resultant change in angle of attack is much smaller. The stable airplane

pitch and flight path response will act to restore the equilibrium angle of attaclq and,

therefore, reduce the angle-of-attack variation. However, windshears have been observed

in which rapid vertical wind speed changes occur over a very short time interval. These

are associated with the turbulent horizontal vortices in the outflow of a microburst close

to the ground. This type of high rate vertical wind variation does produce large, short-

duration changes in angle of attack.
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Figure 4.3-36
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o 4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.10 AIRPLANE PERFORMANCE

The airplane’s ability to climb and/or accelerate can be used directly by the pilot to

counter the loss of lift due to windshear. For example, the deteriorating flight path due to

the increasing tailwind shear shown in Figure 4.3-14, can be countered by the pilot by

increasing angle of attack through pitch attitude, or by increasing thrust; both are normal

piloting actions to increase climb rate. The appropriate piloting technique for recovery

from an inadvertent windshear encounter are discussed in detail in other sections of this

document.

Climb and acceleration capability are directly related concepts and are used analytically

here to discuss an airplane’s ability to withstand windshear. A thrust setting su.fllcient to

climb at a given rate can also be used to accelerate while climbing at a lower rate, or to

accelerate at a higher rate in level flight. Climb and acceleration are just different ways of

o
managing airplane performance capability. Figure 4.3-37 shows that climb gradient can

be approximated for small flight path angles and unaccelerated flight by: ‘

7 = (T/W) - (D/L)

A reduction in climb gradient will result in acceleration, all other things being equal. The

ability of an airplane to accelerate in level flight can be written as follows:

a= V=gy V/here g = gravitational constant

= 32.2 ftfsec2.
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F&ure 4.3-37

Forces Acting on an Airplane in Flight
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.10 AIRPLANE PERFORMANCE

Example problem:

A flight path angle of 9° is equal to a climb gradient of approximately .16, or 16%,

which could be used to accelerate in level flight at a rate of 3 kt/sec. (a = 32.2 x .16 =

5.2 ft/sec2 = 3 kt/see)

Level flight acceleration capability can be compared directly to horizontal windshear. If

an airplane has climb capability that translates to a level flight acceleration of 3 lctlsec,

that airplane will have the capability to maintain level flight in a 3 kt/sec decreasing

performance shear, i.e., increasing tailwind shear or decreasing headwind shear. An

airplane in this situation will be accelerating relative to the ground at 3 lcdsec with

constant airspeed.

Figure 4.3-38 shows the performance capability of the airplane in terms of level flight

acceleration or gradient capability. This is the performance capability that can be used by

the pilot to counter the fixed control windshear responses shown previously. Given the

proper control inputs of pitch and thrust, the airplane could maintain level flight in a

horizontal shear equal to the acceleration capability shown in Figure 4.3-38. If the

horizontal shear exceeds the level flight acceleration capability, the airplane will lose

airspeed and descend unless pitch attitude is increased to counter the loss of lift. Note

that signitlcant level flight acceleration capability exists even at stick shaker speed.

●
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Figure 4.3-38 Level Flight Acceeration Capability
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4.3.4.1

4.3.4.1.10

WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

AIRPLANE PERFORMANCE

Figure 4.3-38 shows that level flight acceleration capability, or equivalent climb gradient;

changes very little over a wide range of airspeeds. This acceleration capability is best

understood in the context of windshear as inertial acceleration capability, or acceleration

relative to the ground. The ability to accelerate in level flight at 3 kt/see, as in the

previous example, may or may not result in airspeed acceleration in windshear. However,

the airplane will accelerate relative to the ground at 3 kt/sec. If the wind speed is

changing in the same direction, and at the same rate as the airplane, the airspeed will

remain constant. It is important to understand that the pilot’s ability to control indicated

airspeed is very limited in a windshear. Control inputs normally used to control airspeed,

such as a pitch attitude adjustments, may not arrestor reverse windshear induced airspeed

variations. A pitch attitude reduction in response to a windshear induced airspeed loss

will act to further degrade the flight profile and may not stop or reverse the changing

airspeed, The proper piloting technique for windshear, as described in other sections of

this document, de-emphasize strict airspeed control, and act to trade airspeed margin for

altitude while maintaining minimum acceptable margins to stall.

It is also important to understand the difference between the rate of climb capability

relative to the air mass, and gradient capability relative to the ground, in changing wind

speed conditions. The rate of climb for a given unaccelerated condition with zero wind

speed can be approximated for small flight path angles by the product of true airspeed and

the flight path gradient as follows:

Rlc=vy

Assuming an airspeed of 150 kt, and continuing with the previous example,
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.10 AIRPLANE PERFORMANCE

the resultant rate of climb is 2,386 FPM.

(WC = 253.2 ftlsec x .157 radians = 39.77 ftisec = 2,386 FPM)

(9° = .157 radians)

Rate of climb capability relative to the air mass is not rtffected by steady state wind speed.

However, climb gradient capability relative to the ground is significantly affected by the

steady state wind speed. The effect of wind on (ground relative) climb gradient arises

from changes in ground speed caused by wind speed changes (constant airspeed). The

relationship between airspeed and ground speed can be approximated as follows for flight

path angles less than 15°:

VG=VA-VW where:VG = Ground speed

VA= True airspeed

Vw = Wind speed along

the ground track.

If the tailwind increased by 50 kt during a windshear, ground speed would increase by 50

kt, for the same airspeed. Figure 4.3-39 illustrates this effect for the above example. The

increased ground speed acts to reduce the climb angle relative to the ground from 9° to

6.7°. The climb gradient capability relative to the ground at constant airspeed and rate

of climb has been reduced by 25% as a result of the change in wind speed.
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Figure 4.3-39
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.11 AIRPLANE STABILITY

A discussion of basic inherent airplane stability concepts is necessary to explain the initial

airplane responses shown in Figure 4.3-14. An airplane is statically stable if, when

disturbed from an equilibrium condition, it returns ultimately to its initial state. Fiame

4.3-40 illustrates the concept of static stability by showing three possible equilibrium

conditions for a ball resting on a surface. Case (a) illustrates stable equilibrium since the

ball, if disturbed, wilI return to its initial state. Case (b) illustrates unstable equilibrium

since the ball, if disturbed, will continue to move indefinitely away from its initial state.

Finally, Case (c) illustrates neutral equilibrium since the ball, if disturbed, will establish a

new equilibrium wherever it comes to rest on the plane. Commercial airplanes are

designed to exhibit stable characteristics. Therefore, when disturbed from equilibrium in

angle of attack or airspeed, the airplane will respond to recover the initial state.

Commercial airplanes will respond in a stable fashion to a change in angle of attack

within the normal flight envelope. Therefore, when a chanatig vertical wind acts to *

change angle of attack, the airplane will attempt to re-establish the initial equilibrium

condition. An increasing updraft will act to increase angle of attack as shown in Figure

4.3-36 causing the airplane to pitch down. A statically stable airplane will pitch down in

an increasing updraft and pitch up in an increasing downdraft as shown in Figures 4.3-14

and 4.3-16.

●
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Figure 4.3-40 Stability Concepts
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4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.11 AIRPLANE STABILITY

A statically stable airplane wilI also generally pitch down in response to a loss of

airspeed, and pitch up in response to an increase in airspeed. Fi=we 4.3-14 and Figure

4.3-15 show this effect on initial pitch attitude for tailwind and headwind shears.

However, the pitch response to speed changes, is more complex than the pitch response to

changes in angle of attack. A change in airspeed will result in a significant change in

pitching moments due to engine thrust, at a freed power setting, for airpkme

configurations with engines mounted under the wing. These thrust pitching moment

effects can neutralize or reverse the normal stable pitch response to airspeed changes

during operation in certain flight conditions. The flight conditions affected most by these

thrust induced pitching moment changes include: low airspeed (which could be due to

windshear) with high thrust settings (such as thrust settings for takeoff or go-around), and

light weight, aft e.g. loadings. Piloted simulation in windshear, and simulated flight

testing at similar airspeeds, has shown that this characteristic is readily controllable, but
*

can result in peculiar stick forces. Flight crews should be prepared for unusual stick force

characteristics in a windshear encounter, particularly at high thrust levels. The key is to

use whatever column forces are needed to maintain the required pitch attitudes for flight

path control.

●
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m 4.3.4.1 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANES

4.3.4.1.12 STALL AND STALL WARNING

An airplane flying in windshear will encounter unusual airspeeds and angles of attack,

and may require operation close to stall and stall warning. Figure 4.3-41 shows an

example lift curve with the stall point, stall warning point, and normal operating range

noted. The lift force generated by an airplane wing will increase nearly linearly in the

normal operating range of angle of attack as discussed earlier. However, as angle of

attack increases to points significantly above the normal operating range, the airflow will

not remain attached to the wing surface. The wing is said to be stalled when the airflow

separates from the upper stiace at high angles of attack. Most airplanes will experience

a rapid and large loss of lift, and degraded control characteristics, at angles of attack

above stall. Commercial airplanes provide stall warning either naturally, by wing buffet

in the early stages of airflow separation, or artificially through devices such as a stick

shaker. Therefore, when the angle of attack approaches stall the pilot will be warned of

imminent stall by either natural buffet or stick shaker activation. Stall warning must

‘o serve as the upper limit for pitch attitude at all times to avoid exceeding the stall angle of

attack.

Figure 4.3-41 shows that an airplane may have 7° to 10° of angle-of-attack margin to

stick shaker for normal operation. Therefore, stall warning will only be encountered

during very unusual conditions such as severe windshear. The windshear recovery

piloting technique discussed in other sections of this document will act to maintain Ml by

allowing angle of attack to increase during decreasing airspeed. Operation close to or at

intermittent stall warning may be required for windshear recovery.

●
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Figure 4.3-41
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4.3.4.2 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANE SYSTEMS

4.3.4.2.1 ALTIMETER

One of the primary cockpit indicators of vertical flight path performance is the altimeter.

Two types are generally available: radio and barometric. During callouts and instrument

scan in a windshear recovery, use of radio and/or barometric altimeters must be tempered

by knowledge of the characteristics of each. Since radio altitude varies with terrain

contours, the indicator may show a climb or descent due to falling or rising terrain,

respectively. The barometric altimeter may provide slightly distorted indications due to

pressure variations within a microburst.

IIB
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4.3.4.2 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANE SYSTEMS

4.3.4.2.2 VERTICAL SPEED INDICATOR

The vertical speed indicator (VSI) is another primary instrument the flight crew has to

monitor the airplane’s vertical flight path. Monitoring this instrument may help in

recognition of a windshear encounter. However, there are limitations in these systems,

and flight crews should be aware of them.

Basically, there are two types of VSI systems in use today:

1)

2)

VSI systems which use Inertial Reference Unit (IRU) information

Non-lRU VSI systems which use inputs from the pitot-static system. IVSI

instruments (“Instantaneous” Vertical Speed Indicator) have characteristics similar

to the non-IRU VSI.

Regardless of which VS1 system a particular airplane has, the main limitation of the VSI
*

is that it does not always portray the actual airplane vertical speed. Due mainly to the

way the instruments themselves function, the VSIS lag the actual vertical speed of the

airplane, as illustrated in Figure 4.3-42. There are lags caused by other components of the

VSI system, but their relative contribution to the total lag is small.

Figure 4.3-42 shows the output of the two basic VSI type indicators compared with the

actual vertical speed of the airplane. A normal takeoff and a windshear encounter during

takeoff are shown. This figure illustrates that both the I12Uand non-IRU type systems lag

the actual vertical speed of the airphme, resuM.ng in an indication error. In the windshear

encounter during takeoff, the non-IRU system lags the actual vertical speed by

approximately 4 see, with indication errors of approximately 800 FPM. (Remembering

that the time available to take proper action in a windshear encounter is short, the

significance of the instrument lag becomes more apparent.)
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Figure 4.3-42

Comparison of Actual Versus Indicated Vertical
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4.3.4.2 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANE SYSTEMS

4.3.4.2.2 VERTICAL SPEED INDICATOR

Also evident from Figure 4.3-42 is the improvement of the IRU type instruments over the

non-IRU type instruments. Figure 4.3-42 shows that non-IRU type instruments could

momentarily indicate the opposite trends of altitude rate. As shown, the instruments may

indicate positive altitude rate even though the airplane is descending.

Flight crew awareness of the type of VSI system on the airplane they are flying will allow

better understanding of the limitations of the system. In either case, the lags and errors of

the instruments illustrate that the VSI system is best used as a long term indicator of

vertical speed, and not as an instantaneous indicator. The VSI should not be the only

source for vertical flight path performance information, but should be used as part of the

normal scan of all basic instruments.
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4.3.4.2 WINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANE SYSTEMS

4.3.4.2.3 STICK SHAKER

Alpha Vane

Most modern jet transport aircraft are equipped with an external vane for sensing angle of

attack (alpha). The information provided by the vane is used in the stall warning system

to determine the margin to stall. When this margin reaches a predetermined minimum

value, stick shaker stall warning is initiated. Since some windshear recoveries require

flight near stick shaker, this information is critical. In order to ensure proper operation of

the stall warning system, the alpha vane should be calibrated and maintained per the

manufacturer’s instructions. The integrity of the alpha vane must be ascertained prior to

flight.

Wiruz Leading E&es

As mentioned above, some windshear recoveries result in flight at high angles of attack.

Wing leading edge irregularities and/or surface roughness may cause early onset of buffet

and/or wing roll-off prior to stall. In order to ensure proper stall margins and airplane

handling characteristics at high angles of attack, the wing leading edges as well as the

wing surface and flaps should be maintained per the manufacturer’s instructions. The

condition of the wing leading edges and wing surfaces should be ascertained prior to

flight.
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4.3.4.2 VVINDSHEAR EFFECTS ON AIRPLANE SYSTEMS

4.3.4.2.4 ANGLE-OF-ATTACK INDICATOR

Cockpit angle-of-attack indicators have been advocated for use as guidance aids during

windshear recovery. While these instruments do provide useful visual indication of

margins to stick shaker, angle of attack may not be an effective guidance parameter in

windshear where the primary task is to control the flight path.

Wind variations, such as those encountered in windshem, produce angle-of-attack

changes independent of pilot inputs. The pilot can control angle of attack only indirectly

through changes in pitch attitude. Significant lags between input and response result

when attempting to control angle of attack by changing pitch attitude. Rapidly changing

vertical winds, such as those found in the horizontal vortices of microbursts, can change

the angle of attack almost instantaneously. In these situations, the angle of attack will

change independent of pilot input. The only effective recovery technique in a highly

dynamic windshear environment is to control the flight path through the use of pitch

attitude, respect stick shaker as the upper limit to pitch attitude, and allow angle of attack

to vary.
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4.3.5 DEVELOPMENT OF WIND MODELS
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4.3.5 DEVELOPMENT OF WIND MODELS

Training flight crews to recoatize and recover from an inadvertent windshear encounter requires
wind models which simulate, to the crew, the characteristics of such an encounter. These
encounters must be repeatable to ensure that every flight crew learns the correct lessons in
recognition and recovery technique. Models of horizontal, vertical, and lateral winds are used
throughout this document to represent windshear encounters. This section provides
substantiation for these wind models by comparing them with measured atmospheric windshear
characteristics and data extracted from windshear related accidents and incidents. A brief
description of the proposed training wind models, including their training objectives, is also
provided.
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4.3.5 DEVELOPMENT OF WIND MODELS

4.3.5.1 WIND MODEL SUBSTANTIATION

Introductkm

Windshear models of horizontal, vertical and lateral wind that vary with distance are used
throughout the crew training material presented in these documents, as discussed in Section
4.3.4. An accurate modeling of complex three-dimensional characteristics of windshear, as
observed in the atmosphere, is not required to train crews in the basic principles of windshear
reco=@tion and recovery. This section contains a brief substantiation of the crew training wind
models by comparison with measured atmospheric windshear characteristics and extracted
windshear accident data.
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4.3.5 DEVELOPMENT OF WIND MODELS

4.3.5.1 WIND MODEL SUBSTANTIATION

summary

The characteristics of windshear that are of most importance in defining flight crew training wind
models are:

1)

2)

3)

4)

Windshear Magnitude. Total change in wind speed as a function of distance.

Wind Rate. The rate of change of wind speed over a specified distance or time.

Windshear Dimension. The overall size of a windshe~ event, such as a rnicroburst.

Windshear Asymmetry. Most observed windshears are asymmetric; that is, the regions of
headwind and tailwind are not equal in magnitude or dimension.

Data measured in the atmosphere along with data extracted from windshear accident
investigations are evaluated in this section to show that these characteristics can be readily
represented by the proposed crew training wind models.
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4.3.5 DEVELOPMENT OF WIND MODELS

~ 4.3.5.1 WIND MODEL SUBSTANTIATION

Discussion

o Windshear Magnitude

Figure 4.3-43 shows two frequency distributions of maximum horizontal windspeed change
taken from data collected for the Joint Airport Weather Studies (JAWS) project. Wind models
for crew training fall within the ranges shown in this figure. These data were measured by
surface anemometers and by Doppler radar. The average maximum wind speed change for these
two sets of data ranges from 20 to 45 knots. The difference between these two sets of data is due
to altitude. The surface anemometer data were measured at a height of approximately 10 ft
above the ground, while the Doppler radar data were measured at heights greater than 300 ft
above the ground. Boundary layer considerations will tend to reduce wind speed close to the
ground, and surface roughness, among other things, will determine horizontal wind speed
variation with altitude. It is sufficient to note from these data that average microburst horizontal
wind speed changes range from 20 to 45 lmots, and that wind speed changes greater than 90 kt
have been measured close to the ground.
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Figure 4.3-43 Measured Characteristics of Microbursts
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4.3.5 DEVELOPMENT OF WIND MODELS

4.3.5.1 WIND MODEL SUBSTANTIATION

o Wind Rates

Figure 4.3-44 shows a histogram of time based windshear for an assumed ground speed of 150
kt, derived from the JAWS results. Both the magnitude of wind speed change and rate are
important to airplane performance. A very large wind speed change at a low rate will have little
effect on airplane performance and would therefore not be of interest for crew training purposes.
Windshears that contain large wind speed changes at high rates present the greatest hazard to
airplane operation, and should be the area of greatest emphasis for crew training exercises.
Figure 4.3-44 shows results from 13 microbursts, as measured by Doppler radar. Maximum
rates, based on distance, were observed as high as 32 kt in 2,000 ft or 0.016 M/ft traversed. At a
nominal ground speed of 150 kt, the corresponding rate is higher than 4 ktlsec.
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Figure 4.3-44 Microburst Shear Rates Measured with Doppler Radar
(500 Foot Altitude Data)
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4.3.5 DEVELOPMENT OF WIND MODELS

4.3.5.1 WIND MODEL SUBSTANTIATION

I o Wind Rates

Wind models recommended for windshear crew training exercises shown in Figure 4.3-45’ fall
within the range of shear rates shown in Figure 4.3-44.

*
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4.3.5 DEVELOPMENT OF WIND MODELS

4.3.5.1 WIND MODEL SUBSTA.NTIATION

o Windshear Dimension

Figure 4.3-46 shows wind profiles based on JAWS Doppler radar data. The peak headwind to
peak tailwind dimension ranges from 6,000 to 12,000 ft. Windshear dimension is important to
crew training and is readily represented by linearized wind models. The size of a windshear
event, along with the airplane ground speed, will determine the length of time required to pass
through the shear. It is important that flight crews understand that most severe windshear
encounters will last approximately 20 to 30 seconds. This short time frame emphasizes the
importance of timely recognition and response. Typical crew training shears, such as those
shown in Figure 4.3-45, are similar in dimension to the measured data.
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m 4.3.5 DEVELOPMENT OF WIND MODELS

4.3.5.1 WIND MODEL SUBSTANTIATION

o Asymmetry

Another interesting finding of the JAWS results was that microburst outflow velocity patterns
close to the ground are predominantly@ symmetrical. This asymmetric characteristic of severe
windshear is also represented in crew training wind models. Figure 4.3-47 shows, in concept, the
effect of microburst asymmetry. The important conclusion from these data is that microburst
outflow velocity patterns are typically not symmetrical and that a signillcant tailwind shear is not
always preceded by a significant headwind shear. For this reason, flight crew training in
windshear recognition should not overemphasize the presence of a headwind shear as a reliable
indicator of windshear.
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Figure 4.3-47 Microburst Asymmetries
(Low Altitude Doppler Radar Data)
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m 4.3.5 DEVELOPMENT OF WIND MODELS

4.3.5.1 WIND MODEL SUBSTANTIATION

o Accident Analysis Wind Profdes

Figure 4.3-48 shows accident analysis results derived from Flight Data Recorder (FDR)
information. These wind profiles were extracted from FDR data supplied by the National
Transportation Safety Board during the normal course of accident investigations. The wind
profiles represent the wind variation along a particular path through a severe windshear event
such as a rnicroburst. It is sufilcient for the training wind model to represent the general large
scale windshear characteristics. As seen in Figure 4.3-48, windshear encounters exhibiting large
wind speed changes at high rates have caused the greatest problems for airplane operation. These
accident winds can contain wind speed changes as high as 70 kt over distances of 6,000 to 14,000
ft. Figure 4.3-48 also shows proposed crew training wind models for comparison with the
accident profiles. The major characteristics of the accident winds (wind rate, dimension and
asymmetry) can be readily represented by linearized crew training wind models.
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Figure 4.3-48
Comparison of the Simplified Crew Training Wind Models with

Selected Winds from Flight Data Recorder Analysis
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4.3.5 DEVELOPMENT OF WIND MODELS

4.3.5.1 WIND MODEL SUBSTANTIATION

o Comparison of JAWS and FDR Data

A comparison of low altitude JAWS Doppler Radar data and FDR derived accident windshears
from Figure 4.3-43 through Figure 4.3-48 will show the following similarities:

JAWS Doppler Radar data FDR derived accident data

Windshear Maatitudes 30 to 60 knots 15 to 70 lmots
Wind Rates 2 to 4 Ictlsec 2 to 7 kdsec
Windshear Dimension 6,000 to 12,000 ft 6,000 to 14,000 ft
Windshear Asymmetry asymmetric asymmetric

The JAWS Doppler Radar wind data are consistent with the findings of FDR derived accident
winds in terms of magnitude, shear dimension, rate, and shear asymmetry. These are the
characteristics of severe windshear that are most important for crew training. These basic
characteristics are modeled by the proposed training wind models.
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4.3.5 DEVELOPMENT OF WIND MODELS

4.3.5.2 WIND MODELS FOR TRAINING

Introduction

The goal of windshear training is to reduce the frequency of windshear related accidents. This
can be accomplished by establishing effective crew behavior patterns. A windshear training
program should produce an increased awareness of the hazards of windshear and the steps that
must be taken to avoid it. A windshear training proawam should also teach effective recove~
procedures in the event of an inadvertent shear encounter. The learning of proper recovery
techniques relies upon repeatable simulator exercises. These exercises should be desim~ed to
teach the desired training objectives. The primary training objective taught on the simulator is
effective control of pitch attitude to control the flight path. Linearized, easy-to-implement wind
models are proposed as an efficient and effective means of meeting the training objectives.
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4.3.5 DEVELOPMENT OF WIND MODELS

4.3.5.2 WIND MODELS FOR TRAINING

SUnrrMry

The crew training approach presented here suggests that Iinemized wind models, based on wind
characteristics that have caused accidents, are sufficient to provide the necessary windshear
encounter training. The same basic pilot control strategies are required to control flight path
deviations whether they are caused by three-dimensional wind fields that fully represent
rnicrobursts or basic horizontal shears. The objective of the simulator exercises is to teach the
general principles of pitch attitude control in windshear. The proposed wind models support this
objective. These models have the additional advantage of providing repeatable training (a key
requirement where simulator time constraints are important). Full three-dimensional windshear
models can be useful in demonstrating the variety of shear scenarios that could be encountered by
the pilot, but should be used only after the basic recovery principles have been thoroughly
understood using the simpler, repetitive models.
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4.3.5 DEVELOPMENT OF WIND MODELS

4.3.5.2 WIND MODELS FOR TRAINING

o Reference Wind Model#l

Reference Wind Model #1 is comprised of a basic horizontal windshear without vertical or
crosswind components (Figure 4.3-49). This wind is used for basic windshear training for
windshear encounters during takeoff (at liftoff and on runway) and on approach. Reference
Wind Model #1 is intended to demonstrate:

Windshear recognition and the necessity for initiating a timely recovery.

Recognition difficulties on approach associated with transition from instrument to visual
flight, and the need for instrument monitoring and proper call-outs during marginal weather
conditions.

Necessary skills in use of pitch attitude (rather than airspeed) and thrust to control the flight
path following a severe windshear encounter at low altitude.

Requirement for effective crew coordination and the need for call-outs.

Concept of forced rotation 2,000 feet before end of usable runway surface.

Effect of geometxy limitations on airplane performance in a windshear environment.

*

This wind model can be factored to take into account differences in airplane performance.
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4.3.5 DEVELOPMENT OF WIND MODELS

4.3.5.2 WIND MODELS FOR TR411WNG

o Reference Wind Model #2

Reference Wind Model #2 is comprised of a horizontal and vertical windshear without a
crosswind component (Figure 4.3-50). This wind is used for basic windshear training for
windshear encounters during takeoff after liftoff. In addition to the training objectives of
Reference Wind Model #1, Reference Wind Model #2 is intended to demonstrate that

In situations where significant vertical winds are present, pitch attitude may have to be
adjusted above the initial target recovery attitude to control the flight path.

This wind model can be factored to take into account differences in airplane performance.
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Figure 4.3-50 Reference Wind Model #2
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4.3.5 DEVELOPMENT OF WIND MODELS

4.3.5.2 WIND MODELS FOR TRAINING

o Wind Model #3

Wind Model #3 represents the more complex wind field of an actual windshear encounter wliich
includes large horizontal windshear, rapidly varying vertical winds due to horizontal vortices and
crosswind shears (Figure 4.3-5 1). This wind is used for enhanced windshear training for
windshear encounters during takeoff after liftoff. Jn addition to the training objectives of
Reference Wind Models #1 and #2, Wind Model #3 is intended to demonstrate that:

Basic recovery techniques are effective even in this more complex and dynamic windshear
environment during takeoff.
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Figure 4.3-51 Wind Model #3
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4.3.5 DEVELOPMENT OF WIND MODELS

4.3.5.2 WIND MODELS FOR TRAINING

o Wind Model #4

Wind Model #4 represents the more complex wind field of Wind Model #3 except in this case a
headwind shear is also included (Figure 4.3-52). This wind is used for enhanced windshear
training for windshear encounters on approach. Wind Model #4 is intended to demonstrate thati

Basic recovery techniques are effective even in this more complex and dynamic windshear
environment on approach.

*
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Figure 4.3-52 Wind Model #4
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m 4.3.6 EARLY PILOT EVALUATION OF WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNI@JES
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4.3.6 EARLY PILOT EVALUATION OF WTNDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

The analysis of several windshear accidents, as discussed in Section 4.3.1 through Section 4.3.3,
led to a further study of the piloting task involved in microburst windshear encounters during
takeoff.

The purpose of this study was to:

1) Observe the technique used by several pilots when encountering windshear after liftoff,

2) Determine what instrument(s) was the primary focus of the pilot during the encounter,

3) Determine pilot performance when given the task of flying a specific pitch attitude
through a windshear,

4) Compare the results of various pilot techniques in order to determine if any technique
produced consistent performance by a number of pilots.

Each pilot was first asked to fly the simulator through the windshear in whatever they felt was
the correct procedure (based on previous training and experience). The results of these simulated
takeoffs are shown in Figure 4.3-53, and labeled “piloted first encounter”. The pitch and altitude
data illustrate the wide variation in pilot technique and airplane performance. No single pilot

performance is shown on the figure. The Iines on the figure illustrate the boundary for the range *

of data for the pilot group.

The pilots were kept isolated Ikom one another during this evaluation. None of the pilots were
allowed to observe the actual flying or the results of other pilots flying through the windshear. No
briefing on how to fly was given. Each pilot flew based on his previous training and experience.
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4.3.6 EARLY PILOT EVALUATION OF WINDSH13AR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

_&fterthe fwst simulated takeoff through the windshear, a discussion was held with each pilot.
Questions were asked to determine the instruments and piloting technique used. The majority of
pilots used the airspeed indicator as their primary instrument. Most indicated that they tried to
minimize the speed excursion below V2 unless that caused unacceptable altitude loss. The
altitude loss was determined from the vertical speed indicator and altimeter. (The simulator had
a day visual scene but the pilots said they typically would be on instruments during takeoff under
similar conditions.)

Following the initial discussion, several more takeoffs through the same windshear were
accomplished. The pilots were given the opportunity to practice to see if they could improve
their performance. Discussions were held after each takeoff to let the pilot critique his own
performance. These results are shown as dashed lines and compared to the “piloted first
encounter” on Figure 4.3-54. Some pilots tried techniques using vertical speed as the primary
control parameter. The results indicate no measurable improvement in performance over the
pilots fust exposure to the windshear.
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Figure 4.3-54 Initial Evaluation of Pilot Performance in a Takeoff
Windshear Encounter - Pilots Method

I Chicago 1983 Wind ModelI
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4.3.6 EARLY PILOT EVALUATION OF WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

After having flown several windshear takeoffs, each pilot was asked to repeat the scenario using
the Attitude Director Indicator (ADI) to target a specific pitch attitude. The pilot was also
instructed to respect stick shaker by lowering the nose just enough to keep stick shaker
interrnittent if encountered while holding the target attitude. Figure 4.3-55 shows the results of
using this technique compared to the other methods. This data illustrates that the variabili~ in
pitch, airspeed, and altitude was reduced. The altitude proffle was consistently better for the
“target attitude” technique.

Several different target attitudes were flown by each pilot. Figure 4.3-55 shows the results using
a target attitude of 14°.
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4.3.6 EARLY PILOT EVALUATION OF WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

Figure 4.3-56 shows the results using a target attitude of 16°. The results are similar for the
attitudes shown on Figure 4.3-55 and Figure 4.3-56. This evaluation demonstrated the
improvement in pilot performance if given a specific target attitude to fly.

The results of this study indicated that the pilots produced a wide variety of altitude profdes
when they encountered a windshear without having a specific recovery technique in mind. When
the pilots were given a speci.i3c task to perform (such as maintaining a target pitch attitude while
respecting stick shaker), the altitude profiles improved and the pilot performance was much more
consistent.

The study included a variety of windshear models and the results were consistent for all of them.
This study led to the conclusion that a windshear recovery technique that used a specific attitude
as an initial target would produce consistent performance with a wide variety of pilots. However,
further study was needed to determine the best attitude for each airplane type under a variety of
wind conditions. The results of that further study can be found in Section 4.4.5 Windshear
Recovery Techniques.
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4.4 MODEL OF FLIGHT CREW ACTIONS

The hazards of flying through windshear conditions are clearly revealed by the frequency

and severity of windshear related accidents. R is important that flight crew members

how how to identify weather conditions that may produce windshear. As flight crews

become familiar with recognizing these weather conditions, they can take the fust and

most important course of action: avoiding known or suspected windshear. If the threat is

not severe enough to halt operations, crews can take precautions that may be beneficial if

a windshear should be inadvertently encountered. In addition, use of standard operating

techniques in day-to-day operations can enable a more timely recognition of windshear

and improve the chances for a successful recovery. Finally, if windshear should be

inadvertently encountered, effective recovery techniques should be followed.

All the above issues are addressed in this section of the document in the order defined by

the Model of Flight Crew Actions flow chart, Fia~re 4.4-1. The flow chart summarizes

the crew action items and presents the operational windshear decision from the pilot’s

viewpoint.
e
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m Figure 4.4-1 Model of Flight Crew Actions
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4.4 MODEL OF FLIGHT CREW ACTIONS

The flow chart defines the decision-making process that the flight crew must exercise

before every takeoff and landing. Examples are included here to illustrate how the model

works.

Example With Windshear Present

o Evaluate the Weather

Suppose that the flight crew is taxiing out for takeoff. The frost step of the Crew Actions

Model is to evaluate the weather for si==s of windshear. The flight crew can scan the

horizon for convective weather action, thunderstorms, virga, and other si=qs that may

indicate the presence of windshear. The crew can ask for PIREPS and LLWAS alerts.

Once the flight crew has gathered all this information (Figure 4.4-2), they need to make a

decision:

Are there si.~s of windshear present?
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Figure 4.4-2 Step 1 Evaluate the Weather
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4.4 MODEL OF FLIGHT CREW ACTIONS

o Avoid Known Windshear

If windshear signs are present, the next step in the Action Model is to decide if it is safe

to continue.

If the answer to the above question is no, the flight crew has made the decision to delay

the takeoff and wait for conditions to improve. Typically, a wait of 10 to 15 minutes can

be sufficient. After a delay, the flight crew should re-evaluate the weather conditions and

again ask the question: is it safe to continue? It can be seen that this procedure should

repeat until it is safe to proceed.

●
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!0 4.4 MODEL OF FLIGHT CREW ACTIONS

o Consider Precautions

If it has been determined to be safe to continue, the flight crew needs to consider some

precautionary measures which can reduce the effects of windshear if it is inadvertently

encountered. Fi=we 4.4-3 shows some of the precautionary measures which should be

considered. The flight crew may decide to exercise several of these precautions,

especially if some signs of windshear are present. These precautions could be extremely

important if the takeoff has already been delayed to avoid known or suspected windshear.

These precautionary measures will help the flight crew use the maximum performance

capability of the airplane. Section 4.4.3 discusses the advantages and disadvantages of

these precautions. Once the decision of which precautionary measures to use is made, the

flight crew is ready to continue the takeoff.

●

a
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Figure 4.4-3 Step 3 Consider Precautions
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4.4 MODEL OF FLIGHT CREW ACTIONS

o Follow Standard Operating Techniques

Once the takeoff is initiated, the flight crew should follow standard operating techniques.

These techniques include monitoring the airspeed as well as other instruments for

uncontrolled deviations from normal trends. When the rotation speed is reached, rotate

the airplane at a normal rotation rate to the target pitch attitude for climb. Once

established at the climb pitch attitude, reductions from this attitude should be minimized.

Figure 4.4-4 helps to illustrate these points.
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Figure 4.4-4
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4.4 MODEL OF FLIGHT CREW ACTIONS

o Windshear Recovery Techniques

If during the takeoff the fight crew determines that they have encountered windshear, the

action required is to use the windshear encounter recovery techniques without delay

(Figure 4.4-5). These techniques are presented in detail in Section 4.4.5. Very simply,

the crew should apply maximum rated thrust (if not already set) and use pitch attitude to

control the flight path.

●
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Figure 4.4-5
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4.4 MODEL OF FLIGHT CREW ACTIONS

o Report the Encounter

Once the flight path is again under control and no fiu-ther danger exists, the flight crew

should report the windshear encounter to the control tower without delay. The maximum

loss or gain of airspeed, altitude at which shear was encountered, location of shear with

respect to runway in use and airplane type should be included. Critical remarks are also

helpful in establishing windshear seventy (e.g. “...maxirnum thrust required”, “.-.almost

contacted terrain”, etc.). These PIREPs alert other flight crews that may fly through the

same airspace and also can aid air traffic control in diverting aircraft and changing active

runways to avoid areas of known windshear.

An example of a windshear encounter PIREP is as follows:

“Miami Tower, Flight 126 encountered windshear on final, loss of 20 knots

at 300 feet approaching middle marker runway 27 right, Douglas MD-80”

●
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4.4 MODEL OF FLIGHT CREW ACTIONS

Examule With No Windshear Present

o Evaluate the Weather.

o No si=-s of windshear are present.

o Follow Standard Operating Techniques.

As implied by the dashed line in Figure 4.4-1, the windshear encounter recovery steps

may not be required. This very simple example of the use of the model did not involve

windshear, but serves to illustrate how the model can be used in day-to-day operations on

takeoff and landing.
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4.4 MODEL OF FLIGHT CREW ACTIONS

4.4.1 EVALUATE THE WEATHER

Evaluation of the weather begins with a general awareness of local weather conditions.

When convective weather conditions are present and/or thunderstorms appear likely, the

potential for microburst activity exists. When there are only subtle si=ms of convective

weather, such as weak cumulus cloud forms, suspect the possibility of microbursts --

particularly if the air is dry.

Careful examination of aviation forecast materials will alert the pilot to conditions

suggestive of microburst formation. Present forecast techniques do not provide

information regarding the specitlc existence of microbursts that could affect a particular

takeoff or approach. A good weather briefing should include all of the information

described in this section.

●
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o 4.4.1 EVALUATE THE WEATHER

4.4.1.1 HOURLY SEQUENCE REPORTS

Hourly sequence reports should be inspected for windshear clues: thunderstorms, rain

showers, or blowing dust. The temperature and dew point spread should be examined for
I

large differences, e.g., 30”F to 50°F, indicating low humidity. Additional sieas such as

warming trends, gusty winds, cumulonimbus clouds, etc., should be noted.

Example:

I MSO SA 2152 50BKN 800VC 12~ 007/83/45/1715G30/974 VSBY W3 S 1/2

R+T+

In the example shown, evidence of blowing dust, large temperature/dewpoint spread,

o gusting winds, rainshowers and thunderstorms is present. These signs provide a strong

indication that windshear may be present.
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4.4.1 EVALUATE THE WEATHER

4.4.1.2 TERMINAL FORECASTS

An examination of terminal forecasts is recommended.

Examples:

YNG FT AMD 1 101815 1820Z C45 BK.N 80 OVC 2018G35 LLWS OCNL C20

Ovc

3RW-/TRW-. 08Z C25 OVC 3214G25 OCNL C1O OVC 2RW-/TRW-. 09Z IFR

CIG ~

TRW WND.

HUF FT AMD 2 COR 101815 1745Z C30 BKN 2020G35 OCNL C12 OVC 3TRW

CHC C4 X

l/2T+RW+AG55. 22Z C 18 OVC 4TRW- 2420G30 SLGT CHC C4 X1/2TRW+G50.
o ~

OIZ C16

OVC 2918G28 CHV 4-. 04Z C18 BKN 3016 BKN OCNL SCT. 09Z VFR.

Note that for Youngstown, Ohio the forecast is calling for LLWS (low level windshear).

While thunderstorms exist in the forecast, pilots are given an additional “LLWS” clue.

In the terminal forecast for Terre Haute, Jndiana, LLWS does not appear. However, the

chance of severe thunderstorm, heavy rain showers, hail, and wind gusts to 55 kt, suggest

the potential for microbursts if actual thunderstorm conditions are encountered.

Dry microbursts are somewhat more difficult to recognize. When flying in regions of low

humidity near the surface, any convective cloud is a likely microburst producer.

Examination of the terminal forecast for convective activity (rain, thunderstorms, etc.) is

good practice.

●
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a 4.4.1 EVALUATE THE WEATHER

4.4.1.3 LLWAS ALERTS

The Low Level Windshear Alert System (LLWAS), presently installed at about 110

airports in the U. S., is desi=med to detect wind shifts between outlying stations and a

reference centefileld station (Figure 4.4-6). If an LLWAS alert (triggered by wind speed

and/or direction differential) occurs, it indicates the presence of something shear-like,

though not necessarily indicative of maatitude or location. However, the absence of an

alert does not necessarily indicate that it is safe to proceed!

Examples:

“Windshear alert.

wind 180 at 25.”

Centerileld wind 270 at 10. East boundary

“Windshear alerts, two quadrants. Centerileld wind 210 at 14.

West boundary wind 140 at 22. Northeast boundary wind 270 at 24.”

LLWAS in its present form has some limitations:

o Shear magnitude maybe seriously underestimated

o Trees, buildings and other surface obstructions may disrupt or limit the flow of air

near the sensors

o Location and spacing of sensors may allow microburst development to go entirely

undetected, particularly in the early stages

o Microburst development which has not yet reached the surface will not be

detected because the sensors are on the ground

o LLWAS coverage only exists near the runways and typically does not extend

beyond the middle marker.

Even with these limitations, LLWAS can provide useful information about winds around

the airport.

●
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Figure 4.4-6
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4.4.1 EVALUATE THE WEATHER

4.4.1.4 SIGMETS

SIGMETS,

Remember,

Example:

particularly CONVECTIVE SIGMETS may provide essential clues.

microbursts can be associated with convective weather.

“Attention all aircraft,

Elmira to Phillipsburg.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 27 eastern from the vicinity of

Scattered embedded thunderstorms moving east at 10 knots.

A few intense level five cells, maximum tops flight level 450.”

In the example, the CONVECTIVE SIGMET warns of scattered embedded

thunderstorms, some reaching level five intensity, indicating a potential for windshear.

●
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4.4.1 EVALUATE THE WEATHER

4.4.1.5 AVIATION SEVERE WEATHER WATCH

A check for issuance of an aviation severe weather watch should be made.

Example:

“TSTMS FCST TO APCH SVR LIMITS THIS AFTN AND ERY EVE TO THE RT

OF ALNFM

YUM IPL RIV BUR 15 W SDB BFL IYK EED YUM.”

In the example, a line of thunderstorms approaching severe limits are forecast. Severe

convective weather is a prime source for rnicrobursts.

●
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e 4.4.1 EVALUATE THE WEATHER

4.4.1.6 VISUAL CLUES

The weather evaluation process should continue in the cockpit. Microburst windshear can

often be identiiled by some obvious visual clues.

Examples:

Heavy rain in a dry environment (particularly if accompanied by curling

outflow)

Ring of blowing dust or localized dust in general

Flying debris

Rain core with rain diverging away in both directions from the rain core

Tomadic features (frontal clouds, tomados).

Incoming flight crews should confm forecast conditions to provide additional

information.

●
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4.4.1 EVALUATE THE WEATHER

4.4.1.7 PIREPs

PIREPS are extremely important indicators in microburst windshear situations. Reports

of sudden airspeed changes in the airport approach or landing corridors provide indication

of the presence of windshear.

Example:

“Miami tower, PIREP, Flight 126, encountered windshear on final, loss of 20 knots at

300 feet approaching middle marker runway 27 right, Douglas MD-80.”

Usefulness of this information is dependent upon timely reporting, both by pilots at the

time of encounter and, immediately thereafter, by the controller to other potentially

affected airplanes.

●
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4.4.1 EVALUATE THE WEATHER

4.4.1.8 AIRBORNE WEATHER RADAR

The use of airborne weather radar to detect convective cells should be considered a matter

of routine. Weather radar provides extremely useful information for the avoidance of

thunderstorms in the airport terminal area, but cannot directly detect windshear. Pilots

have become adept at avoiding thunderstorms while enroute and at altitude. However,

relatively little emphasis has been placed on the use of weather radar near the terminal

area. Most heavy rain thunderstorms near the airport can be detected with conventional

weather radar by a careful use of tilt control to scan above the intended flight altitude

(15,000 to 20,000 feet). The subject of the proper use of tilt control for this purpose

should be studied in available radar manuals and bulletins.

Pilots should understand that heavy precipitation, as seen on their radar and associated

with convective clouds, indicates the possibility of microbursts; however, the absence of

strong returns must not be depended upon to indicate a safe situation. Potentially

hazardous dry microburst conditions may only produce weak radar returns. -

Another sign.iflcant aspect of weather radar use is attenuation. Attenuation is caused by

heavy rainfall reducing the ability of the radar signal to penetrate, causing the radar to

present an incomplete picture of the weather area. In the terminal area, the comparison of

ground returns to superimposed echoes is a useful technique to identify when attenuation

is occurring. Tilt the antenna down and obseme ground returns around the rad~ echo.

With very heavy intervening rain, ground returns behind the echo will not be present.

This area lacking ground returns is referred to as a shadow and may indicate a huger area

of precipitation than is shown on the indicator. Areas of shadowing should be avoided.

●
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4.4.1 EVALUATE THE WEATHER

4.4.1.9 TURBULENCE DOPPLER RADAR

Turbulence Doppler radars, starting to become available to flight crews, provide an

additional clue to the presence of rnicrobursts. If, in the departure/arrival segments of the

airport vicinity, turbulence indications are present in mid-levels of convective cloud

systems (15,000 to 20,000 feet) and low humidity conditions exists (large

temperature/dewpoint spread), the situation is prime for rnicroburst formation. Pilots

should be particularly cautious when they observe this indication.

*)
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9 4.4.2 AVOID KNOWN WINDSHEAR
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4.4 MODEL OF FLIGHT CREW ACTIONS

4.4.2 AVOID KNOWN WINDSHEAR

Avoidance is by far the most effective and safest procedure to be followed since

windshears may exceed the performance capability of any commercial airplane. Today,

however, the ability to detect and avoid windshear all of the time does not exist. Instead,

flight crews must make decisions based on an understanding of the windshear phenomena

and weather conditions conducive to windshear, and on careful evaluation of all available

information. Information contained in Section 4.2 Windshear Weather and Section 4.4.1

Evaluate the Weather is intended to help flight crews make well founded decisions

relating to weather evaluation.

The purpose of this section is to provide the 13@ht crew guidelines for specflc action in

areas of known windshear. Any time that windshear is suspected, consideration should

be given to avoiding. The use of precautions should also be considered if there are any

indications of windshear.

●
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4.4.2 AVOID KNOWN WINDSHEAR

4.4.2.1 WINDSHEAR AVOIDANCE GUIDELINES

At the current time, there are no universal quantitative windshear avoidance guidelines

that a pilot can use to make an unambiguous go/no-go, or a continue/hold decision. This

is due primarily to the reality that there exists no definitive detection and warning system

in operation which can measure windshear intensity speciilcally along an intended flight

path.

Until such measurement systems are available (e.g. advanced LLWAS, ground-based or

airborne Doppler radar scheduled to occur no earlier than 1988), a pilot must make an

important judgement call regarding the advisability of continuing into weather conditions

that may contain windshear.

There is no single windshear clue that can provide definitive guidance. The information

necessary to make the appropriate decision usually exists; however, the importance of

each piece of information is variable, depending on individual case scenarios. Table 4.4-1

is desiegned specifically for convective (thunderstorm, rainshower, virga) weather, and

addresses the means for a pilot to make appropriate real time avoidance decisions. The

material presented in the table provides somewhat subjective severe windshear presence

probability guidelines, providing the pilot with specific material which W~ allow him or

her to more precisely make an avoidance decision. A pilot should consider the avoidance

evidence as generally cumulative, with a single observation indicative of a situation that

should be avoided. In the table, the weighting of the observation is given in a manner that

categorizes its importance to the pilot. The weighting is according to the following scale:

HIGH PROBABIL~Y A pilot should give critical attention to this observation, and a

decision to avoid is appropriate.

●
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4.4.2 AVOID KNOWN WINDSHEAR

4.4.2.1 WINDSHEAR AVOIDANCE GUIDELINES

MEDIUM PROBABILITY Consideration should be given to avoiding.

Precautions are appropriate.

LOW PROBABILITY Consideration should be given to this observation,

but a decision to avoid is not generally indicated.

CAVEAT: TO REPEAT, THERE ARE CURRENTLY NO QIMNTTTATIVE

MEANS OF DETEKM.ININ G THE PRESENCE OR INTENSITY

OF WINDSHEAR. PILOTS ARE URGED TO EXERCISE

EXTREME CAUTION WHEN MAKING A DETERMINATION

TO AVOID WINDSHEAR.

The table is divided into horizontal categories which weight the importance of the

observation. These vertical categories are the various observations that are relevant to

avoiding windshear.

●
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TABLE 4.4-1 MICROBURST WINDSHEAR PROBABILITY GUIDELINES

PROBABILITY

OBSERVATION OF WINDSHEAR

PRESENCE OF CONVECTIVE WEATHER NEAR INTENDED FLIGHT PATH:

With localized strong winds (Tower reports or

observed blowing dust, rings of dust,

tornado-like features, etc.) ............................................................ HIGH

With heavy precipitation (Observed or radar

indications of contour, red or

attenuation shadow) ...................................................................... HIGH

- With rtinshower ............................................................................ MED~

- With hghtting ............................................................................... ~D~

- With virga ..................................................................................... MEDIUM

With moderate or greater turbulence (reported or

radar in&cations) ........................................................................... MEDIUM

With temperature/dew point spread between

30 and 50 degrees Ftiefieit ........................................................ MED~

ONBOARD WINDSHEAR DETECTION SYSTEM ALERT (Reported

or observed) ................................................................................... HIGH

PIREP OF AIRSPEED LOSS OR GAIN:

15 kt or ~eater .............................................................................. HIGH

- ISS than 15 kt .............................................................................- ~D~

LLWAS ALERTIWIND VELOCITY CHANGE

- 20 kt or~eater .............................................................................. HIGH

- Less than 20 kt .............................................................................. MEDIUM

4P ●
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TABLE 4.4-1 MICROBURST WINDSHEAR PROBABILITY GUIDELINES

PROBABIL~Y

OBSERVATION OF WINDSHEAR

FORECAST OF CONVECTIVE WEATHER ............................................... LOW

NOTE: These guidelines apply to operations in the airport vicinity (within 3 mi

of the point of takeoff or landing along the intended flight path and

below 1,000 ft altitude). The clues should be considered cumulative.

If more than one is observed, the probability weighting should be

increased. The hazard increases with proximity to the convective

weather. Weather assessment should be made continuously.

CAUTION: CURRENTLY NO QUANTITATIVE MEANS EXISTS FOR

DETERMINING THE PRESENCE OR INTENSITY OF

MICROBURST WINDSHEAR. PILOTS ARE URGED TO

EXERCISE CAUTION IN DETER.MININ G A COURSE OF

ACTION.
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4.4.2 AVOID KNOWN WINDSHEAR

4.4.2.1 WINDSHEAR AVOIDANCE GUIDELINES

It is critical for the pilot to realize that each particular windshear observational evidence

should be considered cumulative. The weighting for each single observation is given. If,

however, more than one observation is seen, the total weighting must be increased to

reflect the total set of observations.

Example: The pilot observes that convective weather is

forecast for the time of departure/arrival

(LOW PROBABILITY)

The pilot receives a PIREP just prior to approach that a

10 knot airspeed loss has just occurred at that airport

(MEDIUM PROBABILITY)

THEREFORE

4.4-33

The pilot may seriously consider raising the total avoidance

decision weighting to HIGH PROBABILITY.

(The decision should be made to AVOID.)



4.4.2 AVOID KNOWN WINDSHEAR

4.4.2.1 WINDSHEAR AVOIDANCE GUIDELINES

A second perspective is important in the interpretation of this table. The pilot should

keep in mind that some of the windshear observations are dependent on the distance from

the airport of the observation. In some cases, as the distance increases from the airport,

the less the relative weighting of that observation.

Example: There is visual evidence of localized blowing dust.

(STRONG PROBABILITY)

BUT

It is seen no closer than 25 miles from the airport.

THEREFORE

Weighting might be lowered to MEDIUM PROBABILITY.

(Caution should be exercised, but a decision to actually avoid

should await other evidence, or the presence of blowing dust

much closer to the airport.)
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4.4.2 AVOID KNOWN WINDSHEAR

4.4.2.2 GUIDELINES FOR SPECIFIC ACTION

The ONLY safe course of action is to AVOID areas of lmown windshear.

With information indicating the potential presence of windshear, and after recognizing

and interpreting the threat of windshear encounter which it si~les, the CreWshould t~e

the safest course of actions appropriate to the stage of flight in which engaged.

One or more of the following actions should be considered:

o Delay takeoff until conditions improve.

o If windshear is indicated during approach, initiate

conditions improve or divert to an alternate airport.

o In flight, divert around the area of known windshear.

a go-around or hold until

#alter the initial delay during takeoff and landing, another look at the weather will show

whether or not conditions have improved. If conditions have not improved, continue to

AVOID, AVOID, AVOID.
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4.4 MODEL OF FLIGHT CREW ACTIONS

4.4.3 CONSIDER PRECAUTIONS

At this point in the Model of Flight Crew Actions, the fLight crew has evaluated the
weather and judged that it is safe to continue the takeoff or approach. However, the flight
crew may decide to take precautionary measures to improve the margin of safety. These
precautions are general in nature and apply to any circumstance when the crew suspects a
windshear may occur anywhere in the vicinity of the airport.

Precautions the flight crew can use include runway selection, flap setting, increased
rotation or approach speed, thrust, and the use of automatic systems (e.g. autopilot,
autothrottle). In most cases tradeoffs were involved in determining these precautions, as
no “best” recommendation for all conditions could be developed.

The use of the precautions described in this section along with even the best recove~
piloting skills cannot guarantee a successful escape horn many microburst windshears.
The use of precautions should not replace sound judgement in deciding whether or not it
is safe to proceed. Use of these precautions should not bias a go/no-go decision in the go
direction.

It is important to realize that the recommended precautions each have a relatively small
*

effect on the outcome of an inadvertent wi.ndshear encounter when compared to the
substantial benefits of proper combined use of pitch and prompt application of maximum
rated thrust.

It is also important for crews to remain alert for any changes in conditions, remembering
that windshear can be a quick-to-forndquick-to-dissipate event; and those windshears that
have proved to be the most deadly are the ones that have caught crews by surprise.

The following sections describe each of the recommended precautions and illustrate their
effect in both a windshear and a non-windshear environment.

●
�
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS
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4.4.3 CONSIDER PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

The best action the flight crew can follow when they identi~ a probable windshear is to
avoid it. The weather section of this document provides specific things to look for to help
the crew identify a windshear threat. However, the exact location of a windshear, either
by weather obsemation, pilot reports (PIREPS), etc. may not always be obvious. In this
circumstance, the crew may choose to cautiously proceed with the takeoff. When flying
in weather conditions that are conducive to windshear, there are a number of precautions
the crew can follow to improve the margin of safety.

Section 4.4.3.1 addresses the precautions the crew can observe when preparing to takeoff
and windshear is suspected. The intent of these precautions is to maximize takeoff
performance without complicating the piloting task. These precautions me general in
nature and should apply to any takeoff when the crew suspects that a windshear may
occur anywhere in the vicinity of the airport.

The remainder of this section is divided into five areas: takeoff power setting, runway
selection, flap selection, increased takeoff speeds, and flight ~tidance instruments. The
choice the crew makes affects the margin of safety. Table 4.4-2 describes the five
precautions and summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of each precaution.

e

●
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PRECAUTION

TAKEOFF POWER

RUNWAY SELECTION

FLAP SELECTION

INCREASED TAKEOFF
SPEEDS

FLIGHT GUIDANCE

Table 4.4-2 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS FOR SUSPECTED WINDSHEAR

PREFERED CHOICE ADVANTAGE

MAXIMUN RATED THRUST

LONGEST SUITABEL RUNWAY

CONSIDER USE OF RECOMMENDED
FLAP SETTING (See table 4.4-3 for
specific recommendation for each
airpiane)

CONSIDER USE OF INCREASED
SPEEDS (Up to a maximum increase

crf 20 kt)

DO NOT USE SPEED-REFERENCED
FLIGHT DiRECTORS

MINIMUM GROUND ROLL DISTANCE
MAXIMUM CLIMBOUT HEIGHT

MORE RUNWAY FOR GO OR STOP

BEST OVERALL PERFORMANCE FOR
ON-GROUND AND IN-AIR WiNDSHEAR
ENCOUNTERS

IMPROVED CLIMBOUTS HEIGHT MORE
MARGIN TO STICK SHAKER

PREVENTS USE OF Misleading OR
INCORRECT GUIDANCE

DISADVANTAGE

NONE

NONE

REDUCTION IN WINDSHEAR
TOLERANCE COMPARED TO
HIGHER CAPABILITY FLAP FOR
GIVEN SHEAR LOCATfONS

POTENTfAL OVERRUN
FUNCTION OF SHEAR
LOCATION (Unknown prior
to takeoff)

NONE
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Revision 1
December 1, 1990

I TABLE 4.4-3 TAKEOFF FLAP SETTING

lManufacturer
*

Airplane Tvpe Recommended Flap Setting*

Boeing 727 Flaps 15
737 Flaps 5 to Flaps 15
747 Flaps 20
757 Flaps 20
767 Flaps 20

Douglas

Lockheed

DC-8 Flaps 12 or Flaps 15
DC-9-1O Flaps 10 or Flaps 20

DC-9-20 tiOUgh 50 Flaps 5 or Flaps 15
DC-10 Flaps 5 to Flaps 20
MD-80 Flaps 5 to Flaps 15 ‘

L-1011 Flaps 10 to Flaps 22

9
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.1 TAKEOFF POWER SETTING

Introduction

The use of reduced takeoff thrust (derate) is a common airline practice to reduce
operating costs. However, takeoff operation with full rated takeoff thrust is
recommended for operation in weather conditions conducive to windshear. The
following section discusses the importance of using maximum takeoff thrust as a
precaution against an inadvertent windshear encounter.

The total performance capability of the airplane may be required in a severe windshear
encounter. Windshears have been observed in the atmosphere which exceed the
performance capability of any commercial jet transport. Cockpit workloads are high
during takeoff, and a windshear may not be immediately recognized. Full rated takeoff
thrust should be set early in the takeoff roll.

●
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.1 TAKEOFF POWER SETTING

summary

Operation with full rated takeoff thrust provides the following advantages:

1) Reduces the takeoff roll required to lift off and increases the height above the
ground after liftoff. This reduces exposure to an inadvertent windshear encounter
close to the ground.

2) Increases altitude mar=ginsand/or acceleration capability for recovery.

3) Reduces exposure to an overrun if the pilot elects to go rather than reject the
takeoff.

4) Reduces pilot work load during recovery by having full rated takeoff thrust
a.keady set.

*

Full rated takeoff thrust should be set at or immediately after brake release for takeoffs
during weather conditions conducive to windshear. Figure 4.4-7 graphically illustrates
these four advantages of W thrust during takeoff.

●
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Figure 4.4-7
Advantages of Operating with Full Thrust

FULL THRUST, WHEN COMPARED TO REDUCED THRUST,
WILL:

7.

2.

3.

4.

REDUCE DISTANCE TO LIFTOFF AND INCREASES
HEIGHT ABOVE THE GROUND AT THE END OF THE
RUNWAY.

INCREASE ALTITUDE MARGIN AND ACCELERATION
CAPABILITY FOR RECOVERY.

REDUCE EXPOSURE TO AN OVERRUN IF TH E PiLOT
ELECTS TO GO.

REMOVE THE NEED TO RESET THRUST DURING
RECOVERY.

/

/

FULL YHRUST

/

REKWCEDTHRUS#
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.1 TAKEOFF POWER SETTING

Discussion

Figure 4.4-8 shows the effect of a 15% takeoff thrust reduction for a sea level takeoff
with no wind. Operation with a 15% takeoff thrust reduction results in a siaticant
increase in ground roll distance from brake release to liftoff. This coupled with a reduced
climb gradient results in a lower climb profile; thus, the reduced thrust condition is at a
disadvantage relative to the full rated thrust condition in the event of a windshear
encounter. The margins to ovemun and height above the ground are lower for the reduced
thrust takeoff. These margins are reduced largely because the airplane’s ability to
accelerate has been diminished by operation at the lower thrust setting.

AU available thrust is put into climb at a constant indicated airspeed for the conditions
shown in Figure 4.4-8, i.e., non-accelerating climb.

●
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Figure 4.4-8 Effect of Reduced Takeoff Thrust -No Wind
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.1 TAKEOFF POWER SETTING

o Improved Acceleration Capability

Figure 4.4-9 shows a level flight acceleration comparison for the same conditions showi
in Fi=qe 4.4-8. A 15% thrust reduction wilI translate into a loss of acceleration
capability of approximately 25$Z0. At 150 kt equivalent airspeed, the full thrust condition
can accelerate in level flight at a rate of 2.9 kt/sec while the 15% thrust derate condition
accelerates at a rate of 2.1 Ict/sec or approximately 28% less. This acceleration capability
is a measure of the airplane’s ability to withstand windshear.

A severe windshear can reduce or even reverse airplane acceleration relative to the air.
For a fi.dl thrust takeoff this reduction is minimized. This means that for a given
windshear intensity, a full thrust takeoff has more margin in terms of acceleration. In
other words, a fill thrust takeoff can tolerate a more intense windshear. The more thrust
that is available, the better the recovery flight profile will be in a windshear.

9P

●
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Figure 4.4-9 Level Flight Acceleration Capability
Effect of Reduced Takeoff Thrust
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.1 TAKEOFF POWER SETTING

o Improved Height and Speed

Figure 4.4-10 shows the effect of a 15% takeoff thrust reduction in a windshear
encounter. This figure shows a sea level takeoff with a windshear encountered at the
point on the runway where the full rated takeoff case just becomes airborne. The Ml
rated thrust condition provides considerably more speed and height margin relative to the
15% reduced thrust condition.
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Figure 4.4-10 Effect of Reduced Takeoff Thrust - Windshear at Takeoff
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.1 TAKEOFF POWER SETTING

o Reduced Exposure To Overrun

Fig~e 4.4-11 shows the effect Of a 15% t~eoff ~St r~dU&O~ On a Sea level t&eoff

with a windshear encountered at the point on the runway where airspeed reaches the
target rotation speed for the full thrust takeoff. These two cases use normal takeoff
control techniques. The reduced thrust level results in a large increase in ground roll
distance required to accelerate to liftoff speed. In the case shown, overrun does occur.
These cases assumed that the thrust set at brake release was maintained throughout the
takeoff. The derate case also required rotation 2,000 ft before the end of the usable
runway because the target rotation speed was not reached.

*

●
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Figure 4.4-11 Effect of Reduced Takeoff Thrust - Windshear at Rotation
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.2 RUNWAY SELECTION

Introduction

In weather conducive to windshear conditions, the flight crew should choose the longest
suitable runway with consideration given to the climb out path most free of obstacles.
Consideration must also be given to crosswind and tailwind limitations. Each runway
should be evaluated on its own merits with the understanding that runway length and
obstacle avoidance are equally important.

Use of the longest runway suitable is important for the foIlowing reasons:

1)

2)

3)

Figure

*

More runway will be available to accelerate to the target rotation airspeed.

More runway will be available for stopping the airplane should the pilot choose to
reject the takeoff. A decision to reject the takeoff should be made with the
understanding that normal no-windshear distancekirspeed relationships can be
greatly distorted by windshear. For a given weight and runway surface condition,
ground speed, not airspeed is the most important factor determining distance
required to stop.

*

A longer runway implies that any obstacles off the end of the runway will be that
much fiuther from the airplane during clirnbout.

4.4-12 helps illustrate the advantages of choosing the longest suitable runway.
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Figure 4.4-12

Advantages of Operating from the Longest
Available Runway

USE OF THE LONGEST AVAILABLE RUNWAY WILL:

1.

2.

3.

MICROBURST

ALLOW MORE RUNWAY TO ACCELERATE TO THE
TARGET ROTATION SPEED.

ALLOW MORE RUNWAY TO STOP.

ENSURE THAT OBSTACLESOFF THE END OF THE
RUNWAY WILL BE FARTHER FROM THE AIRPLANE
FLIGHT PATH.

Yyi&--4+-

-“ .- - .“ _—

NORMAL/SHORT RUNWAY

MICROEJURST

LL

==U.d!y-“ -- - .- _—

LONGEST AVAILABLE RUNWAY
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.2 RUNWAY SELECTION

Discussion

The merits of increased runway length are discussed in this section under the following
headings:

o GolNo-Go decision less critical

o Increased tolerance to tailwind shear

o Improved obstacle clearance

8
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.2 RUNWAY SELECTION

o Go/No-Go Decision Less Critical

The go/no-go decision is a difficult issue in suspected windshear. It is not an easy task foi
the pilot to evaluate ground speed (presuming he has this information) versus airspeed as
well as consider how much usable runway surface remains. Additional runway makes the
go/no-go decision less critical. Section 4.4.5.2.1 addresses the go/no-go criteria in more
detail.

A comparison of ground speed and airspeed as a function of ground distance from brake
release is presented in Figure 4.4-13. The windshear onset is 3,000 ft from brake release.
The runway length is 10,800 ft. The 54 kt change in tailwind used in this example is
within the range of observed windshear events and was selected to show what can result
from a windshear encounter.

Ground speed increases in a nearly normal fashion throughout the windshear with the
airplane running off the end of the runway at a very high ground speed but with
insufficient airspeed to lift off. Normal no-windshear operation provides sufficient
runway to stop from speeds up to the decision speed, V 1. Under these conditions, the
airspeed indicator gives a reliable indication of the V 1 speed relative to the ground or
runway. However, in a windshear, as indicated in Figure 4.4-13, the normal one-to-one
relationship between airspeed and ground speed may no longer be valid. After the
windshear is encountered, the fact that indicated airspeed is still well below V 1 does not
mean that there is still ample runway remaining to stop the airplane. Indicated airspeed
will not be a reliable parameter on which to base a stop decision in a windshear
encounter. The crew must use their judgement and all available visual clues outside the
cockpit to decide if the remaining available runway will be adequate to safely stop the
airplane. Additional runway provides additional time to make a go/no-go evaluation.

●
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Figure 4.4-13 Effect of Tailwind Shear on Ground Speed and Airspeed
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m 4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.2 RUNWAY SELECTION

o Increased Tolerance to Tailwind Shear

Figure 4.4-14 shows the maximum wind magnitude that allows liftoff just at the end of
the runway as a function of gross weight and flap setting. These data are valid for wind
rates up to approximately 6 Ict/sec for the most critical windshear location along the
runway. The maximum wind magnitudes in Figure 4.4-14 are based on a decision to
continue the takeoff in the event of a windshear. If the normal rotation speed is not
reached with 2,000 ft of usable runway remaining, rotation is initiated independent of
speed. This chart shows that for a given weight and flap, a longer runway provides
si@lcantly improved tolerance to windshear.

Figure 4.4-14 also shows the sensitivity to high-altitude hot-day operation. For the same
gross weight, a much longer runway is required to achieve the same liftoff capability in a
given windshear.

,b
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Figure 4.4-14 Effect of Runway Len=ti on Wind Change Tolerance
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4P 4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.2 RUNWAY SELECTION

o Improved Obstacle Clearance

Figure 4.4-15 shows a takeoff profile following a windshear encounter at liftoff.
illustrated, use of a longer runway will provide improved obstacle clearance.

●
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Figure 4.4-15 Effect of Runway Len@ on Obstacle Clearance
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e 4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.3 TAKEOFF FLAP SELECTION

Introduction

Flap selection for routine operation has traditionally been based on several factors. These’
include allowable weight, ease and simplicity of operation, minimum fuel burn, and
noise. Windshear precaution considerations should also enter the flap selection decision
making process. This analysis shows that Flaps 15* provides the best overall windshear
protection by making best use of available runway length and maximizing height margins
after liftoff.

The following topics will be addressed:

Ground Roll Acceleration
Distance to Minimum Liftoff Speed and Forced Rotation
Flap Effect On Overrun
Level Flight Acceleration Capabili~
Windshear Tolerance

“Airplane Type Dependent. See Table 4.4-3.

●
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.3 TAKEOFF FLAP SELECTION

summary

During weather conditions conducive to windshear, use of Flaps 15* will:

1) Help minimize exposure to overrun by allowing earlier liftoff.

2) Provide increased height margins above the ground after liftoff.

3) Provide the opportunity for using increased takeoff speeds.

*AirpIane Type Dependent. See Table 4.4-3.

●
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.3 TAKEOFF FLAP SELECTION

Discussion

o Ground Roll Acceleration - Flap Effect

Figure 4.4-16 shows airspeed buildup during the takeoff ground roll for different flap
settings. The variation in acceleration due to flap setting is negligible for Flaps 5 and 15
and only slightly lower for Flaps 25.

In addition, Figure 4.4-16 shows that the greater flap settings will attain their minimum
liftoff speeds significantly earlier than the lesser flap settings. Therefore, the greater flap
settings can be expected to lift off sooner, presuming that the airplane has been rotated to
its maximum nose up attitude on the ground. Such a condition can exist in a windshear
encounter where airspeed has been lost due to the windshear and the pilot has been forced
to rotate because the airplane is running out of runway.
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Figure 4.4-16 Effect of Flap on Ground Acceleration
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.3 TAKEOFF FLAP SELECTION

o Minimum Distance To Liftoff And Forced Rotation

Figure 4.4-17 shows the distance to liftoff as a function of windshear location. This
figure shows significant differences in ground roll distance required to lift off as a
function of flap setting. The largest flap setting produces the shortest takeoff distances
due to lower minimum liftoff (unstick) speeds compared to the lesser flap setting (Figure
4.4-16).

This analysis assumes that rotation has been initiated no later than 2,000 ft to go on the
usable runway. (Although not all runways have markings that indicate 2,000 ft to go,
many runways do, see Figure 4.4-69 and Figure 4.4-7 1.) The 2,000 ft-to-go criteria is
representative of the minimum distance required to rotate to a liftoff body attitude and to
lift off. For some airplanes in a severe windshear, the attitude required to lift off may
result in a tail strike. At low airspeed, the airplane must be at the highest nose up attitude
to assure the best chance of liftoff.

*

Note that the 2,000 ft-to-go criteria does ~ imply that the airplane can stop with only
2,000 ft of usable runway remaining.

●
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Figure 4.4-17 Effect of Windshear Location on Distance to Liftoff
for Flaps 5, 15, and 25
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m 4.4.3.1 TAK330FF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.3 TAKEOFF FLAP SELECTION

o Flap Effect On Overrun

A greater flap setting makes more efficient use of a runway since less runway is required’
to lift off (Figure 4.4-18). This earlier liftoff effectively increases the windshear tolerance
for a given runway length. This information is calculated with shear rates of up to 6
M./sec. The wind change shown on the vertical axis represents the maximum shear
intensity that can be tolerated and still lift off before the end of the runway
location of the windshear along the runway.

For a given runway, use of the largest available takeoff flap setting results in the
tolerance to a windshear encounter on the ground.

●

for any

greatest
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Fi_~e 4.4-18 Effect of Flap on Wind Change Tolerance
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.3 TAKEOFF FLAP SELECTION

Figure 4.4-19 shows a comparison of takeoff profiles for Flaps 5 and Flaps 15, and
illustrates the effect of takeoff flap on the distance to lift off. The windshear onset is
located 2,750 ft from brake release. Shown is the variation in liftoff points and the
resulting climbout profiles for two takeoff flap settings. The greater flap setting permits
the airplane to become airborne sooner with less chance of an overrun. The lesser flap
setting, on the other hand, uses up signiilcantly more runway before achieving liftoff at
the end of the 8,000 ft runway. In this case, rotation was required at the 2,000 ft-to-go
point.

Note that use of the greater flap setting resulted in stick shaker activation. This is not
because of less margin to stick shaker with the greater flap setting, but because the
airplane became airborne during the shear. The lesser flap setting, on the other hand,
passed through the shear while still on the ground.

9P
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* 4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.3 TAKEOFF FLAP SELECTION

o Level Flight Acceleration Capability

Figure 4.4-20 shows level flight acceleration capability as a function of airspeed and flap
setting. The effect of flap setting on level flight acceleration capability is small between
Flaps 5 and 15. However, Flaps 25 shows a signi13cant reduction in level flight
acceleration capability. In addition, Flaps 15 has better on-ground windshear capability
than Flaps 5 (see next section). Both these factors make Flaps 15 the best overall choice.

●
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Figure 4.4-20 Level Flight Acceleration Capability
Effect of Flap Position
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.3 TAKEOFF FLAP SELECTION

o Windshear Tolerance

Figure 4.4-21 shows the overall tolerance to windshear for three takeoff flap settings in a
4 kt/sec shear. The tolerance to windshear is defined as the maximum wind change that
the airplane can sustain on the ground and still become airborne before the end of the
runway or just miss the ground after liftoff. The data are shown for several windshear
locations ranging from prior to rotation to initial takeoff climb.

The winds used for windshear tolerance comparisons have fixed shear rates. The
duration of the shear and hence, the peak wind magnitudes, were adjusted to either allow
liftoff just prior to the end of the runway or miss the ground after liftoff. Once the wind
reached the peak value, this level was maintained until the aircraft had successfully
recovered. Critical windshear magnitudes for windshear onset prior to VR are limited by
the ability to liftoff within the available runway. Critical windshear magnitudes for
encounters beyond VR are limited by ground contact after liftoff.

a Fi=ge 4.4-21 shows benefits for operation with the largest takeoff flap setting (Flaps 25)
in terms of absolute tolerance to windshear for the initial portion of the takeoff roll for
two field lengths:

9,650 ft - Flaps 5 limit field len=ti
12,075 ft - Flaps 5 limit field length with 10 kt increased VR

However, the largest flap setting has the lowest windshear capability for windshem
encounters after VR. The windshear tolerances of Flaps 5 and 15 are comparable for in-
ti encounters. To balance the risk’ between on-ground and in-air windshear encounters,
Flaps 15 is the recommended choice.

●
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.3 TAKEOFF FLAP SELECTION

In addition to the 4 I.ct/sec shear, a windshear of 6 Ict/sec was also evaluated (Figure 4.4-
22). The results for this shear rate were similar to those obtained for the 4 lctlsec shear.

9
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m 4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.3 TAKEOFF FLAP SELECTION

A windshear of 8 kt/sec was also evaluated (Figure 4.4-23). The results for this shear rate
were also similar to those obtained for the 4 kt/sec shear.

●
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.3 TAKEOFF FLAP SELECTION

When compared at the actual distances from brake release (Figure 4.4-24), Flaps 15
remains the preferred choice for takeoff flap setting. While the initial takeoff roll
windshear capability is less than Flaps 25, Flaps 15 is comparable to or exceeds the in-air
wind change capability of the other takeoff flap settings.

Thus, studies of all available takeoff flap settings show that the largest flap setting
provides the best performance for windshear encounters on the runway. However, the
lesser flap settings show the best performance for in-air windshear encounters. The
recommended flap setting (Flap 15) provides performance capabilities that do not favor
one flight regime over the other. In other words, these flap settings are chosen to balance

the risk between on-ground and in-air shear encounters.

●
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Figure 4.4-24 Takeoff Flap Selection
Shear Rate = -4 knots/see
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.3 TAKEOFF FLAP SELECTION

In addition to the 4 kt/sec shear, a windshear of 6 l@sec was also compared at the actual
distances from brake release (Figure 4.4-25). The results for this shear rate were similar
to the results for the 4 Ict/sec shear.

●
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e 4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.3 TAKEOFF FLAP SELECTION

A windshear of 8 ktlsec was also compared at the actual distances from brake release
I

(Figure 4.4-26). The results for this shear rate were also similar to the results for the 4
I.ct/secshear.

●
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Figure 4.4-26 Takeoff Flap Selection
Shear Rate = -8 knots/see
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.4 INCREASED TAKEOFF SPEEDS

Introduction

This section discusses the effects of using increased rotation airspeeds (not to be confused’
with overspeed for improved climb performance) as a precaution if windshear is
suspected but operations are continuing.

Increased rotation airspeed is discussed in terms of

o Tolerance To Windshear for an encounter - prior to VR
- Near VR
- After VR

o Benefits during climbout

The recommended technique for scheduling and using increased rotation airspeeds is to:

1)

2)

3)

●

Determine the Vl, VR and V2 speeds for the actual airplane gross weight and flap
setting. Set the airspeed bugs to these values in the normal manner.

Determine the field length limit maximum takeoff weight for the selected runway and
flap setting and the corresponding VR.

If the field length limit VR is greater than the actual gross weight VR, use the higher
VR (up to 20 kt in excess of the actual gross weight VR) for takeoff. The airspeed
bugs should ~ be reset.
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.4 INCREASED TAKEOFF SPEEDS

4) Rotate to the normal initial climb attitude at the increased VR. Continue to maintain
the normal initial climb attitude until safely clear of the ground and obstacles (500 ft
AGL). This technique will produce a higher initial climb speed which will slowly
bleed off to the normal initial climb speed.

WARNING: If windshear is encountered at or beyond the actual gross weight VR
(bug VR), do @ attempt to accelerate to the increased VR, but
rotate without hesitation. In no case should rotation be delayed
beyond 2,000 ft from the end of the usable runway surface.

By delaying rotation beyond normal VR after encountering a windshear, the tailwind may
increase sufllciently to lower the airspeed below the geometry limited liftoff speed. If, on
the other hand, rotation is begun upon recognition, the airplane may be able to liftoff.
Once airborne, body attitude and hence, angle of attack, will not be geometry limited by
the ground and the full performance capability of the airplane maybe used.

4.4-87

If increased airspeed is not used prior to rotation, accelerating to higher than normal
airspeed after liftoff is not recommended as the reduction in pitch attitude necessary to *
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.4 INCREASED TAKEOFF SPEEDS

summary

Analysis shows that increased rotation airspeeds may increase an airplane’s ability to’
withstand a windshear encountered after liftoff. An increased VR also reduces the level
of piloting skill required to recover from a given windshear encountered after liftoff by
reducing the time at high pitch attitudes close to intermittent stick shaker. However, for
some airplanes these advantages for a windshear encountered after liftoff are gained at the
expense of increased exposure to an overrun during ground roll.

For airplanes that are affected, the increased exposure during ground roll is most
pronounced for a takeoff near field length limit conditions. Delaying rotation to reach a
higher rotation airspeed does increase the chances of overrunning the available runway in
a windshear. However, if the pilot rotates immediately upon windshear recognition
without waiting for the delayed VR, or if operating with sufficient field len=~ margin,
this overrun hazard is signiilcantly reduced.

The use of increased takeoff speeds can be advantageous in an inadvertent windshear
encounter ifi

1)

2)

Table

The recommended procedure for using increased takeoff speeds is used.

The piloting techniques for windshear recovery recommended in Section 4.4.5 are
followed.

4.4-4 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of using increased takeoff
speeds during a windshear encounter.

●
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TABLE 4.4-4 INCREASED TAKEOFF SPEED CONSIDERATIONS

Advantages:

o Improved windshear tolerance for shear onset after normal VR

o Better climbout profde for shear onset after normal VR

o Improved margin to stick shaker

o Same windshear tolerance for shear onset prior to normal VR

Disadvantages:

o Longer Field Length Required

o Windshear tolerance reduced for shear onset near VR

o Increased overrun exposure

●
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.4 INCREASED TAKEOFF SPEEDS

o Windshear Tolerance

In this study, tolerance to windshear is determined as the wind change which just allows
liftoff at the end of the runway or just avoids ground contact after liftoff. Rotation occurs
at either the target rotation speed or at 2,000 ft from the end of the usable runway surface,
whichever occurs fust. At rotation, the airplane is rotated at a normal rate towards the
normal all-engine-operating target pitch attitude. Once airborne, the recovery techniques
outlined in Section 4.4.5 are used. The effect of increased takeoff speeds on tolerance to
windshear for both in-air and on-ground encounters is shown conceptually in Figure 4.4-
27.

The in-air encounter shows improved windshear tolerance with the use of increased
takeoff speeds.

e If the-takeoff is not field length limited and additional runway is available to permit use
of increased rotation speed, tolerance to windshear also increases.

In addition, Figure 4.4-27 shows the importance of a proper rotation technique. If the
rotation rate is low, the risk of overrun is greatly increased. When using an increased
rotation speed, the pilot must assure that rotation occurs no later than 2,000 ft from the
end of the usable runway surface and that the rotation rate is at least 20/see. Under
extreme windshear conditions higher rotation rates maybe required to liftoff within 2,000
ft because of the high ground speed.

●
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Figure 4.4-27 Effect of Increased Takeoff Speeds
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.4 INCREASED TAKEOFF SPEEDS

o Limiting Wind Change Summary

The summary of Iirniting wind changes presented in Figure 4.4-28 shows increased
rotation airspeed has no effect on windshear tolerance for windshears prior to rotation for
a 4 ktfsec shear. This is due to both the normal and increased VR cases requiring rotation
2,000 ft horn the end of the runway rather than at their respective rotation airspeeds. The
two field lengths presented correspond to:

10,800 ft - Flaps 15 limit field length with 10 kt increased VR
12,075 ft - Flaps 5 limit field length with 10 kt increased VR

Increasing the field length increases the windshear tolerance of the airplane for
encounters priOr tOVR.

For windshear onsets near the VR speed, use of increased rotation airspeed reduces the
tolerance to windshear for some airplanes, resulting in an increased potential for overrun.

m

This reduction is due to tie delay in rotation until 2,000 ft from the end of the runway.
By delaying rotation, the aircraft liftoff attitude is geometry limited at this location on the
runway due to the lower airspeed. However, if the pilot rotates immediately upon
windshear recognition without waiting for the increased VR, this overrun hazard is
si@lcantly reduced. If operating with sufficient field len=@ margin to permit re-
acceleration to liftoff speeds, the resulting increase in windshear tolerance of the airplane
also reduces the overrun hazard.

●
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.4 INCREASED TAKEOFF SPEEDS

For windshear onset after the VR speed when the airplane is airborne, use of increased
rotation speed increases the tolerance to windshear. The extra speed available during the
initial climb enables this increase in windshear tolerance. Since the airplane is airborne
before the windshear onset, the windshear tolerance is independent of field length.

The results of using increased rotation airspeeds in a 6 kt/sec shear encounter are
presented in Figure 4.4-29. The trends seen for this shear is the same as for the 4 lctlsec
shear.

●
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.4 INCREASED TAKEOFF SPEEDS

The results of using increased rotation airspeeds in a 8 ktlsec shear encounter are
presented in Figure 4.4-30. The trends seen for this shear is the same as for the 4 ldsec
shear.

The effects of using increased takeoff speeds on tolerance to windshear are small. The
region on the runway where using increased takeoff speeds increase the potential for an
overrun is limited to only a small portion of the runway. The in-air benefits of using
increased speeds are also small (only 5 to 8 knots of additional tailwind capability for the
case shown). As discussed in the next section, the more substantial effects of increased
takeoff speeds are associated with piloting issues.
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.4 INCREASED TAKEOFF SPEEDS

o Benefits During Climbout

Figure 4.4-31 illustrates the effects of using increased rotation airspeeds in a windshear
encounter during clirnbout. A 20 kt increased rotation airspeed is seen to provide the
following benefits:

1)
2)
3)
4)

Increased ground clearance
Mhirnized altitude loss
Reduced time at stick shaker
Minimized pitch attitude reduction

The increased ground clearance resulting horn an increase in the rotation airspeed
provides the best obstacle avoidance. The other three items are basically piloting issues.
By minimizing the altitude loss, reducing the time spent at intermittent stick shaker, and
minimizing the pitch reduction the pilot workload is signillcantly reduced.

●
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.5 FLIGHT DIRECTOR

Introduction

The flight director is an electronic flight system which provides pitch attitude guidance to
the pilot on the attitude director indicator (ADI). Most flight directors provide pitch
attitude guidance to maintain speed. Some flight directors, developed more recently,
provide guidance for windshear recovery consistent with the piloting techniques
recommended in this document.

Under normal conditions, flight directors specii3cally designed for operation in windshear
provide guidance toward a target speed. Under windshear conditions, if climb
performance is reduced, the guidance control laws transition to a pitch attitude control
mode. A flight director that does not have this capability will provide guidance to
maintain the target speed regardless of the flight path degradation caused by windshear.

A conventional flight director will command a pitch change to follow a target speed or
angle of attack regardless of windshear conditions. This is in conflict with the
recommended procedures for windshear recovery which call for control of pitch attitude
rather than airspeed. A recovery from a windshear encounter may be compromised if the
pilot elects to follow a conventional flight director. Only flight directors specifically
designed to provide guidance in windshear should be used for pitch attitude guidance
during a windshear recovery.
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4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.5 FLIGHT DIRECTOR

Some flight directors are equipped with a selectable pitch attitude mode. If normal
procedures utilize this feature, the selectable pitch attitude mode may be effectively used
in a windshear encounter provided the selected attitude is within the acceptable range’.
However, if an attitude other than the selected attitude becomes necessary, the flight
director should be disregarded and time permitting turned off.

●
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m 4.4.3.1 TAKEOFF PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.1.5 FLIGHT DIRECTOR

Discussion

Figure 4.4-32 shows a comparison of flight profiles in windshear with pitch attitude
commanded by a conventional flight director (speed referenced) and a flight director
spectilcally designed to provide guidance in windshear (attitude referenced). The
windshear flight director maintains a higher pitch attitude during recovery than does the
conventional flight director. The conventional flight director is attempting to maintain a
target speed of 151 kt while the windshear flight director maintains a nose-up pitch
attitude consistent with windshear recovery pilot techniques. A flight director which
commands a target speed regardless of windshear conditions is clearly undesirable for
guidance in windshear.

Flight dk-ectors not speciilcally designed for operation in windshear should be
disconnected or disregarded if a windshear is encountered and recovery becomes
necessary.

*

●
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Figure 4.4-32 Effect of Windshear Enhanced Flight Director
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4.4.3 CONSIDER PRECAUTIONS
e

4.4.3.2 APPROACFULANDING PRECAUTIONS

The precautionary measures available to the flight crew, in preparation for the approach, include:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Stabilized approach.
Thrust and trim management.
Runway selection.
Landing flap selection.
Increased approach speeds.
Use of autopilot and autothrottle.
Use of flight director.

When flying into an area where windshear has not been clearly identified but is suspected, the
flight crew should consider using precautions.

The precautions presented above are discussed in more detail in this section. The intent of the
illustrations and plots is to show the influence of these parameters in both a windshear and a no-
windshear environment. It will be shown that appropriate use of these precautions can improve
the chance of a successful recovery should windshear be inadvertently encountered.

Any choice the crew makes involves a trade of one thing for another. These trades”are what these
*

precautions are all about. Table 4.4-5 describes the six precautions and summarizes what was
traded to improve the margin of safety should an inadvertent windshear encounter occur.
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Table 4.4-5 APPROACH PRECAUTIONS FOR SUSPECTED WINDSHEAR

PRECAUTION PREFERRED CHOICE

Stabilized Approach Achieve by 1,000 ft AGL

Throttle
Movement

Trim Changes

Runway
Selection
Flap Selection

Increased

Minimize thrustreductions

Minimize trim changes

Longest suitable runway

Consider use of recommended
flap setting (See Table 4.4-6
for specific recommendation
for each airplane)

Consider use of increased
Approach Speeds approach speed (up to a

maximum increase of 20 kt)

Autoflight Use during approach
Systems

ADVANTAGE

Improves windshear recognition

Improved windshear recognition
Fasterengine spool-up

Lower stick forces when exiting

shear

More runway for stopping

Best overall performance during
approach recovery

Improved climbout
More margin to stick shaker

Extra monitoring time available

DISADVANTAGE

May be contrary to normal
ATC procedures

None

None

None

None

Increased stopping
distance

May mask onset of
windshear
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TABLE 4.4-6 RECOMMENDED LANDING FLAP SETTING

*

Manufacturer Airplane Twe Recommended Flap Setting

Boeing 727 Flaps 30
737 Flaps 30
747 Flaps 25 or 30
757 Flaps 30
767 Flaps 30

Douglas DC-8 *

DC-9 *

DC-10 Flaps 35
MD-80 Flaps 28

Lockheed L-1011 Flaps 33

I* Minimum flap setting authorized for normal kmdin~ confi~ations I
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e 4.4.3.2 APPROACWLANDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.1 STABILIZED APPROACH

During some normal operations, stabilized approaches are not achieved prior to 500 ft AGL.
However, in a potential windshear environment, a stabilized approach should be established no
later than 1,000 ft AGL to improve windshear recognition capability. The resulting stabilized
instrument indications will make any significant deviations easier to detect.
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I ----
4.4.3.2

4.4.3.2.2

APPROACWIANDING PRECAUTIONS

THRUST REDUCTIONS AND/OR TRIM CHANGES

Introduction

Additional precautions that the flight crew can observe during suspected windshear deal &ith
thrust and trim changes during the approach. It is important to minimize the thrust reductions
and trim changes that might decrease the airplanes performance in a recovery.
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4.4.3.2 APPROACH/LA.NDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.2 THRUST REDUCTIONS AND/OR TRIM CHANGES

summary

Changing the thrust or trim setting from their stabilized approach values is normally not a
problem. However, if the possibility of windshear exists, this action can complicate matters if a
recovery is required. The pilot must always be aware of the possibility of windshear. Rather
than compensate for a momentary headwind with thrust and/or trim, it is preferable to wait a few
seconds to see if the headwind turns into a tailwind shear. If the windshear does occur, and a
recovery is initiated, the pilot will have more thrust sooner, and lower column forces with which
to contend. This section illustrates the effect on the recovery of a thrust reduction and a trim
change in response to an initial headwind change.
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4.4.3.2 APPROACWLANDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.2 THRUST REDUCTIONS AND/OR TRIM CHANGES

Discussion

o Thrust Reduction

A windshear can often be accompanied by a high level of wind turbulence which increases the
pilot workload and masks early recognition of the shear. As illustrated in Section 4.2 of this
document, a microburst may produce a region of headwind that precedes the tailwind shear. If
the thrust is reduced during the headwind portion of a windshear encounter, the engines will not
spin up as quickly to go-around thrust. When flying in suspected windshear, it is preferable to let
the airspeed increase, rather than retard the throttles. If the pilot retards the throttles in response
to a large increasing headwind, and the headwind then changes to a Iarge taihvind shear, the
airplane’s flight path will be worse than if the pilot had left the throttles at their original position.
Obviously, if the headwind persists and the airspeed becomes excessive resulting in a
destabilized approach, a recovery should be initiated. Any time the airplane is in suspected
windshear at reduced thrus~ recovery performance is compromised.

Figure 4.4-33 shows the effect of initiating a recovery with the throttles at a reduced setting
compared to the normal approach setting. The plot of altitude versus distance shows a slightly
higher minimum altitude of the recovery where the thrust reduction did not precede the recovery.

*

The key here is to avoid ~ thrust reductions. Figure 4.4-33 illustrates the effect of 7° of
t.brottle handle movement as an example.
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4.4.3.2 APPROACWLAND ING P~CAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.2 THRUST REDUCTIONS AND/OR TRIM CHANGES

o Trim Changes

Excessive stabilizer trim changes during suspected windshear is not recommended. If a
headwind occurs just prior to the tailwind shear, it is better to compensate with control column
inputs, rather than trim. If nose down trim is applied to compensate for the headwind, large
control column forces may be required during the recovery depending on the actual trim
characteristics of the airplane. Some airplanes have a speed trim system that will automatically
compensate for unexpected speed excursions.

Therefore, it is recommended as a precautionary measure to the flight crew when operating in
suspected windshear conditions:

1) Do not make thrust reductions in response to initial headwind changes that show up as
airspeed increases; the headwind may be followed by a tailwind (airspeed loss).

2) Do not make immediate stabilizer trim changes in response to initial headwind changes; large
control column forces could result if a tailwind shear occurs and a recovery is required.

m
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4.4.3.2 APPROACHiLANDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.3 RUNWAY SELECTION

Introduction

The selection of which runway to use for an approach in possible windshear conditions could
influence the success of the approach to landing. This section presents the factors which must be
considered if more than one runway is available.

*
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4.4.3.2 APPROACH5ANDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.3 RUNWAY SELECTION

summary

In general, the longest suitable runway should be used for landing during suspected windsliear.
A longer runway will provide the greatest margin for increased ground roll (due to unanticipated
winds or slippery runway conditions). However, if a shorter runway is available with fewer
indications of windshear, it may be the preferred choice. Consideration must also be given to
crosswind and tailwind limitations. The intent is to avoid windshear by using a more suitable
runway, holding, or diverting to an alternate airport. In addition, a runway with an Instrument
Landing System (ILS) should be given strong consideration. As discussed in Section 4.4.5.3.1
Recovery Initiation Criteria, the instrumentation used for an II-S approach can aid windshear
recognition.
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o 4.4.3.2 APPROACH/LANDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.3 RUNWAY SELECTION

Discussion

A longer runway
required when:

provides additional stopping distance. Additional stopping distance may be

1)
2)
3)
4)

An unexpected tailwind increases the ground speed,
Extra speed is used as a precautionary measure during the approach,
A lesser flap setting (less flap deflection) is used,
The runway is water soaked and the braking effectiveness is reduced.

The flight crew needs to assess which runways are suitable. They need to take into account the
effect of a tailwind which will increase ground speed, how much additional speed will be added
to VREF, which flap to use, and the runway condition. Recognizing that normal field length
margins may be reduced, the pilot should choose the runway with an approach flight path that is
least likely to pass through a region of windshear.

*

A higher approach ground speed will result from additional speed added by the pilot to the
normal reference approach speed (q to compensate for reported winds, gusts or the effects
of a tailwind shear. As discussed in Section 4.4.3.1.2 Takeoff Precautions, stopping distance is a
function of ground speed rather than airspeed. Hence, a tailwind shear increases the ground
speed and thus, the stopping distance. Selecting a lesser flap setting also increases the approach
speed and the corresponding stopping distance.

Another consideration is the effect of a headwind shear just prior to touchdown. The increasing
headwind could result in an extended landing flare which increases the landing field length even
though the ground speed is decreasing. For either type of shear, the longest
provides the best field length margins for an inadvertent windshear encounter.

suitable runway
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4.4.3.2 APPROACWLANDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.3 RUNWAY SELECTION
*

The actual runway condition must also be taken into account when deciding which runway to
choose. Thunderstorms and the accompanying heavy rainfall are often present during windshear
conditions. Heavy rainfall can result in a very wet or flooded runway in a very short period of
time. The braking capability on the resultant slippery runway can be very poor.

Figure 4.4-34 illustrates the effect of additional speed, runway condition and flap setting on
landing distance. This figure shows that for a normal landing on a dry runway, the actual landing
distance is 60% of the FAR field length. In other words, the FAR field length has a 40% margin
compared to cedlcation flight test results. An approach speed increase of 20 kt consumes a
relatively small amount of the margin, only about 15’70of the required FAR dry runway landing
field length. However, when the increased approach speed is combined with a slippe~ runway,
the actual landing distance exceeds the minimum FAR dry field length requirement. For this
particular example, the slippery runway braking capability is one-half the maximum dry
capability, with no credit for reverse thrust. As shown by the three bars to the right of Fi=~e 4.4-
34, tie effect of flap setting has a relatively small effect on the required distance. Section
4.4.3.2.4 discusses optimum flap selection for recove~ during windshear.

The flight crew should select a runway that is long enough to satisfy the anticipated conditions.
For most operations today, the available runways for Ianding generally exceed the required FAR e

field length by severaI thousand feet. Even with this available margin on all usable runways, the
longest suitable runway is the preferred choice when flying in weather conducive to windshear.
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4.4.3.2 APPROACWLANDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.4 LANDING FLAP SELECTION

Introduction

The objective of selecting one flap setting over another is to improve airplane performance ‘tnd
minimize pilot workload in the event windshear is encountered on the approach and a recove~
has to be executed. The data in this section address this issue.
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m 4.4.3.2

4.4.3.2.4

summary

APPROACWLANDING PRECAUTIONS

LANDING FLAP SELECTION

The optimum landing flap is dependent on the aiqlane type. A summary of the appropriate
landing flap for each airplane type is provided in Table 4.4-6. The criteria used in choosing one
flap over another are shown below:

Lesser Flap Setting Greater Flap Setting
(less deflection) (more deflection)

Landing Field Length More Field Length Less Field Length

Recovery Minimum Altitude No Advantage No Advantage

Approach Speed Higher Speed Lower Speed

Climbout Profile Slightly Better Slightly Worse

*

Stick Shaker Margin*

Acceleration Capability

Less Margin More Margin

Higher acceleration Lower Acceleration

“ Airplane type dependent
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4.4.3.2 APPROACWLANDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.4 LANDING FLAP SELECTION

o Landing Field Lengths

Figure 4.4-34 indicated a relatively small effect on landing field length due to flap setting (lesser
flap setting requires slightly more runway). Based on this figure, the greater landing flap is
slightly better due to the shorter runway requirements.

o Minimum Altitude

Figure 4.4-35 shows a comparison of two recoveries
that in both profiles, the windshear onset begins at

which use different landing flaps. Notice
an altitude of 800 ft and the recovery is

initiated after a 15 kt airspeed loss. The altitude profiles show that for a recovery in windsh-ear,
there is a negligible difference in minimum altitudes for the greater landing flap setting.

o Approach Speed

As seen in Figure 4.4-35, the lesser flap setting has a higher approach speed which is generally
beneficial in a windshear encounter. However, examination of the angle-of-attack trace indicates
a reduced margin to stick shaker for the lesser flap setting which is detrimental. The relationship

between flap setting, approach speed and stick shaker margin is airplane type dependent. *
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Figure 4.4-35 Effect of Flaps on Recovery
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4.4.3.2 APPROACIWIA.NDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.4 LANDING FLAP SELECTION

o Climbout Capability

Again Refernng to Figure 4.4-35, once the descent has stopped and the airplane is a@in
climbing, the lesser flap setting has little or no advantage over the greater flap setting. The lesser
flap setting, in the absence of windshear, has a higher climb gadient than the greater flap setting.
However, this may not be true during a severe shear where extended flight at intermittent stick
shaker may be required.

o Margin to Stick Shaker

Another consideration is the margin to stall warning (stick shaker) during the recovery. Notice
the plot of angle of attack on Fi=me 4.4-35. In this particular case, since both flap settings have
the same stick shaker angles of attack, the lesser flap setting has less margin in angle of attack to
stick shaker. This means that the lesser flap setting requires the pilot to spend more time flying
at intermittent stick shaker (small, steady control inputs to just maintain intermittent stick shaker)
compared to the greater flap setting. Longer exposure to flight at intermittent stick shaker may
increase pilot workload. Due to the many factors which influence stick shaker exposure (e.g.,
airspeed, stick shaker angle of attack flap setting), the relative exposures to stick shaker will be
airplane type dependent. *
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4.4.3.2 APPROACWLANDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.4 LANDING FLAP SELECTION

o Acceleration Capability

As seen in Figure 4.4-35, the
recovery than the greater flap

lesser flap setting produces a higher acceleration during’ the
setting. This higher acceleration prevents the airspeed from

decaying as much as the greater flap setting would. This reduction in airspeed loss is a piloting
issue and is considered as favorable.

The data in Figure 4.4-35 are derived using a 59 kt tailwind change. When the wind magnitude
is increased to 72 kt (rate also increased), Flaps 30 continues to be the better flap choice. A
summary of the three key issues involved in choosing the optimum landing flap (minimum
altitude, airspeed loss, time at stick shaker) is shown in Figure 4.4-36 as a function of the target
recovery attitude. While the time at stick shaker is comparable between the two flap settings,
Flaps 30 shows a higher minimum altitude. For both wind magnitudes, Flaps 30 remains the
preferred choice for landing flap.
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m 4.4.3.2 APPROACEULANDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.5 INCREASED APPROACH SPEEDS

Introduction

Increased approach speeds increase the performance margins during a windshear encounter. tis
section outlines the benefits as well as the consequences of increased airspeed during an
approach through suspected windshear.
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4.4.3.2 APPROACWLANDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.5 INCREASED APPROACH SPEEDS

summary

Increased speed above the normal V- approach speed is beneficial during a recoverj in
windshear. The benefits are:

1) Improved terrain clearance.

2) Increased margin to stick shaker.

If available landing field length permits, airspeed may be increased above normal VREF up to a
maximum of 20 kt. This increased speed should be maintained to flare, but touchdown must
occur within the normal touchdown zone. The airplane must not be permitted to float down the
runway.

As many variables are involved, it is not practical to provide exact guidance on the effect of 20 kt
extra speed on actual stopping distance. Wind can be a major factor since stopping distance is
affected by ground speed rather than airspeed.

Other factors affecting stopping distance, such as availability and effectiveness of thrust m

reversers, tire and brake condition, runway surface conditions, etc., must also be taken into
consideration. On a dry runway with no adverse factors present, FAR landing field len=fi may
accommodate 20 kt extra speed at touchdown, while in other cases, greater field length may be
required. If in doubt, use the longest suitable runway which does not expose the airplane to

greater hazard from possible shear.
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e 4.4.3.2

4.4.3.2.5

Increased
4.4.3.2.1.

APPROACWLANDING PRECAUTIONS

INCREASED APPROACH SPEEDS

touchdown speeds increase stopping distance as discussed previously in Section
An additional 20 kt at touchdown can increase stopping distance by as much as 25%

and in some cases may exceed brake energy limits. Increased approach speeds may also increase
the potential for touchdown on the nose gear on some airplanes.

e
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4.4.3.2 APPROACWLANDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.5 INCREASED APPROACH SPEEDS

Discussion

o Terrain Clearance

Using an approach speed above the normal reference approach speed (V~F or V~3-1-5)
improves terrain clearance during a recovery in windshear. Figure 4.4-37 illustrates the time
history of recoveries at three different speeds. The throttles are kept constant at the initial trim
thrust setting until recovery. Note that the altitude profile shows a si=ticant improvement in
the minimum altitude as well as improved climbout terrain clearance with increased approach
speed. The primary reason for the improvement in climb capability is the additional margin to
stick shaker provided by the increased speed. (See the discussion of climb capability in Section
4.3.4, “Windshear Effects on Aerodynamics and Systems”).

o Effect on Angle of Attack

During a typical approach, the airplane is usually trimmed on a 3° descent path to the runway
(normal glideslope). An increased approach speed requires a lower angle of attack to fly the
approach compared to a normal (VWF or V~~5) speed. This can be observed on the plot of

angle of attack on Figure 4.4-37. The same Ml at a lower angle of attack (because of the e

increased speed) means that the margin to stick shaker will be greater. This is illustrated on
Figure 4.4-37 by the additional angle-of-attack margin prior to stick shaker for the increased
approach speed.

The margin to stick shaker is very important during a severe windshear. The pilot may have to
use all of the mmgin to stick shaker by rotating to a higher nose up attitude to avoid ground or
obstacle contact.
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Figure 4.4-37 Effect of Approach Speed on Recovery
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4.4.3.2 APPROACWLANDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.5 INCREASED APPROACH SPEEDS

It is important to remember that strict adherence to airspeed during a windshear is not an
acceptable recovery technique. If the airplane nose is lowered to maintain or recover speed, the
rate of sink increases very quickly. Jf the airplane is close to the ground at this point, it is
possible that the resulting high descent rate could not be stopped in time to avoid ground contact.
The proper method is to increase lift by pitching to a higher attitude and accepting low airspeed.
This method is illustrated in Figure 4.4-38.

0 A Possible Disadvantage - Increased Touchdown Speed and Increased Field Length

A possible disadvantage of using increased approach speeds is the increased touchdown speed
and increased field length requked to stop. In a case where the windshear is encountered at a
point on approach from which a recovery cannot be executed (or no shear occurs at all), the
increased speed will result in increased landing field length.
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Figure 4.4-38 Effect of Approach Technique
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4.4.3.2 APPROACWLANDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.6 AUTOPILOT AND AUTOTHROTTLE

Introduction

Other precautionary measures the flight crew can take are the use of the autopilot ‘and
autothrottle. This section discusses the advantages and potential disadvantages of using the
autopilot and autothottle on approach in a windshezu- environment and the proper action to take
if a recovery is initiated.
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4.4.3.2 APPROACWLANDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.6 AUTOPILOT AND AUTOTHROTTLE

summary

During the approach it is desirable to utilize the autopilot and autothrottles to the maximum
extent practical. The main advantage of using the autopilot and autothrottle on approach in a
windshear environment is that these systems relieve pilot workload, allowing the crew more time
to monitor instruments and weather conditions. The autothrottle can also be an indicator of
windshear. However, use of automated systems, particularly the autothrottle, only provide
benefits if properly monitored. In the absence of proper monitoring, these systems can mask the
windshear onset.

Not all autoflight systems perform well in gusty or turbulent conditions. The autopilot and/or the
autothrottle should be disconnected when continued use appears to be counter-productive.

During a windshear recovery, autoflight systems not specifically designed for operation in
windshear should be disconnected.
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4.4.3.2 APPROACWLANDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.6 AUTOPILOT AND AUTOTHROTTLE

Discussion

One of the primary advantages to using the autopilot and autothrottle during an approach through
suspected windshear is the reduced crew workload. The lower workload allows the pilots more
time to scan the instruments and look for indications of windshear. Section 4.4.5.3.1 Recognition
discusses the appropriate instruments that are particularly beneficial for windshear recognition.
The use of modem-day autopilot and autothrottle systems can improve the recognition time for a
windshear so that immediate recovery action can be taken.

The autopilot and autothrottle should be disconnected during the actual windshear recovery.
These systems may, upon depressing the Takeoff/Go-around (TOGA) switches on the throttles,
command the airplane in a manner which may be incomect in a windshear (i.e. maintaining
airspeed only). If the flight crew permits the autopilot/autothrottle to fly in this manner, a
degrading flight path may develop.

Use of autopilot control wheel steering (CWS) has not been fully evaluated for its effectiveness
in a windshear encounter. One consideration regarding CWS is that it is typically a single-
channel autopilot mode and, as such, has reduced control authority. In any case, if CWS is used
during a windshear encounter, its use should be discontinued if it produces difficulty in achieving
the desired attitude.
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4.4.3.2 APPROACWLANDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.6 AUTOPILOT AND AUTOTHROTTLE

There is a potential disadvantage when using the autopilot and autothrottle systems. Because of
the excellent glideslope and speed control capability of these systems, their performance can
mask the @lane’s response to a windshear. For those airplanes with a windshear detection
system, this would not be a significant problem since the alert would be triggered whether or not
the autopilot was engaged. The pitch attitude, throttle position and ground speed (when
available) should be closely monitored since the pilot may be less aware of control inputs when
the autopilot and/or autothrottle are engaged.

Figure 4.4-39 illustrates the result of a 3 second delay in recognition and initiation of a recovery.
The altitude profile clearly shows the need for timely recognition and a recove~. The improved
recognition time available to the crew when using the autopilot and autothrottle can have a
significant effect on the terrain clearance during a recovery in windshear.

*

*
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4.4.3.2 APPROACHL4.NDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.7 FLIGHT DIRECTOR

Introduction

Another precautionary measure the flight crew can take is related to the use of the flight director.
This section addresses the proper action to take with regard to the flight director if windshear is
encountered on the approach, and a recovery is initiated.
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4.4.3.2 APPROACWLANDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.7 FLIGHT DIRECTOR

summary

Flight directors specifically designed for operation in windshear should be used on approach ‘hnd
recovery. Conventional flight directors should be used on approach only and disconnected or
ignored if recovery is required.

Some flight directors are equipped with a selectable pitch attitude mode. If normal procedures
utilize this feature, the selectable pitch attitude mode may be effectively used in a windshear
encounter provided the selected attitude is within the acceptable range. However, if an attitude
other than the selected attitude becomes necesstu-y, the flight director should be disregarded and,
time permitting, turned off.
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4.4.3.2 APPROACWIANDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.7 FLIGHT DIRECTOR

Discussion

Flight directors specifically designed for operation in windshear command a nose up attibde
upon initiating TOGA. This pitch command will be maintained (unless stick shaker is
approached) until the airplane rate of climb reaches a prescribed level. The flight director will
then convert to an airspeed command.

On the other hand, conventional flight directors may command attitudes which may be incorrect
in a windshear upon initiating TOGA. If the flight crew follows the flight director commands in
this case (maintaining airspeed only), a degrading flight path may develop.

Some airplanes are equipped with flight directors that have a pitch command control option
which allows the user to select or preset a pitch attitude on the AD1. This mode may provide
effective guidance during recovery provided the pitch attitude selected is at least the normal go-
around attitude, and the pitch commands are not subject to si~lcant instrument lags. The flight
crew should also remember that these type flight directors do not have built-in stall protection.
In severe shears, these flight directors may command attitudes above stick shaker. In using these
devices, care must be exercised to limit recovery attitudes to values not exceeding those for stick
shaker.

The flight crew must know what type of system is available in their airplane. If the flight director
provides windshear flight path guidance, it should be used. If the flight director does not provide
windshear flight path guidance, the crew must ignore or discomect the flight director during a
recovery in windshear. Pitch selectable flight directors must be used with care.
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4.4.3.2 APPROACHLANDING PRECAUTIONS

4.4.3.2.7 FLIGHT DIRECTOR

The consequences of strictly adhering to airspeed during windshear are drastic. Figure 4.4-38, in
Section 4.4.3.2.5 illustrates that once the airplane is allowed to pitch down to try to maintain
airspeed, terrain avoidance may be impossible.
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4.4.4 FOLLOW STANDARD 0PER4TING TECHNIQUES

Introduction

Whether operating an aircraft in normal or windshear conditions, the flight crew should

always practice good airmanship by following established standard operating techniques.

The use of standard operating techniques will enable a more timely recognition of a

windshear encounter and improve the chances for a successful

discusses the standard operating techniques that would be

inadvertent windshear encounter during takeoff or approach.

recove~. This section

most beneficial in an

The limited time available for windshear recognition and the difficulty of identifying a

windshear encounter are demonstrated by the “Lessons Learned” in Section 4.3. The

standard operating techniques emphasize the need for crew awareness of the flight path,

proper piloting techniques and the importance of effective crew coordination in order to

provide early recognition and response to a critical situation.

Indications of aircraft performance are provided to the flight crew by the cockpit
.

instruments. There are six important key indicators: altitude, airspeed, vertical speed,

pitch attitude, glideslope and throttle position. Of these, the pilot has direct control over

only two: pitch attitude and thrust. The crew should be aware that a nose down pitch

attitude change or reduced thrust adversely affects the airplane flight path in windshear.

This section addresses the critical importance of crew awareness and crew coordination to

help ident@ and initiate the correct response to an inadvertent windshear encounter.

●—
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4.4.4 FOLLOW STANDARD OPERATING TECHNIQUES

4.4.4.1 TAKEOFF

Certain procedures and techniques, if foIlowed, can help prevent a dangerous fIight path

situation from developing in an inadvertent windshear encounter. The procedures and

techniques outlined in this section are very important and should be a part of the crew’s

standard operating techniques. These techniques should be followed on every flight,

whether or not windshear is anticipated. It is important to develop a flight deck discipline

which encourages awareness and effective crew coordination, particularly during

marginal weather conditions and at night. The following techniques are recommended

for routine operation to help develop an awareness of the si=~s of windshear to ensure

early recognition and correct response to an inadvertent windshear encounter.

1)

2)

3)

4)

Develop an awareness of normal instrument values for airspeed, vertical speed,

altitude, pitch attitude, and thrust.

Crosscheck flight director commands using the vertical flight path instruments.

Know the criteria for windshear recognition and be prepared to perform the

recommended recovery technique if required.

The pilot not flying should closely monitor the vertical flight path instruments

(such as vertical speed and altitude) and use standardized callouts for any

deviations from normal.

Using these standard operating techniques on a daily bails can minimize tie time to

recognize an inadvertent windshear encounter. Crew coordination used on a day-to-day

basis will increase the likelihood of early windshear recognition.

●
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4.4.4 FOLLOW STANDARD OPERATING TECHNIQUES

4.4.4.1 TAKEOFF

4.4.4.1.1 CREW AWARENESS

Introduction

Windshear recognition can be greatly enhanced if the flight crew follows the appropriate

standard operating techniques on a daily basis. The crew should always be prepared to

identify any indication of a degrading flight path. An adverse windshear (increasing

tailwind and downdraft) will cause a decrease in the normal airspeed and rate-of-climb.

In a severe windshear, the result can be a potential overrun or a descending flight path

following liftoff. Cockpit instruments are helpful in identifying degraded performance,

and if evaluated in a timely manner, maximize the opportunity for a safe recovery.

Abnomd variations of airspeed, altitude, vertical speed, and pitch attitude can provide

e
the important fwst indications of severe windshear.

●
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4.4.4 FOLLOW STANDARD OPERATING TECHNIQUES

4.4.4.1 TAKEOFF

4.4.4.1.1 CREW AWARENESS

summary

Timely recognition of a severe windshear encounter can be enhanced through crew

awareness of the effects of windshem on the vertical flight path. IrI particular, the

airspeed, altimeter, vertical speed and pitch attitude instruments can indicate the presence

of windshear. Crews should be prepared to execute the recommended recovery procedure

immediately if deviations from target conditions exceed:

1) *15 knots indicated airspeed

2) Y500 FPM vertical speed

3) ~5° pitch attitude

Exact criteria cannot be established due to the variable characteristics of windshear. In

certain situations where sign.ifkmt rates of change occur, it may be necess~ to initiate

recovery before any of the above conditions ae exceeded. When these parameters

indicate degrading performance (speed loss, lower rate of climb or altitude, or reduced

pitch), the crew should be prepared to promptly execute the windshear recovery

procedures outlined in Section 4.4.5.

e
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e 4.4.4 FOLLOW STANDARD OPERATING TECHNIQUES

4.4.4.1 TAKEOFF

4.4.4.1.1 CREW AWARENESS

Using normal target pitch attitudes during takeoff and climbout on a day-to-day basis can

provide the greatest potential benefits if windshear should inadvertently be encountered

on takeoff. Crews should be aware of the target all-engines-operating climbout attitude

and use that attitude when below 1,000 ft above the ground. This will provide more

timely recognition and increased protection should a severe windshear be inadvertently

encountered.

●
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4.4.4 FOLLOW STANDARD OPElL4TING TECHNIQUES

4.4.4.1 TAKEOFF

4.4.4.1.1 CREW AWARENESS

Discussion

o Windshear Identification

Figure 4.4-40 shows an example windshear encounter. The purpose of the figure is to

illustrate how the crew’s use of the appropriate standard operating techniques results in a

more dmely recognition of a windshear condition.

The variations in airspeed, altitude, vertical speed and pitch attitude, provide clues to a

degrading flight path due to windshear. The crew must be prepared to evaluate trends in

the instrument variations to differentiate between events such as turbulence, engine

failure, and windshear. In a severe windshear encounter, only a few seconds are available

torecognize the problem and properly react with pitch control and thrust.

It may not always be possible to immediately identify the specific cause of a significant

performance loss during takeoff. However, the crew should execute the recommended

recovery procedure immediately if deviations from target conditions exceed:

1) ~15 knots indicated airsueed

2) ~500° FPM vertical sueed

3) +5° pitch attitude

Exact criteria cannot be established due to the variable characteristics of windshear. In

certain situations where significant rates of change occur, it may be necessary to initiate

recovery before any of the above conditions are exceeded.

●
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Figure 4.4-40 EXAMPLE WINDSHEAR IDENTIFICATION
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4.4.4 FOLLOW STANDARD OPEFU4TTNGTechniques

4.4.4.1 TAKEOFF

4.4.4.1.1 CREW AWARENESS

There are probably many mild windshear encounters that go almost unnoticed. However,

an alert crew should always be prepared in windshear conditions to quickly react to

significant deviations in airspeed, vertical speed, altitude, or pitch attitude. The values

shown previously are beyond typical deviations that would go “unnoticed’ by the crew.

Proper crew awareness would allow the crew to anticipate a signillcant problem by the

time the instruments show the *15 kt, ~500 FPM, or*50 pitch attitude deviations.

Windshear recognition during takeoff ground roll is even more difficult than in other

phases of flight. Normal indications of windshear Eke rate-of-climb change, and altitude

variations, are not available during ground roll. Windshear recognition during takeoff

ground roll can usually be made only on the basis of airspeed indications.
*
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4.4.4.1 TAKEOFF

4.4.4.1.1 CREW AWARENESS

o Performance Losses

Significant airplane performance losses can arise from factors other than windshear.

Things such as an engine failure, incorrect thrust setting, airframe ice, or a contaminated

runway can all result in significant performance losses during takeoff. Figure 4.4-41

shows a no wind flight profile comparison of a normal all-engines-operating takeoff and a

takeoff with an engine failure at the scheduled rotation speed. Figure 4.4-41 shows that

the lower airspeed and climb rate due to an engine failure is similar to a windshear

encounter. However, unlike a windshear encounter, an engine failure can usually be

detected more directly from engine instruments in the cockpit and the requirement for

a
rudder and wheel inputs.

Airplane systems are now becoming available that will greatly improve crew reaction

time in windshear. These new systems can detect and alert the crew usually before the

crew is aware of a windshear threat. Full advantage of these systems should be taken if

they are on the airplane.

●
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Fi=we 4.4-41 All-Engine Versus Engine-Out Takeoff Performance -No Wind
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FOLLOW STANDARD OPElL4TING TECHNIQUES

TAKEOFF

4.4.4.1.1 CREW AWARENESS

o Pitch Attitude Control

Figure 4.4-42 shows a comparison of two flight profiles in an inadvertent windshear

encounter. Two different assumptions of pitch attitude control are illustrated. The solid

lines show a takeoff profile where a target pitch attitude is used below 1,000 ft above the

ground. The dashed lines show the result of flying target airspeed below 1,000 ft above

the ground. As shown, reducing pitch attitude to regain target airspeed can seriously

compromise the success of recovery. The degraded performance is due to the very high

sink rate that occurs in a windshear when the pitch attitude is not kept in the normal range

of takeoff pitch attitudes. If the airplane is not allowed to pitch down excessively, the

a
flight profile is significantly improved. Therefore, at relatively low altitudes (below 1,000

ft AGL), the standard operating techniques require an awareness and use of the normal

clirnbout pitch attitude and less emphasis on strict control of airspeed.

A procedure which emphasizes normal target pitch attitudes for routine takeoff and

clirnbout below 1,000 ft above the ground improves the chances of a correct response

should windshear be inadvertently encountered. This is because pitch attitude control is

the recommended procedure for a windshear recovery. If target attitudes are maintained

during a windshear encounter, the flight profile will be significantly better than if the pilot

elects to strictly adhere to airspeed. Therefore, it is recommended that routine takeoff

procedures emphasize a target pitch attitude when less than 1,000 ft above the ground.

Using this technique assures proper control of the flight path in an inadvertent windshear

encounter.

●
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Figure 4.4-42 Takeoff Technique Effects - Windshear at Liftoff
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4.4.4.1 TAKEOFF

4.4.4.1.1 CREW AWARENESS

Use of the target pitch attitude procedures recommended here will not affect routine

operations. All-engine target pitch attitudes are chosen to achieve the normal aU-en=@nes-

operating target climbout speeds. Therefore, normal non-windshear operations

emphasizing target pitch attitudes will have the same effect as controlling to a target

speed while providing protection for an unexpected windshear encounter. Control of

flight path using pitch attitude should be emphasized for all operations below 1,000 ft

AGL.

The required change to the routine takeoff technique will require knowledge of the

appropriate target pitch attitudes. Figure 4.4-43 illustrates the nominal range of takeoff

pitch attitudes and initial rates of cIimb for Boeing airplanes as a function of percent

maximum takeoff gross weight. These data are provided to illustrate trends, and are not

intended for operational use. Manufacturer’s documentation should be consulted for

actual quantitative data.

●
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Figure 4.4-44

FOLLOW STANDARD OPERATING TECHNIQUES

TAKEOFF

CREW AWARENESS

illustrates the nominal range of takeoff pitch attitudes and initial rates of

climb for the Douglas DC-9 and MD-80 series airplanes as a function of percent

maximum takeoff gross weight. Again, these charts provide guidelines only and are not

intended for operational use.

●
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FOLLOW STANDARD OPERATING TECHNIQUES

TAKEOFF

CREW AWARENESS

Figure 4.4-45 illustrates the nominal range of takeoff pitch attitudes and initial rates of

climb for the Douglas DC- 10 Series 15/30/40 airplanes as a function of percent maximum

takeoff gross weight. Again, these charts provide guidelines only and are not intended for

operational use.

●
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Figure 4.4-46 illustrates the nominal range of takeoff pitch attitudes and initial rates of

climb for the Douglas DC- 10 Series 10 airplane as a function of percent maximum

takeoff gross weight. Again, these charts provide guidelines only and are not intended for

operational use.
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Figure 4.4-47

FOLLOW STANDARD OPERATING TECHNIQUES

TAKEOFF

CREW AWARENESS

illustrates the nominal range of takeoff pitch attitudes and initial rates of

climb for the Lockheed L-10 11 as a function of percent maximum takeoff gross weight.

Again, this is trend information only.

●
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o Instrument Limitations

Flight crew awareness and reco=tition procedures for windshear should include an

understanding of known deficiencies in instrumentation used for windshear recognition.

A pneumatic type vertical speed indicator (VSl) can lag actual vertical speed during a

windshear encounter. It is recommended that procedures for windshear recognition re-

emphasize sole use of vertical speed as a means of windshear recognition unless the

system uses inertial reference sensors (only a very small percentage of the commercial

jets currently in service have this type of VSI). However, the VSI should still remain one

of the instruments utilized during the normal instrument scan. A more detailed

description of the different vertical speed instruments and their associated errors can be

found in Section 4.3.4 Windshear Effects on Aerodynamics and Systems.

●
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4.4.4.1 TAKEOFF

4.4.4.1.2 CREW COORDINATION

e

Windshear encounters epitomize the type of situations where concentration on airplane

control, altitude and attitude awareness, and application of good crew coordination

practices are essential. Effective flight crew coordination and use of standard call-outs on

a daily basis can increase the chances of a successful recovery from an inadvertent

windshear encounter. Many operators already have a well defined set of crew

coordination procedures, and it is not the intent of the Windshear Training Aid to modify

these. However, to further stress the importance of this aspect of good airmanship,

examples of the type of procedures and call-outs which may be utilized are presented.

For normal operation, all crew members should monitor the airspeed, pitch attitude, and

vertical flight path instruments. This action requires a basic knowledge of expected
9B

airspeed, pitch attitude and rate of climb for the appropriate gross weight, flap position,

and ambient conditions. Crew members should call out any such deviations horn the

normal airspeed, rate of climb, and target pitch attitude to alert the pilot flying to the

degrading performance situation. The call-outs should use a standardized and

unambiguous terminology consistent with the operational philosophy of the individual

airline.

The pilot flying (PI?) should maintain flight path control while scanning the airspeed,

altitude, vertical spee~ and pitch attitude instruments, along with visual scans for

obstacle clearance. In a windshear encounter, the PF shouM adjust the pitch attitude and

thrust consistent with windshear recovery techniques and commensurate with the

standardized call-outs. Crew coordination and standard call-outs must occur on a daily

basis so that in the event of an inadvertent windshear encounter, nothing new has to be

recalled.

●
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The following crew coordination procedures and standardized call-outs are provided as

examples for use on a daily basis during all takeoffs:

1) All pilots should

pitch attitude.

monitor indications of airspeed, altitude, vertical speed and

2) Any pilot can call out a speciilc deviation from normal. The following

terminology is provided as an example:

“Airspeed 130 Increasing” (Holding, Decreasing)

“Altitude 200 feet Increasing” (HoMing, Decreasing)

“Vertical Speed 500 up (Subsequent call-outs

“Pitch 10° Holding” (Increasing, Decreasing)

will determine trend)

If windshear is inadvertently encountered, the pilot flying should immediately initiate the

recommended recovery procedure (Section 4.4.5) by adjusting pitch attitude and thrust

commensurate with the PNF call-outs. Windshear may be identified by abnormal

deviation in airspeed pitch attitude and vertical speed (see Section 4.4.4.1.1). Once

windshear is identified and the recovery procedure has been initiated the PNF should call-

out altitude deviations using the barometic altimeter, radio altimeter or VSI as

appropriate. For example:

“Climbing 500, altitude 400 feet sinking 200, altitude 300 feet” etc.

The call-outs should continue until the recovery is complete.
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4.4.4 FOLLOW STANDARD OPERATING TECHNIQUES

4.4.4.2 APPROACWLANDING

Certain procedures and techniques, if followed, can help prevent a dangerous flight path

situation from developing in an inadvertent windshear encounter on approach. These

procedures and techniques are of such importance that they should be incorporated into

each pilot’s personal standard operating techniques and practiced on every landing

whether or not windshear is anticipated. It is important to develop a cockpit discipline

which encourages awareness and effective crew coordination, particularly at night and

during marginal weather conditions. The following standard operating techniques are

recommended:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Develop an awareness of the si=ws of windshear and look for these si=gnson

every landing,

Develop an awareness of normal values of airspeed, vertical speed, pitch

attitude, altitude, and thrust,

Crosscheck flight director commands using the vertical flight path

instruments,

Achieve a stabilized approach no later than 1,000 ft AGL,

Know the recovery decision criteria and

recovery if the parameters are exceeded,

be prepared to execute an immediate

The pilot not flying should closely monitor the vertical flight path instruments

such as vertical speed, altimeters, and glideslope displacement and should call

out any deviations from normal.

In general, an altitude of one thousand feet should be considered the lowest altitude by

which the airspeed, vertical speed and flight path should be under control. If the

approach is not under control by that point, the pilot should initiate a recovery consistent
@

with weather and traffic conditions.
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4.4.4 FOLLOW STANDARD OPERATING TECHNIQUES

4.4.4.2 APPROACHL4NDING

4.4.4.2.1 CREW AWARENESS

Introduction

The importance of following standard operating techniques on a day-to-day basis cannot

be over-emphasized. This is especially important when flying in a suspected windshear

environment. By following established standard operating techniques on a daily basis,

the flight crew’s ability to detect windshear will be greatly enhanced. Abnormal

variations of airspeed, vertical speed, pitch attitude, altitude, and thrust setting provide

indications of severe windshear. This section illustrates how the crew can be better

prepared to detect an inadvertent windshear encounter through crew awareness of key

indicators.
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4.4.4.2 APPROACWLANDING

4.4.4.2.1 CREW AWARENESS

2) ~500 FPM vertical speed

summary

Timely recognition of a severe windshear encounter can be enhanced through crew

awareness of the effects of windshear on the vertical flight path. In particular, signii3cant

deviation in the airspeed, vertical speed, pitch attitude, glide slope and thrust setting can

indicate of the presence of windshear. Crews should be prepared to execute the

recommended recovery procedure immediately if deviations from target conditions

exceed:

1) *15 knots indicated airspeed

3) ~5° pitch attitude

4) *1 dot glideslo~e displacement

5) Unusual throttle Position for a sigtilcant period of time.

Exact criteria cannot be established due to the variable characteristics of windshear. In

certain situations where si~lcant rates of change occur, it may be necessary to initiate

recovery before any of the above conditions are exceeded. When these parameters

indicate degrading performance (speed loss, lower rate of climb or altitude, or reduced

pitch), the crew should be prepared to promptly execute the windshear recovery

procedures outlined in Section 4.4.5. If flying in convective weather, a recove~ may also

be required when these parameters indicate improved performance due to a headwind

shear which may be followed by a tailwind shear.

●m
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4.4.4.2.1 CREW AWARENESS

The crew should be aware of acceptable gfideslope stability criteria. When si=@ficant

deviations occur, as shown above, a recovery should be initiated. The pilot flying should

follow the windshear recovery techniques commensurate with standardized callouts

(Section 4.4.4.1.2, Crew Coordination).

●

I

I
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4.4.4.2 APPROACH/LANDING

4.4.4.2.1 CREW AWARENESS

Discussion

o Awareness of the Signs of Windshear

Crew awareness can be enhanced by a good knowledge of probable causes of windshear.

The flight crew’s best defense against windshear is to recognize the threat and avoid

flying into it. Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 discuss the evaluation of weather and the need to

avoid known windshear. However, there will be occasions when the airplane is

inadvertently flown into windshear. It is in this circumstance that the crew must be ready

to recognize the presence of windshear and lmow how to maximize the airplane’s

performance.

Variations in airspeed vertical speed, pitch attitude, glideslope deviation and throttle

position provide clues to the presence of windshear. The crew must be prepared to

evaluate trends in the instrument variations to differentiate between events such as

turbulence, engine failure, and windshear. IrIa severe windshear encounter, there is very

little time available to recognize the shear and properly respond.

●
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o Awareness of Normal Values

During an approach and landing in suspected windshear, it is very important that the

flight crew be aware of “normal” values for the primary flight deck instruments. The

crew should be aware of how these instrument readings change with gross weight, flap

setting, and ambient conditions for their airplane. Of particular importance are airspeed,

vertical speed, pitch attitude, altitude (or glideslope) and throttle position. Signitlcant

deviations from typical approach values may indicate the onset of a windshem. If the

crew is aware of how the actual indications are changing from “normal” values, they can

be better prepared to reco=tize the windshear and execute a recovery in a timely manner.

Crews should be prepared to execute the recommended recovery procedure immediately

if deviations from target conditions exceed:
*

1) *15 lmots indicated airspeed,

2) ~500 FPM vertical speed,

3) ~5° pitch attitude,

4) ~1 dot glideslope displacement,

5) Unusual throttle ~osition for a significant period of time.

Exact criteria cannot be established due to the variable characteristics of windshear. In

certain situations where significant rates of change occur, it may be necessary to initiate

recovery before any of the above conditions are exceeded.

8
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o Vertical Speed Indicator (VSI)

The majority of commercial airplanes in service today utilize a pneumatic VSI. Because

of delays inherent in a pneumatic VSI, the airplane’s actual vertical speed may be

different from that displayed by the VSI. Because of this delay in the VSI, the crew

cannot solely rely on this instrument to monitor flight path performance. It should be

used as part of the normal instrument scan which includes airspeed, pitch attitude,

altitude, and glideslope deviation.
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o Other Instruments

In addition to the airspeed and vertical speed instruments, the pitch attitude and

glideslope also provide clues to windshear. If the windshear be=ginswith an increasing

headwind, the pitch attitude will initially increase. If the pitch attitude change is

significant enough, the glideslope deviation indicator will show that the airplane is above

the glideslope. As the adverse tailwind shear occurs, if there has been no pitch correction

or trim change, the nose of the airplane may pitch down and the actual flight path will

descend below the intended glideslope.

An alert crew, flying in suspected windshear conditions, must be attentive to instrument

readings that indicate improved airplane performance (the temporary headwind) as well

as indications of deteriorating performance. If the crew can judge the severity of the

windshear from the start of the shear (just as the headwind turns into a tailwind), they will

be able to execute a recovery at a more favorable altitude. It is important to realize that

the headwind shear may not always be present (see Section 4.3.5.1 Figure 6); however, if

there is evidence of an increasing headwind--particularly in convective weather--the pilot

should initiate a recovery rather than wait to see if the tailwind shear occurs.

●
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o Throttle Position

Throttle position can be another indicator of windshear. A headwind/tailwind shear may

result in a throttle reduction/advance to account for the speed increase/decrease. If the

crew is aware of the normal throttle position and normal corrections to compensate for

turbulence, deviations are more quickly recognized and a more timely recovery decision

may be possible. Whether controlled manually or by the autothrottle, an unusual throttle

position for an extended period of time should alert the crew to a possible windshear.

The pilot should be aware of the normal thrust setting for typical approach speeds and

*
descent rates. If a windshear initially has a low rate of increasing tailwind, the pilot (or

autothrottle) may gradually apply additional thrust to counter the effect of the wind. The

crew should be attentive to the throttle activity and throttle position as part of their

standard operating techniques. If a high thrust setting is required to stay close to the

glideslope for an unusual period of time, the windshear may have already begun.

Inattention to the throttles as well as the other instruments can result in a delayed

recognition of a severe shear and reduced altitude margin during a recovery.
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o Stabilized Approach Criteria

In general, an altitude of 1,000 ft should be considered the lowest altitude by which the

airspeed, vertical speed and flight path should be under control. Jf the airplane is not

under control by that point, the pilot should initiate a recovery. Below 1,000 ft of

altitude, there may be very little time or altitude available for a safe recove~ in windshear

conditions. Figure 4.4-48 illustrates the typical altitude loss that occurs during a recovery

in moderate windshear. The dashed line on Figure 4.4-48 shows the effect of delaying

the recovery until an altitude of 500 ft.

Of the six indicators mentioned (altitude, airspeed, vertical spee~ pitch attitude,

glideslope and throttle position), the pilot has direct control only over two: pitch attitude

and thrust. The crew should be aware that a nose down pitch change or reduced thrust to

compensate for a momentary headwind adversely affects airplane performance in

windshear.

The following stabilized approach criteria are suggested below 1,000 ft AGL:

1) Airspeed at target approach speed *5 kt.

2) Power stabilized (allowing reasonable throttle activity).

3) Rate of sink between 500 and 1,000 FPM.

4) No more than 1 dot displacement from glideslope.

●
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4.4.4.2 APPROACWIANDING

4.4,4.2.1 CREW COORDINATION

Introduction

Windshear encounters epitomize the type of situations where concentration on airplane

control, altitude and attitude awareness, and application of good crew coordination

practices are essential. Effective flight crew coordination and use of standard call-outs on

a daily basis can increase the chances of a successful recovery from an inadvertent

windshear encounter. Many operators already have a well defined set of crew

coordination procedures, and it is not the intent of the Windshear Training Aid to modify

these. However, to further stress the importance of this aspect of good airmanship,

examples of the type of procedures and call-outs which may be utilized are presented.
e
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4.4.4.2 APPROACH/LANDING

4.4.4.2.1 CREW COORDINATION

Discussion

For normal operation, all crew members should monitor the airspeed, vertical speed, pitch

attitude, glideslope and throttle position. This action requires a basic knowledge of

expected values for these five parameters. Crew members should call out any deviations

from normal using standardized and unambiguous call-outs to alert the pilot flying to a

degrading performance situation.

The pilot flying (PF) should focus his attention on direct flight path control. In a

windshear encounter, the PF should adjust the pitch attitude and thrust consistent with

windshear recovery techniques and commensurate with the standardized call-outs. Good

crew coordination and standard call-outs must occur on a daily basis to increase the

likelihood of early recognition in the event of an inadvertent windshear encounter.
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4.4.4.2 APPROACI%LANDING

4.4.4.2.2 CREW COORDINATION

The following crew coordination procedures and standard call-outs are provided as

examples for use on a daily basis during all approaches:

1) Below 1,000 ft AGL, all pilots should monitor indications of airspeed, vertical

speed, pitch attitude, glideslope and throttle setting.

2) Any pilot can call out a specific deviation fi-om normal. The following

terminology is provided as an example:

“Aimpeed 115 increasing” (holding, decreasing)

“Vertical speed 1,200 down” (Subsequent call-out values

will determine the trend)

“Pitch minus 2° increasing” (holding, decreasing)

“Glideslope 1 dot high (or low) diver=tig” (holding, correcting)

“Power 40 percent” or

“Power 2,000 pounds” (depending on airplane type)

3) A procedure should be incorporated into normal crew coordination procedures

to ensure that one of the flight crew members is monitoring instrumentation

that could indicate flight path degradation. For example, at 500 ft AGL, the

PNF should call vertical speed
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“Vertical speed 800 down”

to indicate that he has scanned the instruments.

If a windshear is inadvertently encountered below 1,000 ft AGL, the pilot flying should

initiate an immediate recovery. Windshear may be identified by abnormal deviations in

airspeed, vertical speed, pitch attitude, gl.ideslope, or throttle position (see Section

4.4.4.2. 1). Once windshear is identified and the recovery procedure has been initiated,

the PNF should call-out altitude deviations using the call-outs as in tie takeoff case.

m
Examples: “Sinking 500, altitude 200 feet”

“Climbing 500, altitude 300 feet”
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m

If windshear avoidance has been unsuccessful and windshear has inadvertently been encountered,

a basic recovery technique may assist the crew in recovering from the encounter. The primary

objective of any recovery technique is to keep the airplane flying as long as possible in the hope

of exiting the shear. This is done by keeping the nose up and using maximum available thrust.

This section describes the recommended windshear recove~ technique for the three basic

windshear encounters: on the runway, after liftoff, and on approach. Alternate techniques and

why they were not adopted are also described.

As demonstrated by the “Lessons Learned” from windshear accidents (Section 4.3), the time

available for windshear reco=tition and recovery action is very short. For this reason any

windshear recovery technique has to be performed immediately by recall. This means it has to be

simple and it has to be similar for all types of windshear encounter situations.

The recommended recovery technique for all three encounters considered is simple and

fundamentally the same. Although each windshear encounter has its own unique characteristics,

the recovery requires control of flight path by using maximum thrust and sufficient pitch attitude
a

to establish a slightly positive flight path or minimize the descent. In other words, KEEP THE

THRUST UP AND KEEP THE NOSE UP.

The basic windshear recovery technique involves pitching to a target attitude of 15° ( 17.5° on

takeoff for L-101 1, 12.5° on takeoff for DC-8), using maximum rated thrust, and accepting lower

than normal airspeeds during the recovery. The pilot should be prepared to use whatever pitch

attitude is required to control the flight path and minimize altitude loss but still respect stick

shaker.

●
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Although not always precisely the optimum recovery attitude, an initial target of 15° (17.5° on

takeoff for L-101 1, 12.5° on takeoff for DC-8) was chosen since this attitude:

1) Falls within the range of attitudes which provide acceptable recovery capability over a wide

range of windsherw rates and magnitudes for the aircraft covered by this document.

2) Simplifies the piloting task because:

a) itk easily recalled especially in a high stress situation.

b) there is a mark on the ADI which the pilot can target even in heavy turbulence.

Data in this section shows that there is a range of target recovery attitudes that results in

essentially equivalent windshear recovery capability. The all-engine target attitude generally falls

within this range. For the data presented, the 15° (17.5° on takeoff for L- 1011, 12.5° on takeoff

a
for DC-8) attitude falls in the middle of this range of attitudes.

For those operators who utilize pre-calculated target pitch attitudes such as the all-engine attitude

for all normal takeoffs and go-arounds, these attitudes maybe used in place of the recommended

15° target recovery attitude.

It is recognized that some severe shears will be beyond the performance capability of the

airplane. In these cases, the recommended recovery technique will provide the best chance of

minimizing the descent in the hope that the windshear stops before ground or obstacle contact.

The recommended recovery technique will usually result in flight at speeds below normal

reference values. The upper limit for pitch attitude, as well as the lower limit for airspeed, is

intermittent stick shaker activation.

●
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Other recovery techniques such as pitching directly to stick

*

shaker, flying at maximum lift-to-

drag ratio (IJD), relying only on use of overboost thrust while trying to maintain airspeed,

extendinghetracting flaps during the recovery and others have been proposed. These alternate

techniques are also described in this section and the reasons why they were not adopted are

outlined.

Pilots should be aware that there will always be exceptions to the general philosophy discussed in

this section. There is not one procedure or set of procedures which could possibly cover all

situations. The best recommendation that can be made is that pilots should understand their

airplane’s performance characteristics and the actions necessary to achieve them.

●
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4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

An inadvertent windshear encounter after liftoff presents the pilot with a difficult task. Studies

show that the common practice of attempting to maintain airspeed is an unacceptable technique

for recovering from windshear. Timely recognition of an inadvertent windshear is critically

important for a successful recovery. As soon as the windshear has been identified, the crew must

initiate the proper recovery procedure. Full thrust and pitch attitude are the key.

In addition to weather observations and radio communications, the primary flight instruments can

aid the crew in detecting windshear. In particular, significant deviation in airspeed, rate of climb,

and pitch attitude can indicate the presence of a windshear.

This section addresses the recognition process, the recommended recovery technique, provides

*

justification for the choice of initial recovery pitch attitudes and describes alternate recovery

techniques considered.

●
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4.4.5.1

4.4.5.1.1

WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

RECOGNITION

Introduction

Windshear maybe recognized by unusual changes from target values of airspeed, rate of climb,

pitch attitude and altitude. When combined, these deviations can provide a clear indication of

windshear.

●
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.1 RECOGNU’ITON

summary

Windshear recove~ procedures should be initiated whenever

marginal below 500 ft above the ground. Marginal flight path

deviations in airspeed, altitude, vertical speed, or pitch attitude.

flight path control becomes

control may be indicated by

Crews should be prepared to

execute the recommended recovery procedure immediately if deviations from target conditions

exceed:

1) ~15 knots indicated airspeed

2) ~500 FPM vertical speed

3) ~5° pitch attitude

Exact criteria cannot be established due to the variable characteristics of windshear. IrI certain

situations where significant rates of change occur, it may be necessary to initiate recovery before

any of the above conditions are exceeded. In addition, an unusual altimeter hesitation may signal

the presence of windshear.

These guidelines were selected because they can be identiled from instruments which should be

monitored routinely during takeoff operation. The specific levels were selected because they

represent a change in airplane performance that is beyond the range of normal deviation and

should alert the flight crew that immediate action is required. The ability to detect an inadvertent

windshear varies primarily with piloting technique. If the pilot is flying the recommended

takeoff technique which emphasizes pitch attitude control, then he will recognize a 15 kt airspeed

loss more quickly than if he were concentrating on control of airspeed.

●
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4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.1 RECOGNITION

o Recognition Guidelines

More than one guideline may be required to help identify an inadvertent encounter. Different

levels and types of windshear as well as different pilot control procedures can cause one of the

guidelines to be met before the others. For example, the rate of climb and pitch attitude

guidelines may be more useful with a routine pilot control procedure which emphasizes airspeed

after liftoff. A pilot procedure which emphasizes airspeed may follow airspeed so well that the

15 kt guideline becomes less useful for windshear recognition.

Today, most pilot control procedures during takeoff call for the pilot to adjust pitch attitude to

achieve a particular speed. This makes airspeed the primary focus for flight path control. If
o

airspeed is low, the pilot will reduce pitch attitude to increase speed. If airspeed is high the pilot

may bring the nose up to decelerate. The pilot can be expected to respond in this way in an

inadvertent windshear encounter until the windshear is recognized. However, if the pitch attitude

control technique recommended in Section 4.4.4.1.1 is utilized for all normal takeoffs, windshear

recognition is enhanced, and the recovery may also be more effective.
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4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.1 RECOGNITION

o Recognition Guidelines - Pilot Flying Airspeed

Figure 4.4-49 shows comparisons of flight profdes in which recovery was initiated based on

different recognition guidelines. (These profiles were flown with a math pilot which tracked

airspeed.) The recommended recovery procedure (which emphasizes rotating to normal target

attitude and initiating recovery after a 15 kt airspeed loss) is compared to two recovery

maneuvers, one initiated after a rate of climb change of 500 FPM and the other initiated after a 5°

pitch attitude change. Note that the 15 kt ah-speed loss criterion is not met in the pitch attitude

technique because of ground contact. This illustrates the necessity of observing all indications of

windshear, the importance of initiating a timely response, and the importance of pitch attitude

9
control.

Figure 4.4-49 also shows the advantage of observing the altimeter. The altimeter can indicate the

early signs of a windshear by hesitating or “hanging up”. To be effective as a means of

windshear detection the crew must be particularly attentive to the altimeter. This is especially

important if the airplane is equipped with a vertical speed indicator that senses the rate of change

of barometic pressure. These instruments exhibit significant

should not be used as a sole source of vertical speed information.

delays (see Section 4.3.4) and

9
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Fig~e 4.4-49 Effect of Recoa@ion Criteria (j?ollow Airspeed) - Windshear at Liftoff
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4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.1 RECOGNITION

o Recognition Guidelines - Pilot Flying Pitch Attitude

Figure 4.4-50 shows flight profde comparisons recovery maneuvers which were initiated 1) after

a rate of climb change of 500 FPM, and 2) after an airspeed loss of 15 kt. (These profiles were

flown with a math pilot which maintained a target pitch attitude until recovery was initiated.)

The 5° pitch attitude guideline is not met because the math pilot is able to maintain a constant

pitch attitude, except as required to respect stick shaker.

Use of pitch attitude control, rather than airspeed, is encouraged on a day-to-day basis. In this

way, should a crew inadvertently encounter windshear they will already be flying the correct

e
recovery procedure.

●
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Figure 4.4-50 Effect of Recognition Criteria (Maintain Attitude) - Windshear at Liftoff
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

Introduction

Immediate flight crew action is required in order to minimize altitude loss in the case of an

inadvertent windshear encounter. The recommended recovery action guidelines shown in this

section provide consistent results in minimizing flight path deviations. The recommended

procedure has been made as simple as possible without sacrificing its effectiveness, so that it can

be remembered and followed on recall.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

Summa.rv

The recommended recovery technique is:

1) A~Ply Necessm Thrust. Aggressively apply necessary thrust to ensure adequate airplane

performance. Avoid engine overboost unless necessary to avoid ground contact. When

airplane safety has been ensured, adjust thrust to maintain engine parameters within

specified limits.

2) Control Pitch Attitude. At a normal pitch rate (typically 1 to 2 degrees per second), begin

increasing or decreasing pitch attitude to an initial target attitude of 15“*. If the vertical
*

flight path or altitude loss is still unacceptable after reaching 15° and stick shaker is not

encountered, increase pitch attitude smoothly in small increments. When making

adjustments from the target attitude or stick shaker, control pitch in a smooth, steady

manner to avoid excessive overshoothndershoot of the attitude at which stick shaker

occurs.

3) Maintain Configur ation. Delay flap and gear retraction until terrain and obstacle

clearance is assured.

4) Accerh Low Aimmeeii.

* See Section 4.4.5.1.3 for additional discussion on target attitudes.

●
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4.4.5

4.4.5.1

4.4.5.1.2

5)

6)

7)

●

WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

Respect Stick Shaker. Always respect stick shaker. Use intermittent stick shaker as the

upper limit for pitch attitude. In a severe shear,stickshaker may occur below 15° pitch

attitude. If attitude has been lowered below 15° to silence the stick shaker during

recovery, increase attitude toward 15° as soon as the stick shaker stops.

Lateral Control. Correct promptiy, but do not relax pitch control. Vertical flight path is

primary concern. Maintain track only as required for obstacle clearance.

Re~ort the Encounter. As soon as possible, report the windshear encounter to the tower.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

Discussion

o Apply Necessary Thrust

Section 4.4.3.1.1 Takeoff Precautions prescribes the use of maximum rated thrust as a precaution

during operations in suspected windshear conditions. The following information presents thrust

management guidelines during an inadvertent windshear encounte~

Aggressively apply necessary thrust to ensure adequate airplane performance. Avoid engine

overboost unless necessary to avoid ground contact. When airplane safety has been ensured,

adjust thrust to maintain engine parameters within specified limits.
@

The use of maximum rated thrust ensures that the MI performance capability of the airplane is

available during the recovery process. This, combined with proper control of the pitch attitude,

provides the basis for effective windshear recovery. Thrust settings beyond the manufacturer’s

maximum rated takeoff thrust level (overboost) may be required for severe shear encounters, but

only if application of the recommended pitch attitude control technique fail to produce acceptable

flight path performance. The additiord performance benefits from overboost thrust are

illustrated in Figure 4.4-51.
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Figure 4.4-51 Effect of Overboost - Windshear at Liftoff
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WLNDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

o Control Pitch Attitude

The pilot’s control of pitch attitude is the most important element of effective vertical flight path

control. Concentration on pitch attitude is required to prevent unnecessary flight path deviations

horn occurring. The initial windshear recovery target attitude of 15°* is chosen for the following

reasons:

Pitch Attitude Control is Emphasized

Targeting an initial value of 15° requires the pilot to concentrate on the control of pitch

attitude, attention is focused away from trying to maintain airspeed.

Descent Will be Minimized
*

In most cases, 15° will minimize the rate of descent throughout the shear encounter. In a

severe shear the pitch attitude may need to be adjusted further to control the flight path.

In all cases,the pilot should not exceed the stick shaker pitch attitude.

Adequate Stall Margins are Assured

At 15° pitch attitude, stick shaker actuation will not generally occur unless the windshear

is severe (Iitie or no positive rate of climb).

Easy Recall for hmnediate Action

The 15° attitude is easily recalled in the event that immediate recovery action is required.

* See Section 4.4.5.1.3 for additional discussion on target attitudes.

●
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4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

It is important to remember that 15”* serves as an initialtargetin the event of an inadvertent

windshear encounter. Further pitch attitude adjustments may be required to maintain an
I

acceptable flight path.

Figure 4.4-52 illustrates the use of the recommended pitch attitude control technique for

windshear recovery. Maintaining a pitch attitude of 15° allows successfid recovery from the

severe shear encounter with minimal altitude loss. Comparing this with an attempt to maintain

Vz airspeed shows a dramatic difference. The pitch attitude reduction that results from

attempting to adhere to airspeed results in an unacceptable loss in altitude. Because terrain and

m

obstacle clearance must be the overriding concern in an inadvertent windshear encounter, the

piloting technique favoring pitch attitude control, while accepting low airspeeds, k essential.

Figure 4.4-52 also shows the importance of accepting lower than normal airspeeds during the

recovery. The improved altitude profile can only be achieved with the reduced airspeed traded

for pitch attitude.

During the recovery, the pilot must not sotate too quicldy. Normal pitch rates of 1 to 2 degrees

per second should be used. This will prevent unnecessary overshoot of the stick shaker pitch

attitude. Excessive pitch rates can occur due to aggressive control input, excessive trim bias or

thrust-induced pitch up at low airspeeds.

* See Section 4.4.5.1.3 for additional discussion on target attitudes.

●
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o 4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

For the case illustrated in Figure 4.4-50, the all-engine attitude is greater than 15°. Upon

windshear recognition, the attitude is lowered to the initial target recovery attitude of 15°. As

will be shown in Section 4.4.5.1.3 Determination of Nominal Target Recovery Attitudes, this

reduction in attitude to 15° does not significantly affect the recovery capability. In some

instances, such as in encounters with horizontal vortices, this may actually be the better

procedure because it reduces exposure to stick shaker.

1 Two takeoffs through rapidly changing vertical winds are shown in Figure 4.4-53. These vertical

winds are typical of those associated with the horizontal vortices of rnicrobursts. The f~st

takeoff was flown maintaining the all-engine attitude throughout the takeoff and recovery. The

*
second takeoff was flown by rotating to the all-engine attitude and then pitching down to the 15°

recove~ attitude after windshear recognition. At the light weight condition illustrated, this

requires a 5° pitch down. As shown, pitching down to 15° resulted in higher airspeeds and less

stick shaker activity. If ground or obstacle contact is not a factor, as in the case shown,

decreasing the pitch attitude to the 15° recovery attitude from a higher all-engine attitude maybe

beneficial.

I ●
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

o Maintain Conilguration

Certain configuration changes, such as flap and gear position, normally occur shortly after liftoff.

However, changes in flap and gear position during a windshear encounter are not recommended

for the following reasons:

1) Flap retraction results in reduced margin to stick shaker at low airspeed.

2) Crew workload during a windshear encounter will be high and added procedures for flap

and gear position would divert the flight crew’s attention away from the more important

tasks of controlling thrust, pitch attitude, flight path and instrument monitoring.

The landing gear should not be retracted until flight path control has been regained. Based on

accident investigation data, the time required to lraverse a typical severe windshear encounter is

on the order of 20 to 30 seconds. Gear retraction times are typically on the order of 10 to 20

seconds. Therefore, gear retraction will not provide a significant benefit, and on some airplanes

may actually increase drag due to gear-door cycling during the retraction.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.2 RECO WNDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

Flap setting should be maintained until flight path control has been assured. Flap extension may

be beneficial in an inadvertent windshear encounteu however, the flaps are normally retracted for

routine takeoff operation and a procedure requiring a flap extension for windshear recovery runs

the risk of the flap handle being moved in the wrong direction. Figure 4.4-54 shows some of the

hazards of a flap retraction in an inadvertent windshear encounter.

The next section on alternative techniques addresses the flap issue in more detail.

●
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Figure 4.4-54 727-200 Flap Transition Comparison
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

o Accept Low Airspeed - Respect Stick Shaker

Aircraft performance capability may be expressed in terms of climb gradient capability and

acceleration capability (Section 4.3.4 Windshear Effects on Aerodynamics and Systems). If an

airplane encounters a tailwind shear, it may accelerate with respect to the ground. This

acceleration results in a reduction in the climb gradient. In high wind rates the climb gradient

may become negative, and the aircraft will begin to descend. Accepting low airspeed, by

allowing the airplane to decelerate relative to the airmass, will maximize climb gradient and

minimize altitude loss.

The lower limit of airspeed is the speed for stick shaker actuation. The stick shaker system is
o

used on most jet transports as a warning that the aircraft is approaching stall. As discussed in

Section 4.3.4, Windshear Effects on Aerodynamics and Systems, the airplane has adequate

airspeed and pitch attitude margins at stick shaker. Exceeding the stick shaker attitude could

result in a stall; therefore, stick shaker attitude represents the maximum usable pitch attitude

during a recovery and should serve as the upper pitch limit at all times. If stick shaker attitude is

required in order to control the flight path and minimize altitude loss in an inadvertent windshear

encounter, adjust pitch attitude smoothly and in small increments to fly at intermittent stick

shaker.

●
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

.

0 Control Bank Angle

An inadvertent windshear encounter is likely to include changing crosswind components. This

can result in large bank angles and cause lateral displacement fi-om the intended track. Large,

rapid wheel inputs may be required to control bank angle and correct lateral displacement. Pitch

attitude control should not be relaxed. Vertical flight path isthe primary concern. During the

windshear recovery, maintain track only as required for obstacle clearance.

●
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

o Report the Encounter

As soon as possible, report the encounter to the tower. Pilots and controllers must be aware that

their timely actions may prevent a pending disaster. The pilot report for windshear encounters

should

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

contain the following information:

Maximum loss or gain of airspeed

Altitude at which shear was encountered

Location of shear with respect to runway in use

Airplane type

Use the term PIREP to encourage rebroadcast of the report to other aircraft
*

Critical remarks are also helpful in establishing windshear severity (“...maximum thrust

required”, “... almost contacted terrain”, etc.).

Example:

“Miami Tower, PIREP, Flight 126 encountered windshear on final, loss of 20 knots at

300 feet approaching middle marker runway 27 righq DougIas MD-SO.”
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4.4.5 WENDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.3 DETERMINATION OF NOMINAL TARGET RECOVERY

ATTITUDES

o General Analysis

The recommended recovery technique described in Section 4.4.5.1.2 suggests a nominal recovery

pitch attitude of 15”*. The purpose of this discussion is to present the effects of different target

pitch attitudes on the recovery outcome to support the following conclusions:

1) The recommended pitch attitude ( 15°) provides acceptable recovery capability for the

broad range of windshear rates and magnitudes that maybe encountered.

2) “ Maintaining pitch attitude in a range between the engine-out and the all-engine

attitude is also effective.

The recommended pitch control recovery technique represents a compromise between what can

be achieved within current practical operational constraints and “optimal” recovery techniques

(Reference 15). Further discussion of “optimal” recovery techniques and comparisons of

performance to the recommended technique are presented at the end of this section.

I*Lockheed L-10 11 target attitude is 17.5° for takeoff.

Douglas DC-8 target attitude is 12.5° for takeoff.
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4.4.5

4.4.5.1

4.4.5.13

WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

DETERMINATION OF NOMINAL TARGET RECOVERY

ATTITUDES

A pitch attitude of 15° allows recovery from a broad range of windshear magnitudes and rates

while minimizing time spent at intermittent stick shaker. Various recovery pitch attitudes are

evaluated by determining for each attitude the maximum windshear for which recovery is

possible as shown in Figure 4.4-55. The windshear model used for evaluation is an increasing

tailwind at constant rate which is maintained until a performance limiting wind magnitude is

attained.

Figure 4.4-55 shows that for a 4 M/see wind rate,

from the most severe windshear (80 kt tailwind).

●

the recovery attitude of 12° provides recovery

*
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Figure 4.4-55 Sample Determination of Target Recovery Attitude - Windshear at 70 ft AGL
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.3 DETERMINATION OF NOMLNAL TARGET RECOVERY

ATTITUDES

The analysis of pitch attitude effects on recovery capability was repeated for a range of wind

rates. The results are cross-plotted showing maximum tolerable shear maa@ude as a function

target recovery attitude (Figure 4.4-56). Two cases are shown: a shear starting at liftoff and the

shear starting at 70 ft AGL. As shown, a nominal pitch attitude of 15° provides recovery

capability for a wide range of windshear rates and magnitudes. This is true for both shear

locations. For target pitch attitudes less than 12°, recovery capability rapidly decreases. Target

pitch attitudes above 18° unnecessarily expose the crew to flight at intermittent stick shaker for

longer periods of time. The 15° attitude appears to be an effective target pitch attitude for a wide

range of possible shears.

b
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.3 DETERMINATION OF NOMINAL TARGET RECOVERY

ATTITUDES

Similar analyses on a two-engine airplane (Figure 4.4-57) leads to similar conclusions. The data

indicate that a range of attitudes that include the all-engine climb attitude and 150 are acceptable

initial target attitudes for recovery.

●
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.13 DETERMINATION OF NOMINAL TARGET RECOVERY

ATTITUDES

Similar analyses on a four-engine airplane (Figure 4.4-58) leads to similar conclusions. The data

indicates that a range of attitudes that include the all-engine climb attitude and 15° are acceptable

initial target attitudes for recovery.

●
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Figure 4.4-58 Target Recovery Attitude Summary
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.3 DETERMINATION OF NOMINAL TARGET RECOVERY

ATTITUDES

0 Lockheed L- 1011 Analysis

Target pitch attitude evaluations are shown for a moderately heavy (400,000 lbs) Lockheed L-

1011-1 in Figure 4.4-59. The evaluations were accomplished in the same manner as the 727

studies. The taiIwind ma=titude shown at each of the target attitudes corresponds to the

maximum wind change that can be tolerated without descending below 50 ft AGL. Data are

presented for a shear encounter at liftoff and at 70 ft AGL for two takeoff flap settings. The

results indicate that best recovery attitudes for the L-10 11 tend to be higher than 15°. I

Based on these analyses, the recommended takeoff recovery attitude for theL-1011 is 175°-.

●
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Figure 4.4-59 Takeoff Target Recovery Attitude Summarym
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES 40
4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.3 DETERMINATION OF NOMINAL TARGET RECOVERY

ATTITUDES

o “Optimal” Guidance Techniques and First Generation Cockpit Guidance

Recent research by the academic community and NASA have produced windshear guidance

strategies that simulate “optimal” flight path profiles in a takeoff windshear encounter. First

generation windshear cockpit guidance systems have also recently been certified and introduced

into regular airline service. Both these efforts are still on-going and further work could lead to

improvements. Comparison of these techniques (at their current stage of development) with the

recommended Windshear Training Aid manual recovery technique indicates that the manual

technique comes within 5 to 10% of their windshear performance level. Additionally, the

“optimal” guidance strategies may not be practical since they require large nose-down control
*

inputs near the ground in order to achieve an improved windshear performance level.

Studies using flight path optimization techniques have produced flight trajectories that

theoretically represent the maximum windshear performance that can be attained in a given wind

field (Reference 15). To achieve this level of performance a complete pre-lmowledge of the

wind field is required, a capability that today does not exist. However, guidance strategies have

been developed (Reference 15) that come close to achieving the theoretical windshear

performance levels. These guidance strategies are based on a general knowledge of optimal

trajectory characteristics, and have the advantage that a pre-knowledge of the wind field is not

required. The best of these guidance strategies, referred to as the “gamma guidance” technique,

requires an immediate

conserve airspeed.

pitch down to achieve level flight as soon as possible in an attempt to

●
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.3 DETERMINATION OF NOMINAL TARGET RECOVERY

ATTITUDES

Fi=y.ue 4.4-60 shows time history comparisons of the gamma guidance technique and the

Windshear Training Aid technique evaluated using the same initial conditions, identical

simulator models and wind models, with recovery at the same minimum altitude. T’he wind

model used is from Reference 15, and is a horizontal windshear (wind model WS 1). Both

techniques presume instantaneous recognition of windshear onset. The gamma guidance

technique starts with an immediate nose down pitch in an attempt to establish level flight (zero

gamma); the Windshear Training Aid Technique startsby pitching down immediately to a target

pitch attitude of 15°. Both techniques respect stick shaker.

o The results show that for the same minimum recovery altitude, the gamma guidance provides a

71 kt wind change capability and the recommended technique, 67 kt, a differerice of 6%.

●
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Figure 4.4-60 Comparison of Gamma Guidance Recovery

and Recommended Recovery Technique
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.3 DETERMINATION OF NOMINAL TARGET RECOVERY

ATTITUDES

Figure 4.4-61 shows additional parameters in the time history comparisons of the gamma

guidance technique and the Windshear Training Aid technique. The gamma technique requires a

rapid 5O/see pushover to approximately 0.7 g’s close to the ground. It is evident from this figure

that vertical speed indicators do not provide accurate readings during the recovery due to the

instruments lags. (See also Section 4.3.4.2.2)
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Figure 4.4-61 Comparison of Gamma Guidance Recovery

and Recommended Recovery Technique
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.3 DETERMINATION OF NOMINAL TARGET RECOVERY

ATTITUDES

A similar comparison of the two techniques was made using a wind model that incorporates a

horizontal and vertical wind component (WS5, Ref 15). The results again indicate that the

gamma guidance technique provides a 6% improvement in windshear capability relative to the

Training Aid manual technique. The windshear performance difference between the two

recovery techniques is summarized in Figure 4.4-62.

The following general conclusions are made:

1)

2)

3)

Gamma Guidance performance benefit relative to the manual technique is small.

The large, rapid pitch attitude reduction near the ground required for gamma guidance is

not considered practical.

Manually flying the gamma technique is not practical with current cockpit

instrumentation. Flight path angle displays are generally not available. Vertical speed

indicators do not provide accurate readings in a highly dynamic maneuver due to

instrument lags.
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NOTE: 1.

2.

3.

4.

Figure 4.4-62 Windshear Recovery Capability
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.3 DETERMINATION OF NOMINAL TARGET RECOVERY

ATTITUDES

Cockpit Flight Directors that provide effective guidance in a windshear environment have

recently been developed, certified and introduced into commercial airline service. Researchers at

NASA/Langley are in the early stages of developing advanced guidance strategies based on

inertial flight path constraints similar to those used for “gamma” guidance. A comparison of the

windshear performance capability of a first generation cockpit flight director, the preliminary

NASA guidance techniques and the recommended Windshear Training Aid manual recovery

technique is provided in Figure 4.4-63. This comparison is made using a 737-300 airplane

encountering a tailwind shear at 100 ft AGL following takeoff and recovering at a minimum

altitude of 50 ft. Again, the recommended manual recovery technique provides windshear

a
recovery capability that is within 5 to 10% of the capability provided by the cockpit guidance and

the NASA guidance techniques.

It is important to note that these comparisons presume a high level of pilot proficiency in

executing the manual recovery technique, as well as precision in following guidance commands.

It is recognized that recency of windshear training may introduce more variability in the manual

technique results than in the guidance results.
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NOTE: 1.

2.

3.

4.

Figure 4.4-63 Windshear Recovery Capability
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m 4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

Introduction

What is the best recovery technique to use in an inadvertent windshear encounter? There are

several recovery techniques that have been advocated. The purpose of this section is to show

compmisons of these various windshear encounter recovery techniques and to indicate why they

are not recommended.

●
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4.4.5

4.4.5.1

4.4.5.1.4

WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

summary

The recommended recovery technique described in the Section 4.4.5.1.2 will be used throughout

the following discussions to serve as a baseline for comparison. This procedure (emphasis on

pitch attitude and thrust) has been found to provide the most consistent results in terms of

recovery capability and simplicity to fly.

Other recovery techniques considered are summarized below:

o Pull to Stick Shaker - Not Recommended

Rotate the airplane directly to stick shaker attitude and adjust the pitch attitude as
m

required to maintain intermittent stick shaker actuation.

o Fly at Maximum L/D (lift to drag ratio) - Not Recommended

The point of maximum L/D corresponds to a specific value of airplane angle of

attack. This procedure requires that the airplane fly to and maintain a constant angle

of attack (constantly changing pitch attitude).

o Use of Overboost Thrust and Maintaining V2 airspeed - Not Recommended

o Flap Retraction During Recovery - Not Recommended

o Flap Extension During Recovery - Advantages and Disadvantages

●
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m 4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

These procedures have been proposed; however, they are generally not recommended based on

one or more of the following reasons:

1)

2)

3)

The procedure does not provide as good a recovery profile as the recommended

technique,

the procedure makes matters worse and in some cases may actually be dangerous,

the procedure complicates the recovery by

stick shaker.

e Flap extension during recovery has advantages

recommendation can be made for this technique.

●

increasing exposure to flight at intermittent

and disadvantages. Therefore, no speci.ilc

@
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES ~

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

Discussion

o Pull to Stick Shaker - Not Recommended

As discussed in Section 4.4.5.1.3 Determination of Nominal Target Recovery Attitude, pitching

directly to stick shaker upon windshear recognition unnecessarily exposes the crew to flight at

intermittent stick shaker for longer periods of time without any improvement in tolerance to

windshear. In some cases, pulling directly to stick shaker decreases tolerance to windshear as is

illustrated in Figure 4.4-64.

Another negative aspect of the “pull to stick shaker” technique is the excessive nose-down pitch
*

attitude excursions at high rates required to maintain flight at intermittent stick shaker. As seen

in Figure 4.4-64 relative to the recommended recovery technique, nose-down pitch attitude

changes and pitch rates are much higher when using the “pull to stick shaker” technique. This

action increases the ciifliculty of the piloting task.
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Figure 4.4-64 Target Attitude Effects on Required Pitch Rate
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

o Fly atMaximum L/D - Not Recommended

As indicated in Figure 4.4-65, a procedure that calls for pitching to the angle of attack which

yields the maximum Ml does not work in a windshear. The pilot has to pitch the airplane nose

down in an attempt to fly to and maintain the angle of attack for maximum L/D. This quickly

results in ground contact.
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Figure 4.4-65 Effect of Flying at Maximum L/D - Windshear at Liftoff
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

9

0 Use of Overboost Thrust and Maintaining V2 Speed- Not Recommended

Figure 4.4-66 presents the use of engine overboost as a recommended recovery procedure. The

figure illustrates that overboost can be beneficial if it is used in conjunction with the

recommended recovery technique. It is important to realize that overboost alone is not enough if

the proper control of pitch attitude is not practiced. Attempting to maintain V2 airspeed, even

with the use of engine overboost, results in ground contact.

For these conditions, the windshear began as the airplane was rotated towards a target pitch

attitude of 15“*. The windshear encounter was recognized based on 15 kt of airspeed loss. The

throttles were advanced to the forward stops, allowing the engines to overboost. The benefit of

the increased thrust can be seen in the altitude profiles if the pitch attitude is controlled. Although
e

overboosting the engines improves the altitude profile, the relative importance of overboost is

small compared to the importance of proper pitch attitude control.

* See Section 4.4.5.1.3 for additional discussion on target attitudes

●
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Figure 4.4-66 Use of Overboost Thrust and Maintaining V2 Speed - Windshear at Liftoff
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.1.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

o Flap Retraction During Recovery - Not Recommended

Retracting the flaps during a windshear recove~ is not recommended. As indicated in Figure

4.4-67, reduced margins to stick shaker would result if flaps are retracted, requiring large pitch

reductions to respect stick shaker, which in turn results in a degraded flight profile.
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*
Figure 4.4-67 Flap Transition Comparison - Windshear at 70 ft AGL
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.1 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - AFTER LIFTOFF

4.4.5.L4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

o Flap Extension During Recove~ - Advantages and Disadvantages

Extending the flaps during a windshear recovery has both advantages and disadvantages.

Advantages:

1) Extending the flaps can improve the flight path. Figure 4.4-67 shows that there is a

deftite improvement in the altitude profile when flaps are extended during the recovery.

2) Extending the flaps improves the margin to stick shaker.

Disadvantages:

1) Extending flaps during takeoff is contrary to normal flight crew procedures and may in
m

some cases lead to an inadvertent retraction instead. As indicated in Figure 4.4-67,

retracting the flaps could seriously degrade the flight profile.

2) A severe windshear encounter is an emergency situation requiring immediate action. An

additional step calling for changing the flap setting complicates the procedure. The risk of

moving the flaps in the wrong direction under these circumstances is considered to be

greater than the risk of encountering a windshear so great that a flap change is needed for

recovery.
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4.4.5.2 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES/ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF- ON

RUNWAY

SECTION DESCRIPTION
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0

0

0
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Go Guidelines - Uncertainty of VI and
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No-Go Guidelines - Airspeed/Ground Speed
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o Apply Necessary fist ..........................................................
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4.4.5 WINDSHIMR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

An inadvertent windshear encounter during the takeoff ground roll greatly complicates

the go/no-go decision. The pilot must decide if sufficient runway remains to reject the

takeoff, or commit to go with reduced airspeeds. The high ground speeds at the decision

point may result in an overrun. The commitment to go, on the other hand, may require

rotation at less than the normal rotation speed near the end of the runway. To achieve

liftoff, higher than normal body attitudes may be required that can result in a tail strike.

This section discusses the recognition guidelines and the recommended recovery

technique for an inadvertent windshear encounter on the runway. In addition to the

recommended recovery technique, additional recovery techniques that were considered

are addressed.

A strong recommendation is made to install distance-to-go markers on all runways as a
m

means of alleviating the difficulties of making the go/no-go decision in a windshear

encountered during the takeoff roll.
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4..4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.4.5.2.1 RECOGNITION

Introduction

An inadvertent severe windshear encounter during a takeoff ground roll can greatly

increase runway length requirements for both go and stop considerations, as discussed in

section 4.4.3.1.2. The well established go/no-go guidelines, based on the V1 decision

speed for steady-wind operations, may not be adequate for operating in conditions

associated with windshear. The standard steady-wind go/no-go guidelines assume that

the airplane can be stopped within the available field length for all airspeeds up to the

scheduled V 1 and that the airplane is considered committed to takeoff for airspeeds

greater than V1. Airspeed is the deciding factor in a successful takeoff and ground speed

is the critical parameter for a safe stop. In steady wind conditions a freed known

relationship exists between airspeed and ground speed, but in windshear this is no longer

the case. This section of the document discusses the decision guidelines as influenced by

a windshear.

●
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.4.5.2.1 RECOGNITION

summa-v

Under normal steady-wind conditions, a go/no-go decision at VI will result in either

taking-off or stopping by the end of the available field length. However, the normal

go/no-go guidelines based on the decision speed, V 1, may not be valid for operations in

windshear conditions. The difference between airspeed and ground speed can vary

dramatically in a severe windshear in a manner that cannot be reliably accounted for

when determining V 1. Since the ability to lift off is a function of airspeed and the

distance required to stop is largely a function of ground speed, additional factors should

be considered in making the go/no-go decision when operating in windshear conditions. .—
These are:

1)

2)

3)

The airplane may not be able to stop within the usable runway if the takeoff is

rejected with the ground speed greater than V 1. In a windshear the airspeed may

be considerably below V1.

As a result of certification requirements, the airplane has more runway margin

available to go than to stop with all engines operating.

A successful go in a windshear requires an airspeed equal to or greater than the

minimum liftoff speed and adequate pitch attitude (this may result in tail contact)

before the end of the usable runway is reached.
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e 4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.4.5.2.1 RECOGNITION

The recommended go/no-go guidelines for takeoffs during conditions associated with

windshear maybe summarized as follows:

o Go Guidelines

1)

2)

3)

The takeoff should

reduces airspeed.

be continued if V1 is reached but subsequent windshear

If 2,000 ft before the end of the usable runway surface is reached and the

decisions to stop has not been made, continue the takeoff.

As soon as possible, re~ort the windshear encounter to the tower. ‘

o No-Go Guidelines

1)

2)

3)

If the takeoff operation is field length limited, the best course of action in

suspected windshear conditions is to delay the takeoff.

The takeoff should be rejected prior to VI if the pilot detects an engine failure or

has serious doubt that the airplane will fly.

As soon as possible, report the windshear encounter to the tower.

In light of the difficulties associated with use of the normal V1 go/no-go guidelines in

windshear, and the fact that in marginal visibility it may be difficult to determine the

2,000 ft remaining point, it is recommended that distance-to-go markings be incorporated

on all runways.

.0
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.4.5.2.1 RECOGNITION

Discussion

A windshear encounter on the runway can result in one of the following possibilities:

1) V1 is reached but subsequent windshear reduces airspeed.

2) Airspeed reversal occurs before VI is reached,

The airplane is considered committed to go for the first case. For the second case, the

go/no-go decision must be left to piloting judgernent based on a good understanding of

the airplane’s performance capability and the effects of windshear on takeoff ground roll.
9

In a ta.ilwind shear, the ground speed may be too high to stop within the remaining

distance. This is especially true if the takeoff was close to field len=@ limits. Jn a go

decision, the pilot may be forced to rotate prior to VR as the airplane neam the end of the

runway. Transport category airplanes can typically rotate and lift off at speeds 5 to 10

knots below VR. An exception to this is the 727, where VR and the minimum liftoff

speed (VW) are the same. The airplane should be committed to go if there is

insufficient usable runway surface remaining to stop.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.4.5.2.1 RECOGNITION

o Go Guidelines - Field Length Margin

Jn a normal no-windshear takeoff, the usable runway must be at least 115% of the all-

engine takeoff distance horn brake release to a climbout altitude of 35 ft. In a windshear

encounter, this additional field length margin is available for acceleration to liftoff speed

to help get the airplane off the ground. Any additional runway in excess of the minimum

required field length provides that much more margin to lift off and improved obstacle

clearance.

In the case of a rejected takeoff at VI, the field length mar=ti may not exist. The field

a
length requirements for certillcation account only for the distance to accelerate to V1 and

then stop, with no additional distance required. In normal operations, rejected takeoffs

are infrequent, especially from near V1 speed. However, in a tailwind shear encounter,

the potential for a large discrepancy between airspeed and ground speed exists. If a

rejected takeoff occurs, a large difference between airspeed and ground speed may

increase the possibility that the RTO will be done at or beyond V 1. This could result in

an overrun, especially if fieId length limited.

Because of the greater margins inherent in ago situation, the pilot should be go oriented

and very cautious about rejecting the takeoff close to V 1. If field length limited, or close-

in obstacles are a concern, the only appropriate decision is to delay the takeoff until

windshem is no longer a threat.

●
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.4.5.2.1 RECOGNITION

o Go Guidelines - Uncertainty of VI and Minimum Liftoff Speed

Figure 4.4-68 shows a windshear encounter where airspeed does not reach VI with

sufficient usable runway remaining to stop. The assumption that there will always be

sufficient runway remaining to stop for airspeeds less than V 1 is no longer valid for

operation in conditions subject to windshear. The distance required to stop is largely a

function of ground speed, a parameter not always available to the pilot. The difference

between airspeed and ground speed can vary considerably in a windshezu- encounter as

shown on Figure 4.4-68. Section 4.4.3.1.2 contains a

effects of windshear on the difference between airspeed

ground roll.

more detailed discussion of the

and ground speed during takeoff

A windshear encounter such as the one in Figure 4.4-68 will require considerable piloting

judgement based on an understanding of the airplane’s performance capability and the

effects of windshear on takeoff ground roll. Ideally, the pilot should be continually aware

of the distance to the end of the runway, and the rate of closure. This may be very

di.f13cult and depends on visibility, lighting, time of day, etc. Familiarity with a particular

runway and using identifiable points on the runway may assist in making the go/no-go

decision. However, the best solution would be to provide runway markers that clearly

indicate distance to go to the end of the runway.

Ago decision may be the proper choice for a windshear like the one shown in Figure 4.4-

68. The airplane can lift off at speeds greater than or equal to the minimum liftoff speed.

As discussed in Section 4.4.5.2.2 Recommended Recovery Technique, a rotation no later

than 2,000 ft from the end of the usable runway surface must be made. Because of the

high ground speed, there is no assurance that the airplane can stop before the end of the

runway.
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Figure 4.4-68 Effect of Tailwind Shear on

Ground Speed and Airspeed
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.4.5.2.1 RECOGNITION

o No-Go Guidelines - VI Decision Speed

The meaning and use of the decision speed, VI, is retained for operation in windshear

conditions to the extent that once V1 is passed, the airplane is committed to takeoff.

However, windshear conditions could exist while operating with considerable field length

margin where the aircraft could safely stop even from speeds above V 1. Fi=me 4.4-69

shows an airplane that encounters a headwind shear of sui%cient magnitude to cause the

airplane to reach V1 earlier than normal. The headwind then shears away to a tailwind

resulting in a reversal in indicated airspeed. This takeoff could be successfully rejected

after the initial speed reversal if the decision is made before the ground speed reaches V1.

The decision to go or to stop is the pilot’s. As the airspeed approaches VI, the pilot’s o

thinking should transition from a no-go to ago commitment. The 35 ft screen height and

15% field length margin are available in a continued takeoff, whereas no margin for error

is available to stop the airplane in a field length limited takeoff. In general, the pilot

should only reject the takeoff if there is an engine failure or he has serious doubt that the

airplane can safely fly.

●
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Figure 4.4-69 Windshear Effect on Takeoff Decision Speed
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.4.5.2.1 RECOGNITION

*

o No-Go Guidelines - Airspeed/Ground Speed Relationship

A pilot may consider rejecting a takeoff if unacceptable airspeed reversal occurs below

indicated V 1 and the pilot determines that there is sufficient runway remaining on which

to stop. In some cases, such as being at or near field length limits, there may be

insul%cient usable runway remaining to stop. The decision is very subjective and

highlights the difficult choice the pilot faces in a windshear encounter on the runway. If

the ground speed is displayed, this may provide some indication of the intensity of the

windshear. If the takeoff is rejected at ground speeds greater than V 1, the distance to stop

will exceed the FAR field length. If field length limited, the airplane may overrun even

though the indicated airspeed has not reached V 1.
*

The go/no-go decision is ditlicult even during ideal conditions. Because few pilots have

rejected a takeoff close to V 1, to do so during a windshear with uncertain ground speed

assumes a great deal of risk.

A considerable improvement in the go/no-go decision-making-process could be achieved

if the pilot knew with some certainty his position relative to the end of the runway during

the entire takeoff roil. This could be facilitated by the provision of highly visible

distance-to-go markers on all runways.

●
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.4.5.2.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

Introduction

The recommended guidelines following ago decision in windshear are simple: full thrust

and proper pitch attitude control. In a severe windshear encounter, the pilot may have to

rotate near the end of the usable runway as well as trade airspeed for altitude once

airborne.

The recommended flight crew action in the event of a decision to reject the takeoff

(because of an inadvertent windshear encounter), is the standard RTO operating

procedure. No unique windshear considerations apply to the RTO procedure.

●
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.4.5.2.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

summary

The recommended flight crew action following a decision to continue the takeoff during

an

1)

2)

inadvertent windshear encounter on the runway is summarized as follows:
I

Apply Necessv Thrust. Aggressively apply necessary thrust to ensure adequate

airplane performance. Avoid engine overboost unless necessary to ensure airplane

safety. When airplane safety has been ensured, adjust thrust to maintain enagine

parameters within specified limits. I

Control Pitch Attitude. If the airplane has not reached the scheduled rotation speed,
m

VR, the rotation should beati no later than 2,000 ft before the end of the usable
—

3)

*

**

●

runway. Rotate at the normal takeoff rate (typically 2 to 3

towards an initial target pitch attitude of 15”*. Be aware that

contact** pitch attitude may be required to lift off in the

Maintain the limiting attitude until liftoff occurs.

Once airborne, follow the After Liftoff Recovem Technicme as

4.4.5.1.2.

See Section 4.4.5.1.3 for additional discussion on target attitudes.

degrees per second)

a rotation to the tail

remaining distance. I

discussed in Section

Some airplanes such as the 747SP have an over-rotation warning prior to tail contact

attitude which must be treated as the maximum usable on-ground pitch attitude.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.4.5.2.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

If the decision is made to reject the takeoff, the pilot must assure that the normal RTO

procedure is followed as quickly as possible. Any hesitancy or delay in brake application,

throttle chop, speed brake deployment, etc., increases the chance of an overrun.

The remainder of this section addresses the importance of thrust setting and pitch attitude

control.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.4.5.2.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

Discussion

o Apply Necessary Thrust

The importance of operating with maximum rated takeoff thrust as a precaution in

suspected windshear conditions is discussed in Section 4.4.3.1. A review of this section

wilI show that maximum rated thrust improves the chances of a successfid recovery fkom

an inadvertent windshear encounter by increasing the airplane’s acceleration capability.

Engine overboost should be avoided unless necessary to ensure airplane safety.

●
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.4.5.2.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

o Control Pitch Attitude

Delayed rotation may occur in an inadvertent windshear encounter during takeoff roll

because the indicated airspeed may not increase in the usual fashion. A tailwind shear

delays airspeed buildup. By the time flying airspeeds are attained, the ground speed will

be higher than normal with little runway remaining. The high ground speeds will

increase the distance required to rotate the airplane to a liftoff attitude at normal rotation

rates. The problem is further complicated if the pitch attitude required to lift off is higher

than usual due to the low airspeed. Therefore, more time is required to achieve the higher

attitude.

Rotation to the limiting pitch attitude (tail contact or over-rotation warning) may be

required to lift off in the shortest distance. Fi=gyre4.4-70 shows distance required to reach

a typical geometry limited attitude as a function of wind ma=titude and rotation rate. As

indicated, a distance of 2,000 ft should be sufficient to rotate most airplanes at normal

rotation rates of 2 to 30/see during a severe windshear. Therefore, if a normal rotation is

initiated with no less than 2,000 ft of usable runway remaining, the airplane should be

able to reach the limiting pitch attitude for liftoff within the remaining runway length.

The airplane should be rotated at the normal rate to the limiting pitch attitude if required

to achieve liftoff. In extreme cases, higher rotation rates may be required to assure an

adequate liftoff attitude before the end of the runway. At its limiting pitch attitude, the

airplane will lift off when it reaches its minimum unstick speed. The minimum unstick

speed is typically a 5 to 10 knots lower than the normal rotation speed (except B-727

where rotation and minimum unstick speeds are the same)-

●
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.4.5.2.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

The flightcrew should know both the tail limiting pitch attitude on the ground and the

initial climb attitude and be prepared to rotate to the limiting pitch attitude if the indicated

airspeed fails to reach the scheduled rotation speed.

Once airborne, the initial target pitch attitude is 150*. Additional information on the After

Liftoff Recovery Technique is contained in Section 4.4.5.1.2.

* See Section 4.4.5.1.3 for additional discussion on target attitudes.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.4.5.2.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

o Runway Markings and Lighting

The point where 2,000 ft of runway remains during takeoff can be identified by runway

markings and/or runway lighting. Figure 4.4-71 illustrates the markings and lighting

typical of FAA and ICAO precision approach runways. The markings shown are usually

considered touchdown zone markings. However, these markings also can be used to

determine runway remaining during a takeoff.

Approaching the departure end of the runway, the first pa.h-of single hash marks indicate

that 3,000 ft of runway remain (i.e., 1,000 ft until rotation must take place). As the

takeoff continues, the first two pairs of double hash marks on either side of the centerline
*

indicate the location of the 2000 ft remaining point. Note that the hash marl& on either

side of the centerline are located at 500 ft intervals beginning at the runway threshold

(150 meters for ICAO markings).

Another indication of distance remaining to the end of the runway may be the runway

lights.

The FAWICAO precision approach runway shown in Figure 4.4-71 has edge lights which

are yellow rather than white for the last 2,000 ft of the runway. In addition to edge

lighting, the centerline lighting can be used to identify the amount of runway remaining.

The fight crew in an airplane taking off from left to right would see white lights along

the runway centerline until 3,000 ft from the end of the runway surface (1,000 ft until

rotation must take place). From the 3,000 ft to the 1,000 ft point, the centerline lights

alternate white with red. From the 1,000 ft to the end of the runway, the mnway

centerline lights are solid red. A line of red lights illuminates the end of the usable

runway surface.

8
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Figure 4.4-71 Runway Markings and Lighting
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.4.5.2.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

Figure 4.4-72 illustrates the markings on an FAA non-precision approach runway. T’he

main indicator of distance remaining on these runways are the fixed distance markings

approximately 1,000 ft fi-om the runway threshold. In this situation, pilot judgement and

familiarity with the spectilc runway ten-ai.nfeatures are required to estimate the location

of the 2,000 ft remaining point.
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Figure 4.4-72 Runway Markings and Lighting
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4..4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.4.5.2.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

The runway markings and lighting on an ICAO non-precision approach runway are

illustrated in Fi=~e 4.4-73. These markings and lighting represent the best configuration

that might appear on a non-precision approach runway. Most non-precision approach

runways would include some but not all of these features. These runways have single

pairs of hash marks at approximately 500 ft (150 meter) intervals. The first set of hash

marks seen approaching the end of the runway are located at the 3,000 ft remaining point.

Fixed distance markings may also be present approximately 1,000 ft (300 meters) from

the threshold. Runway edge lights may be color coded like the precision approach

runways where the lights are yellow rather than white for the last 2,000 ft of the runway.

With lmowledge of these markings, location along the runway can be estimated even in
o

marginal weather conditions or at night. A more precise and dependable way to judge

distance to the end of the runway would be provided by distance-to-go markers. For this

reason, it is recommended that distance-to-go markers be installed on all runways.

●
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Figure 4.4-73 Runway Markings and Lighting
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4.4.5

4.4.5.2

4.4.5.2.3

WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

Introduction

This section discusses an alternate recovery technique proposed for an inadvertent

windshear encounter on the runway. Results of the analysis show that the recommended

recovery technique is the preferred procedure.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.4.5.2.3 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

Summarv

The alternaterecovery techniqueproposes the following:

o Flap Extension During Recovery - Advantages and Disadvantages.

Advantage:

1) Flap extension during the ground roll reduces the runway required to lift off by

lowering the speed required to become airborne.

Disadvantages:

1) The normal day-to-day procedure following liftoff is to retract the flaps.

Extending the flaps would be contrary to this normal procedure.

Recommendation of a procedural step that is opposite to normal operations is

considered unwise.

2) A severe windshear encounter is an emergency situation. If the flaps were

commanded in the wrong direction, the likelihood of an overrun would be

increased.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECFINJIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.4.5.2.3 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

Discussion

o Flap Extension During Recovery - Advantages and Disadvantages.

In the Section 4.3.2 Lessons Learned horn Windshear Encounters, it was pointed out that

one of the reasons the airplane required additional runway to liftoff in a windshear

encounter was due to a loss of lift. As shown in Section 4.3.4 Windshear Effects on

Aerodynamics and Systems, for any given angle of attack, the lift at a greater flap setting

is greater than at a lesser flap setting. This fact has often been the basis for arguing that if

an airplane encounters windshear on takeoff, the flight crew should change the flaps to a

higher flap setting, taking advantage of the increased lift. This was the basis for the

alternate recovery technique considered here. For the study conducted to address this

issue, the procedure was as follows:

1) Normal takeoff roll until approximately a speed of VR-5 kt was reached.

2) The windshear onset begins at VR-5 kt. The windshear rate is high enough such that

the airplane does not reach VR until approximately 2,000 ft of runway remain.

3) At the 2,000 ft point from the end of the runway, the rotation be=tis and the flaps are

extended to the next higher flap setting. As shown on F@ure 4.4-74, extending the

flaps after rotation helped the airplane lift off at an earlier point on the runway.

●
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Figure 4.4-74 Effect of Flap Retraction/Extension - Windshear on Runway

Fig. 4.4-74 Effect of Flap Retraction/Extension - Windshear on Runwav
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.2 ENCOUNTER DURING TAKEOFF - ON RUNWAY

4.4.5.2.3 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

4) This condition was repeated, but the flaps were retracted after rotation instead of

extended. Moving the flap handle in the “normal” direction during the takeoff

(retraction) caused the airplane to overrun the end of the runway. Figure 4.4-74

illustrates the potentially disastrous effects of retracting rather than extending the

flaps.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

About half of all windshear related accidents have occurred during the approach. The approach

encounter is complicated in marginal weather situations by the brief inattention to cockpit

instruments during the instrument to visual transition. In addition, once the recovery decision

has been made, the airplane flight path has to be reversed from a descending path to a climbing

flight path, usually in the presence of a shear that decreases airplane performance.

In order to quickly recognize a windshear encounter and then initiate a recovery, the flight crew

must be attentive to all indications of windshear. In particular, monitoring the airspeed, vertical

speed, pitch attitude, glideslope, throttle position, visual clues, LLWAS, and PIREPS can all

contribute to a timely recognition of windshear.

During the recovery, the pilot must use the proper technique to control the flight path. Thrust

management and pitch attitude control are the key elements. The pilot must be willing to

sacrifice some airspeed in order to increase the pitch attitude and gain added lift. *

This section of the document describes the recovery initiation criteria and the guidelines for the

recovery. Alternate techniques were considered in developing the recommended technique and

are discussed as well.
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m 4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

During evaluations to define the proper windshear recove~ technique, investigations were made

into the feasibility of making the normal go-around procedure the same as the windshear

recovery technique. The normal go-around procedure requires flap retraction in order to

maintain adequate engine-out climb gradients. In the windshear recovery, where engine failures

are not a consideration, flap retraction is delayed until the flight path has been turned around. In

an attempt to bring the two techniques closer together, it is recommended that pilot training in

the normal go-around procedure place more emphasis on delaying flapretractionuntiltargetflap

retractionspeeds have been reached.

o

*
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.1 RECOGNITION

Introduction

There are three general criteria that can be used to determine if a recovery is appropriate:

weather observations, pilot or controller reports, and aircraft performance. Weather and

communications are covered in Section 4.2.4 A Practical Guide for Avoiding Microbursts and

Section 4.4.2 Avoid Known Windshear. This section deals with the pilot/ai@me related

criteria.

Recognizing windshear based on observed aircraft performance criteria means that the airplane

has already been influenced by the shear and avoidance has failed. The important thing to do at

that point is to take action by initiating a recovery.
9
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4’.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.1 RECOGNITION

summary

Crews should be prepared to execute the recommended recovery procedure immediately if

deviations from target conditions exceed:

1) M5 knots indicated aimmeed

3) fi” pitchattitude

4) +-1dotgl,ideslopedisplacement

5) Unusual throttle position for a si~lcant period of time.

Exact criteria cannot be established due to the variable characteristics of windshear. In certain

situations where sign.ii3cantrates of change occur, it may be necessary to initiate recovery before

any of the above conditions are exceeded.
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4.4.5 TVINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.1 RECOGNITION

Discussion

Figure 4.4-75 illustrates the effect on the flight path profile when the recovery is initiated based

on each of the recognition criteria. The 15 kt airspeed loss provides the first indication of

windshear. This is due to the fact that the pilot is trying to fly on the glideslope. Further

attempts to stay on the glideslope, with speed decreasing beyond 15 kt results in stick shaker

activation prior to the other recovery initiation criteria being achieved. Thus, the 5° and 1 dot

criteria cannot be met, and do not show on this figure. At this point the pilot should apply the

recovery technique. If the recovery is delayed beyond the 15 kt speed loss there is a si=ticant

degradation in the altitude profile.
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Fig. 4.4-75 Effect of Recovery Criterion - V~F SO + 5 Approach
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.1 RECOGNITION

Figure 4.4-76 shows the same information, except that a V~20 approach speed was used. In

this case, with the higher approach speed, the other reco.tition criteria are met. This is because

the extra approach speed provides additional margin to stick shaker.

If a timely recoatitionof windshear is to be made, the crew must constantly evaluate these

instrumentsand communicate theirobservations.

o Airspeed Indicator

o Vertical Speed Indicator

o ADI

o Glideslope

o Throttle Position

As discussed in the crew awareness section, the throttle lever position can also provide a clue to

windshear. A sign.illcant change in the throtie position can indicate a headwind or tailwind

shear and should be considered a valid indication of a windshem problem.

In summary, the flightcrew must evaluate all the availableinformation that could aid in

providing earlyrecognitionof windshear.
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Fig. 4.4-76 Effect of Recovery Criterion - Vref GO+ 20 Approach
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4.4.5 FW3NIX3HEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

Introduction

There are a number of guidelines that the crew should follow during recovery from an
inadvertent windshezm encounter on approach. Thrust management, pitch attitude control, use of
automatic flight systems and conf@-ation changes are all things that the crew must consider
during recovery.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

summary

If windshear is inadvertently encountered on landing approach, the following procedures should

be accomplished without delay.

1)

*

2)

3)

4)

Apply Necess arY Thrust. Disengage the autothrottle

apply necessary thrust to ensure adequate airplane

(if installed) and aggressively

petiormance. Avoid engine

overboost unless necessary to avoid ground contact. When airplane safety has been

ensured, adjust thrust to maintain engine parameters within specified limits.

Control Pitch Attitude. Disengage the autopilot. At a normal pitch rate (typically 1 to

2 degrees per second), begin increasing or decreasing pitch attitude to an initial target

attitude of 150*. If the vertical flight path or altitude loss is still unacceptable after

reaching 15° and stick shaker is not encountered, increase pitch attitude smoothly in

small increments. When making adjustments from the target attitude or stick shaker,

control pitch in a smooth, steady manner to avoid excessive overshoothndershoot of

the attitude at which stick shaker occurs.

Maintain Confi smration. Delay flap and gear retraction until terrain and obstacle

clearance is assured.

Accept Low Airspeed

*See Section 4.4.5.3.3 for additional discussion on target attitudes.
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4.4.5

4.4.5.3

4.4.5.3.2

5)

6)

7)

8)

WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

Res~ect Stick Shaker. Always respect stick shaker. Use intermittent stick shaker as

the upper limit for pitch attitude. In a sever shear, stick shaker may occur below 15°

pitch attitude. If attitude has been lowered below 15° to silence the stick shaker

during recovery, increase attitude toward 15° as soon as the stick shaker stops.

Flight Director. If the flight director is not equipped with windshear flight path

guidance, ignore the pitch command. Flight directors that have a pitch command

control option which allows the user to selector preset a freed pitch attitude may also

provide useful guidance during recovery in a windshear encounter.

Lateral Control. Correct promptly, but do not relax pitch control. Vertical flight path
*

is primary concern. Maintain track only as required for obstacle clearance.

Re~ort the Encounter. As soon as possible, report the windshear encounter to the

tower.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY Techniques

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

Discussion

o Apply Necessary Thrust

Once the decision is made to initiate a recovery, the flight crew must be prepared to maximize

the airplane’s performance. At this time, there are no means of predicting the intensity or

duration of the shear, so the crew must presume the worst case. Maximum rated thrust with an

initial target pitch attitude of 15° (not to exceed the stick shaker attitude) should provide near

maximum

initiation.

airplane performance. The autothrottles

The thrust-to-weightratio(T/W) is directly related to

angle (gamma). The higher the T/W, the higher the

should also be disengaged at recovery

the available rate of climb or flight path

potential rate-of-climb capability. Since

most engines take several seconds to spin up to maximum rated thrust from a typical setting

during approach, a timely throttle advance is necessary.

Figure 4.4-77 shows the performance degradation when using reduced go-around thrust during a

windshear. Altitude and temperature have obvious effects on the maximum available thrust. The

higher the airport and temperature, the lower the available thrust.
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Figure 4.4-77 Effect of Thrust---
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m 4.4.5

4.4.5.3

4.4.5.3.2

In addition to

WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

maximum thrust, some discussion on the use of autothrottles is appropriate. As

mentioned earlier in Section 4.4.3.2.5, the autothrottles can help during suspected windshear.

With the autothrottles engaged during approach, the crew can be more attentive to looking for

windshear indications. In other words, autothrottles provide more monitoring time.

However, the autothrottles can also mask an effective means of windshear detection during

approach by masking a significant change in airspeed. Autothrottles maintain the commanded

speed and progressively apply more and more thrust to compensate for an increasing tailwind.

The result can be a delayed decision to recover, resulting in a lower minimum altitude. A second

limitation of an autothrottle system is the relatively slow throttle advance limitation of an

autothrottle system is the relatively slow throttle advance when a recovery is initiated with the

*
autothrottles engaged. The pilot can advance the throttles faster than the autothrottle servos. The

sooner the throttles are at the maximum setting, the faster the engines will spool-up to maximum

rated thrust. For these reasons, it is recommended that the autothrottles be disengaged at

recovery initiation. Some windshears begin with an increasing performance headwind. In this

case, the autothrottle would automatically reduce thrust in order to maintain the glideslope and

airspeed. Since the headwind is usually followed by a tailwind, the crew should manually back

up the autothrottles so as not to place the airplane in a thrust deficient condition during the

increasing tailwind portion.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

A final consideration of thrust management in windshear is whether or not to use overboost

(beyond maximum rated up to f~ewal.1 thrust). For most airplanes this means pushing the

throttles towmds the full forward position, or “fwewall”. For the newer airplanes with electronic

throttle control, the firewall position will provide only maximum rated thrust, not overboost.

The use of overboost must not distract from the more important task at hand. Vertical flight path

control is far more important at that point than a slight increase in thrust. Fi=we 4.4-78 shows

the slight improvement in the altitude profile with overboost. Engine overboost should be

avoided unless necessary to avoid ground contact.
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Fig. 4.4-78 Effect of Overboost
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

o Control Pitch Attitude

If windshear is inadvertently encountered on landing approach, the pilot should initiate a

recovery and rotate smoothly at a normal rate ( typically 1 to 2 degrees per second) to an initial

target attitude of 15”*. The rotation should be stopped immediately if stick shaker or buffet

occurs.

During a windshear recovery maneuver, the best means of minimizing altitude loss is to keep the

nose up, trading airspeed for altitude. Figure 4.4-79 illustrates the consequences of pitching

down in an attempt to regain airspeed. Rate-of-climb reduction as a function of airspeed and e

wind rate are shown. The rate-of-climb reduction represents the incremental loss in climb

capability from the available rate of climb. In a moderate windshear of 2 kt/see, the shear alone

would reduce the rate of climb by about 1,500 FPM. For a more severe wind (4 kt/see), the

penalty for adhering to airspeed is very high. As shown on Figure 4.4-79, to maintain speed in a

4 kt/sec shear results in a 3,000 FPM reduction in available rate of climb. For a typical go-

around where the rate of climb would be 2,000 FPM, the result in a4 kt/sec shear would be a rate

of decent of 1,000 FPM if reference speed were maintained. The obvious conclusion is that an

airspeed reduction must be accepted in order to maintain or improve the rate of climb.

See Section 4.4.5.3.3 for additional discussion on target attitudes.
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Fig. 4.4-79 Rate-of-Climb Reduction Due to Following Airspeed
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.2 RECOMMENDED RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

For windshear encounters above 1,000 ft, it may be suitable to allow a

target attitude to assist in controlling airspeed. The pilot must be certain

no longer a possibility before reducing the pitch attitude.

slight decrease in the

that terrain contact is

The stick force requirements during a recove~ in windshear vary with the airplane type, gross

weight, center of gravity, and airspeed. Airplanes with underwing engine installations may

exhibit a nose-up pitching tendency as go-around thrust is applied. This is especially true at light

weights, In addition, the nose-up pitch tendency increases as airspeed decreases. This

characteristic can assist in achieving the proper nose up attitude for a recovery. At the final

target attitude, however, this pitch-up must be smoothly stopped to avoid overshooting the

target or stick shaker attitude. Depending on the airplane’s characteristics, there may be a

significant push force required to stop the thrust induced pitching moment.

The important thing to remember is vertical flight path control. Smooth steady control inputs are
a

necessary to prevent overcontrolling the airplane.
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m 4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.2 RECOMMEND RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

o Maintain Configuration

Flap and gear conilgtu-ation changes are not recommended during a recovery in windshear.

Stabilizer trim can be used to trim out large pitch changes due to thrust application. However,

flight path control of pitch attitude should be primarily via the column (elevator).

Flaps

Figure 4.4-80 illustrates the effect of a premature flap retraction during a recovery.

The plot of altitude versus distance clearly shows the degraded altitude profile when

the flaps are retracted early to Flaps 25.
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Fig. 4.4-80 EFFECT OF FLAPS RETRACTION TO FLAPS 25
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.2 RECOMMEND RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

If the flaps are prematurely retracted to Flaps 15 instead of Flaps 25 (Figure 4.4-81), the

flight path is degraded further. For a normal go-around with no windshear, flap retraction

improves climb performance because of the improved lift to drag ratio at lower

flap settings. However, this is only true when the airplane can accelerate to higher

speeds. In a windshear, the airplane actually decelerates from the reference approach

speed. Because of the lower airspeed in a shear, higher angles of attack are required to

achieve maximum lifi capability. At a given speed and angle of attack, a greater flap

setting produces more lift than a lesser flap setting (see Section 4.3.4), resulting in abetter

recovery profile. Therefore, the proper recovery technique is not to retract flaps to a

lesser flap setting until airspeed and vertical speed have recovered and ground contact is

no longer a factor.
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Fig. 4.4-81 EFFECT OF FLAP RETRACTION TO FLAPS 15
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.2 RECOMMEND RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

Landing Gear

The landing gear has only a minor effect on performance. Figure 4.4-82 shows a recovery profile

with the landing gear down compared to a gear retraction at positive rate. There is a very slight

improvement in the altitude profile. Because the benefit is very small, the greatest advantage to

leaving the gear down is in the event that ground contact does occur. The slight penalty of the

aerodynamic drag of the landing gear is offset by the improved chances of maintaining aircraft

control after an inadvertent touchdown with the gear down. Once a positive climb is achieved

and ground contact in no longer a factor, the gear should be retracted.
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Fig. 4.4-82 Effect of Landing Gear Retraction
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.2 RECOMMEND RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

Trim

Stabilizer trim may be used to trim out large pitch changes due to thrust application. Other

stabilizer trim changes should be minimized during a windshear recovery. Control column should

be used to control pitch attitude during the potentially rapid changes in horizontal and vertical

winds in a shear.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.2 RECOMMEND RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

o Accept Low Airspeed - Respect Stick Shaker

The maximum attitude that should be used for vertical flight path control during a recovery in

windshear is the attitude for stick shaker actuation. Except for a very severe shear, the stick

shaker attitude will be greater than 15°. This means that the recovery from a moderate shear can

generally be flown at a constant pitch attitude with margin to stick shaker. In the event that the

stick shaker activates, the pitch attitude should be smoothly decreased in small increments until

stick shaker stops. Continue the recovery at intermittent stick shaker until ground contact is no

longer a factor.. In very severe shears stick shaker may activate at pitch attitudes less than 15°.

The purpose of the stick shaker system is to provide stall warning. The airplane will not stall at *

the speed for stick shaker activation, but the remaining margin to stall should be retained.

Because the stick shaker is a discrete warning device (it is either on or off), the only way to judge

when the airplane is at the stick shaker attitude is by flying in and out of stick shaker. When

flying at the stick shaker attitude, the control inputs should be smooth and in small increments.

As indicated in Section 4.3.4.1, Figure 4.3-41, there is a substantial margin of lift between normal

flight angles of attack and the stick shaker angle. When flying at intermittent stick shaker, there

are just a few degrees of angle-of-attack margin before stall. In order to preseme this margin to

stall, stick shaker attitudes should not be exceeded.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.2 RECOMMEND RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

o Turn Off Flight Director and Autopilot If Not Windshear Equipped

For those airplanes that are not equipped with a flight director specifically designed for operation

in windshear, the flight director should be ignored or disengaged during a recovery in windshear.

Without windshear logic, a flight director may command a nose down pitch attitude to maintain

airspeed. This is unacceptable in a windshear.

Some flight directors are equipped with a selectable pitch attitude mode. If normal procedures

utilize this feature, the selectable pitch attitude mode may be effectively used in a windshear

*

encounter provided the selected attitude is within the acceptable range. However, if an attitude

other than the selected attitude becomes necessary, the flight director should be disregarded and,

time permitting, turned off.

For those airplanes equipped with windshear flight path guidance, the flight director will

command an appropriate nose-up target attitude upon depressing the Takeoff7Go-around

(TOGA) switches on the throttles.

The autopilot should be disengaged during a recovery in windshear.

*See Section 4.4.5.3.3 for additional discussion on target attitudes.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.2 RECOMMEND RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

o Control Bank Angle

An inadvertent winter encounter is likely to include changing crosswind components. This can

cause lateral displacement from the intended track. Correct the lateral displacement, but do not

relax pitch attitude control. Vertical flight path is the primary concern,. During the windshear

recove~ maintain track only as required for obstacle clearance.
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m 4.4.5 WINDSFIEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.3 DETERMINATION OF NOMINAL TARGET RECOVERY ATTITUDES

o Report the Encounter

As soon as possible, report the encounter to the tower. Pilots and controllers must be aware that

their timely actions may prevent a pending disaster. The pilot report for windshear encounters

should contain the following information:

1) Maximum loss or gain of airspeed

2) Altitude at which shear was encountered

3) Location of shear with respect to runway in use

4) Airplane Type

5) Use the term PIREP to encourage the rebroadcast of the report to other aircraft

Critical remarks are also helpful in establishing windshear severity (“...maximum thrust

required’’,... almost contracted terrain”, etc.).

Example:

“Miami Tower, PIREP, Flight 1236 encountered windshear on final, loss of 20

knots at 300 feet approaching middle marker runway 27 right, Douglas MD-80.”
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4.4.5 WINIXHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.2 RECOMMEND RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

Simulator studies and optimum trajectory analyses indicate that a body attitude of approximately

15° is a reasonable body attitude that provides adequate lift and does not require an excessive

time close to stick shaker.

Figure 4.4-83 shows a summary of the three key parameters used in selecting the target recovery

pitch attitude (minimum recovery altitude, airspeed loss, time at stick shaker). These data are the

result of executing a recovery after a wind change of 15 kt plus 1 sec pilot reaction delay. For

both flap settings shown, a target pitch attitude near 15° shows the best overall windshear

capability. Attitudes below 12° do not utilize the fill performance capability of the airplane,

resulting in lower recovery altitudes. Attitudes above 15° increase the time spent at stick shaker

without providing any benefit in minimum altitude or airspeed. These results are consistent for a

wide range of windshear magnitudes and rates. e

If a windshear is suspected, the proper action is to avoid the area. If windshear is encountered,

the important things to remember are rapid application of go-around thrust and smooth rotation

toward 150. Additional pitch changes may be required for terrain avoidance in a severe windshear

or respecting the stick shaker attitude. Any pitch corrections should be smooth and in small

increments to avoid overshooting the stick shaker attitude.
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Fig. 4.4-83
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

Introduction

The purpose of this section is to present the results of other proposed recovery techniques for

the case of an inadvertent windshear encounter on approach. Results of the analyses

demonstrate that the recommended recove~ technique is the preferred procedure.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

Summary

The recommended technique as outline in Section 4.4.5.3.2, will be used throughout the following

discussions to serve as a baseline for comparison purposes. This procedure has been found to

provide the most consistent results in terms of recovery capability.

Other recovery techniques considered are summarized below:

o

0

0

0

0

Maintain Approach Airspeed - Not Recommended

Flap Retraction During Recovery - Not Recommended

Flap Extension During Recovery - Not Recommended

Use Inertial Ground Speed - Advantages and Disadvantages

“Dive” Technique - Advantages and Disadvantages

These procedures have been proposed. However, they are generally not recommended based on

one or more of the following reasons:

1) The procedure does not provide as good a recovery profile as the

recommended technique.

2) The procedure makes matters worse and in some cases may actually be

dangerous.

e
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4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

3) The procedure complicates the recovery by increasing exposure to flight at

intermittent stick shaker.

Flap extension during recovery, inertial ground speed, and “dive” techniques have advantages and

disadvantages. Therefore, no specific recommendation can be made for the techniques.

The analysis procedure used for the evaluations was as follows:

1) Trim the airplane on the glideslope at an airspeed of V~F+5 kt.

2) Encounter a windshear at an altitude of 800 ft.

3) Using an autopilot, attempt to keep the airplane on the glideslope.

e

4) Initiate recove~ when the airspeed drops 15 kt below its initial

trim value.
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I

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

Discussion

o Maintain Approach Airspeed - Not Recommended

The effect of trying to maintain the approach airspeed during a windshear encounter is presented.

Results show that the recommended recovery technique is the preferred procedure.

The following procedure was used

Maintain the initial approach airspeed if windshear is encountered. Apply maximum

rated thrust and reduce the pitch attitude. For this study the attitude was not allowed to

decreasebelow -5°, Any additional attitude reduction was felt to be unreasonable.

The effect of trying to maintain airspeed is illustrated on Figure 4.4-84. The solid lines represent

the recommended technique, with recovery initiated when the airplane is 15 kt low in airspeed.

The dashed lines show the effect of trying to maintain airspeed at the initial approach value. The

following observations may be made concerning the proposed procedure:

1) The airplane loses altitude rapidly and contacts the ground.

2) Significant angle of attack margins to stick shaker exist. The

available performance capability is not being utilized.

3) The airspeed cannot be maintained at the initial approach value.

al
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Fig. 4.4-84 Effect of Approach Technique
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

o

e

4.4.5.3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

o Flap Retraction During Recovery - Not Recommended

The effect of retracting the flaps at different points in the recovery sequence is presented.

Results show that the recommended recovery technique, with no flap retraction until ground and

obstacle clearance are assured, is the preferred procedure.

Two alternate recove~ techniques were considered:

1) The current go-around procedure for most jet transports which calls for rotation

to the go-around attitude, go-around thrust, and immediate flap retraction to the

specified go-around flap.

2) A modification of the current procedure in which the flaps are retracted after a

positive rate of climb is established.

Figure 4.4-85 illustrates the results of retracting the flaps at recovery initiation as well as at the

point of positive rate of clime. An early flap retraction for recovety during a windshear

encounter is not recommended for the following reasons:

1) Delayed flap retraction until terrain and obstacle clearance is assured provides the

best recovery altitude profile.

altitude loss or a suppressed

recovery.

Early flap retraction will result in additional

altitude profile during the initial stages of the

2) Early flap retraction results in more time spent flying at high angles of attack. For

a severe windshear encounter, this would result in more exposure to flight at

intermittent stick shaker actuation.
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Fig. 4.4-85 Effect of Flap Retraction
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

o Flap Extension During Recovery - Not Recommended

Extending the flaps is not recommended as part of the “windshear recovery techniques” for the

following reasons:

1) The normal day-to-day procedure the flight crew follows during a go-around is to

retract the flaps. Extending the flaps would be contrary to this normal procedure.

Recommendation of a procedural step that is opposite to normal operations is

considered unwise.

2) If the flaps were commanded in the wrong direction the severity of the situation

could be increased significantly. This was illustrated previously.

3) No significant benefit results from extending flaps during recovery.

Figure 4.4-86 shows the results of extending the flaps to a greater flap setting at recove~

initiation. Based on the altitude profiles, the results show that there is no appreciable benefit to

extending the flaps fi.u-therfor this configuration.

4P
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Fig. 4.4-86 Effect of Flap Extension on Go - Around
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

o Inertial Ground Speed Technique - Advantages and Disadvantages

Use of the inertial navigation system displays of ground and wind speed can provide usefi.d

additional information for timely recognition of windshear. By comparing airspeed and ground

speed trends, rapidly deteriorating flight conditions can be identified. However, use of this

technique to compensate for windshear in an attempt to penetrate it is not recommended.

Approach techniques which utilize reference ground speeds are currently being used by some

carriers and the military. This technique utilizes the ground speed display and the airspeed

indicator as a means of compensating for windshear. The objective of the technique is to enable

touchdown at normal airspeeds. A description of the inertial ground speed technique for

increasing tailwind (decreasing headwind shears follows:

1) Calculate the reference ground speed by subtracting the tower reported headwind

from the normal approach speed.

2)

3)

Note: The amount of airspeed loss which is expected on the approach may

be determined by subtracting the tower reported winds form the winds

aloft indicated by the INS.

Fly to and maintain the reference ground speed using the inertial ground speed

display.

The reference ground speed may have to be abandoned in order to observe the

following limits:

a) Do not increase the airspeed above ‘~F+20. This restriction
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

may require flying an airspeed of ‘~F+20 until the ground speed increases

to the reference ground speed value.

b) Do not allow airspeed to fall below the normal approach airspeed. If

airspeed decreases to the normal approach airspeed while flying the

reference ground speed, stop flying ground speed and maintain the normal

approach airspeed as displayed on the airspeed indicator.

4) A go-around should be initiated should the approach become destabilized or the

pilot decides it is unsafe to continue.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

E?iW@!2

A) Prior to final approach:

Airspeed indicator = 134 kt = V APPROACH

Ground speed = l19kt

Headwind aloft =(134- l19)kt= 15kt

Tower reported headwind =Okt

Therefore, the crew would expect to lose 15 kt of headwind by touchdown.

B) Reference ground speed for approach is calculated to be:

Reference ground speed = VAppROACH - (Reported Headwind)

=(134 -O)kt

= 134 kt

c) Airspeed and ground speed would be increased by 15 kt. This would result in an airspeed

of 149 kt and a ground speed of 134 kt. This reference ground speed would be flown to

touchdown. By following this procedure, airspeed would decrease to the normal

approach speed by touchdown.
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4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

Figure 4.4-87 shows a comparison of the recommended technique for approach using increased

approach speeds and the inertial ground speed technique for a decreasing headwind. For all cased

the control tower reported calm winds while the inertial navigation system indicated a 15 kt

headwind aloft. However, the actual winds at the tower changed to over a 40 kt tailwind by the

time the aircraft neared the airport. This scenario simulates a microburst developing on the final

approach path which is not detected at the airport.

For the recommended procedure, the 15 kt wind change was added to the normal approach

*

airspeed resulting in an initial approach airspeed of ‘~F+20 . Recovery was initiated when

large throttle inputs were required to maintain airspeed. This technique resulted in recovery

initiation early in the approach, thus minimizing the altitude loss and reducing the difficulty of

the piloting task in controlling the airplane through the shear. Stick shaker was not encountered *
during the recovery and the minimum altitude was 220 feet.

The INS ground speed technique was flown using two different windshear recognition criteria.

The first case initiated recovery after an airspeed loss of 15 kt from the normal approach

airspeed. This resulted in a significantly delayed recovery decision, increased stick shaker

activation, and a minimum altitude of 50 ft. The second case initiated recove~ when glideslope

displacement exceeded one dot. This method of recognition allowed initiation of recovery much

earlier than the airspeed criteria. Due to the higher airspeeds, early recovery initiation provided

better altitude and stick shaker margins than when using the airspeed criteria. These minimums

were still below those of the recommended approachhecovery technique.

m’
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a Fig. 4.4-87 Effect of INS Technique on Recove~
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

The following is a list of advantages and disadvantages to using the inertial ground speed

technique:

Advantages:

1) By watching the airspeed indicator and ground speed display, the pilot can compare

speed trends which may aid recognition of a windshear encounter.

2 If conditions remain unchanged during approach, this technique assists landing at normal I

airspeeds in the presence of winds

the presence of winds which vary

vary with altitude and distance).

Disadvantages:

which vary only with landing at normal airspeeds in

only with altitude (unlike micorbursts winds which

*

1)

2)

3)

4)

The technique is directed toward windshear penetration which is contrary to windshear

avoidance policy.

The technique emphasizes control of speed rather than pitch attitude. This is contrary to

the recommended technique, which emphasizes use of pitch attitude rather than speed to

control vertical flight path near the ground.

The technique complicated the piloting task. The crew must calculate the reference

ground speed and continue to monitor the ground speed display throughout the approach.

Vertical flight path control is more difficult. For an increasing taihvind shear, the pilot

trying to fly a constant reference ground speed must pull the throttles back and, at the

same time, increase the back pressure on the control column. This is an unnatural

*
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response to decreasing airspeed. The technique results in lower airspeeds and longer

engine spool-up times when a recove~ is initiated and go-around thrust is applied.

5) The technique is based on tower winds which may vary from the time of the initial report

and calculations. If the winds change rapidly, the flight crew may not be informed in time

and continue flight into deteriorating conditions.
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o “Dive” Recovery Technique - Advantage and Disadvantages

Another technique suggested for windshear recovery is the “dive” technique. This technique

attempts to regain some of’ the airspeed lost due to the windshear. The technique is outlined as

follows:

1) Advance the throttles to maximum rated thrust.

2) Lower the nose of the airplane to either:

a) A fixed target “dive” attitude.

b) Regain lost airspeed.

3) At a predetermined altitude, initiate a pull-up toward the target recovery

technique attitude of 15

4) Continue the recove~ following the recommended recovery technique described in

Section 4.4.5.3.2.

Many variables affect the outcome of this technique: pitch-over target attitude or airspeed, pull-

up altitude, pull-up pitch rate and windshear encounter altitude.
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4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

Several different “dive” techniques were evaluated and compared to the recovery technique

recommended in Section 4.4.5.3.2. These “Dive” techniques involved pitching the aircraft down

to fixed target attitudes (0° and -5°) or pitching the aircrafl down to regain airspeed. In ENof the

cases evaluated, the recovery was initiated after losing approximately 15 kt of airspeed.

The advantages and disadvantages of the “dive” technique relative to the recommended recovery

procedure are summarized below:

Advantages:

o Increased speed margins

o Reduced stick shaker exposure

o Increased airplane controllability due to additional speed

Disadvantages:

o Reduced minimum recovery altitude

o Technique more complicated: Response dependent on altitude,

terrain/obstructions affect pull-up altitude

o Higher pitch rates required
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4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

The recommended recovery technique as outlined in Section 4.4.5.3.2 calls for pitching the

aircraft towards an initial recovery attitude of 15° while applying maximum rated thrust. If the

airplane is still descending and the stick shaker warning has not occurre~ the pitch attitude is

adjusted smoothly and in small increments using additional nose-up pitch attitude to maintain a

positive rate of climb or minimize altitude loss. For a windshear encounter at 500 ft (Figure 4.4-

88), this technique produces a minimum altitude of 270 ft and a minimum airspeed of 125 kt.

The pitch rates required to fly this technique are no more than the norm-d 30/see. Stick shaker

warning is not encountered during this approach and recovery.
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Fig. 4.4-88 Recommended Recovery Techniques
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4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

lf the “dive” technique is used for this same windshear encounter (Figure 4.4-89), the minimum

altitude is considerably lower. By pitching to 0° and maintaining this attitude until the 200 ft

pull-up altitude, and additional 100 ft of altitude of less than 100 ft is lost. This additional

altitude loss produces a minimum recovery altitude of less than 100 ft. A higher pitch rate of 4°

/see is required to pitch the aircraft rapidly enough to arrest the high rate of descent. This rapid

pitch up results in higher angles of attach near stick shaker activation. Compared to the

recommended recovery technique, this version of the “dive” technique results in less time spent

at the higher angles of attach due to the higher speeds.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

By attempting to pitch down to -5° (Figure 4.4-90) using the “dive” technique instead of 0°, the

minimum recovery altitude is reduced to less than 50 ft.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

Attempting to regain lost airspeed (Figure 4.4-91) using the “dive” technique produces similar

results. The minimum altitude is reduces firther due to the higher descent rates and extra time

required to pitch the aircraft up sufficiently to turn the flight path around.
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Fig. 4.4-91 “Dive” Recovery Technique - Pitch to Regain Airspeed
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5,3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

By moving the windshear to simulate an encounter at an altitude of 300 ft, the recommended

recovery technique (Figure 4.4-92) produces a minimum altitude which is lower than that seen for

the encounter at 500 ft.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

Using the “dive” technique of pitching to 0° for a windshear encountered at 300 ft AGL (figure

4.4-93) the minimum altitude is closer to that of the recommended technique (Figure 4.4-92)

since very little time (altitude) is available from windshear recognition until the pull-up altitude is

reached in the “dive” technique. As the windshear recognition and the pull-up altitudes become

closer, the “dive” techniques simply become the recommended recovery technique since not time

is available for the initial pitch down. In practice, this convergence in altitudes would take place

at even higher altitudes since the minimum altitude for the pull-up would have to be increased for

obstacle and terrain clearance.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

Figure 4.4-94 illustrates the recommended recovery technique during a severe windshear

encounter on approach. Airspeed falls to as low as 110 kt and pitch rates exceed 5‘/see in an

attempt to counter the large horizontal and vertical winds. These rapid vertical wind variations

result in momentary activation and complicate the recovery piloting task. Despite the seventy of

this windshear, a minimum altitude of 490 ft results using the recommended recovery technique.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

Using the “dive” technique by pitching to 0°, the airspeed and stick shaker margins are increased

significantly (Figure 4.4-95). The minimum airspeed is 20 kt higher for this technique. The

difficulty of the piloting task is reduced somewhat by the higher airspeeds. However, these

margins are gained at the expense of decreased altitude. The aircraft descends to 100 ft above the

ground before recovering.
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4.4.5 WINDSHEAR RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

4.4.5.3 ENCOUNTER ON APPROACH

4.4.5.3.4 OTHER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

Attempting to regain lost airspeed using the “dive” technique results in greater nose down pitch

attitudes and exceedingly high descent rates (Figure 4.4-96). Upon reaching the 200 ft pull-up

altitude, the aircraft does not have the performance capability to recover.
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Fig. 4.4-96 “Dive” Recovery Technique - Pitch to Regain Airspeed
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PILOT AND TRAINING ISSUES AND THEIR RESOLUTION

*

*

4P
A-1



PILOT ISSUES - GENERAL

DOCUMENTATION COVERAGE

ISSUE RESOLUTION PILOT SUBSTANT. TRAINING
GUIDE DATA DOCUMENT

Crew coordination/callouts. Effective crew coordination and 2.4,4 4,4,4.1 Appendix A

use of standardized call-outs will 4.4.4.2 Appendix H

provide earliest recognition of Appendix I

Windshear.

Control forces required. Unusual control forces may be 2.4.5 4.4.5.1 3.3.6

required to control flight path at 4.4.5.2 Appendix F

airspeeds below normal reference 4.4,5.3 Appendix J

speeds.

Avoidance information sources. Terminal forecasts, LLWAS, 2.2 4.2.3 3.2
PIREPS, weather radar, cockpit 2,4.1 4.4,1 Appendix E
observations. 2.4.2

Avoidance information reliability. Current sources not 100% 2.4.1 4.2.3 3.2

effective.

Crew should be familiar with signs 2.4.2 4,2.4 3.2

Avoidance criteria. of windshear. Practical guide to 4.4.2 Appendix E
windshear avoidance provided in
documents.

Effects of different wind fields on Tailwind shear represents the 2.3.4 4.3.4 Appendix F

airplane response: greatest threat to airplane
- Headwinds performance near the ground.
- Vertical Winds Other wind components are

- Cross Winds always present, thus increasing
- Turbulence pilot skill to successfully cope.



PILOT ISSUES - TAKEOFF PLANNING

DOCUMENTATION COVERAGE
ISSUE RESOLUTION PILOT SUBSTANT, TRAINING

GUIDE DATA DOCUMENT
Analysis of weather. Examine all available weather 2.2 4.2.4 3.2

information sources for signs of 2,4.1 4.2.5 Appendix E
windshear. Sources prioritized in 4.4.1 Appendix J
documentation.

Takeoff briefinghhecklist. Crew weather avoidance exercises -- .- Appendix E
provided.

Runway selection. Use longest suitable runway 2.4.3.1 4.4.3.1.2 3.2
available that avoids areas of Appendix A
suspectedwindshear, Appendix B

Flap setting. Airplane type dependent, no 2.4.3.1 4.4.3.1.3 3.2
general recommendation, Appendix A

Appendix B
Use of increased takeoff speed. Advantages and disadvantages 2.4,3.1 4.4.3,1.4 3.2

provided. Appendix A
Appendix B

Takeoff power setting. Use maximum rated thrust, 2.4.3.1 4.4.3.1.1 3.2
Appendix A
Appendix B

Use of flight director. Use only if windshear systems are 2.4.3.1 4.4.3.1.5 3.2
installed. Appendix A

Appendix B

A-3



PILOT ISSUES - TAKEOFFROLL

DOCUMENTATION COVERAGE

ISSUE RESOLUTION PILOT SUBSTANT. TRAINING
GUIDE DATA DOCUMENT

Rotationrates. Rotate at normal pitch for airplane 2.4.5.2 4.4,5.2.2 3.3.6.3
type to target pitch attitude. Appendix A

Appendix B
Bodygeometry limiting. Use of higher than normal 2.4.5.2 4.4.5.2.2 3.3.6.3

attitudes, (if necessary to liftoil) Appendix A
maybe restricted by the body AppendixB
geometry.

Configurationchanges. Maintainconfiguration (flap 2.4.5.2 4.4.5.2.3 3.3.6.3
setting,trim setting) to prevent Appendix A
incorrectaction which may AppendixB
degradeperformance.

Rejection criteria/performance Takeoff should be aborted if 2,4.5.2 4.4,5.2,1 3.3.6.3
capability. unacceptableairspeed variations Appendix A

occurbelow indicated V1 and Appendix B
sufficientrunway remains to stop.

Pointwhere rotation necessary. No later than 2000 feet from end 2.4.5.2 4.4.5.2.2 3.3.6.3
of useable surface. Appendix A
Recommenddistance-to-go Appendix B
runwaymarkers by installed at all
runways.

Target pitch attitude. Use higher than normal attitudes if 2,4,5.2 4.4.5.2.2 3.3.6.3
necessaryto lift off. Appendix A

Appendix B



PILOT ISSUES - CLIMB

DOCUMENTATION COVERAGE

ISSUE RESOLUTION ‘ PILOT SUBSTANT. TRAINING
GUIDE DATA DOCUMENT

‘performancemonitoring. Crew should closely monitor flight 2.4.4 4,4.4,1.2 3.2.3

instruments for early recognition AppendixB
of windshear, Call out deviations Appendix H

from normal..

4wareness of climb attitude. Crew should be aware of normal 2.4.4 4.4.4.1.1 3,2.3

range of all-engine climb attitudes. Appendix B
Appendix H

recognition criteria. Deviations from target conditions 2.4.4 4.4,4.1.1 3.3.5
in excess of 3.3.6
0 ~500 FPM vertical speed Appendix A

o ~15knots airspeed AppendixB

o +5° pitch attitude. Appendix G

Recovery technique: Aggressivelyapply thrust 2.4.5.1 4.4.5.1.2 3.3.5

necessary to ensure adequate 3.3.6

Thrust setting. airplane performance. Avoid Appendix F

engine overboost unless necessary Appendix G

to ensure airplane safety. Appendix A
AppendixB

Pitch control. Use specific target attitude. 2.4.5.1 4.4.5.1.2 3.3.5

Adjust pitch attitude as required to 3.3.6

minimize altitude loss while Appendix F

respecting the stick shaker. Appendix G
Appendix A
AppendixB
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DOCUMENTATIONCOVERAGE
ISSUE RESOLUTION PILOT SUBSTANT. TRAINING

GUIDE DATA DOCUMENT

Recovery technique (continued):

Use of flight director. Disengage or ignore if windshear 2.4.5.1 4.4.5.1.2 3.3.5
systems not installed. 3.3.6

Appendix A
Appendix B
Appendix F
Appendix G

Use of autopilot. Disengage unless it has windshear 2.4.5.1 4.4.5.1.2 3.3.5
capability. 3.3.6

Appendix A
Appendix B
Appendix F
Appendix G

Configuration changes. Maintain configuration (flap 2,4.5.1 4.4.5.1.2 3,3.5
setting, landing gear position, trim 3.3.6
setting) until ground contact is no Appendix A
longer a factor. Appendix B

Appendix F
Appendix G



ISSUE RESOLUTION PILOT SUBSTANT. TRAINING
GUIDE DATA DOCUMENT

Analysisof weather. Examine all available weather 2.4.1 4.2.4 3.2
information sources for signs of 4.2.5 Appendix E
windshear. 4.4.1 Appendix J

Crewbriefing. Crew weather avoidance exercises .. -- Appendix E
provided.

Runway selection. Use longest suitable runway available 2.4.3.2 4.4.3.2.3 3.2
that avoids areas of suspected Appendix A
windshear. Appendix B

Type of approach selection. Glide path aids when available. 2.4.3.2 4.4.3.2.2 3.2
Appendix A
Appendix B

Stabilized approach criteria. Stabilized approach by 1000ft. AGL 2.4.3.2 4.4.3.2.1 3.2
Appendix A
Appendix B

Flap setting. No clear choice. Airplane type 2.4.3.2 4.4,3.2.4 3,2
dependent. Appendix A

Appendix B

Speed additives. Use available increased speeds up to 2.4.3.2 4.4.3.2.5 3.2
maximum of 20 KT. Be cognizantof Appendix A
speed effect on landing distance. Appendix B

Use of flight director. Use for approach, but disregard or turn 2.4.3.2 4.4,3.2.7 3.2
off for go-around if windshear systems Appendix A
are not installed. Appendix B

Use of autopilot autothrottle. Use during approach only. 2.4.3.2 4.4.3.2.6 3.2
Manually back up the autothrottle. Appendix A

Appendix B
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PITnT 1$XIT?2C. ADIX?rl AfTJ. --- m I“” w-” ‘ .’ , ,.”’. U1*

DOCUMENTATIONCOVERAGE
ISSUE RESOLUTION PILOT SUBSTANT. TRAINING

GUIDE DATA DOCUMENT
Encounter identification/ Deviationsfromtargetconditionsin excessof 2.4.4 4.4.4.2.1 3.2
definition. o ~15 knotsairspeed

2.4.5.3 4.4.5.3.1 AppendixA
o +500 FPMverticalspeed AppendixG
o 75° pitchattitude AppendixB
o ;I dotglideslopedisplacement
o unusualthrottlepositionfor a

significantperiodof time
Recovery technique: Aggressively apply thrust necessary to ensure 2,4.5.3 4.4.5.3.2 3.3.5

adequate airplane performance. Avoid engine
3.3.6

Thrust setting.
overboostunlessnecessay to ensureairplane
safety. AppendixA

AppendixB
AppendixF
AppendixG

Pitch control. Rotatetowardspecifictargetattitude. Adjust 2.4.5.3 4.4.5.3,2 3.3,5
pitchattitudeas requiredto minimizealtitude
loss, 3.3.6

AppendixA
AppendixB
AppendixF
AppendixG

Use of flight director during go- Useonlyif windshearsystemsinstalled. 2.4.5.3 4.4,5,3,2 3,3.5
around. 3.3.6

AppendixA
AppendixB
AppendixF
AppendixG

Use of autopilot, Disengageduringgo-around,unlesswindshear 2.4.5.3 4.4.5.3.2 3,3.5
capable. 3,3.6

AppendixA
AppendixB
AppendixF
AppendixG

* *



* *

PILOT ISSUES - APPROACH(Continued)

DOCUMENTATIONCOVERAGE

ISSUE RESOLUTION PILOT SUBSTANT. TRAINING
GUIDE DATA DOCUMENT

Recovery technique (continued): Maintain configuration (flap 2.4,5.3 4,4.5.3.2 3.3.5
setting, landing gear position, trim 3.3.6

Configuration changes. setting) until ground contact is no Appendix A
longer a factor. Appendix B

Appendix F
Appendix G

Approach continuance criteria. Go-around should always be 2,4,5,3 4.4.5.3,1 3,3.5
initiated if go-around criteria are 3.3.6
exceeded. Appendix A

Appendix B
Appendix F
Appendix G
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PILOT ISSUES - RECOVERYTECHNIQUE

DOCUMENTATION COVERAGE
ISSUE RESOLUTION PILOT SUBSTANT. TRAINING

GUIDE DATA DOCUMENT
Applicability to Boeing, Douglas, Applicable to B727, 737,747,757, -- 4.4.5 3.1
and Lockheed airplanes, 767, DC-9, DC-10, MD-80, L- 3.4

1011

Use of alternate techniques:

1) Optimum flight path. Will be used as a “Benchmark.” .. 4.4.5.1.3 ..

2) Pitch to stick shaker. Not recommended. Increased 2.4.5 4.4.5,1,4 Appendix F
exposure to stick shaker and
potential for stall, Can produce
worse flight profile for some
windshears.

3) Energy management. Not recommended, 2.4.5 4.4.5.3,4 -.

4) Maximum L/D. Not recommended, Airplane may 2.4.5 4.4.5.1.4 Appendix F
contact ground due to pitch down
required to maintain angle-of-
attack for maximum L/D. No
suitable cockpit display.

5) Maintain reference speed. Not recommended, Airplane may 2,4.5 4.4,5.1.4 Appendix F
contact ground due to pitch down 4,4.5.3.4
required to maintain airspeed.



PILOT ISSUES - RECOVERY TECHNIQUE(Continued)

DOCUMENTATION COVERAGE

ISSUE RESOLUTION PILOT SUBSTANT. TRAINING
GUIDE DATA DOCUMENT

Use of alternate techniques Overboost alone is not sufllcient to 2.4.5 4.4.5.1.4 Appendix F
[continued): recover from windshear.

Overboost.
Flap extension. Advantages and Disadvantages. 2.4,5 4.4.5.1.4 Appendix F

Potential for incorrect action and 4.4.5.2.3
resulting degradation in 4.4.5.3.4

performance outweighs potential
benefit. Increases crew workload
during high workload situation.

Flap retraction, Not recommended, Large adverse 2,4.5 4.4.5.1.4 Appendix F
impact on initial climb capability 4.4.5.3.4
of aircraft.

A-n



WINDSHEAR TRAINING ISSUES

DOCUMENTATION COVERAGE

ISSUE RESOLUTION PILOT SUBSTANT. TRAINING
GUIDE DATA DOCUMENT

Level of overboost that windshear Normal levels of overboost have -. 4.4.5.1.2 3.4.2.3
models need accommodate. small effect on training winds. 4.4.5.1.4 3.4.4.3

Simulatormay need adjustment if
overboostlevels are not realistic.

Complexity of wind field to Horizontal tailwind alone is 2.3.5 4.3.4.1 3.4.3
accomplish training (Turbulence, sufficientfor training objectives, 2.3.6 4.3.5.2
updra13/downdrafl, etc.) Vertical winds can be used to

demonstraterequirement for pitch
attitudegreater than 15° to control
flight path. More complex winds
can be used to provide “real-life”
scenariodemonstration,

Relationship of windshear model As an objective, training winds 2.3.6 4.3.5.1 3.4.3
rates/ magnitudes to actual shears. shouldbe compatible with actual

measured shears.

Training value of increasing Includedwith complex wind .- 4.3.4.1.1 3.4.3
performance (headwind) models, 4.3,5.2

windshear model.

Use of same windshear models for Wind models may be changed for -- . . 3,1.5
initial and recurrent windshear recurrent (LOFT type) training to

training. match lesson being taught.

Value of training to non- Recommendedif teaching -. -. 3,4.3.2
recoverable situation. avoidance in recurrent (LOFT)

training



WINDSHEAR TRAINING ISSUES (Continued)

DOCUMENTATION COVERAGE
ISSUE RESOLUTION PILOT SUBSTANT, TRAINING

GUIDE DATA DOCUMENT
Definition of basic versus A basic program and the -- 4.1.2.3 3.3
advanced training program. corresponding objectives are 4.3.5.2

defined. Enhancements to basic
program are also defined.
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